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Dear readers,

For around 120 years, GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK has stood  
for specialist expertise, for the passion of developing new ideas and  
the ambition to inspire you, our customers, time and time again.

This claim to be better than the rest and to always create added values 
with our ideas, from which you profit in operational practice, has been 
continued for generations. My great-grandfather Leopold Munk was known 
as an inventor. And just as he did in 1899, I am always very happy when 
our access solutions specialists succeed in creating an innovation,  
for which you appreciate us.

That is exactly what we want to do. We want to earn your respect  
again and again every day. That only succeeds if we develop products  
of the highest quality, on which you can rely 100%.

Therefore the Access Solutions Guidebook 2021 presents products that 
provide the highest degree of occupational safety and perfect handling: 
because that is precisely what you, as a professional, need.

With our innovative ideas and solutions we set new trends, 
for instance in the non-slip step padding and climbing 
equipment ergonomics segments. We specifically supply 
excellent solutions in our standard assortment that contains 
more than 1,600 products. Health and safety and added 
value for users – these are not just extras for us but 
standards on which we do not compromise.

We offer more than others do: A quality guarantee of 
15 years on our series products "Made in Germany" and 
beyond that in all areas the know-how of a family-owned 
company which is now in its fourth generation. The passion 
and commitment is evident in all our products and our 
competent service.

The Access Solutions Guidebook 2021 will inform and 
inspire you. And if you cannot find a solution for your  
specific problem in the guidebook, just contact us:  

Our experts in the "special constructions" department are 
specialists when it comes to bespoke solutions for your 
individual needs. Often, we only need to adapt one of  
our standard products to make it perfect for your project.

Wherever anyone needs to work at a workplace at height  
or below ground level: We are your competent partner  
and offer you safety with the "Made in Germany" cachet  
that you can always rely on. That’s a promise!

Best regards, Ferdinand Munk
Managing director

Certificates

Awards

Collaborations

"We are constantly developing 
new ideas for extra safety. 
Because we know that safety is 
a basic need."

Ferdinand Munk, 
Managing Director
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Innovative and intelligent solutions  
made in Germany for the highest 
demands on safety at work

Product innovations

Single-person FlexxTower scaffolding
Our new single-person FlexxTower scaffolding with a working height of up  
to 6.1 m not only offers convincing robustness and quality, but it can also  
be assembled quickly, easily and safely. 

Thanks to the railings that can be assembled in advance, the user is always 
in the fall-protected area, while quick-release fasteners and the practical 
attachment brackets in the platform for carrying the individual components 
ensure a further efficiency boost.

A trolley can also be constructed from a few components, in which  
the remaining scaffolding parts or even other materials can be quickly  
and ergonomically transported. 

Thanks to its compact dimensions, the FlexxTower also fits through  
doorways and can be transported in many commercial vehicles.

See page 254 onwards for more

FlexxLift
Get in, crank up, you're there! That's how easy it is to get to  
a working height of up to 4.2 m in a working area that is secured  
on all sides with our two new FlexxLift mini lift platforms. And all  
this without any electricity or great effort. 

The compact and practically maintenance-free crank lifts with intu-
itive one-handed operation are easy to move up and down thanks 
to the infinitely variable lifting mechanism with gas pressure spring – 
the brake device, which is automatically activated when climbing in, 
and the double swing doors ensure optimum safety when working 
with both hands. 

See page 338 onwards for more

Platform ladder (push-in)
Our new platform ladder, which can be flexibly adapted to any type 
of work with plug-in sections of different lengths, guarantees made-
to-measure access.

The colour coating of the side-rails facilitates the correct allocation 
of the pairs while the compact dimensions of the individual parts 
make transport and space-saving storage easier.

See page 136 onwards for more
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clip-step
The various kinds of clip-step step paddings meet the increased requirements on anti-slip protection 
and work safety and ensure safe footing and comfortable standing on our step ladders.

NEW: In addition to the proven clip-step and clip-step R 13 step paddings, we also offer yellow 
models in the highest possible rating group R 13, for example to mark the lowest step of ladders.  
With clip-step relax, there are now paddings that cushion the front edge of the ladder step,  
making it much more comfortable to lean on the next step.

Multi-purpose ladder 
with steps
Since 2019, the more stringent TRBS 2121  
Part 2 has explicitly called for steps instead  
of rungs when ladders are not just used for  
ascent but also as workplaces.

This requirement is fulfilled, for example,  
by the new 3-section multi-purpose  
ladder with steps, which is a real 
all-rounder in everyday work thanks  
to its equipment and the various  
possible uses. 

The optional clip-step R 13 step pad-
dings provide a further safety bonus – 
the lowest steps are finished in  
a striking yellow.

See page 64 onwards for more

Folding step stool with hook-in platform
Versatile and safe to use, lightweight and space-saving 
during transport. These are our new folding step stools,  
accessible from both sides, with the optional hook-in  
platform as an accessory.

The practical benefit: Depending on the job, the folding 
step stools can be used individually or combined with  
the platform. The latter can be attached quickly and without 
tools at any step height thanks to insertion hooks, and with 
lengths of 1.8 m or 2.4 m it offers a spacious base area. 
The maximum load up to 300 kg also allows two people  
to work on the platform. 

See page 170 onwards for more

Ladder head protection
In order to be able to secure straight ladders 
even more effectively, we now have flexible ladder 
head protection devices in our range that auto-
matically adjust to the angle of the ladder.

See page 114 onwards for more 

Folding stabiliser
With the practical folding stabiliser, we now also 
offer a compact solution for space-saving trans-
port and storage of straight ladders over 3.0 m.

See page 120 for more
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Information & support

Changes  
TRBS 2121 Part 2

Since 2019, the more stringent TRBS 2121 Part 2 has explicitly called for steps instead of rungs  
when ladders are not just used for ascent but also as workplaces. To this end, new regulations apply 
to operating times and heights. Does this mean the end of working on rung ladders? No! While all 
step ladders meet the TRBS requirements anyway, there are also clever solutions for rung ladders  
that allow them to continue to be used. With our innovative MaxxStep step module, for example,  
almost all our rung ladders can be converted into a TRBS-compliant workplace, just like with  
the handy hook-in steps. 

TRBS-compliant step straight ladders 
for a secure footing
With our step straight ladders, we have the right product solutions in 
our range to comply with the stricter TRBS 2121 Part 2 regulation. 

Developed together with experts for occupational safety and award-
ed the special EuroTest Prize 2019 for outstanding achievements 
in occupational health and safety, the innovative ladders not only 
ensure a secure footing and comfortable stance at all times, but 
also additional occupational safety. Both step ladder models are 
equipped with a nivello® stabiliser, which is fitted as standard with 
the new generation of the nivello® ladder shoe.

More about the push-up extension ladder  
with steps from page 72
More about the step window cleaner's ladder  
from page 104

Good to know: The TRBS-compliant ladders are also finan-
cially supported with appropriate grants. Details of the occu-
pational health and safety grant programme of BG BAU (the 
professional association of the building industry in Germany) 
and the relevant application forms can be found online at 
www.bgbau.de/praev/arbeitsschutzpraemien

MaxxStep makes rung ladders made of aluminium 
TRBS-compliant! Thanks to the step module, which 
can be mounted without tools, almost all our rung  
ladders can still be used as workstations, even in 
accordance with the more stringent Technical  
Regulations for Operational Safety 2121 Part 2. 

Simply attach the appropriate step to the required 
rung and fasten using double clamping screws.  
The latter ensure a maximum of stability and are  
firmly connected to the new development from the 
Günzburg innovation workshop via retaining devices.

The practical benefit: Depending on requirements, 
MaxxStep can easily and flexibly be moved up or 
down the ladder if a different working height needs  
to be reached. For this purpose, the step module  
can also be used on various rung ladders and 
equipped with the non-slip clip-step step padding.

MaxxStep is available in five sizes, meets the require-
ments of the DIN EN 131-2 standard and is protected 
by utility model no. 20 2019 001 698.

See page 112 for more

R 13 hook-in platform
The new version of our hook-in platform guarantees 
work safety in the highest non-slip class R 13 thanks 
to the surface with aluminium oxide particles. It is 
suitable for all rung ladders and also serves to make 
these TRBS-compliant in use.

See page 112 for more

R 13 hook-in step
In addition to a comfortable and fatigue-free working 
position according to TRBS 2121 Part 2, the new 
hook-in step also meets the requirements of the  
highest possible non-slip class R 13 thanks to  
the surface with aluminium oxide particles.

See page 112 for more

MaxxStep step module:
The step for the rung!
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Subsidised  
by BG Bau !

Investments in occupational safety 
and ergonomics pay off twice over 
thanks to attractive subsidies

BG BAU funding

Secure funding now and improve health  
and safety at the same time
With the occupational health and safety grants from BG BAU (the professional association  
of the building industry in Germany), companies can save up to 50% if they investment in 
measures that make work safer. Commercial member companies of BG BAU with at least one 
employee and a BG contribution of 100 euros or more are eligible to apply, as are solopreneurs  
with voluntary insurance with BG BAU. 

The maximum subsidy amount per calendar year is based on the apportionment contribution to  
the professional association in the previous year. Smaller member companies can accumulate their 
subsidy amount for a grant over several years. Funding is available for measures implemented 
according to the conditions and which have not previously been subsidised by BG BAU. A subsidy  
is only possible in the year in which it was applied for – the invoice date of the current calendar  
and subsidy year is decisive.

NEW: Because working at height combined with inadequate safety precautions are the cause  
of many serious accidents at work, BG BAU is now offering its fall prevention grant package  
as a non-contributory subsidy for occupational safety grants (3,000 euros, 5,000 euros and  
10,000 euros per calendar year). Successive funding conditions apply to each stage and must  
be met or implemented by the company. Here, too, a funding rate of up to 50% per measure  
is possible.

Good to know: A company can benefit from both types of funding. When investing in products  
or measures to prevent falls from heights, it may be worthwhile comparing the two types of subsidy.

 
All eligible measures, further details on eligibility requirements and applications for  
occupational health and safety grants can be found on the BG BAU website at  
www.bgbau.de/service/angebote/arbeitsschutzpraemien

The numerous products subsidised by BG BAU can be easily recognised  
in our guide by the reference "Subsidised by BG BAU". 

The following measures are subsidised with occupational safety grants of up to 50%:

 � Construction site staircase and scaffolding stairs:  
Subsidy per construction site staircase 50% of the acquisition costs, max. 750 euros

 � Flights of stairs for mobile working platforms:  
Subsidy per flight of stairs 50% of the acquisition costs, max. 500 euros

 � Platform ladders and working platforms:  
Subsidy per platform ladder 50% of the acquisition costs, max. 500 euros

 � Lightweight platform ladders:  
Subsidy per platform ladder 50% of the acquisition costs, max. 250 euros

 � Step window cleaner's ladders:  
Subsidy per step window cleaner's ladder 50% of the acquisition costs, max. 300 euros

 � Push-up extension ladders with steps:  
Subsidy per push-up extension ladder with steps 50% of the acquisition costs, max. 300 euros

 � Steps, working platforms and small platforms:  
Occupational health and safety grant per measure 50% of the acquisition costs, max. 300 euros

 � Ladder accessories to improve stability and ergonomics:  
Per ladder accessory 50% of the acquisition costs, max. 100 euros

 � One-person scaffolds:  
Subsidy per scaffold using the 3 T method (Through The Trapdoor) 25% of  
the acquisition costs, max. 500 euros.  
Independent of contributions: 50% of the acquisition costs

 � Small lift platforms: 
Contribution-based subsidy per FlexxLift 25% of the acquisition costs,  
max. 1,500 euros. 
Independent of contributions: 50% of the acquisition costs

Discover the many advantages of our BG BAU subsidised products 
online at www.steigtechnik.de/bg-bau-foerderung
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Custom-made stairs,  
bridging steps and walkways
With our product configurator, ordering individual 
products couldn't be easier. Simply enter 
the desired dimensions, design and possible 
accessories step by step – the result is dynamically 
displayed in real time via a rotatable 3D model 
and dimensional drawings. After saving the 
configuration, an offer will be sent by e-mail as  
the basis for the order. All processes can also  
be accessed at any time via the personal logon. 
The individual product is delivered ex-works  
within ten working days.

The advantages at a glance

		Configure custom-made products around  
the clock yourself on the computer

		Simple and intuitive operation thanks to  
step-by-step input and real-time 3D display  
of the product

		Immediate offer with drawings by e-mail  
after completion of the configuration

		Fast delivery of the product within  
ten working days

		Easy installation thanks to delivery  
in pre-assembled modules 

Safety in the foreground

Our products meet the highest standards  
of safety and flexibility.

		Consideration of DIN EN 14122 standard 
series, DIN EN 131-7 and DIN EN 1090-3

		High quality made in Germany thanks to 
planning and production by our experts  
in Günzburg

		Comprehensible instructions for use and 
assembly for easy handling 

	Competent after-sales service

In a few clicks to your individual  
product – around the clock!  
NEW: The configuration of walkways

Product  
configurator

www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator
Discover our new configurator now and benefit from many advantages. Our informative video 
explains the simple and intuitive use of the practical online tool – our service team will be happy 
to help you in person if you have any questions.

Mobile and stationary partitions  
ensure a safe distance, mobile 
hygiene stations quick cleanliness

Infection protection

Wherever people meet, hygiene plays an important role. This is where fast and efficient measures  
are needed to protect employees and customers alike from infections and diseases. We are helping  
to meet regulations and boost infection protection.

From standard solution to individual fabrication: 
with our aluminium system profiles, we create 
fast and custom-made solutions that fit perfectly 
and are also economical. The standard modules 
can be used immediately without any structural 
measures on furniture and also have a second 
use thanks to the optional exchangeable plate.

See page 330 onwards 
for more

Mobile hygiene made easy: our new mobile 
container with integrated washbasin ensures 
quick cleanliness at the workplace. Universal 
dispensers for soap, disinfectants and paper 
towels round off the flexible equipment – just  
like practical storage boxes and the holder for  
a bin liner.

See page 333 for more

Dividers
Hygienic mobile 
containers
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Innovative products and a maximum of safety for all areas of everyday work – we offer no less as 
a strong partner of industry, retail and the building trades. Health and safety and added value are  
not just extras for us, but standards on which we do not compromise.

nivello® ladder shoes

With nivello®, the ladder shoe becomes mobile and sets new stand-
ards in the stability of our ladders. The integrated joint compensates 
for minor unevenness in the ground and achieves a contact surface 
on the ground that is 4 times larger than that of our conventional 
ladder shoes. The exchangeable foot plates also allow optimum ad-
aptation to the working environment and guarantee a secure footing 
even on slippery surfaces, soil with vegetation and gratings. 

The advantages at a glance:

 � With the 2-axis inclination technology of the integrated joint,  
the nivello® ladder shoe delivers perfect full-surface floor contact

 � The work angle check shows the correct and safe work angle  
of the ladder

 � The grooved foot plates are interchangeable and available in 
different Shore hardnesses and sizes. An electrically conductive 
version is also available

 � The standard nivello® foot plate (Shore hardness 85) is suitable 
for all surfaces and can be replaced individually with two screws 
in case of wear and tear

 � For particularly smooth and slippery surfaces, the nivello® 
footplate with a significantly lower Shore hardness is 
recommended. It provides an even higher slip resistance, 
especially in more demanding working environments

 � An enlarged nivello® foot plate is available especially for use  
on gratings. With a contact surface that is approximately  
25 times larger than that of our conventional ladder shoes,  
and an optimum profile matched to gratings, it offers  
particularly high stability

 � When using the ladder on soil with vegetation, the aluminium foot 
plate with claws ensures an optimum grip. The serrated structure 
effectively helps to prevent the ladder from accidentally slipping 
on lawns and the like.

Your advantage: Today, as then, nivello® ladder shoes are 
standard equipment on all our ladders* at no extra cost.  
For your safety and in keeping with our motto "Safety. Made  
in Germany", ladders with added value are simply what we do. 

The nivello® ladder shoe:
Security and flexibility in series production!

Discover the advantages of the new generation of 
nivello® ladder shoes as well as a descriptive product 
video online at www.steigtechnik.de/nivello

Integrated joint with intelligent 2-axis 
inclination technology

Interchangeable and  
available as spare part

Modern  
appearance

4 times larger contact area  
than our conventional  
ladder shoes

Patented system:  
DE 10 2013 003 920

Standard equipment  
at no extra charge*

Also available  
electrically conductive

Work angle check
If the triangular marking is 
between or opposite the two 
arrows, the ladder is correctly 
positioned at the correct and  
safe working angle

Interchangeable foot plates:
 � nivello® standard foot plate 

 � nivello® foot plate for smooth underlying surfaces 

 � nivello® foot plate for grating surfaces

 � nivello® foot plate claw

 � Foot plates available as single parts

* where technically feasible

Added value
Added safety
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NEWS
ERGO
Ergonomie und Arbeitssicherheit in der Steigtechnik

Steigtechnik 
mit Ergonomievorteil
Leitern transportieren – bitte recht ergonomisch und rückenfreundlich!

Seite 4

Ergonomie und ihr
gesundheitlicher 
Mehrwert 
Sonderbeitrag aus der AGR aktuell Nr. 49
Seite 6

Vorteile 
ergonomischer 
Transporthilfen
Beispiel einer Leiter mit 'roll-bar'-Traverse
Seite 10

Sonderteil:

Arbeitssicherheit 

In addition to occupational health and safety, ergonomics and comfort play an equally important role 
in the daily handling of ladders and climbing aids. For this reason, more and more company doctors 
and occupational health workers recommend ergonomic access equipment from Günzburg. 

For example, step and rung ladders which can be easily moved on castors to the place of use help to 
keep employees healthy in the industry and building trades. If workers wheel rather than carry ladders, 
they save about half of carrying weight and are not burdened by he heavy load. This is not only good 
for the user's back, but also for the employer of course. This is because chronic back pain is still one 
of the most frequent causes of work absences due to health reasons. It is not for nothing that for  
ergonomic reasons, the German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) recommends that transport 
wheels or similar should be used to move heavy or bulky ladders.

Rolling instead of 
dragging with the  
'roll-bar' retrofit kit.  
This ensures the 
convenient and 
particularly back-
friendly transport of 
step and rung ladders 
with stabilisers.

ergo-pad® grip area 
 � The ergonomically shaped grip area allows easier and more 

comfortable handling of our step ladders because it is attached 
to the ideal carrying point

 � The integrated clamping mechanism additionally secures 
the side-rails of the ladder when folded. This prevents both 
unintentional unfolding and crushing

 � The ergo-pad® is fitted as standard to almost all step ladders  
and is also available individually as an accessory or spare part

For more information about ergonomics, please refer to our  
Ergo-News brochure. This is available as a free download on  
our homepage www.steigtechnik.de, or by e-mail to  
bestellung@steigtechnik.de.

Pulling relieves strain on  
the back and saves effort

Heavy carrying of ladders 

'roll-bar' retrofit kit
 � Wheeling instead of carrying: With the 'roll-bar' retrofit kit for 

stabilisers, ladders with steps and rungs can be moved from 
place to place by one person easily and without back strain – 
even when extended. The amount of force required for this  
is only half of that required for carrying it

 � The safe and self-locking folding mechanism allows the castors 
to be easily brought into the desired position with the foot –  
a bonus in terms of ergonomics and comfort

 � Quickly mounted: To attach the retrofit kit, simply slide it over  
the stabiliser and fix it with the screws and sleeves supplied

 � The 'roll-bar' retrofit kit fits all ladders with stabiliser and is 
available separately as an accessory

clip-step relax
 � Comfortable standing: The special geometry of the step padding 

provides a cushioning effect on the front edge of the step and 
thus increases the comfort for the user – especially when working 
on the ladder for longer periods

 � Comfortable support on the next step makes work easier and 
increases safety, as the soft step padding provides a pleasant, 
secure hold

 � The relax step padding is available as a variant for many ladders, 
please note the addition "clip-step relax" after the product name

Added value
Added ergonomics
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New

Double-sided ladders
Versatile to use, easy to handle

1–3
Available for delivery within 1–3 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 

Spring-loaded castors
 � High stability, easy to change position 

 � Easy to move the ladder when it is set up

 � Self-locking

 � Also retrofittable and available as  
a spare part

ergo-pad® grip area
 � Ergonomically shaped grip area for easier 

and more comfortable handling of our  
step ladders

 � Attachment to optimum carrying point 

 � Integrated clamping mechanism secures 
the side-rails of the ladder when folded 

nivello® ladder shoes
 � Movable joint with patented 2-axis inclination technology

 � 4 times larger contact area than our conventional ladder shoes

 � Integrated work angle check

 � Exchangeable foot plates for different surfaces (also electrically conductive)

Storage tray
 � For the practical storage of small parts 

 � Made from high-quality plastic

 � Partly with integrated hooks and tool holders

 � Different versions, depending on the ladder model

Ladder joint with 'safe-cap'
 � Smooth-running and with large contact area

 � Stable and durable thanks to 6-fold riveting  
and higher wall thickness

 � Optimally protected thanks to plastic cap

Steps

Rungs

Double-sided ladders made of 
aluminium, wood or reinforced 
fibre glass with

clip-step R 13 step padding
Certified non-slip protection  
for step ladders

 � Fulfils the requirements of the highest 
possible non-slip class R 13 thanks  
to aluminium oxide particles

 � Improves work safety in wet and  
oil-contaminated environments

 � Applied up to the maximum  
accessible step as a visual check

 � Retrofittable, available as a spare part and 
in yellow in selected lengths (RAL 1021)

clip-step step padding
Optimised non-slip protection  
for step ladders

 � Made of grooved plastic

 � Exact fit and easy to clip onto the steps

 � Applied up to the maximum accessible 
step as a visual check

 � Retrofittable and available as spare part

Rung Safe R 13
Certified non-slip protection  
for rung ladders

 � Fulfils the requirements of the highest 
possible non-slip class R 13 thanks  
to aluminium oxide particles

 � Improves work safety in wet and  
oil-contaminated environments

 � Applied up to the maximum accessible 
rung as a visual check

Safe footing and comfortable stance

With design approval according to European Standard DIN EN 131, 
Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health (BetrSichV), TRBS 2121 
Part 2, German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information  
sheet 208-016 (formerly BGI 694 or GUV-I-694) and applicable 
DGUV regulations.

Added ergonomics

Added safety

Choosing the right ladder: On pages 344/345,  
you will find useful tips and formulas for  
determining the required standing height,  
working height and ladder length.

Industrial grade
 � Sturdy processing for demanding 

applications (e.g. 4-fold edging)

 � Corrosion-resistant fixtures

 � Processing of high-quality and  
high-strength materials

 � Versatile and practical accessories

clip-step relax step padding
Greater comfort during prolonged periods 
of working on the ladder 

 � Pads the front edge of the ladder step

 � Comfortable cushioning for leaning and 
bracing against the next step

 � The relax step padding is available as  
a variant for many step ladders, please 
note the addition "clip-step relax" after  
the product name
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Discover the many product 
advantages in a video:
www.steigtechnik.de/videos

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 40106

Double-sided step ladder  
with single-sided access
 � See left for general product description

Product description
 � Double-sided step ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � 80 mm deep grooved steps and large platform

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stance

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � ergo-pad® grip area with clamping mechanism

 � Ladder joint 'safe-cap'

 � Practical storage tray with integrated hooks  
and tool holders

 � From seven steps or more: Spreader lock with  
two high-strength nylon straps

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Available with and without step padding

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Double-sided step ladder with  
single-sided access with clip-step R 13
 � See left for general product description

 � clip-step R 13 step padding for certified non-slip protection

Approx. max. working height in m 2.70 2.95 3.15 3.40 3.70 3.90 4.10 4.35 4.80 5.25
Number of steps including platform 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14
Total height in m 1.34 1.58 1.81 2.05 2.28 2.51 2.75 2.98 3.45 3.92
Platform height in m 0.67 0.91 1.14 1.38 1.67 1.84 2.08 2.31 2.78 3.25
Base spread in m 0.70 0.85 1.01 1.16 1.32 1.48 1.63 1.79 2.10 2.40
Lower outer width in m 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.55 0.59 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.74 0.80
Depth of side-rails/support part in mm 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58
Weight in kg 5.3 6.6 7.6 8.6 9.7 11.3 12.4 13.7 16.0 18.8
Order no. 40103 40104 40105 40106 40107 40108 40109 40110 40112 40114

Approx. max. working height in m 2.70 2.95 3.15 3.40 3.70 3.90 4.10 4.35 4.80 5.30
Number of steps including platform 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14
Total height in m 1.34 1.58 1.81 2.05 2.28 2.51 2.75 2.98 3.45 3.95
Platform height in m 0.67 0.91 1.14 1.38 1.61 1.84 2.08 2.31 2.78 3.28
Lower outer width in m 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.55 0.59 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.74 0.80
Depth of side-rails/support part in mm 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58
Weight in kg 5.5 7.0 8.1 9.2 10.5 12.3 13.6 15.0 17.7 20.9
Order no. 41623 41624 41625 41626 41627 41628 41629 41630 41632 41634

Fig.: Order no. 40108

clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 
relax step paddings

Details and complete overview starting on page 112Accessories

L wall-mounted ladder holder 
Order no. 19839

Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 

Fig.: Order no. 41628
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Product description
 � Double-sided step ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � 80 mm deep grooved steps and large platform

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stance

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � ergo-pad® grip area with clamping mechanism

 � Ladder joint 'safe-cap'

 � Practical storage tray with integrated hooks  
and tool holders

 � From seven steps or more: Spreader lock with  
two high-strength nylon straps

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Available with and without step padding

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Double-sided step ladder with single-sided 
access with clip-step
 � See left for general product description

 � clip-step step padding for optimised non-slip protection

Double-sided step ladder with single-sided 
access with clip-step relax
 � See left for general product description

 � clip-step relax step paddings for comfortable working

Approx. max. working height in m 2.70 2.95 3.15 3.40 3.65 3.85 4.10 4.35 4.80 5.30
Number of steps including platform 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14
Total height in m 1.34 1.58 1.81 2.05 2.28 2.51 2.75 2.98 3.45 3.95
Platform height in m 0.67 0.91 1.14 1.38 1.61 1.84 2.08 2.31 2.78 3.28
Lower outer width in m 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.55 0.59 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.74 0.80
Depth of side-rails/support part in mm 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58
Weight in kg 5.6 7.1 8.2 9.3 10.6 12.4 13.7 15.2 18.0 21.2
Order no. 41503 41504 41505 41506 41507 41508 41509 41510 41512 41514

Approx. max. working height in m 2.70 2.95 3.15 3.40 3.65 3.85 4.10 4.35 4.80 5.30
Number of steps including platform 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14
Total height in m 1.34 1.58 1.81 2.05 2.28 2.51 2.75 2.98 3.45 3.95
Platform height in m 0.67 0.91 1.14 1.38 1.61 1.84 2.08 2.31 2.78 3.28
Lower outer width in m 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.55 0.59 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.74 0.80
Depth of side-rails/support part in mm 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58
Weight in kg 5.3 6.7 7.8 8.9 10.1 11.9 13.6 14.7 17.4 20.5
Order no. 42103 42104 42105 42106 42107 42108 42109 42110 42112 42114

Fig.: Order no. 41208

Fig.: Order no. 42104

Fig.: Order no. 41508

clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 
relax step paddings

L wall-mounted ladder holder 
Order no. 19839

Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 
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Approx. max. working height in m 2.70 2.95 3.15 3.40 3.65 3.85 4.10 4.35 4.80 5.25
Number of steps including platform 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12 14
Total height in m 1.34 1.58 1.81 2.05 2.28 2.51 2.75 2.98 3.45 3.92
Platform height in m 0.68 0.91 1.14 1.38 1.61 1.85 2.08 2.31 2.78 3.25
Base spread in m 0.70 0.85 1.01 1.16 1.32 1.48 1.63 1.79 2.10 2.40
Lower outer width in m 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.70 0.74 0.77 0.80 0.83 0.89 0.95
Depth of side-rails/support part in mm 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58
Weight in kg 8.7 9.7 10.7 11.8 13.0 14.8 16.1 17.3 19.8 22.8
Order no. 41103 41104 41105 41106 41107 41108 41109 41110 41112 41114

Fig.: Order no. 41106

Double-sided step 
ladder with single-
sided access with 
castors 

 � Double-sided step ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � 80 mm deep grooved steps and large platform

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stability

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � Four self-locking spring-loaded castors (Ø 80 mm)

 � Ladder joint 'safe-cap'

 � Rigid connection through metal struts detachable  
on both sides

 � From seven steps or more: Spreader lock with  
two high-strength nylon straps 

 � Practical storage tray with integrated hooks  
and tool holders

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Fig.: Order no. 11224 

ML double-sided step 
ladder, single-sided

 � Double-sided step ladder made of aluminium

 � Ergonomically shaped ladder side-rails for easy handling

 � 80 mm deep grooved steps and large platform

 � High-strength bolted step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stability

 � 4-fold riveted ladder joint made of aluminium

 � Non-slip ladder shoes

 � Practical storage tray 

 � Selected models optionally available with  
abrasion-resistant anodised aluminium side-rails

 � From six steps or more: Spreader lock with  
two high-strength nylon straps

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Material
Natural 
aluminium

Natural 
aluminium

Natural 
aluminium

Natural 
aluminium

Natural 
aluminium

Anodised 
aluminium

Anodised 
aluminium

Anodised 
aluminium

Approx. max. working height in m 2.70 2.95 3.15 3.40 3.65 2.70 2.95 3.15
Number of steps  
including platform

3 4 5 6 7 3 4 5

Total height in m 1.31 1.54 1.78 2.01 2.25 1.31 1.54 1.78
Platform height in m 0.69 0.93 1.16 1.40 1.63 0.69 0.93 1.16
Base spread in m 0.68 0.84 1.00 1.15 1.31 0.68 0.84 1.00
Lower outer width in m 0.46 0.49 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.46 0.49 0.52
Depth of side-rails/support part 
in mm

50/35 50/35 50/35 50/35 50/35 50/35 50/35 50/35

Weight in kg 5.1 6.2 7.3 8.8 9.9 5.1 6.2 7.3
Order no. 11223 11224 11225 11226 11227 11253 11254 11255

clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 
relax step paddings

Details and complete overview starting on page 112Accessories

L wall-mounted ladder holder 
Order no. 19839

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

L wall-mounted ladder holder 
Order no. 19839clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 

relax step paddings
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Double-sided step 
ladder 250 kg with 
single-sided access 
with clip-step R 13

 � Double-sided step ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � 80 mm deep grooved steps and large platform

 � clip-step R 13 step padding for certified  
non-slip protection

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stability

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � ergo-pad® grip area with clamping mechanism

 � Ladder joint 'safe-cap'

 � Practical storage tray with integrated hooks  
and tool holders

 � From five steps or more: Spreader lock with  
two high-strength nylon straps

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 250 kg

Double-sided step 
ladder 250 kg with 
double-sided access 
with clip-step R 13

 � Double-sided step ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � clip-step R 13 step padding for certified  
non-slip protection

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stability

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � ergo-pad® grip area with clamping mechanism

 � 4-fold bolted, solid ladder joint made of aluminium

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 250 kg

Approx. max. working height in m 2.70 2.95 3.15 3.40 3.65 3.85
Number of steps including platform 3 4 5 6 7 8
Total height in m 1.34 1.58 1.81 2.05 2.28 2.51
Platform height in m 0.67 0.91 1.14 1.38 1.61 1.84
Lower outer width in m 0.47 0.50 0.53 0.55 0.58 0.61
Depth of side-rails/support part in mm 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58
Weight in kg 5.4 6.8 8.0 9.3 10.6 12.6
Order no. 42703 42704 42705 42706 42707 42708

Approx. max. working height in m 2.20 2.45 2.70 2.95 3.15 3.40
Number of steps 2x3 2x4 2x5 2x6 2x7 2x8
Total height in m 0.67 0.91 1.14 1.38 1.61 1.85
Lower outer width in m 0.44 0.46 0.49 0.52 0.55 0.58
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 5.3 6.8 8.4 10.0 11.7 13.8
Order no. 43803 43804 43805 43806 43807 43808

Fig.: Order no. 42704 Fig.: Order no. 43805

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 

L wall-mounted ladder holder 
Order no. 19839 Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 

XL wall-mounted ladder holder 
Order no. 19841
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Fig.: Order no. 40208

Double-sided step ladder  
with double-sided access
 � See left for general product description

Product description
 � Double-sided step ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stance

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � ergo-pad® grip area with clamping mechanism

 � 4-fold bolted, solid ladder joint made of aluminium

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Available with and without step padding

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Double-sided step ladder  
with double-sided access and clip-step R 13
 � See left for general product description

 � clip-step R 13 step padding for certified non-slip protection 

Approx. max. working height in m 2.20 2.45 2.65 2.90 3.15 3.40 3.60 3.85 4.30 4.80
Number of steps 2x3 2x4 2x5 2x6 2x7 2x8 2x9 2x10 2x12 2x14
Total height in m 0.67 0.91 1.14 1.38 1.61 1.85 2.08 2.32 2.79 3.25
Base spread in m 0.69 0.86 1.03 1.20 1.37 1.54 1.71 1.89 2.22 2.57
Lower outer width in m 0.44 0.46 0.49 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.64 0.70 0.76
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 5.1 6.4 7.7 9.0 10.4 11.9 13.5 15.0 18.2 21.9
Order no. 40206 40208 40210 40212 40214 40216 40218 40220 40224 40228

Approx. max. working height in m 2.20 2.45 2.65 2.90 3.15 3.40 3.60 3.85 4.30 4.80
Number of steps 2x3 2x4 2x5 2x6 2x7 2x8 2x9 2x10 2x12 2x14
Total height in m 0.67 0.91 1.14 1.38 1.61 1.85 2.08 2.32 2.79 3.25
Base spread in m 0.69 0.86 1.03 1.20 1.37 1.54 1.71 1.89 2.22 2.57
Lower outer width in m 0.44 0.46 0.49 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.64 0.70 0.76
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 5.3 6.8 8.4 10.0 11.7 13.5 15.4 17.2 21.2 25.7
Order no. 41636 41637 41638 41639 41640 41641 41642 41643 41645 41647

Fig.: Order no. 41638

Fig.: Order no. 40216

clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 
relax step paddings

Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 

XL wall-mounted ladder holder 
Order no. 19841
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Discover the many product 
advantages in a video:
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Fig.: Order no. 41605

Double-sided step ladder with  
double-sided access with clip-step relax
 � See left for general product description

 � clip-step relax step padding for comfortable working

clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 
relax step paddings

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 

Fig.: Order no. 42212

Product description
 � Double-sided step ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stance

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � ergo-pad® grip area with clamping mechanism

 � 4-fold bolted, solid ladder joint made of aluminium

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Available with and without step padding

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

XL wall-mounted ladder holder 
Order no. 19841

Approx. max. working height in m 2.20 2.45 2.65 2.90 3.15 3.40 3.60 3.85 4.30 4.80
Number of steps 2x3 2x4 2x5 2x6 2x7 2x8 2x9 2x10 2x12 2x14
Total height in m 0.67 0.91 1.14 1.38 1.61 1.85 2.08 2.32 2.79 3.25
Base spread in m 0.69 0.86 1.03 1.20 1.37 1.54 1.71 1.89 2.22 2.57
Lower outer width in m 0.44 0.46 0.49 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.64 0.70 0.76
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 5.4 6.9 8.6 10.2 12.0 13.8 15.7 17.6 21.7 26.3
Order no. 41603 41604 41605 41606 41607 41608 41609 41610 41612 41614

Approx. max. working height in m 2.20 2.45 2.65 2.90 3.15 3.40 3.60 3.85 4.30 4.80
Number of steps 2x3 2x4 2x5 2x6 2x7 2x8 2x9 2x10 2x12 2x14
Total height in m 0.67 0.91 1.14 1.38 1.61 1.85 2.08 2.32 2.79 3.25
Base spread in m 0.69 0.86 1.03 1.20 1.37 1.54 1.71 1.89 2.22 2.57
Lower outer width in m 0.44 0.46 0.49 0.52 0.55 0.58 0.61 0.64 0.70 0.76
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 5.9 7.6 9.4 11.2 12.0 15.2 15.5 19.5 24.1 25.7
Order no. 42206 42208 42210 42212 42214 42216 42218 42220 42224 42228

Double-sided step ladder with double-sided 
access with clip-step
 � See left for general product description

 � clip-step step padding for optimised non-slip protection
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Fig.: Order no. 11234

ML double-sided  
step ladder,  
double-sided

 � Double-sided step ladder made of aluminium

 � Ergonomically shaped ladder side-rails for easy handling

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � High-strength bolted step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stability

 � 2-fold bolted, solid ladder joint made of diecast zinc

 � Non-slip ladder shoes

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Fig.: Order no. 41218

Double-sided step 
ladder with  
double-sided access 
with castors 

 � Double-sided step ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stability

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � Four self-locking spring-loaded castors (Ø 80 mm) 

 � 4-fold bolted, solid ladder joint made of aluminium

 � Rigid connection through metal struts detachable  
on both sides

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Approx. max. working height in m 2.25 2.50 2.70 2.95 3.15
Number of steps 2x3 2x4 2x5 2x6 2x7
Total height in m 0.69 0.93 1.16 1.39 1.63
Lower outer width in m 0.43 0.46 0.49 0.52 0.55
Base spread in m 0.66 0.83 1.00 1.17 1.34
Depth of side-rails in mm 50 50 50 50 50
Weight in kg 5.5 7.2 8.9 10.7 12.5
Order no. 11233 11234 11235 11236 11237

Approx. max. working height in m 2.20 2.45 2.65 2.90 3.15 3.40 3.60 3.85 4.30 4.80
Number of steps 2x3 2x4 2x5 2x6 2x7 2x8 2x9 2x10 2x12 2x14
Total height in m 0.67 0.91 1.14 1.38 1.61 1.85 2.08 2.32 2.78 3.25
Base spread in m 0.69 0.86 1.03 1.20 1.37 1.54 1.71 1.89 2.22 2.57
Lower outer width in m 0.59 0.61 0.64 0.67 0.70 0.73 0.76 0.79 0.85 0.91
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 8.1 9.5 10.9 12.3 13.9 15.4 17.0 18.7 22.0 25.9
Order no. 41206 41208 41210 41212 41214 41216 41218 41220 41224 41228

clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 
relax step paddings

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 
relax step paddings

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories
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New

Fig.: Order no. 34116Fig.: Order no. 33812

Double-sided step ladder 
with double-sided access 
made of reinforced fibre 
glass / aluminium
 � Double-sided step ladder made of  
reinforced fibre glass/aluminium

 � Side-rails made of reinforced fibre glass profiles 
(min. 10 years ageing resistance)

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm, 
made of aluminium

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stability

 � nivello® ladder shoes

 � ergo-pad® grip area with clamping mechanism

 � Galvanised steel hinges with screw attachment

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength  
nylon straps

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � Suitable for working near or on live parts

 � Tested up to 1,000 volts as per  
DIN EN 61478:2002 Clause 6.5.1 and  
A1:2004 Category 1

  Note: Products with reinforced fibre glass content 
are excluded from exchange due to their sensitivity

Double-sided step 
ladder, double-sided, 
wood

 � Double-sided step ladder made of wood

 � Side-rails and steps made of knot-free pine

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 85 mm

 � Pegged step-to-side-rail connection, resulting  
in smooth side-rail surface

 � Sturdy steel hinges

 � Supplied as standard with practical bucket hook

 � Spreader lock with two galvanized steel chains

 � Integrated grip hole

 � Non-slip ladder shoes

 � Step distance: 230 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � These products are covered by the statutory warranty

XL wall-mounted ladder holder 
Order no. 19841

Approx. max. working height in m 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50
Number of steps 2x4 2x6 2x8 2x10 2x12
Ladder length in m 1.10 1.60 2.10 2.60 3.10
Base spread in m 0.92 1.23 1.68 1.91 2.26
Lower outer width in m 0.49 0.55 0.60 0.66 0.73
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 7.8 11.1 14.6 18.2 22.0
Order no. 34108 34112 34116 34120 34124

Approx. max. working height in m 2.35 2.50 2.70 3.00 3.25 3.50
Number of steps 2x3 2x4 2x5 2x6 2x7 2x8
Ladder length in m 0.78 1.00 1.23 1.49 1.73 1.92
Base spread in m 0.62 0.77 0.95 1.16 1.33 1.45
Depth of side-rails in mm 65 65 65 65 65 65
Lower outer width in m 0.44 0.48 0.51 0.56 0.59 0.62
Upper outer width in m 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39
Weight in kg 5.4 7.2 9.0 10.8 12.0 14.0
Order no. 33806 33808 33810 33812 33814 33816

clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 
relax step paddings

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Hinge self-locking 
Order no. 19620

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Exchangeable
nivello® foot plates 
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Aluminium oxide 
covering R 13

 

 

In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 33012 and order no. 19910

Product description
 � Double-sided rung ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stability

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination 
technology

 � Solid, galvanised steel hinges with screw attachment

 � Plastic end caps on upper side-rail end

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps

 � Transport securing straps

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Fig.: Order no. 33016

Fig.: Order no. 31016

Double-sided rung ladder
including tool tray

 � See left for general product description

Double-sided rung ladder Rung Safe R 13
including tool tray

 � See left for general product description

 � Certified Rung Safe R 13 non-slip protection

Approx. max. working height in m 3.30 3.80 4.35 4.85 5.40 5.95
Number of rungs 2x6 2x8 2x 0 2x12 2x14 2x16
Ladder length in m 1.83 2.40 2.95 3.51 4.07 4.63
Lower outer width in m 0.53 0.59 0.65 0.70 0.76 0.82
Base spread in m 1.07 1.36 1.65 1.94 2.23 3.01
Depth of side-rails in mm 58 58 58 58 73 73
Weight in kg 7.7 9.8 13.3 16.0 18.9 22.3
Order no. 33012 33016 33020 33024 33028 33029

Approx. max. working height in m 3.30 3.80 4.35 4.85 5.40 5.95
Number of rungs 2x6 2x8 2x10 2x12 2x14 2x16
Ladder length in m 1.83 2.40 2.95 3.51 4.07 4.63
Lower outer width in m 0.53 0.59 0.65 0.70 0.76 0.82
Base spread in m 1.07 1.36 1.65 1.94 2.23 3.01
Depth of side-rails in mm 58 58 58 58 73 73
Weight in kg 8.0 10.1 13.8 16.6 19.8 23.3
Order no. 31012 31016 31020 31024 31028 31032

MaxxStep step module 
Order no. 19901–19905 

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Bucket hook 
Order no. 19115 Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

 

 

In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 33516 and order no. 19910Fig.: Order no. 33040 and order no. 19910

Double-sided rung 
ladder suitable  
for stairs
including tool tray

 � Double-sided rung ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stability

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � Solid, galvanised steel hinges with screw attachment

 � Plastic end caps on upper side-rail end

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps

 � Transport securing straps

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Four side-rail extensions with sturdy guide,  
infinitely adjustable via ergonomic star handle

 � Adjustment range on the ascent unit: max. 400 mm

 � Adjustment range on the support part: max. 1,000 mm

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

4-section double-sided 
rung ladder  
with nivello® stabiliser 

 � Double-sided rung ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � nivello® stabiliser with optimal width for the selected  
product, ensuring an extra safe footing and ascent  
(double-sided, enclosed separately)

 � Height adjustable from rung to rung in no time

 � Plastic end caps on upper side-rail end

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Approx. max. working height in m 5.10 6.00 7.00
Number of rungs 4x8 4x10 4x12
Extended ladder length in m 4.00 4.80 5.85
Retracted ladder length in m 2.50 3.06 3.62
Stabiliser width in m 0.93 1.20 1.20
Base spread in m 2.23 2.69 3.33
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73
Weight in kg 29.0 33.5 39.4
Order no. 33032 33040 33048

Ergonomic Softline star handles for  
safe locking of the side-rail extension.

Sturdy and safe guide for the side-rail 
extension.

Working height (support unit extended max.) up to approx. m 3.60 3.90 4.20 4.50
Number of rungs 2x5 2x6 2x7 2x8
Ladder length in m 1.50 1.80 2.10 2.40
Lower outer width, ladder retracted, in m 0.60 0.63 0.66 0.66
Lower outer width, ascent unit extended, in m 0.64 0.67 0.70 0.73
Lower outer width, support part extended, in m 0.70 0.73 0.76 0.79
Depth of side-rails in mm 58 58 58 58
Retracted base spread in m 1.08 1.26 1.43 1.60
Base spread, fully extended (0.4 x 1.0) in m 1.56 1.72 1.90 2.06
Weight in kg 13.5 14.6 14.9 16.0
Order no. 33510 33512 33514 33516

MaxxStep step module 
Order no. 19901–19905 

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Storage tray 
Order no. 19270 Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

 

 

In accordance with TRBS 2121 
Part 2, a suitable accessory is required 
for working on this ladder. When the 
accessory is used, the insulation 
voltage is reduced to 1,000 volts.

Fig.: Order no. 33214 and order no. 19900

Double-sided  
rung ladder, wood 
including tool tray

 � Double-sided rung ladder made of wood

 � Side-rails made of finger-jointed pine or knot-free  
Caroline pine, rungs made of ash

 � Pegged rung-to-side-rail connection, resulting in  
smooth side-rail surface

 � Sturdy steel hinges

 � Supplied as standard with practical bucket hook

 � Spreader lock with two galvanized steel chains

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � These products are covered by the statutory warranty

Fig.: Order no. 36405

Double-sided rung 
ladder, made of 
reinforced fibre glass
including tool tray

 � Double-sided rung ladder made of reinforced 
fibre glass

 � Side-rails and rungs made of reinforced fibre 
glass rectangular tube profiles (min. 10 years 
ageing resistance), without fillers

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides,  
28 x 29 mm

 � High-strength rung-to-side-rail connection

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis 
inclination technology

 � Galvanised steel hinges with screw attachment

 � Plastic end caps on upper side-rail end

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength  
nylon straps

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � Suitable for working near or on live parts

 � Tested up to 28,000 volts as per  
DIN EN 61478:2002 Category 1

  Note: Products with reinforced fibre glass content 
are excluded from exchange due to their sensitivity

Hook-in platform R 13 
Order no. 19900

XL wall-mounted ladder holder 
Order no. 19841

Approx. max. working height in m 2.50 2.75 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00
Number of rungs 2x4 2x5 2x6 2x8 2x10 2x12 2x14
Ladder length in m 1.27 1.55 1.83 2.39 2.95 3.51 4.07
Base spread in m 0.94 1.11 1.28 1.55 1.98 2.31 2.67
Lower outer width in m 0.48 0.50 0.53 0.59 0.65 0.71 0.77
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 7.9 9.1 10.4 13.2 15.9 19.1 22.1
Order no. 36404 36405 36406 36408 36410 36412 36414

Approx. max. working height in m 2.50 2.80 3.00 3.30 3.60 4.20
Number of rungs 2x4 2x5 2x6 2x7 2x8 2x10
Ladder length in m 1.23 1.51 1.79 2.07 2.34 2.91
Base spread in m 0.83 0.99 1.09 1.25 1.30 1.50
Lower outer width in m 0.50 0.53 0.56 0.59 0.62 0.68
Upper outer width in m 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38
Depth of side-rails in mm 60 60 60 60 60 60
Weight in kg 7.0 8.6 10.2 11.9 13.8 17.4
Order no. 33208 33210 33212 33214 33216 33220

Further wooden ladders available on request.

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Outside shoe for wooden ladder 
Order no. 19619

XL wall-mounted ladder holder 
Order no. 19841

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 
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Straight ladders
Safe access and work safety at heights

ergo-pad® grip area

Straight ladders made of aluminium, 
wood or reinforced fibre glass with

1–3
Available for delivery within 1–3 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 
With design approval according to European Standard DIN EN 131, 
Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health (BetrSichV), TRBS 2121 
Part 2, German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information  
sheet 208-016 (formerly BGI 694 or GUV-I-694) and applicable 
DGUV regulations.

nivello® ladder shoes
 � Movable joint with 2-axis inclination technology  

for full-surface contact with the underlying surface

 � 4 times larger contact area than our conventional ladder shoes

 � Integrated work angle check

 � Exchangeable foot plates for different surfaces (also electrically conductive)

'roll-bar' retrofit kit
 � Wheeling instead of carrying: Ergonomic and comfortable handling

 � Simple, no-drill mounting on stabilisers

 � Safe and self-locking folding mechanism

 � User-friendly operation without bending down

Steps

Rungs

clip-step R 13 step padding
Certified non-slip protection  
for step ladders

 � Fulfils the requirements of the highest 
possible non-slip class R 13 thanks  
to aluminium oxide particles

 � Improves work safety in wet and  
oil-contaminated environments

 � Applied up to the maximum accessible 
step as a visual check

 � Retrofittable, available as a spare part and 
in yellow in selected lengths (RAL 1021)

clip-step step padding
Optimised non-slip protection  
for step ladders

 � Made of grooved plastic

 � Exact fit and easy to clip onto the steps

 � Applied up to the maximum accessible 
step as a visual check

 � Retrofittable and available as spare part

clip-step relax step padding
Greater comfort during prolonged periods 
of working on the ladder 

 � Pads the front edge of the ladder step

 � Comfortable cushioning for leaning  
and bracing against the next step

 � The relax step padding is available as  
a variant for many step ladders, please 
note the addition "clip-step relax" after  
the product name

Rung Safe R 13
Certified non-slip protection  
for rung ladders

 � Fulfils the requirements of the highest 
possible non-slip class R 13 thanks  
to aluminium oxide particles

 � Improves work safety in wet and  
oil-contaminated environments

 � Applied up to the maximum accessible 
rung as a visual check

Standard stabiliser
Safe, standards-compliant ascent  
for straight ladders over 3.0 m

 � Different stabiliser widths, suitable  
for the selected ladder length

 � Non-slip ladder shoes

 � Individually available as spare part

Different stabilisers

Added ergonomics

Added ergonomics

Added safety

Safe footing and comfortable stance

Retrofit stabiliser
Safe, standards-compliant ascent

 � For retrofitting existing ladders with ladder 
lengths over 3.0 m in compliance with 
standards

 � Non-slip ladder shoes 

 � Available in different widths

nivello® stabiliser
Extra safe, standards-compliant ascent 
for straight ladders over 3.0 m

 � Extra wide stabiliser for even greater 
stability

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented  
2-axis inclination technology, integrated 
work angle check and exchangeable  
foot plates

 � Individually available as spare part

 � Ergonomically shaped grip area for easier and more 
comfortable handling of our step ladders

 � Attachment to optimum carrying point

Industrial grade
 � Sturdy processing for 

demanding applications  
(e.g. 4-fold edging)

 � Corrosion-resistant fixtures

 � Processing of high-quality  
and high-strength materials

 � Versatile and practical 
accessories

Choosing the right ladder: On pages 344/345,  
you will find useful tips and formulas for  
determining the required standing height,  
working height and ladder length.
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Fig.: Order no. 40312

Fig.: Order no. 40612

Step straight ladder with standard stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � Standard stabiliser with non-slip ladder shoes with optimum width for the selected product. 
Ensures safe stance and ascent for straight ladders over 3.0 m. The stabiliser is enclosed 
separately and is screwed to the lower end of the rail in two places.

Product description
 � Aluminium step straight ladder

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � ergo-pad® grip area

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Available with and without stabiliser

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Step straight ladder without stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination technology

Note: Straight ladders over 3.0 m are allowed to be used without a stabiliser only  
if they are used exclusively for their intended purpose (e.g. permanently installed,  
fitted with hooks, fastened with a belt).

Fig.: Order no. 40612

Approx. max. working height in m 2.80 3.30 3.80 4.30 4.80 5.30 5.80
Number of steps 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
Ladder length in m 1.65 2.15 2.65 3.14 3.64 4.14 4.64
Stabiliser width in m – – – 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Base area in m 0.58 0.75 0.92 1.09 1.26 1.43 1.60
Weight in kg 4.1 5.6 6.8 8.8 9.8 13.4 14.0
Order no. 40306 40308 40310 40612 40614 40616 40618

Approx. max. working height in m 2.80 3.30 3.80 4.30 4.80 5.30 5.80
Number of steps 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
Ladder length in m 1.65 2.15 2.65 3.15 3.65 4.15 4.65
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Base area in m 0.58 0.75 0.92 1.09 1.26 1.43 1.60
Weight in kg 4.1 5.6 6.8 8.0 9.0 12.6 13.2
Order no. 40306 40308 40310 40312 40314 40316 40318

Retrofit stabiliser  
Order no. 30361

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 
relax step paddings

'roll-bar' retrofit kit
Order no. 19634–19635

Without stabiliser not 
required by standards

Handrail, for self-installation 
Order no. 30290–30293
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Approx. max. working height in m 2.70 3.17 3.64 4.06
Number of steps 6 8 10 12
Ladder length in m 1.69 2.19 2.69 3.13
Depth of side-rails in mm 70 70 70 70
Weight in kg 7.3 9.6 11.9 15.1
Order no. 33706 33708 33710 33712

Fig.: Order no. 33722

Fig.: Order no. 33708

Fig.: Order no. 33710

Step straight ladder, wood with stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � Wooden stabiliser with non-slip ladder shoes with optimum width for the selected 
product. Ensures safe stance and ascent for straight ladders over 3.0 m. The stabi-
liser is enclosed separately and is screwed to the lower end of the rail in two places.

Step straight ladder, wood without stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

Note: Straight ladders over 3.0 m are allowed to be used without a stabiliser only if they  
are used exclusively for their intended purpose (e.g. permanently installed, fitted with hooks, 
fastened with a belt).

Approx. max. working height in m 2.70 3.17 3.64 4.11
Number of steps 6 8 10 12
Ladder length in m 1.69 2.19 2.69 3.16
Stabiliser length in m – – – 0.93
Depth of side-rails in mm 70 70 70 70
Weight in kg 7.3 9.6 11.9 17.4
Order no. 33706 33708 33710 33722

Product description
 � Step straight ladder made of wood

 � Side-rails and steps made of finger-jointed pine  
or knot-free Caroline pine

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 92 mm

 � Steps inserted in side-rail using threaded rod

 � Oblique side-rail end for optimum wall contact  
or attachment

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Available with and without stabiliser

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

XL wall-mounted ladder holder 
Order no. 19841

Attachment bracket for ladder 
Order no. 19844

Retrofit stabiliser  
Order no. 30370

Ladder head protection 
Order no. 19315–19317

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Without stabiliser not 
required by standards
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 10114

Fig.: Order no. 10112 and order no. 19910

Rung straight ladder with standard stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � Standard stabiliser with non-slip ladder shoes with optimum width for the selected product. 
Ensures safe stance and ascent for straight ladders over 3.0 m. The stabiliser is enclosed  
separately and is screwed to the lower end of the rail in two places.

Product description
 � Aluminium rung straight ladder

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Available with and without stabiliser

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Rung straight ladder with nivello® stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � nivello® stabiliser with optimum width for the selected product, ensuring an extra safe  
footing and ascent thanks to nivello® ladder shoes with 2-axis inclination technology,  
work angle check and exchangeable foot plates. The stabiliser  
is enclosed separately and is screwed to the lower end of the rail  
in two places.

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00 3.60 4.10 4.70 5.30 5.80 6.40 6.90 8.10
Number of rungs 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 24
Ladder length in m 1.91 2.47 3.03 3.59 4.15 4.72 5.28 5.84 6.96
Stabiliser width in m 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93 1.20 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 58 58 58 58 58 73 73 85 98
Weight in kg 4.6 5.4 6.4 7.5 8.8 10.1 11.3 15.5 17.5
Order no. 10306 10308 10310 10312 10314 10316 10318 10320 10324

Fig.: Order no. 10014

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00 3.60 4.10 4.70 5.30 5.80 6.40 6.90 8.10
Number of rungs 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 24
Ladder length in m 1.91 2.47 3.03 3.59 4.15 4.72 5.28 5.85 6.97
Depth of side-rails in mm 58 58 58 58 58 73 73 85 98
Weight in kg 3.6 4.4 5.4 6.5 7.8 9.1 10.3 14.5 16.5
Order no. 10006 10008 10010 10012 10014 10016 10018 10020 10024

Fig.: Order no. 10314

Rung straight ladder without stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination technology

Note: Straight ladders over 3.0 m are allowed to be used without a stabiliser  
only if they are used exclusively for their intended purpose  
(e.g. permanently installed, fitted with hooks, fastened with a belt).

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00 3.60 4.10 4.70 5.30 5.80 6.40 6.90 8.10
Number of rungs 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 24
Ladder length in m 1.91 2.47 3.03 3.57 4.13 4.70 5.26 5.82 6.94
Stabiliser width in m – – – 0.93 0.93 0.93 1.20 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 58 58 58 58 58 73 73 85 98
Weight in kg 3.6 4.4 5.4 7.3 8.6 9.9 11.3 15.5 17.5
Order no. 10006 10008 10010 10112 10114 10116 10118 10120 10124

without stabiliser
not required according  

to standard

MaxxStep step module 
Order no. 19901–19905 

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

'roll-bar' retrofit kit
Order no. 19634–19635

Ladder head protection 
Order no. 19315–19317
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Aluminium oxide 
covering R 13

 

 

In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 10812 and order no. 19910

Rung Safe R 13 rung 
straight ladder with 
standard stabiliser

 � Aluminium rung straight ladder

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Certified Rung Safe R 13 non-slip protection

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � Also available on request with the nivello® stabiliser

 � Standard stabiliser with optimum width for the selected 
product. Ensures safe stance and ascent for straight  
ladders over 3.0 m. The stabiliser is enclosed separately 
and is screwed to the lower end of the rail in two places. Non-slip,  Non-slip,  

so you don't lose  so you don't lose  
your grip!your grip!

 �  Optimum stability thanks to clip-step step paddings 
or rungs with aluminium oxide covering R 13

 �  Ideally suited for particularly demanding work  
environments or the highest safety requirements  
in wet and oily areas

 �  Applied up to the last accessible step/rung as  
a visual check

 �  Step padding for step ladders also available as  
a retrofit kit and spare part

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00 3.60 4.10 4.70 5.30 5.80 6.40 6.90 8.10
Number of rungs 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 24
Ladder length in m 1.91 2.47 3.03 3.57 4.13 4.70 5.26 5.82 6.94
Stabiliser width in m – – – 0.93 0.93 0.93 1.20 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 58 58 58 58 58 73 73 85 98
Weight in kg 3.6 4.4 5.4 7.5 8.9 10.2 11.4 15.6 17.7
Order no. 10406 10408 10410 10812 10814 10816 10818 10820 10824

Without stabiliser not 
required by standards

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Hook-in platform R 13 
Order no. 19900

Selected lengths of clip-step 
R 13 step padding now also 
available in yellow (RAL 1021), 
e.g. for marking the last step
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 33115

Fig.: Order no. 33112

Fig.: Order no. 33116

Rung straight ladder, wood with stabiliser 
 � See left for general product description

 � Wooden stabiliser with non-slip ladder shoes with optimum width for the selected 
product. Ensures safe stance and ascent for straight ladders over 3.0 m. The stabi-
liser is enclosed separately and is screwed to the lower end of the rail in two places.

Product description
 � Rung straight ladder made of wood

 � Side-rails made of finger-jointed pine or knot-free  
Caroline pine, rungs made of ash

 � Pegged rung-to-side-rail connection, resulting in  
smooth side-rail surface

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Available with and without stabiliser

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Rung straight ladder, wood without 
stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

Note: Straight ladders over 3.0 m are allowed to be used without a stabiliser only if  
they are used exclusively for their intended purpose (e.g. permanently installed, fitted  
with hooks, fastened with a belt).

Without stabiliser not 
required by standards

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00 3.50 4.10 4.70 5.30
Number of rungs 6 8 10 12 14
Ladder length in m 1.92 2.48 3.00 3.60 4.16
Stabiliser width in m – – – 0.93 0.93
Depth of side-rails in mm 61 61 61 70 70
Weight in kg 5.0 5.8 6.7 10.3 11.7
Order no. 33106 33108 33110 33115 33116

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00 3.50 4.10 4.70 5.30
Number of rungs 6 8 10 12 14
Ladder length in m 1.92 2.48 3.00 3.60 4.16
Depth of side-rails in mm 61 61 61 70 70
Weight in kg 5.0 5.8 6.7 8.4 9.8
Order no. 33106 33108 33110 33112 33114

Attachment bracket for ladder 
Order no. 19844

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Retrofit stabiliser  
Order no. 30370

Hook-in platform R 13 
Order no. 19900

Ladder head protection 
Order no. 19315–19317
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 35312

Fig.: Order no. 35012

Fig.: Order no. 35012 with order no. 19910

Rung straight ladder made of reinforced 
fibre glass / aluminium with stabiliser 
 � See left for general product description

 � Reinforced fibre glass stabiliser with non-slip ladder shoes with optimum width  
for the selected product. Ensures safe stance and ascent for straight ladders over 
3.0 m. The stabiliser is enclosed separately and is screwed to the lower end of  
the rail in two places.

Product description
 � Rung straight ladder made of reinforced fibre  
glass/aluminium

 � Side-rails made of reinforced fibre glass profiles 
(min. 10 years ageing resistance)

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides 30 x 30 mm 
made of aluminium

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Available with and without stabiliser

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � Suitable for working near or on live parts

 � Tested up to 1,000 volts as per DIN EN 61478:2002 
Clause 6.5.1 and A1:2004 Category 1

Note: Products with reinforced fibre glass content  
are excluded from exchange due to their sensitivity

Rung straight ladder made of reinforced 
fibre glass / aluminium without stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination technology

Note: Straight ladders over 3.0 m are allowed to be used without a stabiliser only  
if they are used exclusively for their intended purpose (e.g. permanently installed,  
fitted with hooks, fastened with a belt).

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00 3.60 4.10 4.70 5.30
Number of rungs 6 8 10 12 14
Ladder length in m 1.91 2.47 3.00 3.58 4.14
Stabiliser width in m – – – 0.93 0.93
Depth of side-rails in mm 58 58 58 58 58
Weight in kg 4.5 5.8 7.1 9.0 10.4
Order no. 35006 35008 35010 35312 35314

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00 3.60 4.10 4.70 5.30
Number of rungs 6 8 10 12 14
Ladder length in m 1.91 2.47 3.00 3.58 4.14
Depth of side-rails in mm 58 58 58 58 58
Weight in kg 4.5 5.8 7.1 8.2 9.6
Order no. 35006 35008 35010 35012 35014

Without stabiliser not 
required by standards

MaxxStep step module 
Order no. 19901–19905 

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Retrofit stabiliser 
Order no. 30373 'roll-bar' retrofit kit

Order no. 19634–19635

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories
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In accordance with TRBS 2121 
Part 2, a suitable accessory is required 
for working on this ladder. When the 
accessory is used, the insulation 
voltage is reduced to 1,000 volts.

Fig.: Order no. 36812 with order no. 19910

Rung straight ladder made of reinforced 
fibre glass with stabiliser 
 � See left for general product description

 � Reinforced fibre glass stabiliser with non-slip ladder shoes with optimum width  
for the selected product. Ensures safe stance and ascent for straight ladders 
over 3.0 m. The stabiliser is enclosed separately and is screwed to the lower  
end of the rail in two places.

Product description
 � Rung straight ladder made of reinforced fibre glass

 � Side-rails and rungs made of reinforced fibre glass plastic 
profiles (min. 10 years ageing resistance)

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 28 x 29 mm

 � Without fillers

 � High-strength rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Available with and without stabiliser

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � Suitable for working near or on live parts

 � Tested up to 28,000 volts as per DIN EN 61478:2002 
Category 1

Note: Products with reinforced fibre glass content  
are excluded from exchange due to their sensitivity

Rung straight ladder made of reinforced 
fibre glass without stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination technology

Note: Straight ladders over 3.0 m are allowed to be used without a stabiliser only  
if they are used exclusively for their intended purpose (e.g. permanently installed,  
fitted with hooks, fastened with a belt).

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00 3.60 4.10 4.70 5.30
Number of rungs 6 8 10 12 14
Ladder length in m 1.92 2.48 3.00 3.59 4.15
Stabiliser width in m – – – 0.93 0.93
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 5.9 7.5 9.2 11.7 13.3
Order no. 36006 36008 36010 36812 36814

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00 3.60 4.10 4.70 5.30
Number of rungs 6 8 10 12 14
Ladder length in m 1.92 2.48 3.00 3.59 4.15
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 5.9 7.5 9.2 10.9 12.5
Order no. 36006 36008 36010 36012 36014

Fig.: Order no. 36014

Fig.: Order no. 36814
Without stabiliser not 
required by standards

MaxxStep step module 
Order no. 19901–19905 

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Retrofit stabiliser 
Order no. 30373 'roll-bar' retrofit kit

Order no. 19634–19635
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Added ergonomics

Added safety

Multi-purpose ladders,  
multi-function ladders
The all-rounders among access aids

Industrial grade
 � Sturdy processing for demanding 

applications (e.g. 4-fold edging)

 � Corrosion-resistant fixtures

 � Processing of high-quality and  
high-strength materials

'roll-bar' retrofit kit
 � Wheeling instead of carrying:  

Ergonomic and comfortable handling

 � Simple, no-drill mounting on stabilisers

 � Safe and self-locking folding mechanism

 � User-friendly operation without  
bending down

Flexibility
 � Universal and versatile use

 � Compact size for transport and storage

 � Upper ladder can also be used individually (up to 3.0 m)

Accessories
 � The right equipment for every application

 � Practical and makes work easier

 � Can be retrofitted universally on ladders  
from GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK

Multi-purpose and multi-function ladders  
made of aluminium with

nivello® stabiliser
Extra safe, standards-compliant ascent 
for straight ladders over 3.0 m

 � Extra wide stabiliser for even  
greater stability

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis 
inclination technology, integrated work 
angle check and exchangeable foot plates

 � Individually available as spare part

nivello® ladder shoes
 � Movable joint with 2-axis inclination 

technology for full-surface contact  
with the underlying surface

 � 4 times larger contact area than  
our conventional ladder shoes

 � Integrated work angle check

 � Exchangeable foot plates for different 
surfaces (also electrically conductive)

Added safety

Easy handling
 � Insertion hooks with lift-off protection  

or automatically locking steel hinges

 � Optimised guidance thanks to guide 
fixtures with high-strength plastic coating 

With design approval according to European Standard DIN EN 131, 
Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health (BetrSichV), TRBS 2121 
Part 2, German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information  
sheet 208-016 (formerly BGI 694 or GUV-I-694) and applicable 
DGUV regulations.

1–3
Available for delivery within 1–3 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 

Choosing the right ladder: On pages 344/345, 
you will find useful tips and formulas for  
determining the required standing height,  
working height and ladder length.

Steps

Rungs

clip-step R 13 step padding
Certified non-slip protection  
for step ladders

 � Fulfils the requirements of the highest 
possible non-slip class R 13 thanks  
to aluminium oxide particles

 � Improves work safety in wet and  
oil-contaminated environments

 � Applied up to the maximum  
accessible step as a visual check

 � Retrofittable, available as a spare part and 
in yellow in selected lengths (RAL 1021)

Safe footing and comfortable stance
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New

Application options:

Fig.: Order no. 33324

Approx. max. working height in m 5.20 6.10 6.90
Number of steps 3x6 3x7 3x8
Ladder length extended as 3-section straight ladder in m 4.18 5.00 5.86
Ladder length as 2-section double-sided ladder  
with extension part in m 3.06 3.60 4.18

Retracted ladder length in m 1.96 2.20 2.50
Base spread in m 1.32 1.56 1.68
Stabiliser width in m 0.93 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 85 85 85
Weight in kg 21.9 24.5 26.8
Order no. 33318 33321 33324

Approx. max. working height in m 5.20 6.10 6.90
Number of steps 3x 6 3x7 3x8
Ladder length extended as 3-section straight ladder in m 4.18 5.00 5.86
Ladder length as 2-section double-sided ladder  
with extension part in m 3.06 3.60 4.18

Retracted ladder length in m 1.96 2.20 2.50
Base spread in m 1.32 1.56 1.68
Stabiliser width in m 0.93 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 85 85 85
Weight in kg 23.8 26.8 29.5
Order no. 33319 33322 33325

Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 

'roll-bar' retrofit kit
Order no. 19634

3-section multi-purpose ladder 
with steps with nivello® stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

Product description
 � Multi-purpose ladder with steps made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps 80 mm (on all ladder parts)

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � nivello® ladder shoes and nivello® stabiliser  
(enclosed separately)

 � Can be used as a step ladder, straight ladder  
and push-up extension ladder

 � Simple height adjustment and secure locking  
thanks to insertion hook with automatically  
engaging lift-off protection

 � Upper ladder with wall wheels

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps  
and detachable metal strut

 � Step distance 263 mm

 � Ladder width: 490 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

clip-step and clip-step R 13 step 
paddings

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

3-section multi-purpose ladder  
with steps with nivello® stabiliser  
and clip-step R 13
 � See left for general product description

 � clip-step R 13 step padding for certified non-slip protection

 � Lowest step on each ladder section with clip-step R 13 finished in yellow

Fig.: Order no. 33322

Fig.: Order no. 33321
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

 

 

In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

**

Fig.: Order no. 33308 and order no. 19910

3-section multi-purpose 
ladder with rungs  
with nivello® stabiliser

 � Multi-purpose ladder with rungs made from aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Can be used as a step ladder, straight ladder and  
push-up extension ladder

 � Suitable for stairs with ladder length retracted up to 3.0 m

 � nivello® ladder shoes and nivello® stabiliser  
(enclosed separately)

 � Simple height adjustment thanks to insertion hook  
with automatically engaging lift-off protection

 � Upper ladder with wall wheels

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps and 
detachable metal strut

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 490 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

2-section multi-purpose 
ladder with rungs  
with nivello® stabiliser

 � Multi-purpose ladder with rungs made from aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Can be used as a step ladder, straight ladder and  
push-up extension ladder

 � nivello® ladder shoes and nivello® stabiliser  
(enclosed separately)

 � Simple height adjustment thanks to insertion hook  
with lift-off protection

 � Corrosion-resistant guide fixtures

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 490 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Fig.: Order no. 31220 and order no. 19910

Approx. max. working height in m 5.20 6.90 8.00 9.70 10.80
Number of rungs 3x6 3x8 3x10 3x12 3x14
Ladder length extended as  
3-section straight ladder in m

4.18 5.86 6.98 8.66 9.78

Ladder length as 2-section straight ladder in m 3.06 4.18 5.02 6.14 6.98
Ladder height as 2-section double-sided ladder 
with extension ladder in m 2.97 4.09 4.93 6.05 6.89

Retracted ladder length in m 1.94 2.50 3.00 3.62 4.18
Base spread in m 1.30 1.66 2.08 2.35 2.50
Stabiliser width in m 0.93 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 85 98
Weight in kg 16.0 19.5 25.0 33.0 36.5
Order no. 33306 33308 33310 33312 33314

Approx. max. working height in m 5.30 6.10 7.20 8.00
Number of rungs 2x8 2x10 2x12 2x14
Extended ladder length in m 4.18 5.02 6.14 6.98
Ladder length as double-sided ladder in m 2.35 2.88 3.40 3.98
Base spread in m 1.75 2.15 2.60 2.95
Stabiliser width in m 0.93 1.20 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 13.0 16.4 18.1 21.8
Order no. 31216 31220 31224 31228

MaxxStep step module 
Order no. 19901–19905 'roll-bar' retrofit kit

Order no. 19634

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Bridging platform kit 
Order no. 30299

Application options: Application options:

* not for 33312 and 33314

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

 

 

According to DIN EN 131-4, 
a platform must also be ordered for 
a multi-function ladder that can 
be used as a working platform. 
(e.g. wooden covering)

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 32216 and order no. 19910

2-section folding ladder 
with nivello® stabiliser

 � Aluminium folding rung ladder

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Can be used as a step and straight ladder

 � Optimum operational safety thanks to two automatically 
locking steel hinges

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � nivello® stabiliser for extra safe footing and ascent  
(enclosed separately)

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 350 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

4-section multi-function 
ladder with nivello® 
stabiliser

 � Aluminium multi-function rung ladder

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Can be used as step and straight ladder and optionally  
as working platform (see accessories)

 � Optimum operational safety thanks to six automatically 
locking steel hinges

 � nivello® stabilisers for extra safe footing and ascent  
(double-sided, enclosed separately)

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 350 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Note: In accordance with TRBS 2121 Part 2,  
a suitable accessory is required for working on this ladder.

Approx. max. working height in m 3.60 4.70 5.80
Number of rungs 2x4 2x6 2x8
Ladder length as straight ladder in m 2.50 3.60 4.70
Ladder length as double-sided ladder in m 1.29 1.85 2.41
Base spread in m 0.86 1.20 1.54
Stabiliser width in m 0.93 0.93 0.93
Depth of side-rails in mm 58 58 58
Weight in kg 7.3 9.6 11.3
Order no. 32208 32212 32216

Fig.: Order no. 31322

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Application options: Application options:

'roll-bar' retrofit kit
Order no. 19634

* According to DIN EN 131-4 it cannot be used in the working trestle and wall clearance position.

Approx. max. working height in m 4.00 4.80 5.30 5.85
Number of rungs 2x2 + 2x3 4x3 2x3 + 2x4 4x4
Ladder length as straight ladder in m 2.85 3.65 4.20 4.75
Ladder length as double-sided ladder in m 1.49 1.76 2.02 2.30
Height as working platform in m 0.63 0.99 0.99 –
Length as working platform in m 1.40 1.40 1.96 –
Base spread as step ladder in m 0.99 1.21 1.39 1.55
Base spread as working platform in m 2.17 2.40 2.95 –
Stabiliser width in m 0.93 0.93 0.93 0.93
Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 0.99 x 0.35 x 0.25 0.99 x 0.35 x 0.25 1.23 x 0.35 x 0.25 1.23 x 0.35 x 0.25
Depth of side-rails in mm 58 58 58 58
Weight in kg 12.5 14.0 15.0 15.5
Order no. ladder 31310 31312 31314 11111*

Order no. wooden covering 30300 30300 30301 /
/

Order no. ladder incl. wooden covering  
(according to standard) 31320 31322 31324 /

/
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New

1–3
Available for delivery within 1–3 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 

Push-up extension ladders, 
rope-extension ladders
Reaching up high in just a few steps

With design approval according to European Standard DIN EN 131, 
Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health (BetrSichV), TRBS 2121 
Part 2, German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information  
sheet 208-016 (formerly BGI 694 or GUV-I-694) and applicable 
DGUV regulations.

Push-up extension ladders,  
rope-extension ladders made  
of aluminium, wood or reinforced  
fibre glass with

Easy handling

Steps

Rungs

Added safety

Added ergonomics

 � Simple height adjustment from rung to rung

 � Wall wheels on the upper part  
(from 14 rungs or more)

 � Fittings with sliding guides

 � Smooth-running rope pulley

Different stabilisers

Safe footing and comfortable stance

clip-step R 13 step padding
Certified non-slip protection  
for step ladders

 � Fulfils the requirements of the highest 
possible non-slip class R 13 thanks  
to aluminium oxide particles

 � Improves work safety in wet and  
oil-contaminated environments

 � Applied up to the maximum  
accessible step as a visual check

 � Retrofittable, available as a spare part and 
in yellow in selected lengths (RAL 1021)

Standard stabiliser
Safe, standards-compliant ascent  
for straight ladders over 3.0 m

 � Different stabiliser widths, suitable for  
the selected ladder length

 � Non-slip ladder shoes

 � Individually available as spare part

Retrofit stabiliser
Safe, standards-compliant ascent

 � For retrofitting existing ladders with ladder 
lengths over 3.0 m in compliance with 
standards

 � Non-slip ladder shoes 

 � Available in different widths

nivello® stabiliser
Extra safe, standards-compliant ascent  
for straight ladders over 3.0 m

 � Extra wide stabiliser for even greater stability

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination  
technology, integrated work angle check and  
exchangeable foot plates

 � Individually available as spare part
nivello® ladder shoes
 � Movable joint with 2-axis inclination technology for full-surface contact  

with the underlying surface

 � 4 times larger contact area than our conventional ladder shoes

 � Integrated work angle check

 � Exchangeable foot plates for different surfaces (also electrically conductive)

'roll-bar' retrofit kit
 � Wheeling instead of carrying: Ergonomic and comfortable handling

 � Simple, no-drill mounting on stabilisers

 � Safe and self-locking folding mechanism

 � User-friendly operation without bending down

Industrial grade
 � Sturdy processing for demanding 

applications (e.g. 4-fold edging)

 � Corrosion-resistant fixtures 

 � Processing of high-quality and  
high-strength materials

Accessories
 � The right equipment for every application

 � Practical and makes work easier

 � Can be retrofitted universally on ladders  
from GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK

Choosing the right ladder: On pages 344/345, 
you will find useful tips and formulas for  
determining the required standing height,  
working height and ladder length.

clip-step relax step padding
Greater comfort during prolonged periods 
of working on the ladder 

 � Pads the front edge of the ladder step

 � Comfortable cushioning for leaning and 
bracing against the next step

 � The relax step padding is available as  
a variant for many step ladders, please 
note the addition "clip-step relax" after  
the product name
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EuroTest Prize
for outstanding services in 
occupational health and safety

Fig.: Order no. 40637 with order no. 19634

Product description
 � Push-up extension ladder with steps 2-section  
made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Reinforced exit side-rails 1.0 m for a safe bridging step

 � Simple height adjustment and safer locking from the front 
due to corrosion-resistant plug-in fittings on the sides

 � Extra wide base area 170 mm in depth in the overlap area 
of the lower and upper ladders

 � Upper ladder with ladder head protection (Velcro tape)  
for fastening to gutters or similar.

 � Lower ladder with nivello® stabiliser for extra safe  
footing and ascent (enclosed separately)

 � Upper ladder with nivello® ladder shoes

 � Available with and without non-slip clip-step R 13 step 
padding

 � Step distance: 263 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Push-up extension ladder with steps 
2-section with nivello® stabiliser

7-step lower ladder/5-step upper ladder with clip-step R 13 without clip-step R 13

Approx. max. working height in m 3.85 3.85
Number of steps 1x7 + 1x5 1x7 + 1x5
Extended ladder length in m 3.89 3.89
Retracted ladder length in m 2.49 2.49
Stabiliser width in m 0.93 0.93
Depth of side-rails in mm 85 85
Maximum standing height in m 2.63 2.63
Weight in kg 18.1 16.5
Order no. 40630 40640

Fig.: Order no. 40630

9-step lower ladder/6-step upper ladder with clip-step R 13 without clip-step R 13

Approx. max. working height in m 4.65 4.65
Number of steps 1x9 + 1x6 1x9 + 1x 6
Extended ladder length in m 4.73 4.73
Retracted ladder length in m 3.05 3.05
Stabiliser width in m 0.93 0.93
Depth of side-rails in mm 85 85
Maximum standing height in m 3.42 3.42
Weight in kg 21.3 19.3
Order no. 40632 40642

Fig.: Order no. 40632

11-step lower ladder/7-step upper ladder with clip-step R 13 without clip-step R 13

Approx. max. working height in m 5.45 5.45
Number of steps 1x11 + 1x7 1x11 + 1x7
Extended ladder length in m 5.57 5.57
Retracted ladder length in m 3.61 3.61
Stabiliser width in m 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 85 85
Maximum standing height in m 4.21 4.21
Weight in kg 23.7 21.3
Order no. 40634 40644

Fig.: Order no. 40634

14-step lower ladder/7-step upper ladder with clip-step R 13 without clip-step R 13

Approx. max. working height in m 6.20 6.20
Number of steps 1x14 + 1x7 1x14 + 1x7
Extended ladder length in m 6.41 6.41
Retracted ladder length in m 4.45 4.45
Stabiliser width in m 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 85 85
Maximum standing height in m 5.0 5.0
Weight in kg 27.1 24.3
Order no. 40637 40647

Fig.: Order no. 40637

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Exchangeable nivello® foot plates clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 
relax step paddings

'roll-bar' retrofit kit
Order no. 19634
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 20810 with order no. 19910

2-section rung push-up extension ladder  
with standard stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � Standard stabiliser with non-slip ladder shoes with optimum width for  
the selected product. Ensures safe stance and ascent for straight  
ladders over 3.0 m. The stabiliser is enclosed separately and is screwed  
to the lower end of the rail in two places.

Product description
 � Rung push-up extension ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Simple height adjustment from rung to rung thanks to  
insertion hook with automatically engaging lift-off protection

 � Upper ladder from 14 rungs with wall wheels

 � Corrosion-resistant guide fixtures

 � Upper ladders up to 3.0 m with nivello® ladder shoes

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � Available with and without stabiliser

Note: In accordance with standards, the attached push-up 
extension ladder section cannot be separated from the  
ladder with lengths over 3.0 m

2-section rung push-up extension ladder  
with nivello® stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � nivello® stabiliser with optimum width for the selected product,  
ensuring an extra safe footing and ascent thanks to nivello® ladder  
shoes with 2-axis inclination technology, work angle check and  
exchangeable foot plates. The stabiliser is enclosed separately and  
is screwed to the lower end of the rail in two places.

2-section rung push-up extension ladder 
without stabiliser
 � See left for general product description 

 �  nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination technology  
 
Note: Straight ladders over 3.0 m are allowed to be used without  
a stabiliser only if they are used exclusively for their intended purpose  
(e.g. permanently installed, fitted with hooks, fastened with a belt).

Without stabiliser not 
required by standards

Approx. max. working height in m 4.10 5.20 6.00 7.20 8.30 9.40 10.30 11.40
Number of rungs 2x6 2x8 2x10 2x12 2x14 2x16 2x18 2x20
Extended ladder length in m 2.96 4.08 4.92 6.04 7.22 8.34 9.18 10.30
Retracted ladder length in m 1.94 2.50 3.00 3.62 4.14 4.74 5.30 5.86
Stabiliser width in m – 0.93 0.93 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 85 98 98
Weight in kg 9.0 13.0 16.0 18.2 23.0 24.6 29.3 33.5
Order no. 20206 20808 20810 20812 20814 20816 20818 20820

Approx. max. working height in m 4.10 5.20 6.00 7.20 8.30 9.40 10.30 11.40
Number of rungs 2x6 2x8 2x10 2x12 2x14 2x16 2x18 2x20
Extended ladder length in m 2.96 4.08 4.92 6.04 7.22 8.34 9.18 10.30
Retracted ladder length in m 1.94 2.50 3.00 3.62 4.14 4.74 5.30 5.86
Stabiliser width in m 0.93 0.93 0.93 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 85 98 98
Weight in kg 10.3 13.5 16.5 18.5 23.3 24.9 29.6 33.8
Order no. 20406 20408 20410 20412 20414 20416 20418 20420

Approx. max. working height in m 5.20 6.00 7.20 8.30 9.40 10.30 11.40
Number of rungs 2x8 2x10 2x12 2x14 2x16 2x18 2x20
Extended ladder length in m 4.08 4.92 6.04 7.22 8.34 9.18 10.30
Retracted ladder length in m 2.50 3.00 3.62 4.14 4.74 5.30 5.86
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 85 98 98
Weight in kg 12.2 15.2 17.2 22.0 23.6 28.3 32.5
Order no. 20208 20210 20212 20214 20216 20218 20220

Fig.: Order no. 20808

Fig.: Order no. 20408

Fig.: Order no. 20208
MaxxStep step module 
Order no. 19901–19905 

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 'roll-bar' retrofit kit
Order no. 19634–19635
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 20320 with order no. 19910

Product description
 � Rung push-up extension ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Simple height adjustment from rung to rung thanks  
to insertion hook with automatically engaging lift-off  
protection

 � Upper ladder from 14 rungs with wall wheels

 � Corrosion-resistant guide fixtures

 � Middle and upper ladders up to 3.0 m with  
nivello® ladder shoes

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 500 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � Available with and without stabiliser

Note: In accordance with standards, the attached  
push-up extension ladder section cannot be separated  
from the ladder with lengths over 3.0 m

Approx. max. working height in m 6.90 8.00 9.70 10.80
Number of rungs 3x8 3x10 3x12 3x14
Extended ladder length in m 5.86 6.98 8.66 9.78
Retracted ladder length in m 2.50 3.00 3.62 4.18
Stabiliser width in m 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 85 98
Weight in kg 19.0 26.1 32.4 39.7
Order no. 20318 20320 20322 20324

Approx. max. working height in m 6.90 8.00 9.70 10.80
Number of rungs 3x8 3x10 3x12 3x14
Extended ladder length in m 5.86 6.98 8.66 9.78
Retracted ladder length in m 2.50 3.00 3.62 4.18
Stabiliser width in m 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 85 98
Weight in kg 19.3 26.4 32.7 40.0
Order no. 20608 20610 20612 20614

Approx. max. working height in m 6.90 8.00 9.70 10.80
Number of rungs 3x8 3x10 3x12 3x14
Extended ladder length in m 5.86 6.98 8.66 9.78
Retracted ladder length in m 2.50 3.06 3.62 4.18
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 85 98
Weight in kg 18.0 25.1 31.4 38.7
Order no. 20308 20310 20312 20314

3-section rung push-up extension ladder  
with standard stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � Standard stabiliser with non-slip ladder shoes with optimum width for  
the selected product. Ensures safe stance and ascent for straight ladders  
over 3.0 m. The stabiliser is enclosed separately and is screwed to  
the lower end of the rail in two places.

3-section rung push-up extension ladder  
with nivello® stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � nivello® stabiliser with optimum width for the selected product,  
ensuring an extra safe footing and ascent thanks to nivello® ladder  
shoes with 2-axis inclination technology, work angle check and  
exchangeable foot plates. The stabiliser is enclosed separately and  
is screwed to the lower end of the rail in two places.

3-section rung push-up extension ladder 
without stabiliser
 � See left for general product description 

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination technology 

Note: Straight ladders over 3.0 m are allowed to be used without  
a stabiliser only if they are used exclusively for their intended purpose  
(e.g. permanently installed, fitted with hooks, fastened with a belt).

Fig.: Order no. 20322

Fig.: Order no. 20312

Fig.: Order no. 20612

MaxxStep step module 
Order no. 19901–19905 

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 'roll-bar' retrofit kit
Order no. 19634–19635
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 21714 with order no. 19910

2-section rung rope-extension ladder  
with standard stabiliser 
 � See left for general product description

 � Standard stabiliser with non-slip ladder shoes with optimum width for  
the selected product. Ensures safe stance and ascent for straight ladders  
over 3.0 m. The stabiliser is enclosed separately and is screwed to  
the lower end of the rail in two places.

Product description
 � Rung rope-extension ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Convenient height adjustment from rung to rung thanks  
to pulley with plastic cable and automatically acting  
locking hook

 � Upper ladder with wall wheels

 � Corrosion-resistant guide fixtures with sliding guides

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 470 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � Available with and without stabiliser

Note: In accordance with standards, the attached  
push-up extension ladder section cannot be separated  
from the ladder with lengths over 3.0 m

2-section rung rope-extension ladder  
with nivello® stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � Additional equipment: nivello® stabiliser with optimum width for  
the selected product, ensuring an extra safe footing and ascent thanks  
to nivello® ladder shoes with 2-axis inclination technology, work angle  
check and exchangeable foot plates. The stabiliser is enclosed separately  
and is screwed to the lower end of the rail in two places.

2-section rung rope-extension ladder  
without stabiliser
 � See left for general product description 

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination technology 

Note: Straight ladders over 3.0 m are allowed to be used without  
a stabiliser only if they are used exclusively for their intended purpose  
(e.g. permanently installed, fitted with hooks, fastened with a belt).

Approx. max. working height in m 8.30 9.40 10.30 11.40 13.00
Number of rungs 2x14 2x16 2x18 2x20 2x24
Extended ladder length in m 7.22 8.34 9.18 10.30 11.90
Retracted ladder length in m 4.18 4.74 5.30 5.86 6.95
Stabiliser width in m 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
Outer width in mm 420 420 420 420 470
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 85 98 98 98
Weight in kg 23.4 24.6 30.1 32.5 47.0
Order no. 21714 21716 21718 21720 21724

Approx. max. working height in m 8.30 9.40 10.30 11.40 13.00
Number of rungs 2x14 2x16 2x18 2x20 2x24
Extended ladder length in m 7.22 8.34 9.18 10.30 11.90
Retracted ladder length in m 4.18 4.74 5.30 5.86 6.95
Outer width in mm 420 420 420 420 470
Stabiliser width in m 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 85 98 98 98
Weight in kg 23.7 24.9 30.4 32.8 47.3
Order no. 21314 21316 21318 21320 21324

Approx. max. working height in m 8.30 9.40 10.30 11.40 13.00
Number of rungs 2x14 2x16 2x18 2x20 2x24
Extended ladder length in m 7.22 8.34 9.18 10.30 11.90
Retracted ladder length in m 4.18 4.74 5.30 5.86 6.95
Outer width in mm 420 420 420 420 470
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 85 98 98 98
Weight in kg 22.4 23.6 29.1 31.5 46.0
Order no. 21214 21216 21218 21220 21224

Fig.: Order no. 21718

Fig.: Order no. 21318

Fig.: Order no. 21218
MaxxStep step module 
Order no. 19901–19905 

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 'roll-bar' retrofit kit
Order no. 19634–19635
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 22416

3-section rung rope-extension ladder  
with standard stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � Standard stabiliser with non-slip ladder shoes with optimum width for  
the selected product. Ensures safe stance and ascent for straight ladders  
over 3.0 m. The stabiliser is enclosed separately and is screwed to  
the lower end of the rail in two places.

Product description
 � Rung rope-extension ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Convenient height adjustment from rung to rung thanks  
to two pulleys with plastic cable 

 � Automatically acting locking hooks, middle and upper part 
separately adjustable

 � Upper ladder with wall wheels

 � Corrosion-resistant guide fixtures with sliding guides

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 470 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � Available with and without stabiliser

Note: In accordance with standards, the attached push-up 
extension ladder section cannot be separated from the lad-
der with lengths over 3.0 m 3-section rung rope-extension ladder  

with nivello® stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � nivello® stabiliser with optimum width for the selected product,  
ensuring an extra safe footing and ascent thanks to nivello® ladder  
shoes with 2-axis inclination technology, work angle check and  
exchangeable foot plates. The stabiliser is enclosed separately and  
is screwed to the lower end of the rail in two places.

3-section rung rope-extension ladder  
without stabiliser
 � See left for general product description 

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination technology  

Note: Straight ladders over 3.0 m are allowed to be used without  
a stabiliser only if they are used exclusively for their intended purpose  
(e.g. permanently installed, fitted with hooks, fastened with a belt).

Approx. max. working height in m 10.80 11.90 13.60
Number of rungs 3x14 3x16 3x18
Extended ladder length in m 9.70 10.80 12.50
Retracted ladder length in m 4.10 4.70 5.30
Stabiliser width in m 1.20 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 98 98 98
Weight in kg 46.0 52.0 57.6
Order no. 21614 21616 21618

Approx. max. working height in m 10.80 11.90 13.60
Number of rungs 3x14 3x16 3x18
Extended ladder length in m 9.70 10.80 12.50
Retracted ladder length in m 4.10 4.90 5.30
Stabiliser width in m 1.20 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 98 98 98
Weight in kg 51.4 56.2 57.3
Order no. 22414 22416 22418

Approx. max. working height in m 10.80 11.90 13.60
Number of rungs 3x14 3x16 3x18
Extended ladder length in m 9.70 10.80 12.50
Retracted ladder length in m 4.10 4.70 5.30
Depth of side-rails in mm 98 98 98
Weight in kg 45.0 51.0 56.6
Order no. 22314 22316 22318

Fig.: Order no. 21618

Fig.: Order no. 22418

Fig.: Order no. 22318

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

MaxxStep step module 
Order no. 19901–19905 

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 'roll-bar' retrofit kit
Order no. 19634–19635
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 35510

Fig.: Order no. 35110

Fig.: Order no. 35514 with order no. 19901

2-section rung push-up extension and  
rope-extension ladders, reinforced fibre  
glass/aluminium, with standard stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � Standard stabiliser with non-slip ladder shoes with optimum width for the selected product.  
Ensures safe stance and ascent for straight ladders over 3.0 m. The stabiliser is enclosed  
separately and is screwed to the lower end of the rail in two places.

Product description
 � Rung push-up extension ladder made of reinforced  
fibre glass/aluminium

 � Side-rails made of reinforced fibre glass rectangular  
tube profiles (min. 10 years ageing resistance)

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides 30 x 30 mm 
made of aluminium

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � For sizes up to 2x12 rungs: Simple height adjustment 
from rung to rung

 � From size 2x14 rungs: Convenient height adjustment  
from rung to rung by pulley with automatically acting 
locking hook

 � Upper ladder from size 2x14 rungs with wall wheels

 � Corrosion-resistant guide fixtures

 � Upper ladders up to 3.0 m with nivello® ladder shoes

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Available with and without stabiliser

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � Suitable for working near or on live parts

 � Tested up to 1,000 volts as per DIN EN 61478:2002 
Clause 6.5.1 and A1:2004 Category 1

Note: In accordance with standards, the attached  
push-up extension ladder section cannot be separated  
from the ladder with lengths over 3.0 m

Note: Products with reinforced fibre glass content are 
excluded from exchange due to their sensitivity

2-section rung push-up extension and  
rope-extension ladders, reinforced fibre  
glass/aluminium, without stabiliser
 � See left for general product description 

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination technology 

Note: Straight ladders over 3.0 m are allowed to be used without a stabiliser only if they are  
used exclusively for their intended purpose (e.g. permanently installed, fitted with hooks,  
fastened with a belt).

Approx. max. working height in m 5.30 6.10 7.20 8.40
Number of rungs 2x8 2x10 2x12 2x14
Extended ladder length in m 4.20 5.00 6.10 7.30
Retracted ladder length in m 2.45 3.00 3.60 4.20
Stabiliser width in m 0.93 0.93 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 14.1 16.5 19.9 25.5
Order no. 35508 35510 35512 35514

Approx. max. working height in m 5.30 6.10 7.20 8.40
Number of rungs 2x8 2x10 2x12 2x14
Extended ladder length in m 4.20 5.00 6.10 7.30
Retracted ladder length in m 2.45 3.00 3.60 4.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 13.3 15.7 18.9 24.5
Order no. 35108 35110 35112 35214

Push-up  
extension ladder

Rope-extension 
ladder

Push-up  
extension ladder

Rope-extension 
ladder

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

MaxxStep step module 
Order no. 19901–19905 

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

'roll-bar' retrofit kit
Order no. 19634–19635

Hook-in platform R 13 
Order no. 19900
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In accordance with TRBS 2121 
Part 2, a suitable accessory is required 
for working on this ladder. When the 
accessory is used, the insulation 
voltage is reduced to 1,000 volts.

Fig.: Order no. 36612

Fig.: Order no. 36112

Fig.: Order no. 36608 with order no. 19910

2-section rung push-up extension and  
rope-extension ladders, reinforced fibre 
glass, with standard stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

 � Standard stabiliser with non-slip ladder shoes with optimum width for the selected  
product. Ensures safe stance and ascent for straight ladders over 3.0 m. The stabiliser  
is enclosed separately and is screwed to the lower end of the rail in two places.

Product description
 � Rung straight ladder made of reinforced fibre glass

 � Side-rails and rungs made of reinforced fibre glass  
rectangular tube profiles (min. 10 years ageing resistance)

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 28 x 29 mm

 � Without fillers

 � High-strength rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Galvanised steel fittings

 � For sizes up to 2x12 rungs: Simple height adjustment 
from rung to rung

 � From size 2x14 rungs: Convenient height adjustment  
from rung to rung by pulley with automatically acting 
locking hook

 � Upper ladder from size 2x14 rungs with wall wheels

 � Corrosion-resistant guide fixtures

 � Upper ladders up to 3.0 m with nivello® ladder shoes

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Available with and without stabiliser

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � Suitable for working near or on live parts

 � Push-up extension ladder tested as per DIN EN 131.  
The version takes account of EN 61478:2002  
(Cat. 1: 28,000 volts)

 � Rope-extension ladder as per DIN EN 131. The design 
takes into account EN 61478:2002 (1,000 volts)

Note: According to standards, the attached push-up 
extension ladder section cannot be separated from  
the ladder for lengths over 3.0 m

Note: Products with reinforced fibre glass content  
are excluded from exchange due to their sensitivity 2-section push-up extension and  

rope-extension ladder with rungs,  
reinforced fibre glass, without stabiliser
 � See left for general product description 

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination technology 

Note: Straight ladders over 3.0 m are allowed to be used without a stabiliser only if they  
are used exclusively for their intended purpose (e.g. permanently installed, fitted with hooks,  
fastened with a belt).

Approx. max. working height in m 5.20 6.30 7.40 8.30
Number of rungs 2x8 2x10 2x12 2x14
Extended ladder length in m 4.18 5.29 6.41 7.25
Retracted ladder length in m 2.50 3.00 3.61 4.18
Stabiliser width in m 0.93 0.93 1.20 1.20
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 16.9 20.0 23.3 29.5
Order no. 36608 36610 36612 36614

Approx. max. working height in m 5.20 6.30 7.40 8.30
Number of rungs 2x8 2x10 2x12 2x14
Extended ladder length in m 4.18 5.29 6.41 7.25
Retracted ladder length in m 2.50 3.00 3.61 4.18
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 16.1 19.2 22.3 28.5
Order no. 36108 36110 36112 36214

MaxxStep step module 
Order no. 19901–19905 

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Retrofit stabiliser 
Order no. 30373 'roll-bar' retrofit kit

Order no. 19634–19635

Push-up  
extension ladder

Rope-extension 
ladder

Push-up  
extension ladder

Rope-extension 
ladder
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1–3
Available for delivery within 1–3 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 

Telescopic ladders
Compact in transport, versatile in application

Tested by TÜV SÜD (Telesteps), according to European Standard 
DIN EN 131, Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health (BetrSichV), 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) 
information sheet 208-016 (formerly BGI 694 or GUV-I-694) and 
applicable DGUV regulations.

Easy handling
 � Centrally mounted, automatically locking steel hinges  

for quick change of functions

 � With Telesteps: Sturdy joints on folding units  
guarantee durability

Flexible use
 � Various application options

 � Can be used as a height-
adjustable step and straight ladder

Handy and compact
 � Thanks to the telescopic 

function, the ladders can be 
folded/moved together to  
a minimum when not in use

 � Space-saving storage and  
easy transport

Ratchet handles
 � Easy to handle thanks to 

ergonomic shape

 � Stable and safe thanks to  
steel core and aluminium cover

Height adjustment
 � The height-adjustable ladder sections  

are ideal for use on stairs

 � Intuitive telescoping of the ladder through  
clearly visible levers or ratchet handles

 Secure footing
 � Stabilisers in optimum 

widths for the ladder model

 � Conical construction 
(without stabiliser) or 
bevelled rubber shoes

Accessories
 � The right equipment for every application

 � Practical and makes work easier

 � Can be retrofitted universally on ladders  
from GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK

Choosing the right ladder: On pages 344/345, 
you will find useful tips and formulas for  
determining the required standing height,  
working height and ladder length.

Steps

Rungs

Telescopic ladders  
made of aluminium with 
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 32124

Telescopic ladder 
4-section with stabiliser

 � Aluminium telescopic rung ladder

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � High-strength rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Can be used as a step and straight ladder

 � Suitable for stairs

 � Folding in the middle by automatically locking steel hinges

 � Both outer section can be telescoped from rung to rung

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Ladder width: 500–700 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � These products are covered by the statutory warranty

Approx. max. working height as 
straight ladder in m 3.05–4.20 3.60–5.30 4.20–6.40 4.70–7.50

Number of rungs 4x3 4x4 4x5 4x6
Ladder length as straight ladder in m 1.95–3.10 2.50–4.20 3.10–5.30 3.60–6.40 
Ladder length as double-sided ladder 
in m 0.98–1.50 1.28–2.00 1.53–2.55 1.83–3.10

Stabiliser width in m 0.70 0.80 0.90 1.00
Outer width in m 0.50 0.56 0.63 0.70
Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 1.03 x 0.50 x 0.19 1.03 x 0.56 x 0.19 1.59 x 0.63 x 0.19 1.86 x 0.70 x 0.21
Weight in kg 11.3 14.1 17.4 20.0
Order no. 32121 32122 32123 32124*

* Star grip hinge fitted

Hook-in platform R 13 
Order no. 19900

Ground spikes  
Order no. 19939

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Application options:

Fig.: Order no. 32123 with order no. 19939

Fig.: Order no. 32123

Fig.: Order no. 32123 with order no. 19900

Fig.: Order no. 32123
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New

 

 

In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Approx. max. working height in m 3.80 4.90
Number of steps 9 13
Extended length in m 3.00 4.10
Retracted length in m 0.76 0.93
Width with folded-out stabiliser in m – 0.89
Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 0.76 x 0.47 x 0.10 0.93 x 0.57 x 0.12
Weight in kg 10.2 17.6
Order no. 115463 115464

Step telescopic ladder 
Prime Line

 � Original Telesteps telescopic ladder made of aluminium

 � Sturdy triangular side-rails, anodised for abrasion resistance

 � 80 mm deep grooved steps and two step-on rungs 
(50 mm)

 � High-strength step-to-side-rail connection

 � Convenient height adjustment through intuitive telescopic 
function

 � For ladder length 4.10 m including folding stabiliser  
(enclosed separately)

 � Rung distance: 300 mm

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � These products are covered by the statutory warranty

Fig.: Order no. 115464

 4-section telescopic 
ladder without stabiliser

 � Aluminium telescopic rung ladder

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � High-strength rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Can be used as a step and straight ladder

 � Suitable for stairs

 � Folding in the middle by automatically locking steel hinges

 � Both outer section can be telescoped from rung to rung

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stance

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � These products are covered by the statutory warranty

Note: Straight ladders over 3.0 m are allowed to be used 
without a stabiliser only if they are used exclusively for their 
intended purpose (e.g. permanently installed, fitted with 
hooks, fastened with a belt).

Approx. max. working height as straight ladder in m 3.05–4.20 3.60–5.30 4.20–6.40 4.70–7.50
Number of rungs 4x3 4x4 4x5 4x6
Ladder length as straight ladder in m 1.95–3.10 2.50–4.20 3.10–5.30 3.60–6.40 
Ladder length as double-sided ladder in m 0.98–1.50 1.28–2.00 1.53–2.55 1.83–3.10
Outer width in m 0.50 0.56 0.63 0.70
Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 1.03 x 0.50 x 0.19 1.30 x 0.56 x 0.19 1.59 x 0.63 x 0.19 1.86 x 0.70 x 0.21
Weight in kg 11.6 14.4 16.5 20.6
Order no. 32013 32015 32017 32019

Fig.: Order no. 32015 with order no. 19900

Side-rail extension 
Order no. 32021

Application options:

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Hook-in platform R 13 
Order no. 19900

Side-rail extension for 
telescopic ladder 3.0 m 
Order no. 115482

Side-rail extension for 
telescopic ladder 4.1 m 
Order no. 115465
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Telescopic working 
platform Solid Line

 � Original Telesteps telescopic ladder made of aluminium

 � Sturdy round side-rails, anodised for abrasion resistance

 � 65 mm deep rungs with linear sections to minimise  
the risk of slipping

 � High-strength rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Three different platform heights (0.51 / 0.68 / 0.88 m) 
possible

 � Grooved working platform for safe standing

 � Easy to transport thanks to integrated carrying handle

 � Folds together compactly

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � This product is covered by the statutory warranty

Fig.: Order no. 115480

Approx. max. working height in m 2.20 / 2.40 / 2.60
Number of steps 4
Platform heights in m 0.51 / 0.68 / 0.88
Stabiliser bar in m 0.62
Extended length in m 0.88
Retracted length in m 0.74
Width in m 0.62
Clear height max. in m 0.74 
Base area max. in m 1.96
Weight in kg 16.5 
Order no. 115480

Step telescopic ladder 
Combi Line

 � Original Telesteps telescopic ladder made of aluminium

 � Sturdy round side-rails, anodised for abrasion resistance

 � 90 mm deep steps with linear sections to minimise  
the risk of slipping

 � High-strength step-to-side-rail connection

 � Convenient height adjustment through intuitive  
telescopic function

 � Can be used as a step or straight ladder

 � Easy to transport thanks to carrying handle  
(enclosed separately)

 � Folds together compactly

 � Tool tray optionally available as an accessory

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � This product is covered by the statutory warranty

Fig.: Order no. 115476

Approx. max. working height in m 3.50
Number of steps 6 + 2
Extended length in m 2.30
Retracted length in m 0.71
Width in m 0.69
Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 0.72 x 0.59 x 0.16
Weight in kg 14.5
Order no. 115476

Tool tray 
Order no. 115485

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Application options:
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New

3–5
Available for delivery within 3–5 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 

Shelf ladders
Precise fit and flexible for all requirements

With design approval according to European Standard DIN EN 131, 
Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health (BetrSichV), TRBS 2121 
Part 2, German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information  
sheet 208-016 (formerly BGI 694 or GUV-I-694) and applicable 
DGUV regulations.

Versatile solutions
 � Ladders available in standard lengths or individual dimensions

 � Available with and without roll-top as well as a rotatable version

 � Optional spring-loaded castors

 � For single and double-sided shelves

Rail system
 � Precisely fitting production of the rail system

 � Easy assembly of all components

Industrial grade
 �  Sturdy construction for demanding 

applications (e.g. 4-fold edging)

 � Processing of high-quality and  
high-strength materials clip-step R 13 step padding

Certified non-slip protection  
for step ladders

 � Fulfils the requirements of the highest 
possible non-slip class R 13 thanks  
to aluminium oxide particles

 � Improves work safety in wet and  
oil-contaminated environments

 � Applied up to the maximum accessible 
rung as a visual check

 � Retrofittable, available as a spare part and 
in yellow in selected lengths (RAL 1021)

clip-step step padding
Optimised non-slip protection  
for step ladders

 � Made of grooved plastic

 � Exact fit and easy to clip onto the steps

 � Applied up to the maximum accessible 
rung as a visual check

 � Retrofittable and available as spare part

Safe footing and comfortable stance

Shelf ladders made of  
aluminium with

Steps

Choosing the right ladder: On pages 344/345, 
you will find useful tips and formulas for  
determining the required standing height,  
working height and ladder length.

clip-step relax step padding
Greater comfort during prolonged periods 
of working on the ladder 

 � Pads the front edge of the ladder step

 � Comfortable cushioning for leaning and 
bracing against the next step

 � The relax step padding is available as  
a variant for many step ladders, please 
note the addition "clip-step relax" after  
the product name

Shelf ladders are manufactured in standard lengths as 
well as individually made to measure. Please indicate  
the exact vertical hook-in height. Shelf ladders made  
to size are non-returnable.
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Fig.: Order no. 41312

Step shelf ladder, hookable
 � See left for general product description

Product description
 � Step shelf ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Non-slip ladder shoes

 � Sturdy lay-on hooks Ø 35 mm at the upper end  
for safe standing

 � Parking hook Ø 35 mm for space-saving stowage  
when not in use

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Note: Shelf ladders are manufactured in standard lengths 
shown here as well as individually made to measure. 
Please indicate the exact vertical hook-in height – the price 
includes the next higher ladder and a flat rate for changes. 
Shelf ladders made to size are non-returnable

Approx. max. working height 
in m 2.80 3.30 3.80 4.30 4.80 5.30 5.80

Number of steps 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
Ladder length in m 1.69 2.19 2.69 3.19 3.69 4.19 4.69
Vertical hook-in height in m 1.58 2.05 2.52 2.99 3.46 3.93 4.40
Base area in m 0.58 0.75 0.92 1.09 1.26 1.43 1.60
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 4.3 6.0 7.4 8.2 9.6 10.9 11.4
Order no. 41306 41308 41310 41312 41314 41316 41318

Use and rest position Detail of usage position Detail of rest position Fig.: Order no. 41312

clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 
relax step paddings

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Handrail, for self-assembly
Order no. 30290/30292

Spring-loaded castor 
Order no. 19682/19782

Aluminium tube  
Ø 30 mm, 3,000 mm long

Aluminium tube, anodised 
Ø 30 mm, 3,000 mm long 

Steel tube, steel/galvanised  
Ø 30 mm, 3,000 mm long

Order no. 30308 30309 30318
 

Intermediate holder  
(1 piece required per 1.0 m tube)

Holder with end stop right Holder with end stop left 

Order no. 30310* 30311* 30312*
 

* Mounting material is not included in the scope of delivery

Rail system for shelf ladders
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Fig.: Order no. 41408

Step shelf ladder, mobile
 � See left for general product description

Product description
 � Step shelf ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Smooth-running undercarriage at the upper end  
for easy movement 

 � Space-saving stowage when not in use

 � Self-locking spring-loaded castors, Ø 80 mm,  
at lower end

 � Non-slip ladder shoes

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder width: 420 mm (without castors)

 � Ladder width with castors: 600 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Note: Shelf ladders are manufactured in standard lengths 
shown here as well as individually made to measure. 
Please indicate the exact vertical hook-in height – the price 
includes the next higher ladder and a flat rate for changes. 
Shelf ladders made to size are non-returnable

Approx. max. working height in m 2.80 3.30 3.80 4.30 4.80 5.30 5.80
Number of steps 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
Vertical hook-in height in m 1.92 2.39 2.86 3.33 3.80 4.27 4.74
Base area in m 0.78 0.95 1.12 1.29 1.46 1.63 1.80
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 8.0 9.5 11.0 12.0 13.5 14.5 16.0
Order no. 41406 41408 41410 41412 41414 41416 41418

Use and rest position
Detail of roll-top Detail of spring-loaded castors

Aluminium tube  
Ø 30 mm, 3,000 mm long

Aluminium tube, anodised 
Ø 30 mm, 3,000 mm long 

Steel tube, steel/galvanised  
Ø 30 mm, 3,000 mm long

Order no. 30308 30309 30318
 

Intermediate holder  
(1 piece required per 1.0 m tube)

Holder with end stop right Holder with end stop left 

Order no. 30310* 30311* 30312*
 

* Mounting material is not included in the scope of delivery

Rail system for shelf ladders

Fig.: Order no. 41412

clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 
relax step paddings

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Handrail, for self-assembly
Order no. 30290/30292
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Fig.: Order no. 44506

Product description
 � Step shelf ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � For double shelves with aisle widths up to 1.60 m  
(variations up to 20 mm are compensated for by  
the chassis)

 � Smooth-running roll-top for easy ladder movement

 � Self-locking spring-loaded castors, Ø 80 mm,  
at lower end

 � Non-slip ladder shoes

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder width: 400 mm (without castors)

 � Ladder width with castors: 580 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Note: Shelf ladders are manufactured in standard lengths 
shown here as well as individually made to measure. Please 
indicate the exact vertical hook-in and rail height as well 
as the aisle width and length – the price includes the next 
higher ladder and a flat rate for changes. Shelf ladders 
made to size are non-returnable

Detail of spring-loaded 
castors

Step shelf ladder, mobile for 
double shelf
 � See left for general product description

Approx. max. working height in m 2.65 2.88 3.12 3.35 3.59 3.82 4.06
Number of steps 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Ladder length in m 1.78 2.03 2.28 2.53 2.78 3.03 3.28
Vertical hook-in height in m 1.50 1.73 1.97 2.20 2.44 2.67 2.91
Base area in m 0.66 0.75 0.83 0.92 1.01 1.09 1.18
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 16.0 16.5 17.0 18.0 18.5 19.0 19.5
Order no. 44606 44607 44608 44609 44610 44611 44612

Detail of roll-topUsage position Fig.: Order no. 44612

Step shelf ladder,  
rotating for double shelf 
 � See left for general product description

Detail of roll-top

Approx. max. working height in m 3.44 3.67 3.91 4.14 4.38 4.61 4.85
Number of steps 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
Ladder length in m 1.78 2.03 2.28 2.53 2.78 3.03 3.28
Vertical hook-in height in m 2.59 2.82 3.06 3.29 3.53 3.76 4.00
Base area in m 0.99 1.07 1.16 1.24 1.33 1.41 1.50
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 18.5 19.0 19.5 20.5 21.0 21.5 23.0
Order no. 44506 44507 44508 44509 44510 44511 44512

Fig.: Order no. 44512

Fig.: Order no. 30308 Fig.: Order no. 30312

Rail system for shelf ladders
Order no.

Aluminium tube Ø 30 mm, 3,000 mm long 30308

Aluminium tube, anodised Ø 30 mm, 3,000 mm long 30309

Steel tube, steel/galvanised Ø 30 mm, 3,000 mm long 30318

Intermediate bracket  
(1 pce. required for every 1.0 m tube) 30310*

Holder with end stop right 30311*

Holder with end stop left 30312*

* Mounting material is not included in the scope of delivery

clip-step, clip-step R 13, clip-step 
relax step paddings

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories

Handrail, for self-assembly 
Order no. 30290/30292

Detail of spring-loaded 
castors
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Available for delivery within 1–3 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 

Special ladders
Special-purpose products for special challenges

With design approval according to European Standard DIN EN 131, 
Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health (BetrSichV), TRBS 2121 
Part 2, German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information  
sheet 208-016 (formerly BGI 694 or GUV-I-694) and applicable 
DGUV regulations.

Access technology for individual needs:
 � Window cleaner's ladders made of aluminium  

with steps and rungs

 � Mast ladders in various designs

 � Tanker vehicle ladders

 � Aluminium and wood roof ladders

Accessories
 � The right equipment for every application

 � Practical and makes work easier

 � Can be retrofitted universally on ladders  
from GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK

'roll-bar' retrofit kit
 � Wheeling instead of carrying: Ergonomic and comfortable handling

 � Simple, no-drill mounting on stabilisers

 � Safe and self-locking folding mechanism

 � User-friendly operation without bending down

Added ergonomics

nivello® stabiliser
Extra safe, standards-compliant ascent 

 � Extra wide stabiliser for even greater 
stability

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 
2-axis inclination technology, integrated 
work angle check and exchangeable  
foot plates

 � Individually available as spare part

Industrial grade
 � Sturdy processing for demanding 

applications (e.g. 4-fold edging)

 � Corrosion-resistant fixtures

 � Processing of high-quality and  
high-strength materials

Added safety

nivello® ladder shoes
 � Movable joint with patented 2-axis 

inclination technology

 � 4 times larger contact area than  
our conventional ladder shoes

 � Integrated work angle check

 � Exchangeable foot plates for different 
surfaces (also electrically conductive)

Steps

Rungs

Choosing the right ladder: On pages 344/345, 
you will find useful tips and formulas for  
determining the required standing height,  
working height and ladder length.

clip-step relax step padding
Greater comfort during prolonged periods 
of working on the ladder 

 � Pads the front edge of the ladder step

 � Comfortable cushioning for leaning  
and bracing against the next step

 � The relax step padding is available as 
a variant for many step ladders, please 
note the addition "clip-step relax" after  
the product name

clip-step R 13 step padding
Certified non-slip protection  
for step ladders

 � Fulfils the requirements of the highest 
possible non-slip class R 13 thanks to 
aluminium oxide particles

 � Improves work safety in wet and  
oil-contaminated environments

 � Applied up to the maximum accessible 
step as a visual check

 � Retrofittable, available as a spare part and 
in yellow in selected lengths (RAL 1021)

Safe footing and comfortable stance
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EuroTest Prize
for outstanding services in 
occupational health and safety

Fig. Order no. 12011 with order no. 12012 and order no. 12013

Product description
 � Step window cleaner's ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Secure plug-in connections with additional hook locks

 � Upper ladder with castors and abrasion-resistant contact 
rubber pad with wedge cut-out

 � Lower ladder with nivello® stabiliser for extra safe footing 
and ascent (enclosed separately)

 � Depending on the selection, a maximum of four individual 
parts can be combined, as the standing height of 5.0 m 
must not be exceeded

 � Step distance: 263 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Available with and without non-slip clip-step R 13 step 
padding

 � Maximum load: 120 kg

Step window cleaner's ladder with nivello® stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

7-stage upper part with clip-step R 13 without clip-step R 13
Ladder length in m 3.00 3.00
Ladder width top/bottom in mm 133/445 133/445
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73
Weight in kg 8.8 8.0
Order no. 12013 12023

Fig.: Order no. 12013

5-stage lower part with clip-step R 13 without clip-step R 13
Ladder length in m 1.59 1.59
Ladder width top/bottom in mm 364/900 364/900
Stabiliser width in m 0.90 0.90
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73
Weight in kg 6.5 6.0
Order no. 12017 12027

Fig.: Order no. 12017

2-stage lower part with clip-step R 13 without clip-step R 13
Ladder length in m 0.77 0.77
Ladder width top/bottom in mm 364/900 364/900
Stabiliser width in m 0.90 0.90
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73
Weight in kg 3.7 3.5
Order no. 12014 12024

Fig.: Order no. 12014

6-stage lower part with clip-step R 13 without clip-step R 13
Ladder length in m 1.87 1.87
Ladder width top/bottom in mm 364/900 364/900
Stabiliser width in m 0.90 0.90
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73
Weight in kg 7.3 6.6
Order no. 12011 12021

Fig.: Order no. 12011

5-stage middle part with clip-step R 13 without clip-step R 13

Ladder length in m 1.55 1.55
Ladder width top/bottom in mm 364/448 364/448
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73
Weight in kg 5.6 5.0
Order no. 12012 12022

Fig.: Order no. 12012

4-stage upper part with clip-step R 13 without clip-step R 13
Ladder length in m 2.16 2.16
Ladder width top/bottom in mm 133/445 133/445
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73
Weight in kg 6.3 5.8
Order no. 12015 12025

Fig.: Order no. 12015

Bucket hook 
Order no. 19115

Exchangeable nivello® foot plates clip-step and clip-step  
R 13 step paddings

'roll-bar' retrofit kit
Order no. 19634

Details and complete overview starting on  page 112Accessories
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In accordance with 
TRBS 2121 Part 2, 
a suitable accessory 
is required for working 
on this ladder.

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 11018 with order no. 19910 5-rung lower part 5-rung middle part
Ladder length in m 1.65 1.65
Ladder width top/bottom in mm 340/900 340/430
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73
Weight in kg 5.3 3.8
Order no. 12005 12006

4-rung upper part 8-rung upper part
Ladder length in m 1.68 2.87
Ladder width top/bottom in mm 140/430 140/430
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73
Weight in kg 4 6.7
Order no. 12009 12008

Ladder combination 2-section set 3-section set 4-section set
Approx. max. working height in m 5.40 6.80 8.20
Ladder length in m 4.27 5.67 7.07
Ladder width top/bottom in mm 140/900 140/900 140/900
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73
Number of rungs 13 18 23
Weight in kg 12.0 15.8 19.3
Order no. 11013 11018 11023

Rung window cleaner's ladder with nivello® stabiliser
 � See left for general product description

Product description
 � Rung window cleaner's ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Secure plug-in connections with additional hook locks

 � Upper ladder with castors and abrasion-resistant contact 
rubber pad with wedge cut-out

 � Lower ladder with nivello® stabiliser for extra safe footing 
and ascent (enclosed separately)

 � Depending on the selection, a maximum of four individual 
parts can be combined, as the standing height of 5.0 m 
must not be exceeded

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Available as single parts or complete sets

 � Maximum load: 120 kg

MaxxStep step module 
Order no. 19901–19905 

Hook-in step R 13 
Order no. 19910

Details and complete overview starting on page 112Accessories

Hook-in platform R 13 
Order no. 19900 Exchangeable nivello® foot plates 
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Tanker vehicle ladder

 � 2-section tanker ladder made of aluminium with platform 
and protective basket

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Guide and connecting parts in stainless steel

 � Simple height adjustment from rung to rung thanks  
to cable winch and locking mechanism

 � Platform with grating covers R 13

 � Railings with toe and knee boards on both sides

 � Platform front side with 2-section safety door and protec-
tive basket (freely selectable, must be ordered separately)

 � Undercarriages partly powder-coated in RAL 1021  
and available in three versions (see below) 

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Delivery time: approx. 15 days

Note: The tanker vehicle ladder is constructed solely for 
access when performing operation or inspection tasks  
during loading or unloading of the tanker

Fig.: Order no. 301304 and order no. 301306

4 swivel castors,  
Ø 150 mm

2 swivel castors Ø 150 mm (ascent) 
2 swivel castors Ø 280 mm  
(support part)

Central lever gear which can be  
lowered with 4 swivel castors 
Ø 150 mm

Version Type 1 Type 2 Type 8
Total height max. in m 5.40 5.40 5.37
Total length max. in m 3.16 3.16 2.50
Total width max. in m 2.0 2.04 2.05
Depth of side-rails/support part in mm 93/25 93/25 93/25
Platform height max. in m 4.30 4.30 4.30
Platform height min. in m 2.97 2.97 2.97
Max. load kg 150 150 150
Platform length in mm 1.08 1.08 1.08
Swivel castors with locking device 
in mm 4 x Ø 150 2 x Ø 150 4 x Ø 150

Castors - 2 x Ø 280 -
Platform width in m 0.85 0.85 0.85
Weight in kg 390.0 390.0 510.0
Order no. 301303 301304 301305

10,366.00 10,421.00 13,763.00

Supporting spindles
 � For stabilising and locking  

the tanker vehicle ladder

 � 1 set = 2 supporting spindles

Forklift attachment point
 � Made of sturdy aluminium section

 �  To screw on

 �  Inside dimensions L x W x H mm: 845 x 200 x 100

 �  1 set = 2 pcs.

 � Price on request

Bumper strip for 
face-sided platform
 � Allows a gap dimension of zero

 � Prevents damage to the tanker 
vehicle

Protective basket with lowerable toe board
 � Optional as replacement for standard protective basket

 � Serves as safety railing during operating or inspection work

 � Ideal adaptation to the contour of the vehicle thanks to  
retractable toe board

Ground strap
 � To guarantee the electrical 

conductivity of the tanker 
vehicle ladder

Spindle winches
 � For compensation of uneven 

ground and partial raising of  
the tanker vehicle ladder

 � 1 set = 2 spindle winches

Fig.: Order no. 301307 Fig.: Order no. 301306

Fig.: Order no. 301312

Protective basket
 � Compulsory accessories

 � Optionally available in square or round

 � Serves as safety railing during operating or inspection work

Order no. 301309

Order no. 301311

Order no. 301313Order no. 301319

Approx. protective basket  
in mm 1,500 x 1,500 x 600

Order no. 301312

Order no. 301314

Order no. 301310

Version square round
Approx. protective 
basket in mm 1,500 x 1,500 x 600 Ø 1,320 x 600

Order no. 301307 301306

Rope hoist, positively 
driven brake
 � Operation without damaging  

the rope
 �  Optimum utilisation of the rope  

drum volume
Surcharge for replacement of a standard  
winch with a special winch.

Step padding R 13
 � Certified non-slip protection

 � Improves work safety in wet and 
oil-contaminated environments
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Roof ladder wood
 � For installation on roof pitches from 22.5° to 75° and for 
load distribution during roofing work

 � Caroline pine or finger-jointed pine side-rails with bevelled 
ends for easy handling

 � Strong, upwardly arched rungs made of knot-free ash wood

 � Side-rails and rungs waterproof glued, weatherproof 
glazed and screwed 4 times per rung

 � Ladder width: 350 mm

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

Note: According to German Social Accident Insurance 
(DGUV) information sheet 201-054, roof ladders must be 
suspended in safety roof hooks according to DIN EN 517 
(not in the top rung). Use as a straight ladder is not permitted

Fig.: Order no. 33121

Fig.: Order no. 11113

Roof ladder
 � Suitable for all common roof coverings and roof  
inclinations from 22.5° to 60°

 � Side-rails made of stable aluminium section

 � Multiple fixed rungs with strong grooves for safe standing

 � Large distance between roof covering and rung to protect 
against damage to the roof covering

 � Integrated connection straps for easy attachment of  
any number of ladder sections

 � Available in three lengths (1.96/2.80/4.20 m)

 � Available in natural aluminium and four coatings (brick red, 
red-brown, brown RAL 8028, anthracite grey RAL 7016) 

 � Ladder width: 330 mm

 � Rung distance: 280 mm

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Possible designs:  
Colour deviations due to printing technology.

BrownRedNatural aluminium Red-brown Anthracite grey

Approx. ladder 
length in m 2.80 3.36 3.92 4.48 5.00

Depth of side-rails 
in mm

29 29 29 29 29

Number of rungs 10 12 14 16 18
Weight in kg 5.8 7.0 8.2 9.4 10.6
Order no. 33120 33121 33122 33123 33124

Ladder length in m 1.96 2.80 4.20 1.96 2.80 4.20 1.96 2.80 4.20 1.96 2.80 4.20 1.96 2.80 4.20
Depth of side-rails 
in mm 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90 90

Number of rungs 7 10 15 7 10 15 7 10 15 7 10 15 7 10 15
Weight in kg 3.6 5.2 7.9 3.6 5.2 7.9 3.6 5.2 7.9 3.6 5.2 7.9 3.6 5.2 7.9
Order no. 11112 11113 11141 11114 11115 11142 11116 11117 11143 11205 11206 11207 11197 11198 11199
RRP in EUR excl. VAT

Fig.: Order no. 11211

Plastic cover
 � Self-adhesive black EPDM plastic covering for roof ladders to protect the tiles
 � Recommended for glazed roof tiles, as these are particularly susceptible to mechanical loads
 � Simple installation
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Fig.: Order no. 11119

Roof hooks
 � Delivery complete with grooved nails
 � Coloured hooks are hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated
 � To be mounted centrally on the rafters
 � For the first ladder at least two hooks are needed, for each further ladder at least one hook is needed

 � In accordance with Construction Products Ordinance (BauPVO) 305/2011 (EU) and DIN EN 517

For pantiles and  
interlocking tiles

Galvanised 
steel Red Brown Red-brown

Anthracite 
grey

Order no. 11118 11119 11120 11208 11159

Fig.: Order no. 11219

For plain tiles
Galvanised 
steel Red Brown Red-brown

Anthracite 
grey

Order no. 11216 11217 11218 11219 11220

Fig.: Order no. 11204

Clamp holder
 � For the attachment and securing of roof ladders on the lower roof hook

Clamp holder V4A (1.4571) stainless steel
Order no. 11204

For roof ladder length in m 1.96 2.80 4.20
Order no. 11211 11212 11213

Accessories for roof ladders

Safety roof hooks in accordance with DIN EN 517 must be installed on roofs with an inclination  
of 22.5° to 75°. They must be distributed over the roof surface as follows:

 � Upper row < 1.0 m below the ridge
 � Intermediate rows in each case < 5.0 m distance from the row above
 � Lower row < 1.5 m above the eaves, in each case measured in the roof pitch
 � The horizontal distance between the safety hooks of a row must not exceed 2.0 m.  

To be used for eaves heights above 3.0 m

Fig.: Order no. 11176

Standing grille 
 � Base area: 800 x 250 mm
 � Complete with substructure
 � For simple self-assembly
 � Produced according to Construction Products Ordinance (BauPVO) 305/2011 (EU) and DIN EN 517

Standing grille
Galvanised 
steel Red Brown Red-brown

Anthracite 
grey

Order no. 11175 11176 11177 11210 11178

Anthracite greyRed-brownBrownRed
Natural 

aluminium
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Fig.: Order no. 19287

New

More pictures and information 
about our accessories can be 
found at www.steigtechnik.de 

Accessories and spare parts for ladders
Practical helpers that make everyday work easier  
and increase safety

MaxxStep step module
 � Suitable for rung ladders made of aluminium and reinforced  

fibre glass (not for telescopic ladders)
 � For ergonomic, comfortable and fatigue-free standing for working  

in accordance with TRBS 2121 Part 2
 � Can be mounted flexibly on any rung up to the last accessible rung 

(not with Rung Safe R 13)
 � Quick and tool-free installation thanks to double clamping screws  

with locking device
 � Can optionally be equipped with clip-step step padding and  

clip-step R 13
 � Available in different lengths

R 13 hook-in step
 � Suitable for rung ladders 

(recommended clear width 
320 mm)

 � Made of aluminium
 � For comfortable and fatigue- 

free standing according to 
TRBS 2121 Part 2

 � Work safely to the highest  
non-slip class R 13 thanks to  
the aluminium oxide covering

 � Load capacity: 150 kg
 � Not suitable for wooden  

rung ladders

Width in mm 284

Order no. 19910

 

Storage tray
 � Suitable for double-sided  

rung ladders
 � Made of powder-coated  

aluminium
 � For practical storage of small 

parts, tools, etc. 
 � Can be flexibly suspended  

at the required height
 � Load capacity: 10 kg 

Order no. 19270

 

Our comprehensive range of proven accessories makes your working equipment even safer and more practical to use. 
Accessories according to TRBS 2121 and German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information sheet 208-016 (formerly 
BGI 694 or GUV-I 694) and applicable DGUV regulations. Please let us know the article number of the existing ladder when 
ordering spare parts.
To modify and complement your ladders, e.g. through installation of castors, hooks, cross tubes, chains etc., we charge  
a flat-rate per modification. 

Hook-in platform folded

R 13 hook-in 
platform
 � Suitable for rung ladders
 � Made of powder-coated 

aluminium
 � For comfortable and fatigue- 

free standing according to  
TRBS 2121 Part 2

 � Work safely to the highest  
non-slip class R 13 thanks to  
the aluminium oxide particles  
in the surface of the platform

 � Load capacity: 150 kg

Order no. 19900

Fig.: Order no. 19051, 19052 and 19053

Fig.: Order no. 30290

Fig.: Order no. 19634

ergo-pad® grip area
 � Ergonomically shaped grip area for easier and more comfortable 

handling of our step ladders
 � Attachment to optimum carrying point
 � Integrated clamping mechanism secures the side-rails of the ladder 

when folded (order no. 19051 and 19052)

suitable for Order no.

Double-sided step ladder  
with single-sided access 19051

Double-sided step ladder  
with double-sided access 19052

Step straight ladder 19053

Handrail for  
self-assembly
 � Only for side-rail  

dimension 73 mm

Length 750 mm, height 190 mm

Order no. 30292

37.00

Length 1,300 mm, height 200 mm

Order no. 30290

53.00

Length 2,000 mm, height 200 mm

Order no. 30291

64.00

'roll-bar' retrofit kit
 � Wheeling instead of carrying: Ergonomic and comfortable handling  

of ladders with stabilisers
 � Reduced joint and back strain when handling ladders
 � Simple installation without drilling
 � User-friendly operation without bending down
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Suitable for nivello® stabiliser, standard 
stabiliser, reinforced fibre glass stabiliser

Order no. 19634

Suitable for retrofit stabiliser made  
of aluminium or reinforced fibre glass

Order no. 19635

Approx. length in mm 276 356 405 493 581

Weight in kg 0.40 0.45 0.50 0.60 0.70

Order no. 19901 19902 19903 19904 19905

Accessories

clip-step retrofit kit 19708 19710 19712 19715 19718

Retrofit kit clip-step R 13 19729 19731 19734 19737 19741

Tool bag
 � Practical bag for tools and  

other work equipment
 � Various compartments for  

storing large and small utensils
 � Thanks to Velcro fastener on  

the back, flexible in use and 
quickly attached to the ladder

Order no. 19287

 

Length 1,860 mm, height 515 mm

Order no. 30293

99.00

Handrail for  
self-assembly
 � Only for side-rail  

dimension 73 mm

Fig.: Order no. 30293
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New

New

Ridge bracket
 � For rung straight ladders,  

30 x 30 mm 
 � For quick repair work on roof 

and chimneys 
 � The ridge bracket is mounted 

on the rungs of the straight  
ladders. The straight ladder can 
be easily rolled to the ridge with 
the castors, turned over and 
safely hooked into place

 � Made of aluminium

Order no. 11179

Gutter bracket
 � Suitable for all ladder side-rails 
 � Reliably secures the leaning 

ladder on all sides without 
clamping the ladder side-rail 

 � Gives a firm hold for the bridging 
step onto the roof

 � Use of two gutter brackets 
recommended

Order no. 19114

 

Hooks for special 
ladders
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Hooks for special 
ladders
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Plastic-coated 
lay-on hook Order no.

RRP  
in EUR  
excl. VAT

round up to 50 mm 19177

round up to 100 mm 19178

round up to 150 mm 19179

round up to 200 mm 19180

Plastic-coated 
lay-on hook Order no.

RRP without
VAT in EUR

angled up to 
50 mm 19181

angled up to 
100 mm 19182

angled up to 
150 mm 19183

angled up to 
200 mm 19184

Hook for step and 
rung ladders
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Lay-on hook for 
guide rail Order no.

RRP without
VAT in EUR

up to Ø 36 mm 19185

up to Ø 50 mm 19186

up to Ø 80 mm 19187

For attachment to straight ladders 

Attachment
diagonal 
left

diagonal 
right

Order no. 19103 19104

 

For attachment to push-up  
extension ladders

Attachment
straight 
left

straight 
right

Order no. 19101 19102

 

Exit side-rail 
retractable
 � For safe exit and entry  

of ladders
 � Working length approx. 1.0 m
 � The ladder can be completely  

retracted in the retracted condition
 � Made of aluminium

Fig.: Order no. 19104 (left) and 19102

Attachment bracket 
for ladder
 � Wall distance 160 mm, outer 

width 475 mm, tube Ø 25 mm
 � Galvanised steel

Order no. 19844

 

Wall spacers
 � Suitable for rung ladders
 � With tool tray
 � Max. wall distance 680 mm, 

min. wall distance 500 mm, 
adjustable every 30 mm

Order no. 19100

 

Wall spacer for 
insulated facades
 � Widened cover made of wood 

(150 x 150 mm) to protect  
pressure-sensitive facades

 � Can be mounted without tools
 � Automatic adaptation to the 

contact angle for a full-surface 
contact

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 19842

 

Tool tray
 � Suitable for double-sided  

rung ladders
 � Made of robust PVC material
 � For practical storage of small 

parts, tools etc. while working 
on the ladder

 � Load capacity: 10 kg 

Order no. 19271

 

Fig.: Order no. 19177

Fig.: Order no. 19181Fig.: Order no. 19185

Hook fixing 
mounting kit 
 � Fixing material for self-assembly 
 � 1 set suitable for 2 hooks
 � Contains 4 sleeves,  

4 countersunk bolts,  
4 washers, 4 hex nuts

Side-rail 
height Order no.

58 mm 19320 

73 mm 19321

85 mm 19322

98 mm 19323

Fig.: Order no. 19320

Order no.

Ø 35 mm 19315 

Ø 50 mm 19316

Ø 80 mm 19317

Fig.: Order no. 19315

Order no. 19319

 

Order no. 19318

 

Order no.

Ø 36 mm 19310

Ø 50 mm 19311

Ø 80 mm 19312

Fig.: Order no. 19310

Bucket hook
 � Suitable for edged step  

ladders and rung ladders
 � Simply slide into the rung 

opening
 � For safe working with free hands
 � Made of galvanised steel

Order no. 19115

Ladder head 
protection rung hole
 � For securing straight ladders  

to attachment bracket
 � Can be screwed into the rung 

hole without tools
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Ladder head 
protection
 � For securing straight ladders  

to attachment bracket
 � Can be clamped to the side-rail 

infinitely variably and without 
tools

 � The movable hooks adapt to  
the angle of the ladder

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Ladder head 
protection beam
 � For securing straight ladders  

to wooden beams
 � Can be clamped to the side-rail 

infinitely variably and without 
tools

 � Non-slip plastic coating
 � The movable hooks adapt  

to the angle of the ladder
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Ladder head 
protection gutter
 � For securing straight ladders  

to gutters
 � Can be clamped to the side-rail 

infinitely variably and without 
tools

 � Non-slip plastic coating
 � The movable hooks adapt to  

the angle of the ladder
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.
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More pictures and information 
about our accessories can be 
found at www.steigtechnik.de 

Transport lifting 
castor for double-
sided step ladders
 � For the lower ladder end.  

When closed, the step ladder 
can be easily moved by means 
of the Ø 125 mm lifting castors

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 19810

Spreader lock
 � Suitable for aluminium  

double-sided ladders and  
aluminium multi-purpose 
ladders 

 � High-strength nylon strap
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Note:
Please indicate ladder order no.

Order no. 19429

 

Rigid connection
 � Can be detached on one side 
 � Complete with fixing material 

(bolt, spring, sleeve)

Note:
Please indicate ladder order no.

Order no. 19831

 

Spring-loaded castor for step ladders
 � Spring-loaded castor for the lower ladder end 
 � 4 pieces are required for double-sided ladders: 2x right, 2x left

Note on castor retrofitting: To make moving the double-sided ladders 
in the unloaded condition easy, the ladder sections must be connected 
using two detachable metal struts (2 pieces, order no. 19831), which 
increase stability

Spring-loaded swivel castor, right Ø 50 mm

Order no. 19783

 

Spring-loaded swivel castor, left Ø 50 mm

Order no. 19784

 

Spring-loaded swivel castor, right Ø 80 mm

Order no. 19808

 

Spring-loaded swivel castor, left Ø 80 mm

Order no. 19809

 

Fruit tree poles
 � For attachment to straight and push-up extension ladders for safe 

standing for all tree work. Factory fitting at an extra charge
 � 1 set = 2 tube supports with screw connection (attachment to rungs), 

2 belt straps (safety device), 1 set of ground spikes (for the ladder)

Suitable for straight ladder 10010 and  
push-up extension ladder 20210

Order no. 19944

 

Suitable for straight ladder 10012 and  
push-up extension ladder 20212

Order no. 19945

 

Suitable for straight ladder 10014

Order no. 19946

 

Fig.: Order no. 19945 Fig.: Order no. 19945

Fig.: Order no. 19808

Ground spikes
 � For using the ladder on soil  

with vegetation
 � Suitable for ladders up to model 

year 2004 or ladders without 
nivello® ladder shoe

 � Steel spikes with plate, 
universally suitable from side-rail 
height 50 to 98 mm

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 19939

 

Ground spikes
 � For using the ladder on soil  

with vegetation
 � Suitable for ladders from model 

year 2005 with nivello® ladder 
shoe

 � Steel spikes, universally suitable 
from depth of side-rail 50 to 
98 mm

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 19940

Side-rail extension 
for stabiliser bar
 � Infinitely adjustable,  

max. 375 mm 
 � Only for ladders with stabiliser 

width of 930 mm or 1,200 mm

Order no. 19925

Side-rail extension 
for ladder side-rail
 � Stability on uneven ground 
 � Height-adjustable, can easily be 

fitted to the side-rail if necessary
 � Adjustment range max. 375 mm

For 
rectangular
tube side-rails

Order no.

58 mm 19914

73 mm 19915

85 mm 19916

98 mm 19917

Fig.: Order no. 19846

Castors can  
be screwed on
 � Spring-loaded castor for  

the lower ladder end
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

For side-rail 58 mm

Order no. 19846

 

For side-rail 73 mm

Order no. 19847

 

Extension ladder 
 � With castors and contact  

rubber pad 
 � Suitable for straight, push-up 

extension and rope-extension 
ladders for use as window 
cleaner's ladder

Length in m 1.00

Width in m 0.29

Weight in kg 3.5

Order no. 19280

 

Chain restraint
 � Link chain restraint for double 

ladders instead of nylon straps
 � Length: 2.0 m
 � 1 set = 2 chains with fastenings

Chain restraint
 � Knot chain restraint for double 

ladders instead of nylon straps
 � Length 2.0 m
 � 1 set = 2 chains with fastenings

Order no. 19188

 

Order no. 19189
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Ladder suspension 
hook
 � Lockable with on-site padlocks
 � Galvanised steel
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 19833

 

Ladder hook
 � Folds away when not in use
 � Galvanised steel
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 19832

 

Fig.: Order no. 19838 and 19840

Ladder holder
 � Version in galvanised steel plate, then powder-coated in RAL 3000 

red, for wall mounting. Infinitely adjustable depth from 139–190 mm
 � Dimensions approx. 150 x 96 x 139–190 mm

Weight in kg 1.00

for on-site profile half cylinder

Order no. 19838

 

Weight in kg 1.00

CL1 lock included

Order no. 19840

 

Lashing strap
 � For securing the ladder  

during use and transport
 � Length 1.0 m

Order no. 19960

 

Hinge 
 � For double-sided rung ladders 

made of wood
 � Incl. fixing material
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Hinge
 � For ladders made of solid  

reinforced fibre glass
 � Incl. fixing material
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Hinge 
 � For double-sided rung ladders 

made of reinforced fibre glass / 
aluminium

 � Incl. fixing material
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Stabiliser complete 
 � As spare part for ladders with 

stabiliser (not for retrofitting)
 � Please indicate order no. of 

ladder, alternatively width, bore 
distance and cross tube height

 � Incl. fixing material

Guide fixture, 
bottom 
 � For 2-section  

rope-extension ladders
 � Please specify the ladder type
 � Incl. fixing material
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Guide fixture, top 
 � For push-up extension,  

rope-extension and multi- 
purpose ladders with rungs

 � Please specify the ladder type
 � Incl. fixing material
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Fig.: Order no. 19254

Fig.: Order no. 19257

Transport  
securing strap 
 � For double-sided rung ladders  

made of aluminium
 � Incl. fixing material

Fig.: Order no. 19420

For ladders up to model year 2008

Order no.

19632

With nivello®, for ladders from model year 2009

19633

Order no.

73 x 25 mm 19260

Order no. 19261

Order no.

73 x 25 mm 19257

85 x 25 mm 19258

98 x 25 mm 19259

Order no.

73 x 25 mm 19254

85 x 25 mm 19255

98 x 25 mm 19256

Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19420

73 x 25 mm 19421

Fig.: Order no. 19474

Automatic steel 
hinge
 � Incl. fixing material

Order no.

Multi-function 
ladder
Outer hinge

19474

Multi-function 
ladder
Centre hinge

19475

Folding ladders 19476
Telescopic 
ladders on request¹

¹ Please indicate the telescopic ladder order no.

Order no. 19632

Order no. 19633

Hinge self-locking
 � For pressure-resistant bracing 

of the double-sided step ladder 
made of wood

 � Incl. assembly instructions  
and fixing material 

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 19620

 

Wall-mounted ladder 
holder L
 � For the space-saving storage  

of ladders on the wall.
 � Suitable for all single-sided 

step ladders with double-sided 
access (also ML double-sided 
step ladders) and all double- 
sided rung ladders with a side-
rail depth of 58 mm

XL wall-mounted 
ladder holder
 � For the space-saving storage  

of ladders on the wall.

 � Suitable for all double-sided step 
ladders with double-sided access 
(also ML double-sided step 
ladders), all double-sided rung 
ladders with depth of side-rails 
≥ 73 mm and ladders with order 
no. 30404, 30408, 31216–31228, 
40206–40228, 41603–41614, 
41636–41647, 42206–42224, 
41206–41228, 43803–43808, 
11233–11237, 34108–34124, 
36404–36414, 50006, 50007, 
50094–50096, 32013–32019

Weight in kg 0.7 

Order no. 19839

 

Weight in kg 1.00 

Order no. 19841

 

Order no. 19262
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 Only suitable for ladders from 
GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK

New

Retrofit stabiliser with nivello® ladder shoe 
Width 0.93 m
 � Incl. fixing material

Fig.: Order no. 30366

Side-rail version 58 mm 73 mm

Order no. 30365 30366

 

Retrofit stabiliser for straight ladder  
made of wood 
Width 0.93 m 
 � Incl. fixing material

Side-rail version 70 mm

Order no. 30370

 

Retrofit stabiliser with nivello® ladder shoe 
Width 1.20 m
 � Incl. fixing material

Fig.: Order no. 30368

Side-rail version 73 mm 85 mm 98 mm

Order no. 30367 30368 30369

Retrofit stabiliser width 0.93 m
 � Incl. fixing material

For aluminium ladders

Side-rail version 58 mm 73 mm

Order no. 30360 30361

 

For reinforced glass fibre ladders

Side-rail version 58 mm 73 mm

Order no. 30372 30373

 

Fig.: Order no. 30361 Fig.: Order no. 30373

Retrofit stabiliser width 1.20 m
 � Incl. fixing material

For aluminium ladders

Side-rail version 73 mm 85 mm 98 mm

Order no. 30362 30363 30364/30379

 

For reinforced glass fibre ladders

Side-rail version 73 mm

Order no. 30374

 

Folding stabiliser
 � Incl. fixing material (wing nuts / not conforming to standard)
 � Tool-free assembly
 � For rung and step straight ladders

Width 0.93 m

Side-rail version 58 mm 73 mm

Order no. 30382 30380

 

Width 1.20 m

Side-rail version 58 mm 73 mm 85 mm 98 mm

Order no. 30385 30381 30383 30384

 

Fig.: Order no. 30364 Fig.: Order no. 30374

Fig.: Order no. 30383 Fig.: Order no. 30380

Easy attachment with just one click

Step padding retrofit kit clip-step
 � Meet the increased requirements on work safety and provide for 

optimised non-slip protection, safe footing and comfortable standing 
on our step ladders 

 � The step padding made of grooved plastic is clipped onto the step  
to cover the whole surface and is custom-fit; it can be removed again 
without damage to the ladder and leaving no residue

 � The clip-step step padding is applied up to the max. accessible step 
as per DIN EN 131 in the case of step ladders accessible from both 
sides, thus functioning as a visual check that the ladder is being  
used correctly

 � Available as a single accessory for your step ladder  
at 12.00 EUR/piece excl. VAT (recommended retail price)

Fig. Step ladder order no. 40105  
with retrofit kit for order no. 41517

Fig. Step ladder order no. 40210  
with retrofit kit for order no. 41527

Order no. ladder Order no. retrofit kit

Double-sided step ladder 
with single-sided access

40103 41515

40104 41516

40105 41517

40106 41518

40107 41519

40108 41520

40109 41521

40110 41522

40112 41523

40114 41524

Double-sided step ladder 
with double-sided access

40206 41525

40208 41526

40210 41527

40212 41528

40214 41529

40216 41530

40218 41531

40220 41532

40224 41533

40228 41534

Double-sided step ladder 
with double-sided access 
made of reinforced fibre 
glass / aluminium

34108 41535

34112 41536

34116 41537

34120 41538

34124 41539

Double-sided step ladder 
with single-sided access 
with castors

41103 41515

41104 41516

41105 41517

41106 41518

41107 41519

41108 41520

41109 41521

41110 41522

41112 41523

41114 41524

Step straight ladder

40306 41821

40308 41823

40310 41825

40312 41827

40314 41829

40316 41831

40318 41833

Order no. ladder Order no. retrofit kit

Double-sided step ladder 
with double-sided access 
with castors

41206 41525

41208 41526

41210 41527

41212 41528

41214 41529

41216 41530

41218 41531

41220 41532

41224 41533

41228 41534

ML double-sided step 
ladder, single-sided

11223 41515

11224 41516

11225 41517

11226 41518

11227 41519

ML double-sided step 
ladder, double-sided

11233 41525

11234 41526

11235 41527

11236 41528

11237 41529

Multi-purpose ladder  
with steps

33318 41803

33321 41804

33324 41805

Bulk item 1,400 mm 19725
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 Only suitable for ladders from 
GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK

Easy attachment with just one click

Fig. Step ladder order no. 40105 with 
retrofit kit for order no. 41542

Fig. Step ladder order no. 40210  
with retrofit kit for order no. 41555

 Only suitable for ladders from 
GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK

New
Step padding retrofit kit clip-step R 13

 � The clip-step R 13 step padding is a certified, non-slip covering for 
our step ladders. With its plastic profile including aluminium oxide  
particles, it meets the specifications of classification group R 13 and 
was classified with V 6 for the displacement space in this classifica-
tion group. It provides extra work safety, particularly in wet or oil- 
contaminated work environments

 � The clip-step R 13 step padding is clipped onto the step to cover  
the whole surface and is custom-fit; it can be removed again  
without damage to the ladder and leaving no residue

 � The clip-step R 13 step padding is applied up to the max. accessible 
step as per DIN EN 131 in the case of step ladders accessible from 
both sides, thus functioning as a visual check that the ladder is being 
used correctly

 � Available as a single accessory for your step ladder 

Order no. ladder Order no. retrofit kit

Double-sided step ladder 
with single-sided access

40103 41540

40104 41541

40105 41542

40106 41543

40107 41544

40108 41545

40109 41546

40110 41547

40112 41549

40114 41551

Double-sided step ladder 
with double-sided access

40206 41553

40208 41554

40210 41555

40212 41556

40214 41557

40216 41558

40218 41559

40220 41560

40224 41562

40228 41564

Double-sided step ladder 
with double-sided access
Reinforced fibre glass/
aluminium

34108 41566

34112 41567

34116 41568

34120 41569

34124 41570

Double-sided step ladder 
with single-sided access 
with castors

41103 41540

41104 41541

41105 41542

41106 41543

41107 41544

41108 41545

41109 41546

41110 41547

41112 41549

41114 41551

Step straight ladder

40306 41571

40308 41573

40310 41575

40312 41577

40314 41579

40316 41581

40318 41583

Order no. ladder Order no. retrofit kit

Double-sided step ladder 
with double-sided access 
with castors

41206 41553

41208 41554

41210 41555

41212 41556

41214 41557

41216 41558

41218 41559

41220 41560

41224 41562

41228 41564

ML double-sided step 
ladder, single-sided

11223 41540

11224 41541

11225 41542

11226 41543

11227 41544

ML double-sided step 
ladder, double-sided

11233 41553

11234 41554

11235 41555

11236 41556

11237 41557

Push-up extension ladder 
with steps 2-section

40640 40650

40642 40651

40644 40652

40647 40653

Step window cleaner's 
ladder

12021 12031

12022 12032

12023 12033

12024 12034

12025 12035

12027 12032

Multi-purpose ladder  
with steps

33318 41863

33321 41864

33324 41865

Bulk item 1,400 mm 19747

Order no. ladder Order no. retrofit kit

Double-sided step ladder 
with single-sided access

40103 41661

40104 41662

40105 41663

40106 41664

40107 41665

40108 41666

40109 41667

40110 41668

40112 41670

40114 41672

Double-sided step ladder 
with double-sided access

40206 41673

40208 41674

40210 41675

40212 41676

40214 41677

40216 41678

40218 41679

40220 41680

40224 41682

40228 41684

Double-sided step ladder 
with double-sided access 
made of reinforced fibre 
glass / aluminium

34108 41685

34112 41687

34116 41689

34120 41691

34124 41693

Double-sided step ladder 
with single-sided access 
with castors

41103 41661

41104 41662

41105 41663

41106 41664

41107 41665

41108 41666

41109 41667

41110 41668

41112 41670

41114 41672

Step straight ladder

40306 41841

40308 41843

40310 41845

40312 41847

40314 41849

40316 41851

40318 41853

Order no. ladder Order no. retrofit kit

Double-sided step ladder 
with double-sided access 
with castors

41206 41673

41208 41674

41210 41675

41212 41676

41214 41677

41216 41678

41218 41679

41220 41680

41224 41682

41228 41684

ML double-sided step 
ladder, single-sided

11223 41661

11224 41662

11225 41663

11226 41664

11227 41665

ML double-sided step 
ladder, double-sided

11233 41673

11234 41674

11235 41675

11236 41676

11237 41677

Push-up extension ladder 
with steps 2-section

40640 41849

40642 41852

40644 41855

40647 41858

Easy attachment with just one click

Fig. Step ladder order no. 40105 with 
retrofit kit for order no. 41663

Fig. Step ladder order no. 40210 with 
retrofit kit for order no. 41675

Step padding retrofit kit  
clip-step relax

 � Comfortable standing: The special geometry of the step padding 
provides a cushioning effect on the front edge of the step and thus 
increases the comfort for the user – especially when working on the 
ladder for longer periods

 � Comfortably supporting oneself on the next step makes work easier 
and increases safety, as the soft step padding provides a pleasant 
and secure hold

 � The relax step padding is available as a variant for many step ladders, 
please note the addition "clip-step relax" after the product name

 � Available as single accessory for your step ladders

Length in mm Order no. retrofit kit

Step padding 
retrofit kit 
clip-step 
R 13, yellow

351 19853

368 19854

379 19855

408 19856

437 19857

466 19858

494 19859

523 19860

552 19861

580 19862

609 19863

638 19864

667 19865

695 19866
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Inside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.
 � For ladders up to model year 2004
 � For rung and step ladders made 

of aluminium

Inside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

Inside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pcs. (1x ascent unit 

left, 1x ascent unit right, 2x 
support parts)

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19190

73 x 25 mm 19191

85 x 25 mm 19192

98 x 25 mm 19193

electrically conductive

58 x 25 mm 19194

73 x 25 mm 19195

85 x 25 mm 19196

98 x 25 mm 19197

For ladders made of reinforced fibre glass

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

73 x 25 mm 19243

98 x 25 mm 19244

Inside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pieces (2x left, 2x right)

For ML double-sided step ladders,  
double-sided access

Order no. 19242

For ML double-sided step ladders,  
single-sided access

Order no. 19241

6.00

nivello® inside shoe
 � For products made of aluminium 

from model year 2019 onwards
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

nivello® inside shoe 
electrically conductive
 � For products made of aluminium 

from model year 2019 onwards
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Intertek test report  
No. 2235045KAU-001 (2019-05-03)

nivello® standard 
foot plate
 � For ladders from model year 

2019 onwards with nivello® 
inside shoe

 � Suitable for all underlying 
surfaces

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

nivello® foot plate for 
smooth underlying 
surfaces
 � For ladders from model year 

2019 onwards with nivello® 
inside shoe

 � Significantly lower Shore 
hardness

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

nivello® foot plate for 
grating surfaces
 � For ladders from model year 

2019 onwards with nivello® 
inside shoe

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

nivello® foot plate 
electrically conductive
 � For ladders from model year 

2019 onwards with nivello® 
inside shoe

 � Electrically conductive
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Intertek test report  
No. 2235045KAU-001 (2019-05-03)

Fig.: Order no. 19206

Fig.: Order no. 19216

Fig.: Order no. 19210

Fig.: Order no. 19212

Fig.: Order no. 19220, use only in  
conjunction with nivello® inside shoe,  
order no. 19215–19218

Integrated joint with  
intelligent 2-axis  
inclination technology

nivello® ladder shoe –  
the new generation

Side-rail 
dimension

Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19205

73 x 25 mm 19206

85 x 25 mm 19207

98 x 25 mm 19208

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19215

73 x 25 mm 19216

85 x 25 mm 19217

98 x 25 mm 19218

Depth of  
side-rails

Order no.

58 mm | 73 mm 19209

85 mm | 98 mm 19210

Depth of  
side-rails

Order no.

58 mm | 73 mm 19211

85 mm | 98 mm 19212

Dimensions 
in mm

Order no.

126 x 89 19213

Depth of  
side-rails Order no.

58 mm | 73 mm 19219

85 mm | 98 mm 19220

nivello® inside shoe
 � For products made of aluminium 

from model year 2005 to 2018
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19201

73 x 25 mm 19202

85 x 25 mm 19203

98 x 25 mm 19204

Outside shoe
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Outside shoe/ 
inside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.
 � For telescopic ladders  

Order no. 32013, 32015, 
32017, 32019

For cross-tube Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19198

73 x 25 mm 19199

Order no.

Outside shoe 19252

Inside shoe 19253

Swivel foot with 
rubber pad
 � Ideal for use on grating covers 

and as a spare part
 � Suitable for ladders with  

a side-rail width of 25 mm  
incl. mounting material

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 19227

For steel shelf ladders, black,  
electrically conductive

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

50 x 20 mm 19269

Inside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

nivello® foot plate 
claw
 � For ladders from model year 

2019 onwards with nivello® 
inside shoe

 � For using the ladder on soil  
with vegetation

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Dimensions 
in mm

Order no.

124 x 41 x 36 19224

Swivel foot claw
 � For using the ladder on soil  

with vegetation
 � Including installation material
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 19226

Fig.: Order no. 19190

Fig.: Order no. 19243

Fig.: Order no. 19201

Fig.: Order no. 19198

Fig.: Order no. 19252
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Side-rail cover cap
 � For double-sided rung ladders 

made of aluminium
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Side-rail cover cap
 � For double-sided rung ladders 

made of aluminium
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Corner strut
 � Incl. fixing material
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Fig.: Order no. 19411

Side-rail 
dimension

Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19232

73 x 26 mm 19234

Side-rail 
dimension

Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19283

73 x 25 mm 19284

82 x 25 mm 19285

98 x 25 mm 19286

Wall pad
 � For window cleaner's ladder

Order no.
RRP  
in EUR 
excl. VAT

Double-sided rung 
ladders made of 
aluminium

19411

Double-sided step 
ladders made of 
aluminium

19412

Step spare part set
 � For ML double-sided  

step ladders
 � 1 set = 1 step,  

2 step holders, 4 screws

Please indicate step length on order

Order no. 19484

Fig.: Order no. 19232

Storage tray 
 � For ladders up to March 2018
 � For double-sided step ladders 

made of aluminium,  
single-sided access

 � Riveted for safe stance
 � Made from high-quality plastic
 � With practical small parts tray
 � Holders for screwdrivers etc.
 � Incl. fixing material

Storage tray
 � For ladders from April 2018 

onwards
 � For double-sided step ladders 

made of aluminium, single-sided 
access

 � Screwed on for quick change
 � Made from high-quality plastic
 � Bucket hook (middle) plus two 

more hooks
 � Holders for screwdrivers etc.
 � Incl. fixing material

Withdrawal block 
upper ladder multi-
purpose ladder with 
rungs
 � Prevents the removal of the at-

tached push-up extension ladder 
section as per DIN EN 131-1 
for a ladder length of more than 
3.0 m. For retrofitting to ladders 
manufactured before the change 
to the standard

Insertion hook
 � For push-up extension rung 

ladders made of aluminium and 
multi-purpose ladder with rungs 
made of aluminium

 � Incl. fixing material

Complete  
locking hook
 � For 2-section rung rope-exten-

sion ladders made of aluminium

Storage tray 
 � For ML double-sided step  

ladders made of aluminium
 � Made from high-quality plastic
 � With practical small parts tray
 � Incl. fixing material

Fig.: Order no. 19424

Order no. 19688

Order no. 19845

Order no. 19483

Order no. 19689Order no. 19631

Order no.

Without lift-off 
protection 19470

With lift-off 
protection 19471

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

73 x 25 mm 19424

85 x 25 mm 19425

98 x 25 mm 19426

Pull-out stop
 � For rung ladders made of 

aluminium

Rung sliding piece
 � For multi-purpose ladders  

with rungs

Insertion hook  
without lift-off protection

Insertion hook  
with lift lock

Complete castor unit
 � 1 set = 2x wall wheels,  

1x castor axle

For multi-purpose ladders

Order no. 19771

For push-up extension /  
rope-extension ladders

Order no. 19772

For 3-section rope-extension ladders

Order no. 19773

Fig.: Order no. 19773

Pulley
 � For 2- and 3-section  

rope-extension ladders

Outside shoe for 
wooden ladder
 � Dimensions 60 x 23 mm
 � Suitable for all double-sided 

rung ladders made of wood
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 19619

Order no. 19686

Order no. 19630

Order no. 19681
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Side-rails extension 
for telescopic ladder 
3.0 m
 � For safe standing even on  

uneven surfaces
 � Adjustment range up to 220 mm
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Tool tray
 � Suitable for telescopic combina-

tion ladder (order no. 115476)
 � Practical storage for small parts, 

tools, etc.

Weight in kg 2.0

Order no. 115482

Weight in kg 1.5

Order no. 115465

Weight in kg 0.4 

Order no. 115485

Side-rail extension 
telescopic ladder
 � Height continuously adjustable
 � Adjustment range  

approx. 375 mm
 � Suitable for 4-section telescopic 

ladder without stabiliser  
(order no. 32013–32019) 

Roll-top
 � For shelf ladders
 � 2 pieces required

Order no. 19135

 

Spring-loaded castor 
 � For shelf ladders
 � Mounting material is included  

in the scope of delivery

Fig.: Order no. 19682

Order no.

Right 19682

Links 19782

Base widener
 � Easy to fasten with 4 screws
 � Non-slip and stable end caps
 � Length 1,200 mm
 � For rectangular tube side-rails 58 to 98 mm

Order no. 30307

Order no. 32021

Fig. Order no. 30299  
with ladder order no. 33310

Bridging platform kit
 � Suitable for 3-section multi-purpose ladder with rungs
 � Sturdy steel substructure and non-slip plywood board
 � Hanging hook with lock
 � Delivered disassembled, assembly instructions included
 � Only possible with order no. 33306–33310 and additional  

base widener order no. 30307

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00

Max. platform height in m 1.00

Platform length in m 1.43

Platform width in m 0.33

Max. load kg 150.0

Order no. 30299

Aluminium railing
 � Suitable for multi-function  

ladders 4-section

Fig.: Order no. 30300

Wooden covering
 � Suitable for multi-function  

ladders 4-section 

1-section Order no.

suitable for 31310 
and 31312 

30300

suitable for 31314 30301

can be clamped 
in place Order no.

for 31310, 
31312 and 
31314 

30305

Aluminium 
chequered plate 
coating
 � Suitable for multi-function  

ladders 4-section

Fig.: Order no. 30303

can be folded in 
the middle Order no.

suitable for 31310 
and 31312 30303

suitable for 31314 30304

Rail system for shelf ladders

Fig.: Order no. 30308

Order no.

Aluminium tube  
Ø 30 mm, 3,000 mm long

30308

Aluminium tube, anodised 
Ø 30 mm, 3,000 mm long 

30309

Steel tube, steel/galvanised  
Ø 30 mm, 3,000 mm long 

30318

Intermediate holder  
(1 piece required per 1.00 m tube)

30310*

Holder with end stop right 30311*

Holder with end stop left 30312*

Fig.: Order no. 30310 Fig.: Order no. 30312Fig.: Order no. 30311

Outside shoes for 
double-sided step 
ladder made of 
wood
 � Suitable for double-sided step 

ladder made of wood  
(order no. 33806–33816)

 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

Side-rails extension 
for telescopic ladder 
4.1 m
 � For safe standing even  

on uneven surfaces
 � Adjustment range up  

to 220 mm
 � Including extension kit  

for folding stabilisers
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 33800
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DEPARTMENT:

INVENTORY NUMBER:

NEXT
TEST

Sticker with user information
 � In accordance with DIN EN 131-3, product-specific stickers with user information must be affixed. 

The explanation of the pictograms used can be found at www.steigtechnik.de

Sticker 19027

Inspection sheet for the regular inspection
Access technology must be repeatedly tested depending on the operating conditions, environmental influences, load and 
frequency of use. For testing according to the regulations, we offer free downloads of inspection sheets as per the  
German Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health (BetrSichV), TRBS, German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) informa-
tion sheet 208-016 (formerly BGI 694 or GUV-I 694) for ladders and German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information 
sheet 201-011 (formerly BGI/GUV-I 663) for mobile scaffolding, as well as German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) infor-
mation sheet 208-032 (formerly BGI/GUV-I 5189) for vertical ladders. Download at www.steigtechnik.de.

Product sticker

User information for rung straight ladder over 3 m "Intended use" 

Sticker 19079 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19155

User information for step straight ladder over 3 m "Intended use"

Sticker 19086 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19157

User information for rope-extension and push-up extension ladders over 3 m "Intended use"

Sticker 19082 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19156

User information for rung straight ladder over 3 m with stabiliser

Sticker 19078 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19154

User information for step straight ladders over 3 m with stabiliser

Sticker 19085 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19174

User information for push-up extension and rope-extension ladders under 3 m

Sticker 19024 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19143

User information for push-up extension and rope-extension ladders over 3 m

Sticker 19025 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19144

User information for rung straight ladder under 3 m

Sticker 19027 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19147

User information for step straight ladders

Sticker 19021 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19141

User information for double-sided ladders, double-sided access (household ladders)

Sticker 19106 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19173

User information for double-sided ladders, single-sided access (household ladders)

Sticker 19028 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19172

User information for 250 kg double-sided ladders, double-sided access

Sticker 19046 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19151

User information for 250 kg double-sided ladders, single-sided access

Sticker 19047 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19152

User information for ML double-sided ladders, double-sided access

Sticker 19030 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19149

User information for double-sided ladders, double-sided access

Sticker 19020 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19140

User information for ML double-sided ladders, single-sided access

Sticker 19031 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19150

User information for double-sided ladders, single-sided access

Sticker 19022 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19142

User information for rung stickers for multi-purpose ladders 

Sticker 19087 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19146

User information for multi-purpose ladders

Sticker 19026 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19145

User information for telescopic ladder with two stabiliser bars

Sticker 19097 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19165

User information for telescopic ladder conical construction 4x ...

Sticker 19090 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19159

User information for multi-function ladder 4x ...

Sticker 19091 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19160

User information for multi-function ladder 4x ...

Sticker 19098 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19166

User information for folding ladders 2x ...

Sticker 19029 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19148

Size mm 40 x 40

Order no. 19175

Size mm 40 x 150

Order no. 19176

Inspection sticker 
 � The inspection sticker is standard on most products upon delivery
 � Within the scope of the recurring inspections, this can be stuck over with a new inspection date
 � 1 PU = 50 pcs.

Inventory sticker
 � For quick and easy identification of ladders, scaffolds, etc.
 � Pre-printed fields for department and inventory number
 � Integrated inspection sticker, which can be overwritten or provided with a new inspection date as part of  

the mandatory recurring inspections
 � 1 PU = 20 pcs.

MUNK SERVICE GMBH 
Rudolf-Diesel-Strasse 23 a 
89312 Günzburg
 
Phone +49 (8221) 964 421 730
Fax +49 (8221) 964 421 739
 
E-mail info@munkservice.de
www.munkservice.de

Ladder testing? Repair of scaffolding and 
ladders? Installation of vertical ladders? 
Maintenance of fire brigade equipment? 
Installation of special constructions? Further 
training to become a qualified person?  
We are here. Because service is trust.

S E R V I C E
Service • Maintenance • Repair • Inspection service • Assembly

Your service partner at GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK

SERVICE HOTLINE
+49 (0) 800 664 6998
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Platform ladders,  
platform stairs
Safe working at height thanks to large base areas 

1–3
Available for delivery within 1–3 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 
With design approval in accordance with European Standard 
DIN EN 131 and DIN EN ISO 14122, the German Ordinance  
on Industrial Safety and Health (BetrSichV), TRBS 2121 and  
applicable German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) regulations.

Platform ladders made of aluminium and 
reinforced fibre glass and platform stairs 
with various step and platform variants

Steps

Rungs

clip-step R 13 step padding
Certified non-slip protection  
for step ladders

 � Fulfils the requirements of the highest 
possible non-slip class R 13 thanks  
to aluminium oxide particles

 � Improves work safety in wet and  
oil-contaminated environments

 � Applied up to the maximum  
accessible step as a visual check

 � Retrofittable, available as a spare part and 
in yellow in selected lengths (RAL 1021)

clip-step step padding
Optimised non-slip protection  
for step ladders

 � Made of grooved plastic

 � Exact fit and easy to clip onto the steps

 � Retrofittable and available as spare part

Safe footing and comfortable stance

Storage tray
 � For practical storage of small 

parts and tools

 � Different versions, depending  
on the ladder model

Ladder joint with 'safe-cap'

 � Smooth-running and with large contact area

 � Stable and durable thanks to 6-fold riveting 
and higher wall thickness

 � Optimally protected thanks to plastic cap

nivello® ladder shoes

 � Movable joint with patented 2-axis 
inclination technology

 � 4 times larger contact area than our 
conventional ladder shoes

 � Integrated work angle check

 � Exchangeable foot plates for different 
surfaces (also electrically conductive)

Safe working

 � Handrails for safe ascent and descent

 � Large-format, non-slip platforms

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stance

 � Railings and knee boards for safe access and stance

Added ergonomics

Industrial grade

 � Sturdy processing for demanding applications  
(e.g. 4-fold edging)

 � Corrosion-resistant fixtures

 � Processing of high-quality and high-strength materials

Castors
 � Ergonomic and comfortable handling

 � Simple movement from place to place

Added safety

ergo-pad® grip area
 � Ergonomically shaped grip area 

for easier and more comfortable 
handling of our step ladders

 � Attachment to optimum  
carrying point

 � Integrated clamping mechanism 
secures the side-rails of the ladder 
when folded

Choosing the right ladder: On pages 344/345, 
you will find useful tips and formulas for  
determining the required standing height, 
working height and ladder length.
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Fig.: Order no. 52083 with order no. 52082

Lifting castors 
Order no. 52085

Details and complete overview starting on page 158Accessories

Platform ladder  
(push-in)

 � Platform ladder made of aluminium

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm 

 � Large, trapezoidal platform (400 / 360 x 425 mm)

 � Flexibly extendible with optional push-in sections

 � Two handrails for safe ascent and descent  
(enclosed separately)

 � Ladder joint 'safe-cap'

 � Practical storage tray (350 x 200 mm)

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � Basic ladder optionally available with foldable holding 
device (order no. 52086)

Push-in sections
 � Four different insertion parts for flexible extension  
of the platform ladder range

 � Easy and fast installation, thanks to push-in  
connection with hook lock

 � Coloured side-rails for easy matching of pairs 

 � Space-saving transport and storage

Approx. max. working height in m 2.70 3.15 3.40 3.60 3.90
Number of steps incl. platform 3
Number of steps on extension  plus 2 plus 3 plus 4 plus 5
Total height in m 1.72 1.90 2.14 2.37 2.61
Platform height in m 0.69 1.15 1.39 1.62 1.86
Base spread in m 0.85 1.15 1.29 1.44 1.58
Lower outer width in m 0.57 0.57 0.58 0.62 0.64
Depth of side-rails/support part in mm 73 73 73 73 73
Weight in kg 9.4 4.8 7.0 8.3 9.6
Order no. 52083 52080 52081 52082 52084
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Fig.: Order no. 50088 Fig.: Order no. 51086

Platform ladder

 � Platform ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm 

 � Large, trapezoidal platform (400 / 360 x 425 mm)

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stability

 � Two handrails for safe ascent and descent  
(enclosed separately)

 � Ladder joint 'safe-cap'

 � ergo-pad® grip area with clamping mechanism

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � Practical storage tray (350 x 200 mm)

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Platform ladder with 
castors and handle 

 � Platform ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm 

 � Large, trapezoidal platform (400 / 360 x 425 mm)

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stability

 � Two handrails for safe ascent and descent  
(enclosed separately)

 � Ladder joint 'safe-cap'

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � Practical storage tray (350 x 200 mm)

 � Rigid connection through metal struts detachable  
on both sides (enclosed separately)

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps

 � Two Ø 125 mm lifting castors and handles for  
easy moving

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Approx. max. working height in m 2.95 3.15 3.40 3.65 3.90 4.10 4.35
Number of steps including platform 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Total height in m 1.65 1.88 2.12 2.35 2.59 2.82 3.05
Platform height in m 0.90 1.13 1.37 1.60 1.84 2.07 2.30
Base spread in m 1.00 1.15 1.29 1.43 1.60 1.75 1.90
Lower outer width in m 0.61 0.64 0.66 0.69 0.72 0.75 0.78
Depth of side-rails/support part in mm 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58
Handrail length in m 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.3 1.3 1.3
Weight in kg 10.2 11.2 12.3 13.4 15.7 17.2 18.6
Order no. 50084 50085 50086 50087 50088 50089 50090

Approx. max. working height in m 2.95 3.15 3.40 3.65 3.90 4.10 4.35
Number of steps including platform 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Total height in m 1.65 1.88 2.12 2.35 2.59 2.82 3.05
Platform height in m 0.90 1.13 1.37 1.60 1.84 2.07 2.30
Base spread in m 1.16 1.31 1.45 1.60 1.76 1.91 2.06
Lower outer width in m 0.61 0.64 0.66 0.69 0.72 0.75 0.78
Depth of side-rails/support part in mm 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58
Handrail length in m 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.3 1.3 1.3
Weight in kg 12.7 16.2 15.0 16.3 18.6 20.1 21.7
Order no. 51084 51085 51086 51087 51088 51089 51090

Details and complete overview starting on page 158Accessories Details and complete overview starting on page 158Accessories

clip-step and clip-step R 13  
step paddings

Exchangeable
nivello® foot plates 

Rigid connection 
Order no. 19831

clip-step and clip-step R 13  
step paddings

Exchangeable
nivello® foot plates 

Transport lifting castor 
Order no. 19810
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Fig.: Order no. 51096

ML platform ladder

 � Platform ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � Large, trapezoidal platform (400 / 360 x 425 mm)

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stability

 � Two pre-assembled handrails for safe ascent and descent

 � Ladder joint 'safe-cap'

 � Non-slip ladder shoes

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Approx. max. working height in m 2.90 3.15 3.35 3.60 3.85
Number of steps incl. platform 4 5 6 7 8
Total height in m 1.95 2.18 2.41 2.65 2.88
Platform height in m 0.89 1.13 1.36 1.60 1.83
Base spread in m 0.97 1.12 1.27 1.39 1.59
Lower outer width in m 0.60 0.62 0.65 0.68 0.71
Depth of side-rails 
ascent/support part in mm

73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58

Total length folded in m 2.06 2.31 2.56 2.81 3.06

Platform height up to railing in m 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Handrail length in m 1.03 1.03 1.28 1.52 1.77
Transport dimensions L x W x H 
in m 2.06 x 0.60 x 0.28 2.31 x 0.63 x 0.28 2.56 x 0.65 x 0.28 2.80 x 0.80 x 0.28 3.05 x 0.71 x 0.28

Weight in kg 10.0 11.8 12.6 14.5 15.8
Order no. 51094 51095 51096 51097 51098

Handrail pre-mounted on both sides Conical side-rail guide for safe stability

Rigid connection 
Order no. 19831

Side-rail extension  
for ladder side-rail 
Order no. 19914–19917

Details and complete overview starting on page 158Accessories

Transport lifting castor 
Order no. 19810clip-step and clip-step R 13  

step paddings

Parallel side-rails for larger work area
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Discover the many product 
advantages in a video:
www.steigtechnik.de/videos

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 52526 with order no. 52520

Product description
 � Platform ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 �  Roomy platform made of grooved aluminium chequered 
plate (480 x 655 mm)

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 �  With handrail on both sides, 3-sided railing as well  
as knee and foot boards for safe ascent, descent  
and standing 

 � Both sides infinitely variably adjustable outriggers

 � Automatically closing safety door

 � Generous tool tray

 �  Integrated Ø 150 mm castors and practical folding  
mechanism for quick relocation

 � Available with and without flexible telescopic  
attachment for insertion

 �  Design according to DIN EN 131-7 and the French  
standards NFP 93-352/353

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

The infinitely adjustable outriggers with 
quick-release fasteners ensure safe stability

All-round protection by sturdy railing with 
knee board and automatically closing 
safety door

Easy transport due to Ø 150 mm castors and practical folding mechanism

FlexxStep  
4 rungs

FlexxStep  
5 rungs

FlexxStep  
6 rungs

Telescopic attach-
ment plus 2 rungs

Telescopic attach-
ment plus 3 rungs

Approx. max. working height 
in m

3.00 3.30 3.55

Number of rungs  
including platform

4 5 6

Platform height in m 1.02 1.28 1.55 max. plus 0.56 max. plus 0.82
Base spread in m 1.15 1.35 1.52
Width incl. outrigger in m 1.48 1.65 1.82
Depth of side-rails in mm 58 58 58 58 58
Weight in kg 21.0 24.0 25.0 6.4 7.6
Order no. 52524 52525 52526 52520 * 52521 *

can only be com-
bined with telescopic 
attachment plus  
2 rungs (= 52520)

* 1 set = 2 pcs. * 1 set = 2 pcs.

FlexxStep  
4 rungs (52524) with 
telescopic attach-
ment plus 2 rungs 
(52520)

FlexxStep  
5 rungs (52525) with 
telescopic attach-
ment plus 2 rungs 
(52520)

FlexxStep  
5 rungs (52525) with 
telescopic attach-
ment plus 3 rungs 
(52521)

FlexxStep  
6 rungs (52526) with 
telescopic attach-
ment plus 2 rungs 
(52520)

FlexxStep  
6 rungs (52526) with 
telescopic attach-
ment plus 3 rungs 
(52521)

Platform height 
in m

Platform height 
in m

Platform height 
in m

Platform height 
in m

Platform height 
in m

Standard 1.02 1.28 1.28 1.55 1.55
plus 1 rung 1.31 1.58 1.58 1.84 1.84
plus 2 rungs 1.58 1.84 1.84 2.10 2.10
plus 3 rungs 2.10 2.37
Weight in kg 27.4 30.4 31.6 31.4 32.6
Order no. 52534 52535 52536 52537 52538

Platform ladder FlexxStep
 � See left for general product description

Platform ladder FlexxStep with telescopic attachment
 � See left for general product description

 � Height-adjustable and suitable for stairs by means of telescopic attachment that can be mounted without tools
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Grooved aluminium Grooved aluminium

Fig.: Order no. 303305

Approx. max. working height in m 2.95 3.20 3.45 3.65 3.90
Number of steps 4 5 6 7 8
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73
Platform height in m 0.95 1.19 1.43 1.66 1.90
Total height in m 2.05 2.29 2.52 2.76 2.99
Base area in m 1.33 1.44 1.55 1.65 1.76
Stabiliser width in m 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.78
Weight in kg 30.0 31.5 35.0 37.0 39.0
Order no. 303304 303305 303306 303307 303308

Platform ladder 
stationary 

 � Platform ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � Spacious platform with grooves for secure footing  
(800 x 650 mm)

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � With handrail on both sides, 3-sided railing as well  
as knee and foot boards for safe ascent, descent  
and standing 

 � Stabiliser bars and foot bracket for secure  
attachment to the floor

 � Simple assembly (shipping disassembled)

 � Outer width: 650 mm (without foot bracket)

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Approx. max. working height in m 2.95 3.20 3.45 3.65 3.90
Number of steps 4 5 6 7 8
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73 73
Platform height in m 0.95 1.19 1.43 1.66 1.90
Total height in m 2.05 2.29 2.52 2.76 2.99
Base area in m 1.32 1.43 1.53 1.64 1.74
Stabiliser width in m 1.26 1.26 1.51 1.51 1.58
Weight in kg 32.0 34.0 38.0 40.0 42.0
Order no. 303104 303105 303106 303107 303108

Platform ladder  
with castors

 � Platform ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � Spacious platform with grooves for secure footing  
(800 x 650 mm)

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � With handrail on both sides, 3-sided railing as well  
as knee and foot boards for safe ascent, descent  
and standing 

 � Two Ø 100 mm castors for easy moving

 � Simple assembly (shipping disassembled)

 � Stabiliser bars for high stability

 � Outer width: 650 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Fig.: Order no. 303105
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Fig.: Order no. 52508 Fig.: Order no. 52310

Platform ladder, mobile

 � Platform ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � Spacious platform with grooves for secure footing  
(510 x 600 mm)

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � With handrail on both sides, 3-sided railing as well  
as knee and foot boards for safe ascent, descent  
and standing

 � Support part with stabilising stabiliser bar for high stability

 � Integrated Ø 125 mm fixed castors with locking device  
for quick transportation

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � Generous tool tray

 � Simple assembly (shipping disassembled)

 � Outer width: 650 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Platform ladder folding 
and mobile

 � Platform ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � Roomy platform with grooves (650 x 600 mm)

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � With handrail on both sides, 3-sided railing, knee  
and foot boards as well as safety rope for safe ascent, 
descent and standing 

 � Space-saving folding thanks to sturdy steel hinges

 � Support part with stabilising stabiliser bar for high stability 

 � Integrated Ø 125 mm fixed castors with locking device  
for quick transportation when folded out

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � Generous tool tray

 � Outer width: 650 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Approx. max. working height in m 3.85 4.10 4.60 
Number of steps incl. platform 8 9 11 
Platform height in m 1.85 2.08 2.56 
Total height in m 2.85 3.10 3.60 
Base spread in m 1.46 1.57 1.78
Stabiliser width in m 1.20 1.20 1.46 
Depth of side-rails ascent unit/support part in mm 73/58 73/58 73/58
Weight in kg 45.5 49.5 54.0
Order no. 52508 52509 52511 

Approx. max. working height in m 3.15 3.40 3.60 3.85 4.30 4.80 5.25
Number of steps incl. platform 5 6 7 8 10 12 14
Platform height in m 1.15 1.38 1.61 1.84 2.30 2.77 3.23
Total height in m 2.15 2.38 2.61 2.84 3.30 3.77 4.23
Total length folded in m 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00
Base spread in m 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.95 2.20 2.40
Stabiliser width in m 1.00 1.00 1.35 1.35 1.70 1.90 1.95
Depth of side-rails ascent unit/support 
part in mm

73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58

Weight in kg 37.0 39.0 43.0 45.0 49.0 55.0 76.0
Order no. 52305 52306 52307 52308 52310 52312 52314

Details and complete overview starting on page 158Accessories

clip-step and clip-step R 13  
step paddings

Details and complete overview starting on page 158Accessories

clip-step and clip-step R 13  
step paddings

Exchangeable
nivello® foot plates 

Exchangeable
nivello® foot plates 
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Exchangeable
nivello® foot plates 

Fig.: Order no. 52712

Folding platform 
ladder with narrow 
undercarriage

 � Platform ladder made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � Roomy platform with grooves (650 x 600 mm)

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � With handrail on both sides, 3-sided railing, knee and  
foot board as well as safety rope for safe ascent,  
descent and standing 

 �  Support part with narrow undercarriage and ballast  
weight for high stability 

 �  Space-saving folding thanks to sturdy steel hinges  
(when ballast weight is outside)

 �  Particularly suitable for narrow racking aisles or the like

 �  Integrated Ø 125 mm fixed castors with locking device  
for quick relocation when folded out

 �  nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination 
technology

 � Outer width: 650 mm (without stabiliser)

 � Step distance: 235 mm

 � Ladder inclination: 70°

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Fig. Ballast weight 80 kg

Approx. max. working height in m 3.15 3.40 3.60 3.85 4.30 4.80 5.25
Number of steps incl. platform 5 6 7 8 10 12 14
Total height in m 2.15 2.38 2.61 2.84 3.30 3.77 4.23
Platform height in m 1.15 1.38 1.61 1.84 2.30 2.77 3.23
Total length folded in m 2.75 3.00 3.25 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00
Base spread in m 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.95 2.20 2.40
Stabiliser width in m 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 1.00 1.00 1.00
Depth of side-rails ascent  
unit/support part in mm 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58

Ballast Weight in kg 30.0 50.0 60.0 80.0 100.0 150.0 160.0
Weight with ballast kg 67.0 89.0 103.0 125.0 149.0 205.0 218.0
Order no. 52705 52706 52707 52708 52710 52712 52714

Details and complete overview starting on page 158Accessories

clip-step and clip-step R 13  
step paddings

Access solutions made to measure 
Special constructions for a wide range of applications
Whether maintenance platforms, working platforms or walkways. Whether for commercial or rail  
vehicles, for aviation or industrial plants. We offer effective and safe solutions for working at heights 
that fit perfectly and are also cost-effective. 

 � Consulting and project planning on site

 � Individual finishing according to your  
requirements

 � Dimensionally accurate manufacturing

 � Functional and cost-efficient access solutions

 �Maximum safety at work

 � Fast delivery

 � Compliance with all relevant German, British 
and international standards and regulations, 
e.g. from German Ordinance on Industrial 
Safety and Health (BetrSichV), German Social 
Accident Insurance (DGUV) information sheets, 
Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC

This is what we offer you:
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New

Platform ladder reinforced fibre glass / aluminium, 
folding and mobile with aluminium handrail
 � See left for general product description

 � With aluminium handrail on both sides

Platform ladder reinforced fibre glass / aluminium 
folding and mobile with reinforced fibre glass handrail
 � See left for general product description

 � With handrail on both sides made of glass fibre reinforced plastic

Approx. max. working height in m 3.15 3.40 3.60 3.85 4.30
Number of steps incl. platform 5 6 7 8 10
Total height in m 2.17 2.40 2.63 2.87 3.33
Platform height up to m 1.17 1.40 1.63 1.87 2.33
Base spread in m 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.95
Stabiliser width in m 1.00 1.00 1.35 1.35 1.70
Depth of side-rails ascent unit/support 
part in mm

73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58

Weight in kg 46.5 48.1 52.5 54.5 60.6
Order no. 36305 36306 36307 36308 36310

Fig.: Order no. 36307

Product description
 � Platform ladder made of reinforced fibre glass/aluminium
 �  Side-rails made of reinforced fibre glass rectangular tube 
profiles (min. 10 years ageing resistance)

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm, made of aluminium
 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection
 �  Roomy platform made of reinforced fibre glass grating 
(650 x 600 mm)

 �  With handrail on both sides, 3-sided railing, knee and foot 
boards as well as safety rope for safe ascent, descent and 
standing

 �  nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis inclination 
technology

 �  Support part with narrow stabiliser bar and Ø 125 mm 
fixed castors with locking device for quick relocation  
when folded out

 �  Space-saving folding thanks to sturdy steel hinges
 � Generous tool tray
 � Step distance: 235 mm
 � Ladder inclination: 70°
 � Maximum load: 150 kg
 � Delivery time: 3–5 days
 � Suitable for working near or on live parts
 � Tested up to 1,000 volts as per DIN EN 61478:2002 
Clause 6.5.1 and A1:2004 Category 1  
(corresponds to European Standard DIN EN 131-7)

Note: Products with reinforced fibre glass content  
are excluded from exchange due to their sensitivity

Approx. max. working height in m 3.15 3.40 3.60 3.85 4.30
Number of steps incl. platform 5 6 7 8 10
Total height in m 2.17 2.40 2.63 2.87 3.33
Platform height up to m 1.17 1.40 1.63 1.87 2.33
Base spread in m 1.40 1.50 1.60 1.70 1.95
Stabiliser width in m 1.00 1.00 1.35 1.35 1.70
Depth of side-rails ascent unit/support 
part in mm

73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58 73/58

Weight in kg 46.5 48.1 52.5 54.5 60.6
Order no. 36325 36326 36327 36328 36330

Exchangeable
nivello® foot plates 

Details and complete overview starting on page 158Accessories
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Aluminium oxide
coating R 13

Steel grating

Grooved aluminium

 

 

Discover the many product 
advantages in a video:
www.steigtechnik.de/videos

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 50104 with handrail, order no. 50109

Approx. max. working height 
in m 2.48 2.70 3.00 3.20 3.50 3.70 3.90

Number of steps incl. platform 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Platform height without railing 
in m

0.48 0.72 0.96 1.20 1.44 1.68 1.92

Base area L x W in m 1.07 x 0.72 1.24 x 0.77 1.41 x 0.82 1.58 x 0.88 1.75 x 0.94 1.92 x 1.00 2.09 x 1.06
Depth of side-rails in mm 57 57 57 57 57 57 57
Weight in kg 27.0 30.0 32.0 35.0 38.0 43.0 47.0
Order no. 50102 50103 50104 50105 50106 50107 50108

Approx. max. working height 
in m 2.48 2.70 3.00 3.20 3.50 3.70 3.90

Number of steps incl. platform 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Platform height without railing 
in m

0.48 0.72 0.96 1.20 1.44 1.68 1.92

Base area L x W in m 1.07 x 0.72 1.24 x 0.77 1.41 x 0.82 1.58 x 0.88 1.75 x 0.94 1.92 x 1.00 2.09 x 1.06
Depth of side-rails in mm 57 57 57 57 57 57 57
Weight in kg 32.0 37.0 41.0 46.0 52.0 57.0 63.0
Order no. 51102 51103 51104 51105 51106 51107 51108

Platform stairs, single-sided  
with spring-loaded castors
 � See left for general product description

Product description
 � Aluminium platform stairs single-sided

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Steps with a depth of 200 mm

 � Roomy platform (600 x 800 mm)

 � 3-sided railing and knee and foot boards for safe standing 
(height: 1,000 mm)

 � Four Ø 125 mm self-locking swivel castors,  
2 with locking device

 � Simple assembly (shipping disassembled)

 � According to DIN EN 131-7, handrails are optional on  
the ascensions of platform ladders with an ascent  
angle ≥ 60°

 � Available in various step and platform versions

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Approx. max. working height 
in m 2.48 2.70 3.00 3.20 3.50 3.70 3.90

Number of steps incl. platform 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Platform height without railing 
in m

0.48 0.72 0.96 1.20 1.44 1.68 1.92

Base area L x W in m 1.07 x 0.72 1.24 x 0.77 1.41 x 0.82 1.58 x 0.88 1.75 x 0.94 1.92 x 1.00 2.09 x 1.06
Depth of side-rails in mm 57 57 57 57 57 57 57
Weight in kg 27.0 30.0 32.0 35.0 38.0 43.0 47.0
Order no. 54102 54103 54104 54105 54106 54107 54108

Spring-loaded castor  
Order no. 19687–19697,  
50112–50113

Safety barrier  
Order no. 50124

Handrail  
Order no. 50109, 50110, 50114

Safety door rope 
Order no. 50123

Details and complete overview starting on page 158Accessories
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Aluminium oxide
coating R 13

Steel grating

Grooved aluminium

 

 

Discover the many product 
advantages in a video:
www.steigtechnik.de/videos

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 56104 with handrail, order no. 50109

Platform stairs, single-sided, with castors and handles
 � See left for general product description

Approx. max. working height 
in m

2.70 3.00 3.20 3.50 3.70 3.90

Number of steps incl. platform 3 4 5 6 7 8
Platform height without railing 
in m

0.72 0.96 1.20 1.44 1.68 1.92

Base area L x W in m 1.24 x 0.77 1.41 x 0.82 1.58 x 0.88 1.75 x 0.94 1.92 x 1.00 2.09 x 1.06
Depth of side-rails in mm 57 57 57 57 57 57
Weight in kg 30.0 32.0 35.0 38.0 43.0 47.0
Order no. 56103 56104 56105 56106 56107 56108

Approx. max. working height 
in m

2.70 3.00 3.20 3.50 3.70 3.90

Number of steps incl. platform 3 4 5 6 7 8
Platform height without railing 
in m 0.72 0.96 1.20 1.44 1.68 1.92

Base area L x W in m 1.24 x 0.77 1.41 x 0.82 1.58 x 0.88 1.75 x 0.94 1.92 x 1.00 2.09 x 1.06
Depth of side-rails in mm 57 57 57 57 57 57
Weight in kg 37.0 41.0 46.0 52.0 57.0 63.0
Order no. 58103 58104 58105 58106 58107 58108

Approx. max. working height 
in m

2.70 3.00 3.20 3.50 3.70 3.90

Number of steps incl. platform 3 4 5 6 7 8
Platform height without railing 
in m

0.72 0.96 1.20 1.44 1.68 1.92

Base area L x W in m 1.24 x 0.77 1.41 x 0.82 1.58 x 0.88 1.75 x 0.94 1.92 x 1.00 2.09 x 1.06
Depth of side-rails in mm 57 57 57 57 57 57
Weight in kg 30.0 32.0 35.0 38.0 43.0 47.0
Order no. 55103 55104 55105 55106 55107 55108

Product description
 � Aluminium platform stairs single-sided

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Steps with a depth of 200 mm

 � Roomy platform (600 x 800 mm)

 � 3-sided railing and knee and foot boards  
for safe standing (height: 1,000 mm)

 � Two Ø 125 mm lifting castors and handles  
for easy moving

 � Simple assembly (shipping disassembled)

 � According to DIN EN 131-7, handrails are optional on  
the ascensions of platform ladders with an ascent  
angle ≥ 60°

 � Available in various step and platform versions

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Spring-loaded castor  
Order no. 19687–19697, 
50112–50113

Safety barrier  
Order no. 50124

Handrail  
Order no. 50109, 50110, 50114

Safety door rope 
Order no. 50123

Details and complete overview starting on page 158Accessories
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Aluminium oxide
coating R 13

Steel grating

Grooved aluminium

 

 

Discover the many product 
advantages in a video:
www.steigtechnik.de/videos

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 51204 with handrail, order no. 50209

Platform stairs, double-sided  
with spring-loaded castors
 � See left for general product description

Approx. max. working height 
in m

2.70 3.00 3.20 3.50 3.70 3.90

Platform height without railing 
in m

0.72 0.96 1.20 1.44 1.68 1.92

Base area L x W in m 1.51 x 0.77 1.79 x 0.82 2.07 x 0.88 2.35 x 0.94 2.62 x 1.00 2.90 x 1.06
Depth of side-rails in mm 57 57 57 57 57 57
Number of steps incl. platform 3 4 5 6 7 8
Weight in kg 30.0 34.0 39.0 44.0 49.0 55.0
Order no. 50203 50204 50205 50206 50207 50208

Approx. max. working height 
in m

2.70 3.00 3.20 3.50 3.70 3.90

Platform height without railing 
in m

0.72 0.96 1.20 1.44 1.68 1.92

Base area L x W in m 1.51 x 0.77 1.79 x 0.82 2.07 x 0.88 2.35 x 0.94 2.62 x 1.00 2.90 x 1.06
Depth of side-rails in mm 57 57 57 57 57 57
Number of steps incl. platform 3 4 5 6 7 8
Weight in kg 40.0 47.0 55.0 63.0 72.0 82.0
Order no. 51203 51204 51205 51206 51207 51208

Product description
 � Aluminium platform stairs double-sided

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Steps with a depth of 200 mm

 � Roomy platform (600 x 800 mm)

 � Railing on both sides and knee and foot boards  
for safe standing (height: 1,000 mm)

 � Four Ø 125 mm self-locking swivel castors,  
2 with locking device

 � Simple assembly (shipping disassembled)

 � According to DIN EN 131-7, handrails are optional on  
the ascensions of platform ladders with an ascent  
angle ≥ 60°

 � Available in various step and platform versions

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Approx. max. working height 
in m

2.70 3.00 3.20 3.50 3.70 3.90

Platform height without railing 
in m

0.72 0.96 1.20 1.44 1.68 1.92

Base area L x W in m 1.51 x 0.77 1.79 x 0.82 2.07 x 0.88 2.35 x 0.94 2.62 x 1.00 2.90 x 1.06
Depth of side-rails in mm 57 57 57 57 57 57
Number of steps incl. platform 3 4 5 6 7 8
Weight in kg 30.0 34.0 39.0 44.0 49.0 55.0
Order no. 59203 59204 59205 59206 59207 59208

Spring-loaded castor  
Order no. 19687–19697,  
50112–50113

Safety barrier  
Order no. 50124

Handrail  
Order no. 50109, 50110, 50114

Safety door rope 
Order no. 50123

Details and complete overview starting on page 158Accessories
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More pictures and information 
about our accessories can be 
found at www.steigtechnik.de 

Accessories and spare parts  
for platform stairs

Handrail
 � Suitable for platform stairs, 

double-sided
 � For self-assembly on the left  

or right of the ascent

For platform stairs, 3 steps

Order no. 50214

For platform stairs, 4–6 steps

Order no. 50209

For platform stairs, 7–8 steps

Order no. 50210

Inserted railing 
version
 � Suitable for platform stairs, 

double-sided 
 � Sturdy aluminium construction 

comprising two side railings  
with foot and knee boards

 � Easy to assemble thanks  
to tool-free system

 � Can only be inserted in  
combination with handrail

 � Cannot be combined with  
safety barrier

double-sided

Order no. 50241

Inserted handrail, right
 � Suitable for single-sided and 

double-sided platform stairs
 � Easy to assemble thanks to 

tool-free system
 � Can only be inserted in combi-

nation with the inserted railing 
version

Handrail
 � Suitable for platform stairs, 

single-sided
 � For self-assembly on the left  

or right of the ascent

For platform stairs, 3–4 steps

Order no. 50234

For platform stairs, 5–6 steps

Order no. 50235

For platform stairs, 7–8 steps

Order no. 50236

Fig.: Order no. 50209

For platform stairs, 3 steps

Order no. 50114

For platform stairs, 4–6 steps

Order no. 50109

For platform stairs, 7–8 steps

Order no. 50110

Inserted railing 
version
 � Suitable for platform stairs, 

single-sided 
 � Sturdy aluminium construction 

comprising two side railings and 
a closing railing with foot and 
knee boards

 � Easy to assemble thanks  
to tool-free system

 � Can only be inserted in  
combination with handrail

 � Cannot be combined with  
safety barrier

Fig.: Order no. 50235

single-sided

Order no. 50240

Inserted handrail, left
 � Suitable for single-sided and 

double-sided platform stairs
 � Easy to assemble thanks to 

tool-free system
 � Can only be inserted in combi-

nation with the inserted railing 
version

Fig.: Order no. 50109

For platform stairs, 3–4 steps

Order no. 50224

For platform stairs, 5–6 steps

Order no. 50225

For platform stairs, 7–8 steps

Order no. 50226

Fig.: Order no. 50225

Fig.: Order no. 50120

Retrofit kit for casters and pushing handles
 � The pushing handles and Ø 125 mm castors facilitate easy transportation of the platform stairs with access 

on one side (50103 to 54108)
 � The retrofit kit is screwed on and thereby replaces the four series castors

Order no. 50237 

Inside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

Spring-loaded castor
 � For platform stairs
 � Castor with axle and spring
 � Please indicate the order no. of 

the platform stairs

Order no.

Spring-loaded castor 
with locking device 19687

Spring-loaded castor 
w/o locking device 19697

El. conductive with 
locking device 50112

El. conductive without 
locking device 50113

Fig.: Order no. 19687

Fig.: Order no. 19246

Side-rail 
dimension 
mm

Order no.

59 x 26 19246

For platform stairs, electrically conductive

59 x 26 19247

Storage tray
 � Incl. holder and attachment
 � Payload: approx. 10 kg

623/495 x 220 mm, clamping area Ø 35 mm

Order no. 19273 Posts
 � Suitable for platform stairs, 

single-sided
 � For attachment of the  

front-side railing

Order no. 50122

Safety barrier 
 � Improves safety on the platform 

and prevents falls during ascent
 � Self-closing study aluminium 

design with handle on both sides
 � Dimensions W x H 640 x 600 mm
 � Cannot be combined with plug-

gable railing version

Order no. 50124

Carriage
 � With swivelling castors,  

operation via central lever
 � For self-assembly
 � Please indicate the order 

number of the platform stairs for 
which the undercarriage  
is required

Order no. 50111

Retrofit kit stainless 
steel swivel castors
 � For outdoor use
 � For self-assembly
 � Incl. gusset plates and bolts
 � Please indicate the order 

number of the platform stairs for 
which the retrofit kit is required

single-sided

Order no. 50120

double-sided

Order no. 50121

Safety rope
 � Improves safety on the platform 

and prevents falls during ascent

 � Sturdy screw connection on  
the railing and very strong rope

Order no. 50123

Price valid for one-sided platform stairs. 
Price for double-sided platform stairs and 
assembly at the factory on request.

Our comprehensive range of proven accessories makes your working equipment even safer and more practical to use.  
Accessories according to TRBS 2121 and German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information sheet 208-016  
(formerly BGI 694 or GUV-I 694) and applicable DGUV regulations. Please let us know the article number of the  
existing ladder when ordering spare parts.
To modify and complement your ladders, e.g. through installation of castors, hooks, cross tubes, chains etc., we charge  
a flat-rate per modification. 
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New

 Only suitable for ladders from 
GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK

New

More pictures and information 
about our accessories can be 
found at www.steigtechnik.de 

Side-rail extension 
for ladder side-rail
 � Stability on uneven ground 
 � Height-adjustable, can easily be 

fitted to the side-rail if necessary
 � Adjustment range max. 375 mm

For rectangular 
tube side-rails Order no.

58 mm 19914

73 mm 19915

85 mm 19916

98 mm 19917

Lifting castors for 
platform ladders
 � For the lower ladder end. When 

closed, the step ladder can be 
easily moved by means of the  
Ø 125 mm lifting castors

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 19810

Rigid connection
 � Can be detached on one side
 � Complete with fixing material 

(bolt, spring, sleeve)

Note:  
Please indicate ladder order no.

Order no. 19831

Order no. 19051

Spreader lock
 � High-strength nylon strap
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Note:
Please indicate ladder order no.

Order no. 19429

Side-rail cover cap
 � Suitable for aluminium  

platform ladders
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Side-rail 
dimension

Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19232

Lashing strap
 � For securing the ladder  

during use and transport
 � Length 1.0 m

Order no. 19960

Order no. 19287Order no. 52085

ergo-pad® grip area
 � Ergonomically shaped grip area 

for easy and comfortable han-
dling of our step ladders

 � Integrated clamping mechanism 
secures the side-rails when 
folded

 � Attachment to optimum carrying 
point

 � Suitable for platform ladders  
with access on one side

Bucket hook
 � Suitable for edged step ladders 

and rung ladders
 � Simply slide into the rung 

opening
 � For safe working with free hands
 � Made of galvanised steel

Order no. 19115

Accessories and spare 
parts for platform ladders

Tool bag
 � Practical bag for tools and  

other work equipment
 � Various compartments for  

storing large and small utensils
 � Thanks to Velcro fastener on  

the back, flexible in use and 
quickly attached to the ladder

Lifting castors
 � For platform ladder (push-in) 

incl. push-in sections
 � For convenient moving of  

the ladder when closed
 � Ø 125 mm
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Step padding retrofit kit clip-step R 13, 
yellow
 � The clip-step R 13 step padding is clipped onto the step to cover 

the whole surface and is custom-fit; it can be removed again without 
damage to the ladder and leaving no residue

 � Certified non-slip feature in yellow (RAL 1021), for example to mark 
the last step

Length in mm Order no. retrofit kit

351 19853

368 19854

379 19855

408 19856

437 19857

466 19858

494 19859

Length in mm Order no. retrofit kit

523 19860

552 19861

580 19862

609 19863

638 19864

667 19865

695 19866

Easy attachment with just one click

Swivel foot with 
rubber pad
 � Ideal for use on grating  

covers and as a spare part
 � Suitable for ladders with  

a side-rail width of 25 mm  
incl. mounting material

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 19227

Swivel foot claw
 � For using the ladder on soil  

with vegetation
 � Including installation material
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Order no. 19226

Our comprehensive range of proven accessories makes your working equipment even safer and more practical to use.  
Accessories according to TRBS 2121 and German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information sheet 208-016  
(formerly BGI 694 or GUV-I 694) and applicable DGUV regulations. Please let us know the article number of the existing 
ladder when ordering spare parts.
To modify and complement your ladders, e.g. through installation of castors, hooks, cross tubes, chains etc., we charge  
a flat-rate per modification. 
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 Only suitable for ladders from 
GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK

 Only suitable for ladders from 
GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK

Order no. ladder Order no. retrofit kit

Platform ladder

50084 50291

50085 50292

50086 50293

50087 50294

50088 50295

50089 50296

50090 50297

Platform ladder with  
castors and handle

51084 50291

51085 50292

51086 50293

51087 50294

51088 50295

51089 50296

51090 50297

ML platform ladder

51094 50291

51095 50292

51096 50293

51097 50294

51098 50295

Order no. ladder Order no. retrofit kit

Platform ladder, mobile

52508 52615

52509 52616

52511 52618

Platform ladder folding  
and mobile

52305 50260

52306 50261

52307 50262

52308 50263

52310 50265

52312 50267

52314 50269

Folding platform ladder with 
narrow undercarriage

52705 50260

52706 50261

52707 50262

52708 50263

52710 50265

52712 50267

52714 50269

Bulk item 1,400 mm 19725

Order no. ladder Order no. retrofit kit

Platform ladder

50084 41588

50085 41589

50086 41590

50087 41591

50088 41592

50089 41593

50090 41594

Platform ladder with  
castors and handle

51084 41588

51085 41589

51086 41590

51087 41591

51088 41592

51089 41593

51090 41594

ML platform ladder

51094 41588

51095 41589

51096 41590

51097 41591

51098 41592

Order no. ladder Order no. retrofit kit

Platform ladder, mobile

52508 41595

52509 41596

52511 41598

Platform ladder folding  
and mobile

52305 41650

52306 41651

52307 41652

52308 41653

52310 41655

52312 41657

52314 41659

Folding platform ladder  
with narrow undercarriage

52705 41650
52706 41651
52707 41652
52708 41653
52710 41655
52712 41657
52714 41659

Bulk item 1,400 mm 19747

Easy attachment with just one click

Fig.: Platform ladder order no. 51097 
with retrofit kit for order no. 41591

Fig.: Platform ladder order no. 51097 
with retrofit kit for order no. 50294

Step padding retrofit kit clip-step
 � Live up to the increased requirements on work safety and provide for 

optimised non-slip protection, safe footing and a comfortable stance 
on our step ladders 

 � The step padding made of grooved plastic is clipped onto the step  
to cover the whole surface and is custom-fit; it can be removed again 
without damage to the ladder and leaving no residue

 � The clip-step step padding is applied up to the max. accessible step 
as per DIN EN 131 in the case of step ladders accessible from both 
sides, thus functioning as a visual check that the ladder is being used 
correctly

 � Available as a single accessory for your step ladder 

Easy attachment with just one click

Step padding retrofit kit clip-step R 13
 � The clip-step R 13 step padding is a certified, non-slip covering for 

our step ladders. With its plastic profile including aluminium oxide  
particles, it meets the specifications of classification group R 13 and 
was classified with V 6 for the displacement space in this classifica-
tion group. It provides extra work safety, particularly in wet or oil-con-
taminated work environments

 � The clip-step R 13 step padding is clipped onto the step to cover 
the whole surface and is custom-fit; it can be removed again without 
damage to the ladder and leaving no residue

 � The clip-step R 13 step padding is applied up to the max. accessible 
step as per DIN EN 131 in the case of step ladders accessible from 
both sides, thus functioning as a visual check that the ladder is being 
used correctly

 � Available as a single accessory for your step ladder
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New

NEXT
TEST

DEPARTMENT:

INVENTORY 
NUMBER:

nivello® foot  
plate claw
 � For ladders from model year 

2019 onwards with nivello® 
inside shoe

 � For using the ladder on soil with 
vegetation

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

nivello® foot plate for 
smooth underlying 
surfaces
 � For ladders from model year 

2019 onwards with nivello® 
inside shoe

 � Significantly lower Shore 
hardness

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

nivello® inside shoe 
electrically conductive
 � For products made of aluminium 

from model year 2019 onwards 
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Intertek test report no. 2235045KAU-001 
(2019-05-03)

nivello® foot plate  
for grating surfaces
 � For ladders from model year 

2019 onwards with nivello® 
inside shoe

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Fig.: Order no. 19216

Fig.: Order no. 19220, use only in con-
junction with nivello® inside shoe, order no. 
19215–19218

Depth of  
side-rails Order no.

58 | 73 mm 19211

85 | 98 mm 19212

Fig.: Order no. 19212

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19215

73 x 25 mm 19216

85 x 25 mm 19217

98 x 25 mm 19218

nivello® foot plate 
electrically conductive
 � For ladders from model year 

2019 onwards with nivello® 
inside shoe 

 � Electrically conductive
 � 1 set = 2 pcs. 

 
Intertek test report  
No. 2235045KAU-001 (2019-05-03)

Depth of  
side-rails

Order no.

58 | 73 mm 19219

85 | 98 mm 19220

Dimensions 
in mm Order no.

126 x 89 19213

nivello® inside shoe
 � For products made of aluminium 

from model year 2005 to 2018
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19201

73 x 25 mm 19202

85 x 25 mm 19203

98 x 25 mm 19204

Fig.: Order no. 19201

nivello® standard 
foot plate
 � For ladders from model year 

2019 onwards with nivello® 
inside shoe

 � Suitable for all underlying 
surfaces

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

nivello® inside shoe
 � For products made of aluminium 

from model year 2019 onwards 
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Depth of  
side-rails Order no.

58 | 73 mm 19209

85 | 98 mm 19210

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19205

73 x 25 mm 19206

85 x 25 mm 19207

98 x 25 mm 19208

Fig.: Order no. 19210Fig.: Order no. 19206

Dimensions 
in mm

Order no.

124 x 41 x 36 19224

Sticker with user information
 � In accordance with DIN EN 131-3, product-specific stickers with user information must  

be affixed. The explanation of the pictograms used can be found at www.steigtechnik.de

Inspection sheet for the regular inspection
Access technology must be repeatedly tested depending on the operating conditions, environmental influences, load and 
frequency of use. For testing according to the regulations, we offer free downloads of inspection sheets as per the German 
Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health (BetrSichV), TRBS, German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information sheet 
208-016 (formerly BGI 694 or GUV-I 694) for ladders and German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information sheet  
201-011 (formerly BGI/GUV-I 663) for mobile scaffolding, as well as German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information 
sheet 208-032 (formerly BGI/GUV-I 5189) for vertical ladders. Download at www.steigtechnik.de.

Inventory sticker
 � For quick and easy identification  

of ladders, scaffolds, etc.
 � Pre-printed fields for department  

and inventory number
 � Integrated inspection sticker, which  

can be overwritten or provided with 
a new inspection date as part of the 
mandatory recurring inspections

 � 1 PU = 20 pcs.

Inspection sticker 
 � The inspection sticker is  

standard on most products 
upon delivery

 � Within the scope of the recurring 
inspections, this can be stuck 
over with a new inspection date

 � 1 PU = 50 pcs.

Product sticker

Size mm 40 x 40

Order no. 19175

Size mm 40 x 150

Order no. 19176

Sticker 19093

User information pictogram for platform ladders, platform height < 2.5 m (FlexxStep for 52524, 52525, 52626)

Sticker 19093 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19162

User information for platform ladders platform height < 2.50 m (for 52408, 52409, 52508, 52509)

Sticker 19088 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19158

User information for platform ladders, platform height > 2.50 m (52312, 52314, 52712, 52714, 36312, 36314)

Sticker 19095 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19164

User information for platform ladders, platform height < 2.50 m (for 52305–52308, 52310, 52705–52708, 52710, 36305–36308, 36310)

Sticker 19094 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19163
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S
eries production arti
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YEAR 
QUALITY 

GUARANTEE

Voluntary product test acc. to TN standard A

75
-S

01
8

Grooved aluminium Aluminium 
chequered plate

Perforated 
aluminium cover

Perforated 
steel cover

WoodSteel grating

Step stools, platforms
High stability and flexibility in daily work

Step stools and platforms with design approval according to 
European Standard DIN EN 14183, the German Ordinance on 
Industrial Safety and Health (BetrSichV), TRBS 2121, German 
Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information sheet 208-016 
(formerly BGI 694 or GUV-I-694) and applicable DGUV regulations.

Available for delivery within 10 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 10

From small to large
 � The right product for every application

 � One-sided and two-sided variants

Variant diversity
 � Step stools with basic constructions 

made of aluminium rectangular tube 
slide-rails or steel round tube

 � Welded and bolted versions

 � Various step and platform designs

Safe working
 � Handrails for safe ascent and descent

 � Large-format, non-slip platforms

 � Sturdy designs for secure stance

Industrial grade
 � Robust design for demanding 

applications

 � Processing of high-quality  
and high-strength materials

Added ergonomics
 � Integrated or retrofittable castors for easy 

movement from place to place

 � Handles for ergonomic handling

 � Foldable products for easy transport

Non-slip plastic shoes
 � Ensure secure stance

 � High impact and abrasion resistance

 � Simple replacement in the event of wear

 � Optionally also electrically conductive

The respective design and non-slip class of the step and base areas are marked with the following symbols:
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New

New

Aluminium 
chequered plate

Wood 
screen printing

Fig.: Order no. 50183 with order no. 50187

Storage tray 
Order no. 50187

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories

Exchangeable
nivello® foot plates 

Platform size L x W in m 1.8 x 0.48 2.4 x 0.48
Base area L x W in m 2.0 x 0.49 2.6 x 0.49
Platform height in m 0.11 0.11
Max. load kg 300 300
Weight in kg 13.0 16.4
Order no. 50188 50189

Natural aluminium Natural aluminium RAL 7016 RAL 7016
Approx. max. working height in m 2.73 2.99 2.73 2.99
Number of steps 3 4 3 4
Base spread in m 0.89 1.08 0.89 1.08
Platform height in m 0.73 0.99 0.73 0.99
Transport dimensions L x W x H 
in m 1.07 x 0.67 x 0.20 1.33 x 0.67 x 0.20 1.07 x 0.67 x 0.20 1.33 x 0.67 x 0.20

Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73 73
Max. load kg 150 150 150 150
Weight in kg 8.8 10.5 8.8 10.5
Order no. 50183 50184 50185 50186

Folding step stool, 
double-sided access

 � Aluminium folding step stool

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails in natural aluminium  
or RAL 7016 powder-coated

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � Large base area made of aluminium chequered plate 
(475 x 330 mm) with integrated grip hole

 � Optionally extendible with hook-in platform  
(second folding step stool required)

 � Conical side-rail guide for safe stance

 � Spreader lock with two high-strength nylon straps

 � Easy to transport, space-saving to store  
(only 208 mm deep)

 � Step distance: 263 mm

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Hook-in platform
 � Practical extension to folding step stools 50183–50186 
(two folding step stools required)

 � Simple and quick to hook in at any step height  
(even on the uppermost base area)

 � Safe and comfortable working on spacious base area

 � Slip-resistant surface due to screen printing plate

 � Hooks are enclosed separately (incl. attachment material)

 � Maximum load: 300 kg / 2 people

Easy to transport thanks to integrated grip hole Practical: The optional storage tray for tools, etc.
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Aluminium 
chequered plate

Wheeled step stool  
made of plastic
 � Wheeled step stool made of sturdy,  
recyclable PE material, UV-stabilised

 � Three spring-loaded castors for easy movement

 � Automatic lowering under load

 � Integrated brake and deflector ring

 � High stability thanks to non-slip base area

 � Colour: RAL 7035 light grey

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � This product is covered by the statutory warranty

Fig.: Order no. 50001

ML Compact step stool
 � Aluminium folding step stool

 � Stable and smooth-running folding mechanism

 � 230 mm deep steps made of aluminium chequered plate 
for a secure footing

 � Top surface: 360 x 230 mm

 � Easy to transport, space-saving in storage 

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � These products are covered by the statutory warranty

Fig.: Order no. 54203Folded together

Approx. max. working height in m 2.50
Loaded height in m 0.43
Unloaded height in m 0.44
Ø top in m 0.30
Ø middle in m 0.37
Ø bottom in m 0.45
Weight in kg 3.6
Order no. 50001

Approx. max. working height in m 2.45 2.70
Number of steps 2 3
Height of the top step in m 0.46 0.69
Base area L x W in m 0.56 x 0.49 0.80 x 0.49
Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 0.55 x 0.49 x 0.08 0.78 x 0.49 x 0.08
Weight in kg 4.5 6.3

Order no. 54202 54203

L wall-mounted ladder holder  
Order no. 19839

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories
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Grooved aluminium

Grooved aluminium

 

 

Discover the many product 
advantages in a video:
www.steigtechnik.de/videos

 

 

 

 

Discover the many product 
advantages in a video:
www.steigtechnik.de/videos

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 55003 Folded together

Folding steps
 � Aluminium folding steps

 � Stable and smooth-running folding mechanism

 � Construction with strong double slide-rails

 � 205 mm deep steps with grooves for a secure footing

 � Top surface: 360 x 205 mm

 � Easy to transport, space-saving in storage 

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Folded together only 85 mm deep

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � These products are covered by the statutory warranty

Approx. max. working height in m 2.40 2.70
Number of steps 2 3
Height of the top step in m 0.42 0.64
Step surface W x D mm 360 x 205 360 x 205
Outer width in m 0.55 0.57
Base spread in m 0.54 0.82
Weight in kg 5.0 7.0
Order no. 55002 55003

Folding steps with 
retaining bracket

 � Aluminium folding steps

 � Stable and smooth-running folding mechanism

 � Construction with strong double slide-rails

 � 205 mm deep steps with grooves for a secure footing

 � Top surface: 360 x 205 mm

 � Easy to transport, space-saving in storage 

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Foldable retaining bracket with practical storage tray

 � Folded together only 125 mm deep 

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

 � These products are covered by the statutory warranty

Approx. max. working height in m 2.70 2.90 3.10
Number of steps 3 4 5
Height of the top step in m 0.64 0.86 1.10
Overall height with retaining bracket 125.5 147.5 171.5
Step surface W x D mm 360 x 205 360 x 205 360 x 205
Outer width in m 0.55 0.57 0.59
Base spread in m 0.82 1.10 1.39
Weight in kg 9.0 11.5 13.5
Order no. 53103 53104 53105 

Fig.: Order no. 53104Folded together

L wall-mounted ladder holder  
Order no. 19839

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories

L wall-mounted ladder holder  
Order no. 19839

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories
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Grooved aluminiumGrooved aluminium

Fig.: Order no. 50095

Approx. max. working height in m 2.46 2.69 2.93
Number of steps 2x2 2x3 2x4
Platform height in m 0.46 0.69 0.93
Base area L x W in m 0.62 x 0.56 0.79 x 0.59 0.96 x 0.62
Transport dimensions L x W in m 0.54 x 0.33 0.78 x 0.33 1.05 x 0.33
Depth of side-rails in mm 73 73 73
Weight in kg 4.7 6.1 7.7
Order no. 50094 50095 50096

Hinged platform  
single-sided 

 � Folding work platform made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � Top surface: 650 x 300 mm

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � Rigid connections on both sides

 � Easy to transport, space-saving in storage 

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Approx. max. working height in m 2.70 3.00
Number of steps 3 4
Platform height in m 0.72 0.96
Base area L x W in m 0.76 x 0.80 0.92 x 0.83
Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 0.96 x 0.80 x 0.17 1.21 x 0.83 x 0.17
Depth of side-rails in mm 58/73 58/73
Weight in kg 7.5 8.9
Order no. 50006 50007

Fig.: Order no. 50006 Folded together Folded together

Hinged platform 
double-sided

 � Folding work platform made of aluminium

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � Grooved steps with a depth of 80 mm

 � Top surface: 520 x 330 mm

 � Rigid connections on both sides

 � Easy to transport, space-saving in storage 

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

L wall-mounted ladder holder  
Order no. 19839

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories

L wall-mounted ladder holder  
Order no. 19839

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories

Exchangeable
nivello® foot plates 
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Aluminium 
chequered plate

 

 

Discover the many product 
advantages in a video:
www.steigtechnik.de/videos

 

 

Product description
 � Aluminium work platform

 � Sturdy, welded bar design

 � 220 mm deep steps made of aluminium  
chequered plate for a secure footing

 � Top surface: 550 x 300 mm

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Available with and without handrail

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Work platform rigid
 � See left for general product description

Work platform rigid with handrail
 � See left for general product description

 � Increased safety due to one-sided handrail (height: 600 mm). This is enclosed separate-
ly and can easily be screwed on (bore holes on the right as standard)

Fig.: Order no. 50045

Aluminium 
chequered plate

Approx. max. working height in m 2.60 2.80 3.00
Number of steps 3 4 5
Platform height in m 0.60 0.80 1.00
Total height in m 1.20 1.40 1.60
Base area L x W in m 0.88 x 0.74 1.13 x 0.79 1.39 x 0.83
Weight in kg 10.2 13.2 16.2
Order no. 50043 50044 50045

Approx. max. working height in m 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00
Number of steps 1 2 3 4 5
Platform height in m 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00
Base area L x W in m 0.37 x 0,59 0.65 x 0.70 0.88 x 0.74 1.13 x 0.79 1.39 x 0.83
Weight in kg 3.0 6.0 8.5 11.5 14.5
Order no. 50031 50008 50009 50010 50035

Handrail bracket 
Order no. 50040

Railing on front side 
Order no. 50046

Lifting castors 
Order no. 50041

Spring castors with arrestor 
Order no. 50036

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories
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Perforated 
aluminium cover

Perforated 
aluminium cover

 

 

Discover the many product 
advantages in a video:
www.steigtechnik.de/videos

 

 

Work platform rigid R 13 with handrail
 � See left for general product description

 � Increased safety due to one-sided handrail (height: 600 mm). This is enclosed separately and can easily be 
screwed on (bore holes on the right as standard)

Approx. max. working height in m 2.60 2.80 3.00
Number of steps 3 4 5
Platform height in m 0.60 0.80 1.00
Total height in m 1.17 1.38 1.58
Base area L x W in m 0.88 x 0.75 1.14 x 0.79 1.34 x 0.83
Weight in kg 10.5 13.5 16.5
Order no. 51036 51037 51038

Work platform rigid R 13
 � See left for general product description

Approx. max. working height in m 2.20 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00
Number of steps 1 2 3 4 5
Platform height in m 0.20 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00
Base area L x W in m 0.37 x 0.59 0.65 x 0.70 0.88 x 0.75 1.14 x 0.79 1.34 x 0.83
Weight in kg 3.0 6.0 9.0 12.0 15.0
Order no. 51030 51031 51032 51033 51034

Product description
 � Aluminium work platform

 � Sturdy, welded bar design

 � 220 mm deep steps made of perforated aluminium  
cover with certified R 13 non-slip protection

 � Top surface: 550 x 300 mm

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Available with and without handrail

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Fig.: Order no. 51037 and order no. 50041

Handrail bracket 
Order no. 50040

Railing on front side 
Order no. 50046

Lifting castors 
Order no. 50041

Spring castors with arrestor 
Order no. 50036

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories
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Steel grating

Steel grating

 

 

Discover the many product 
advantages in a video:
www.steigtechnik.de/videos

 

 

Work platform rigid steel grating with castors
 � See left for general product description

Work platform rigid steel grating with castors and 
handrail
 � See left for general product description

 � Increased safety due to one-sided handrail (height: 600 mm). This is enclosed separately  
and can easily be screwed on (bore holes on the right as standard)

Product description
 � Aluminium work platform

 � Sturdy, welded bar design

 � 220 mm deep steps made of steel grating  
ensuring a safe footing

 � Top surface: 550 x 300 mm

 � Two lifting castors for easy movement from 
place to place (enclosed separately)

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Available with and without handrail

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Approx. max. working height in m 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00
Number of steps 2 3 4 5
Platform height in m 0.40 0.60 0.80 1.00
Base area L x W in m 0.73 x 0.69 0.97 x 0.73 1.21 x 0.78 1.46 x 0.82
Weight in kg 8.0 12.0 16.0 18.0
Order no. 51018 51019 51020 51021

Approx. max. working height in m 2.60 2.80 3.00
Number of steps 3 4 5
Platform height in m 0.60 0.80 1.00
Total height in m 1.20 1.40 1.60
Base area L x W in m 0.97 x 0.73 1.21 x 0.78 1.46 x 0.82
Weight in kg 14.0 18.0 20.0
Order no. 51023 51024 51025

Fig.: Order no. 51019

Handrail bracket 
Order no. 50040

Railing on front side 
Order no. 50046

Foot plates for height levelling 
Order no. 50042

Spring castors with arrestor 
Order no. 50036

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories
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Grooved aluminium

Grooved aluminium

Product description
 � Working stand made of aluminium

 � Particularly stable design using rectangular tube side-rails

 � 200 mm deep steps with grooves for a secure footing

 � Top surface: 510 x 300 mm

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Easy assembly (shipping disassembled)

 � Available with and without handrail

 � Maximum load: 300 kg

Work stand
 � See left for general product description

Work stand with handrail
 � See left for general product description

 � Increased safety due to one-sided handrail (height: 900 mm). This is enclosed separately 
and can easily be screwed on (bore holes on the right as standard)

Approx. max. working height in m 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00
Number of steps 2 3 4 5
Platform height in m 0.40 0.60 0.80 0.99
Base area L x W in m 0.55 x 0.57 0.77 x 0.60 1.00 x 0.64 1.23 x 0.67
Depth of side-rails in mm 59 59 59 59
Weight in kg 8.0 10.0 12.5 15.0
Order no. 50172 50173 50174 50175

Approx. max. working height in m 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00
Number of steps 2 3 4 5
Platform height in m 0.40 0.60 0.80 0.99
Base area L x W in m 0.55 x 0.57 0.77 x 0.60 1.00 x 0.64 1.23 x 0.67
Depth of side-rails in mm 59 59 59 59
Weight in kg 11.0 13.0 15.5 18.0
Order no. 50178 50179 50180 50181

Fig.: Order no. 50174

Handrail bracket 
Order no. 50076

Lifting castors 
Order no. 50077

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories
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Grooved aluminium

Steel grating

Fig.: Order no. 50022

Approx. max. working height in m 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00
Number of steps 2 3 4 5
Platform height in m 0.39 0.59 0.79 0.99
Base area in m 0.85 1.05 1.25 1.45

Step width 600 mm
Weight in kg 16.0 20.0 25.0 29.0
Order no. 50011 50012 50013 50014

Step width 800 mm
Weight in kg 18.0 22.0 28.0 33.0
Order no. 50015 50016 50017 50018

Step width 1,000 mm
Weight in kg 20.0 25.0 33.0 38.0
Order no. 50019 50020 50021 50022

Approx. max. working height in m 2.40 2.60 2.80 3.00
Number of steps 2 3 4 5
Platform height in m 0.39 0.59 0.79 0.99
Base area in m 0.85 1.05 1.25 1.45

Step width 600 mm
Weight in kg 23.0 31.0 38.0 44.0
Order no. 50430 50431 50432 50433

Step width 800 mm
Weight in kg 28.0 38.0 46.0 55.0
Order no. 50434 50435 50436 50437

Step width 1,000 mm
Weight in kg 33.0 45.0 55.0 63.0
Order no. 50438 50439 50440 50441

Mobile work platform
 � See left for general product description

Product description
 � Aluminium work platform

 � Particularly stable design using rectangular tube side-rails

 � Platform depth: 460 mm

 � Steps with a depth of 240 mm

 � Expandable in 200 mm increments (on request)

 � With two pushing handles as standard 

 � Two Ø 125 mm lifting castors for easy moving  
from place to place

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Inclination: 45°

 � Available in various step and platform versions

 � Maximum load: 200 kg

For mobile work platform Order no.

Side railing, suitable for 2 steps one-sided 50023

Side railing, suitable for 3 steps one-sided 50024

Side railing, suitable for 4 steps one-sided 50025

Side railing, suitable for 5 steps one-sided 50026

Front side railing 600 mm wide 50027

Front side railing 800 mm wide 50028

Front side railing 1,000 mm wide 50029

Railing
 � Made of round aluminium tube, Ø 40 mm, with knee and foot board 
 � Side railing optionally right or left as required
 � Simple installation

Folding transport handle  
Order no. 300109

Lifting castors in reinforced design  
Order no. 50030

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories
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Wood

Grooved aluminium

Steel grating

Product description
 � Aluminium work platform

 � Sturdy, welded bar design

 � 200 mm deep steps with grooves for a secure footing

 � Top surface: 400 x 300 mm

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Easy assembly (shipping disassembled)

 � Available in various step and platform versions 

 � Maximum load: 150 kg 

Work platform single-sided
 � See left for general product description

Fig.: Order no. 50051 and order no. 50069

Approx. max. working height in m 2.50 2.70 3.00
Number of steps 2 3 4
Platform height in m 0.49 0.73 0.97
Base area L x W in m 0.53 x 0.54 0.77 x 0.59 1.00 x 0.64
Weight in kg 5.3 7.9 10.5
Order no. 50050 50051 50052

Approx. max. working height in m 2.50 2.70 3.00
Number of steps 2 3 4
Platform height in m 0.49 0.73 0.97
Base area L x W in m 0.53 x 0.54 0.77 x 0.59 1.00 x 0.64
Weight in kg 6.8 10.5 12.3
Order no. 50056 50057 50058

Approx. max. working height in m 2.50 2.70 3.00
Number of steps 2 3 4
Platform height in m 0.49 0.73 0.97
Base area L x W in m 0.54 x 0.53 0.77 x 0.59 1.00 x 0.64
Weight in kg 7.9 11.8 15.0
Order no. 50053 50054 50055

Castors with arrestor 
Order no. 50068–50069

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories
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Wood

Grooved aluminium

Steel grating

Product description
 � Aluminium work platform

 � Sturdy, welded bar design

 � 200 mm deep steps ensuring a safe footing

 � Top surface: 400 x 300 mm

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Easy assembly (shipping disassembled)

 � Available in various step and platform versions

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Work platform double-sided
 � See left for general product description

Fig.: Order no. 50060 with order no. 50069

Approx. max. working height in m 2.50 2.70 3.00
Number of steps 2x2 2x3 2x4
Platform height in m 0.49 0.73 0.97
Base area L x W in m 0.73 x 0.54 1.15 x 0.59 1.50 x 0.64
Weight in kg 6.9 11.0 15.5

Order no. 50059 50060 50061

Approx. max. working height in m 2.50 2.70 3.00
Number of steps 2x2 2x3 2x4
Platform height in m 0.49 0.73 0.97
Base area L x W in m 0.73 x 0.54 1.15 x 0.59 1.50 x 0.64
Weight in kg 9.5 13.3 19.5

Order no. 50065 50066 50067

Approx. max. working height in m 2.50 2.70 3.00
Number of steps 2x2 2x3 2x4
Platform height in m 0.49 0.73 0.97
Base area L x W in m 0.73 x 0.54 1.15 x 0.59 1.50 x 0.64
Weight in kg 11.1 16.3 23.0

Order no. 50062 50063 50064

Castors with arrestor 
Order no. 50068–50069

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories
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Wood

Wood

Wood

Product description
 � Step stool made of steel with wooden steps

 � Sturdy rectangular tube design, coated grey (RAL 7023)

 � 150 mm deep steps made of coated wood ensuring  
a safe footing

 � Top surface: 400 x 250 mm

 � Easy to transport thanks to integrated grip hole  
in cover board

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Easy assembly (shipping disassembled)

 � Available with and without castors

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Steel and wood step stool
 � See left for general product description

Steel and wood step stool with fixed castors
 � See left for general product description

 � Four fixed castors for self-installation for lengthways movement

 � Automatic lowering under load

Steel and wood step stool with swivel castors
 � See left for general product description

 � Four swivel castors for self-installation for moving in all directions

 � Automatic lowering under load

Fig.: Order no. 39022

Approx. max. working height in m 2.40 2.60 2.80
Number of steps including cover board 2 3 4
Platform height in m 0.49 0.73 0.97
Base area L x W in m 0.62 x 0.46 0.82 x 0.50 1.00 x 0.54
Weight in kg 7.0 10.5 13.6
Order no. 39002 39003 39004

Approx. max. working height in m 2.40 2.60 2.80
Number of steps including cover board 2 3 4
Platform height in m 0.49 0.73 0.97
Base area L x W in m 0.62 x 0.46 0.82 x 0.50 1.00 x 0.54
Weight in kg 11.1 14.6 17.7
Order no. 39022 39023 39024

Approx. max. working height in m 2.40 2.60 2.80
Number of steps including cover board 2 3 4
Platform height in m 0.49 0.73 0.97
Base area L x W in m 0.62 x 0.46 0.82 x 0.50 1.00 x 0.54

Weight in kg 10.2 13.7 16.8
Order no. 39012 39013 39014
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Aluminium 
chequered plate

Aluminium 
chequered plate

Pallet support
 � Support for Euro pallets made of aluminium  
chequered plate

 � Suitable for pallets with dimensions of 1,200 x 800 mm

 � Top surface: 1,200 x 800 mm

 � Creates a safely accessible work surface with a total 
height of 0.15 m on the basis of a standard pallet

 � No slipping due to folded sides

 � Retractable stainless steel handles for easy  
setting down, lifting and transporting

 � Non-slip base area 

 � Corrosion resistant

 � Low weight for easy transport

 � Maximum load: 300 kg

Fig.: Order no. 30415 (pallet not included in scope of delivery) Fig.: Order no. 50032

Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 1.24 x 0.82 x 0.03
Weight in kg 8.1
Order no. 30415

Approx. max. working height in m 2.25
Number of steps 1
Platform height in m 0.25
Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 1.04 x 0.69 x 0.25
Weight in kg 8.4
Order no. 50032

Work platform
 � Aluminium work platform

 � Sturdy, welded bar design

 � Top surface: 1,000 x 600 mm

 � Surface of the platform made of non-slip  
aluminium chequered plate

 � Low weight for easy transport

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Maximum load: 150 kg
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Aluminium 
chequered plate

Aluminium 
chequered plate

Fig.: Order no. 50410 and order no. 50411

Extension module 3 Extension module 4 Bridging step module

Approx. max. working height 
in m 2.80 3.00 –

Number of steps 4th step 5th step –
Platform height in m 0.80 1.00 –
Base area L x W in m 0.33 x 0.65 0.33 x 0.65 0.56 x 1.00
Weight in kg 4.6 5.0 6.7
Order no. 50413 50414 50415

Complete structure of the basic and extension modules

Basic module Extension module 1 Extension module 2

Approx. max. working height 
in m 2.40 2.40 2.60

Number of steps 2 2nd step 3rd step
Platform height in m 0.40 0.40 0.60
Base area L x W in m 0.59 x 0.65 0.33 x 0.65 0.33 x 0.65
Weight in kg 5.3 3.5 4.2
Order no. 50410 50411 50412

Product description
 � Welded and torsion-free aluminium construction

 � 250 mm deep steps and large tread area made of  
aluminium chequered plate for secure stance

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Optional extension of the basic module by additional 
modules for a larger base area or more steps

 � Optional fixed castors for easy relocation or floor  
mounting bracket for stationary use

 � Can also be used as a walkway with access from  
both sides with a bridging step module

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Modular work platform
 � See left for general product description 

Fixed castors  
Order no. 50418

Floor mounting bracket  
Order no. 50419

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories
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S
eries production arti

cl
es

YEAR 
QUALITY 

GUARANTEE

Voluntary product test acc. to TN standard A

75
-S

01
8

Wood 
screen printing

Aluminium 
chequered plate

W

Boards, working platforms
Versatile in application, compact for transport

Type-tested boards, in accordance with Ordinance on Industrial 
Safety and Health (BetrSichV), TRBS 2121, and applicable  
German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) regulations.

Available for delivery within 10 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 10

Flexibility
 � Easy to transport, space-saving in storage

 � Sufficient space: depending on the design, 
for up to two persons plus work tools and 
material

Safe working
 � Large-format, non-slip platforms

 � Sturdy designs for secure stance

 � Optional railing for increased work safety

Variant diversity
 � Aluminium boards in various step  

and platform versions

 � Folding and height-adjustable

 � Large base area

Industrial grade
 � Sturdy processing for demanding 

applications (e.g. 4-way edging)

 � Corrosion-resistant fixtures

 � Processing of high-quality and  
high-strength materials

Non-slip plastic shoes
 � Ensure secure stance

 � High impact and abrasion resistance

 � Simple replacement in the event of wear

The respective design and non-slip class of the step and base areas are marked with the following symbols:

Dimensions L x W x H
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Wood 
screen printing

Aluminium 
chequered plate

Approx. max. working height in m 2.98
Platform height in m 0.98
Platform size L x W in m 1.86 x 0.75
Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 2.08 x 0.91 x 0.13
Depth of side-rails in mm 58
Max. load kg 500
Weight in kg 30.0
Order no. 30416

Folding working 
platform

 � Stable aluminium construction

 � Easy and quick assembly thanks to four automatically 
locking hinges

 � 65 mm deep, grooved steps for safe ascent and descent

 � Safe and comfortable working on spacious base area 
(1.86 x 0.75 m)

 � Non-slip platform made of aluminium chequered plate

 � Sufficient space for two persons plus material

 � Easy to transport, space-saving in storage

 � Four integrated fastening eyes

 � Optional railing with plug-in pockets to increase safety  
at work

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Surfaces of the platform made of grooved aluminium  
or with R 13 non-slip protection on request

 � Maximum load: 500 kg

Approx. max. working height in m 2.25 / 2.50 / 2.75
Platform height in m 0.25/0.48/0.73
Base area at height of 0.25 m 1.71 x 0.73
Base area at height of 0.49 m 2.00 x 0.73
Base area at height of 0.74 m 2.20 x 0.73
Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 1.71 x 0.74 x 0.25
Max. load kg 300
Weight in kg 24.5
Order no. 30414

Machine platform, 
height adjustable

 � Stable aluminium construction

 � 2-fold folding feet for three different working heights  
(2.25 m/2.50 m/2.75 m)

 � 65 mm deep, grooved steps for safe ascent and descent

 � Safe and comfortable working on spacious base area 
(1.70 x 0.60 m)

 � Slip-resistant surface due to screen printing plate

 � Sufficient space for two persons plus working  
implements and material

 � Easy to transport, space-saving in storage

 � Castors for easy movement from place to place

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Maximum load: 300 kg

Fig.: Order no. 30414Fig.: Order no. 30416 with order no. 30417

Plug-fitted railing 
Order no. 30417

Side-rail extension for ladder side-rail 
Order no. 19914–19917

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories
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Wood 
screen printing

Aluminium 
chequered plate

Bridging platform, 
foldable

 � Lightweight, sturdy aluminium construction

 � Quick and easy installation thanks to hinges with  
quick-release fasteners

 � 80 mm deep, grooved steps for safe ascent and descent

 � Safe and comfortable working on spacious base area 
(1.70 x 0.60 m)

 � Slip-resistant surface due to exchangeable screen  
printing plate

 � Sufficient space for two persons plus material

 � Easy to transport thanks to integrated grip hole in  
cover board, space-saving in storage 

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Maximum load: 300 kg

Fig.: Order no. 30408

ML bridging platform, 
foldable

 � Lightweight, sturdy aluminium construction

 � Quick and easy installation thanks to folding feet

 � Grooved rungs for safe ascent and descent

 � Safe working on platform made of aluminium  
chequered plate

 � Non-slip plastic shoes

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Fig.: Order no. 30404

Approx. max. working height in m 2.70
Base area L x W in m 2.17 x 0.66
Platform size L x W in m 1.70 x 0.60
Platform height in m 0.69
Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 1.70 x 0.66 x 0.19
Depth of side-rails in mm 73
Max. load kg 300.0
Weight in kg 19.9
Order no. 30408

Approx. max. working height in m 2.50 2.70

Base area L x W in m 1.64 x 0.46 2.33 x 0.70
Platform size L x W in m 1.30 x 0.29 1.74 x 0.29
Platform height in m 0.50 0.70
Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 1.30 x 0.45 x 0.11 1.74 x 0.70 x 0.11
Depth of side-rails in mm 58 58
Weight in kg 7.5 10.3
Order no. 30404 30409

XL Wall-mounted ladder holder  
Order no. 19841

Side-rail extension for ladder side-rail 
Order no. 19914–19917

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories

L wall-mounted ladder holder  
Order no. 19839

Details and complete overview starting on page 204Accessories
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More pictures and information 
about our accessories can be 
found at www.steigtechnik.de 

Foot plates
 � For rigid work platforms  

with rubber pad 
 � Movably mounted 
 � Height levelling 
 � For self-assembly
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

Lifting castors
 � For rigid work platforms
 � Not for order no. 50031
 � For self-assembly
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Wall-mounted  
ladder holder L
 � For the space-saving storage  

of ladders on the wall.

Spring-loaded 
castors with arrester
 � For rigid work platforms 
 � Not for order no. 50031, 51030
 � For self-assembly
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

Lifting castors
 � Ø 125 mm 
 � For self-assembly
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Floor mounting 
bracket
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Fixed castors
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.
 � Ø 50 mm 
 � For self-assembly

Ø 80 mm

Order no. 50042

For order no. 30404, 30409

Weight in kg 0.7

Order no. 19839

Ø 125 mm

Order no. 50041

Ø 50 mm

Order no. 50036

For rigid work stand

Order no. 50077

For modular work platform

Order no. 50419

For rectangular tube side-rails 73 mm

Order no. 19915

For modular work platform

Order no. 50418

Front-end railing for work platform
 � 600 mm high, sturdy railing
 � Made of aluminium
 � Completely pre-assembled and easy to screw on
 � Only possible in connection with handrails on both sides
 � Not for order no. 50031, 50008, 51030, 51031, 51018

Handrail bracket
 � The safety of the work platform is improved with the handrail
 � For an all-round railing two handrails art. no. 50040 and  

a front-end railing art. no. 50046 are required
 � Not for order no. 50031, 50008, 51030, 51031, 51018

For rigid work platforms

Outer dimension L x W m 0.59 x 0.62

Packaging dimension L x W x H m 0.59 x 0.62 x 0.075

Weight in kg 1.4

Order no. 50046

For rigid work platforms

External dimensions L x W in m 1.02 x 0.59

Packaging dimensions L x W x H in m 1.02 x 0.59 x 0.03

Weight in kg 1.4

Order no. 50040

Accessories and spare parts 
step stools, platforms, boards

XL wall-mounted 
ladder holder
 � For the space-saving storage  

of ladders on the wall.

For order no. 30408

Weight in kg 1.00

Order no. 19841

Order no. 19960

Lashing strap
 � For securing the ladder  

during use and transport
 � Length: 1.0 m

Side-rail extension 
for ladder side-rail
 � Stability on uneven ground 
 � Height-adjustable, can easily be 

fitted to the side-rail if necessary
 � Adjustment range max. 375 mm

Our comprehensive range of proven accessories makes your working equipment even safer and more practical to use.  
Accessories according to TRBS 2121 and German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information sheet 208-016 (formerly 
BGI 694 or GUV-I 694) and applicable DGUV regulations. Please let us know the article number of the existing ladder when 
ordering spare parts.
To modify and complement your ladders, e.g. through installation of castors, hooks, cross tubes, chains etc., we charge  
a flat-rate per modification. 
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New

New

Plug-fitted railing
 � Suitable for folding working platform (order no. 30416)
 � Simple fastening by means of railing pockets and safety pins  

made of galvanised steel
 � Can be mounted either right or left
 � Dimensions: 1.60 x 1.20  m

Spring-loaded 
castors with arrester
 � For work platforms 

Order no. 50050–50067
 � For self-assembly
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

For work stand

External dimensions 
L x W in m 0.97 x 0.64

Weight: 1.4 kg

Order no. 50076

Ø 50 mm 
For work platforms with 2 steps

Order no. 50068

For work platforms with 3–4 steps

Order no. 50069

Fig.: Order no. 50068/50069

Handrail bracket
 � The handrail increases safety  

for the work stand
 � Suitable for retrofitting or  

as second handrail

Hook-in platform
 � Practical extension to folding step stools 50183–50186  

(two folding step stools required)
 � Simple and quick to hook in at any step height  

(even on the uppermost base area)
 � Safe and comfortable working on spacious base area
 � Slip-resistant surface due to screen printing plate
 � Maximum load: 300 kg / 2 people
 � Hooks are enclosed separately (incl. attachment material)

Lifting castors, 
reinforced design
 � Lifting castors especially  

suitable for outdoor use  
and uneven floors

 � Ø 150 mm
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Folding transport 
handle 
 � For Ø 40 mm railing bars 
 � For self-assembly
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Railing
 � Made of round aluminium tube, Ø 40 mm, with knee and foot board 
 � Side railing optionally right or left as required
 � Simple installation

Fig.: Order no. 50025 Fig.: Order no. 50028 Fig.: Order no. 50188 (left) and 50189

For mobile work platform

Order no. 50030

For mobile work platform

Order no. 300109

Platform size L x W in m 1.80 x 0.48 2.40 x 0.48

Base area L x W in m 2.02 x 0.49 2.62 x 0.49

Platform height in m 0.11 0.11

Max. load kg 300 300

Weight in kg 13.0 16.4

Order no. 50188 50189

For mobile work platform Order no.

Side railing, suitable for 2 steps one-sided 50023

Side railing, suitable for 3 steps one-sided 50024

Side railing, suitable for 4 steps one-sided 50025

Side railing, suitable for 5 steps one-sided 50026

Front side railing 600 mm wide 50027

Front side railing 800 mm wide 50028

Front side railing 1,000 mm wide 50029

For folding step stool

Order no. 50187

For order no. 30416

Order no. 30417

For aluminium folding steps

Order no. 32029

Storage tray
 � Made of high-quality plastic  

with practical small parts tray
 � Attachment material included

Storage tray
 � Practical extension to folding 

step stools 50183–50186
 � Tool-free assembly
 � Dimensions: 0.30 x 0.15 m
 � Load capacity: 10 kg
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User information for bridging platforms and machine platform height adjustable (30408, 30414)

Sticker 19099 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19167

User information for step stools/platforms without holding device/handrail (vertical)

Sticker 19017 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19168

User information for step stools/platforms with holding device/handrail (vertical)

Sticker 19018 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19169

User information for bridging platform (30404, 30409)

Sticker 19092 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19161

User information for work stand

Sticker 19301 PU 20 pcs. Order no. 19139

Size mm 40 x 40

Order no. 19175

Size mm 40 x 150

Order no. 19176

Sticker with user information

In accordance with DIN EN 131-3, product-specific stickers with user information must be affixed.  
The explanation of the pictograms used can be found at www.steigtechnik.de

Inspection sheet for the regular inspection
Access technology must be repeatedly tested depending on the operating conditions, environmental influences, load and frequency of use. 
For testing according to the regulations, we offer free downloads of inspection sheets as per the German Ordinance on Industrial Safety  
and Health (BetrSichV), TRBS, German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information sheet 208-016 (formerly BGI 694 or GUV-I 694)  
for ladders and German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information sheet 201-011 (formerly BGI/GUV-I 663) for mobile scaffolding,  
as well as German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information sheet 208-032 (formerly BGI/GUV-I 5189) for vertical ladders.  
Download at www.steigtechnik.de.

Product sticker

Inspection sticker 
 � The inspection sticker is standard on most products upon delivery

 � Within the scope of the recurring inspections, this can be stuck over with a new inspection date

 � 1 PU = 50 pcs.

Inventory sticker
 � For quick and easy identification of ladders, scaffolds, etc.
 � Pre-printed fields for department and inventory number
 � Integrated inspection sticker, which can be overwritten or provided with a new inspection date  

as part of the mandatory recurring inspections
 � 1 PU = 20 pcs.

Sticker 19018

Fig.: Order no. 19246

Fig.: Order no. 19206

For rigid work stand, electrically conductive

59 x 26 mm 19247

Outside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

nivello® inside shoe
 � For products made of aluminium 

from model year 2019 onwards
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

For hinged platform single-sided

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19205

73 x 25 mm 19206

For aluminium folding steps

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

50 x 17 mm 19245

For rigid work stand

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

59 x 26 mm 19246

Inside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

Inside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pieces  

(2 x ascent unit,  
2 x support part)

Inside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

Fig.: Order no. 19248 Fig.: Order no. 19250

Fig.: Order no. 19268

Fig.: Order no. 19201

Fig.: Order no. 19190

For ML compact step stools

Order no. 19240

For hinged platform single-sided

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19201

73 x 25 mm 19202

Inside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pieces  

(2 x 34 x 20 mm,  
2 x 68 x 20 mm)

nivello® inside shoe
 � For products made of aluminium 

from model year 2005 to 2018
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

Inside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

For order no. 30404–30409

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19190

For order no. 50094–50096, 30408

73 x 25 mm 19191

For rigid steel work platforms

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

Ø 25 mm 19248

For steel work platforms, rigid, electrically 
conductive

Ø 25 mm 19249

For rigid aluminium work platforms

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

Ø 30 mm 19250

For aluminium work platforms, rigid, 
electrically conductive

Ø 30 mm 19251

For machine platform, height adjustable

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

50 x 20 mm 19268

For steel and wood step stools

30 x 20 mm 19267

Inside shoe
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

nivello® inside shoe 
electrically conductive
 � For products made of aluminium 

from model year 2019 onwards
 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Intertek test report  
No. 2235045KAU-001 (2019-05-03)

Fig.: Order no. 19216

Side-rail 
dimension Order no.

58 x 25 mm 19215

73 x 25 mm 19216

85 x 25 mm 19217

98 x 25 mm 19218

NEXT
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Product configurator

Product configurator

Product configurator

Product configurator

Select product
Use the product selection to access the configuration directly

Access our online configurator via www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator, where you can 
choose from different products. One click on the desired product is enough to enter  
the individual dimensions etc. in the next step.

Request quote
Get an offer with drawings in next to no time 

After completion of the configuration and saving of the process, an offer with drawings  
will be created immediately afterwards and sent by e-mail as the basis for ordering.  
All processes can also always be accessed via the personal logon. 

Configure
With just a few clicks to your individual product 

Step by step, our online tool guides you through the configuration. In addition to  
the dimensions, the step and platform versions can also be determined and railings, 
undercarriages and accessories can be selected. Operation is intuitive and is facilitated 
by the 3D display of the product in real time.

www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator
Discover our new configurator now and benefit from many advantages.  
Our informative video explains the simple and intuitive use of the practical online  
tool – our service team will be happy to help you in person if you have any questions.

In just a few clicks to the individual
product – around the clock!  
NEW: The configuration of walkways

Product configurator

Custom-made stairs,  
bridging steps and walkways
With our product configurator, ordering individual 
products couldn't be easier. Simply enter 
the desired dimensions, design and possible 
accessories step by step – the result is dynamically 
displayed in real time via a rotatable 3D model 
and dimensional drawings. After saving the 
configuration, an offer will be sent by e-mail as  
the basis for the order. All processes can also  
be accessed at any time via the personal logon.  
The individual product is delivered ex-works  
within ten working days.

The advantages at a glance

		Configure custom-made products around  
the clock yourself on the computer

		Simple and intuitive operation thanks to  
step-by-step input and real-time 3D display  
of the product

		Immediate offer with drawings by e-mail after 
completion of the configuration

		Fast delivery of the product within ten  
working days

		Easy installation thanks to delivery in  
pre-assembled modules 

Safety in the foreground

Our products meet the highest standards  
of safety and flexibility.

		Consideration of DIN EN 14122 standard 
series, DIN EN 131-7 and DIN EN 1090-3

		High quality made in Germany thanks to 
planning and production by our experts  
in Günzburg

		Comprehensible instructions for use and 
assembly for easy handling 

	Competent after-sales service
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Voluntary product test acc. to TN standard A

75
-S

01
8

Step depth

Platform length

Total tread area

Aluminium oxide
covering R 13 black or yellow

Grooved aluminium Aluminium grating, 
anodised

Perforated 
aluminium cover

Perforated 
steel cover

Steel grating

Stairs, bridging steps
The individualists for safe access and exits

Stairs with design approval, manufactured in accordance with 
the series of European standards DIN EN ISO 14122. Cannot be 
used for domestic purposes in accordance with DIN 18065. Stairs, 
bridging steps and walkway systems are manufactured to order. 
They are therefore excluded from exchange.

Available for delivery within 10 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 10

Different widths
 �  Steps and platforms are available in  

standard widths of 600, 800 and 1,000 mm

 � Special sizes available on request

Safety railing in the access area
 �  Safety doors with fixed sizes or telescopic

 � Alternatively, e.g. if a safety door is not possible due  
to structural conditions, safety barriers or safety rope  
are also available

 This is what distinguishes our stairs  
and bridging steps:

 � Individual planning and production by GÜNZBURGER 
STEIGTECHNIK experts in accordance with customer 
specifications

 � Inclinations of 45° and 60° and widths of 600, 800 and  
1,000 mm as standard, special dimensions and deviating 
inclinations available on request

 � Standard step and platform design in grooved aluminium (R 9), 
optionally also in steel grating (R 12), aluminium grating (R 13), 
perforated steel cover (R 13), perforated aluminium cover (R 13)  
or with aluminium oxide covering (R 13)

 � Handrail and railing on one side made of Ø 40 mm round bars 
with bolted connecting elements as standard (height: 1,100 mm). 
Handrail and railing available on both sides at additional charge, 
as well as plug-in pockets with quick-release fasteners for easy 
removal of the railing and railings with filler rods or coverings 

 � Side-rails made of strong aluminium sections. The upper end is 
equipped with support brackets as standard, the lower end with 
plastic shoes

 � Depending on step width and vertical height, central supports 
in the form of consoles or support frames, and intermediate 
platforms are sometimes required (at an additional charge)

 � Maximum load: 1.5 kN/m², step load 150 kg, total load 300 kg

 � Foot bracket for fixing to the ground and various undercarriage 
variants for mobile use optionally available as accessories

 � The delivery from the factory is made in pre-assembled modules 
for quick and simple assembly in accordance with the enclosed 
assembly instructions 

Inclination angle
 �  Standard angle of inclination 

45° and 60° for all sizes 

 �  Special angle of inclination 
available on request

Surfaces
 �  Non-slip designs for secure footing

 � All kinds of different materials can 
be selected with non-slip classes 
from R 9 to R 13 – suitable for  
the individual application purpose

Handrail and railing
 �   Handrail on one side as standard (height: 1,100 mm)

 � Depending on the application, a second handrail or  
front side railing are available

 � At an additional charge, plug-in pockets with quick-release 
fasteners for easy removal of railing and handrail and railing 
with filler rods or coverings available

Simple installation
 � Delivery in pre-assembled modules  

including assembly instructions

 � Quick assembly thanks to screw  
connections for struts and support parts  
as well as plug-in pockets for railings

In accordance with the German Product Safety Act, stairs should  
be equipped with handrails on both sides and platforms should have  
all-round safety railing (e.g. railings). If this is not desired or cannot be  
implemented, the owner must guarantee equivalent safety.

On the following pages you will find a selection of preconfigured stairs 
and bridging steps. Intermediate sizes, platform lengths, railing plug-in 
pockets with quick-release fasteners, non-slip surfaces, accessories and 
other options such as stainless steel connecting parts can be combined 
individually online at https://www.steigtechnik.de/en/configurator with 
just a few clicks. We would also be happy to advise you personally – just 
give us a call.

Top surface
 � The total tread area depends on the platform length 

selected. This is made up of the platform length plus  
the depth of the last step(s) (for bridging steps times two),  
as these are mounted at the same height

The respective design and non-slip class of the step and base areas are marked with the following symbols:
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Grooved aluminium

Aluminium grating, 
anodised

Perforated 
aluminium cover

Perforated 
steel cover

Steel grating

Aluminium oxide
covering R 13 black or yellow

 

 

With just a few clicks to your individual 
product: Discover the complete range 
of products at any time of the day or 
night in our configurator at: 
www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator

 

 

45° stairs

 � Fixed aluminium stairs with inclination 45°

 � Step widths: 600, 800 or 1,000 mm

 � Step depth: 225 mm

 � Standard step design in grooved aluminium (R 9),  
optionally also available with other surfaces  
(see overview on right)

 � Handrail on one side, Ø 40 mm, with bolted  
connecting elements as standard (height: 1,100 mm)

 � Second handrail optional (necessary in case of wall  
distance > 120 mm acc. to DIN EN ISO 14122-3)

 � For stairs with a step width of 800 or 1,000 mm and  
a vertical height of 3,300 mm or more, a central support  
is required (at an additional charge or provided on site)

 � Easy installation thanks to delivery in pre-assembled  
modules including assembly instructions

 � Maximum load: Step load 150 kg, total load 300 kg

Fig.: Order no. 600269

Number of steps 4 5 6 7 8 9

A | Total height in mm 1,930 2,140 2,350 2,560 2,770 2,970

B | Vertical height in mm 830 1,040 1,250 1,460 1,670 1,870

C | Base area in mm 1,058 1,291 1,499 1,711 1,924 2,136

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

3,180 3,390 3,600 3,800 4,010 4,220 4,430 4,640 4,850

2,080 2,290 2,500 2,700 2,910 3,120 3,330 3,540 3,750

2,341 2,553 2,761 2,970 3,179 3,391 3,601 3,813 4,063

Step width  600 mm
Order no. 600244 600245 600246 600247 600248 600249

Step width 800 mm
Order no. 600264 600265 600266 600267 600268 600269

Step width 1,000 mm
Order no. 600344 600345 600346 600347 600348 600349

Second handrail  
at an extra charge

Order no. 600304 600305 600306 600307 600308 600309

600250 600251 600252 600253 600254 600255 600256 600257 600258

600270 600271 600272 600273 600274 600275 600276 600277 600278

600350 600351 600352 600353 600354 600355 600356 600357 600358

600310 600311 600312 600313 600314 600315 600316 600317 600318

Foot bracket for floor mounting 
Order no. 600125

Details and complete overview starting on page 246Accessories

Optional step coverings (configurable / on request)

Step width in mm Order no.

Steel grating  
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690010

800 690011

1,000 690012

Aluminium grating – anodised 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690020

800 690021

1,000 690022

Perforated steel cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690030

800 690031

1,000 690032

Perforated aluminium cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690040

800 690041

1,000 690042

Aluminium oxide covering R 13, black or 
yellow 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690060

800 690061

1,000 690062

The indicated prices are the extra price per step compared to the standard aluminium-grooved equipment
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Grooved aluminium

Aluminium grating, 
anodised

Perforated 
aluminium cover

Perforated 
steel cover

Steel grating

Aluminium oxide
covering R 13 black or yellow

 

 

With just a few clicks to your individual 
product: Discover the complete range 
of products at any time of the day or 
night in our configurator at: 
www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator

 

 

60° stairs

 � Fixed aluminium stairs with inclination 60°

 � Step widths: 600, 800 or 1,000 mm

 � Step depth: 225 mm

 � Standard step design in grooved aluminium (R 9),  
optionally also available with other surfaces  
(see overview on right)

 � Handrail on one side, Ø 40 mm, with bolted  
connecting elements as standard (height: 1,100 mm)

 � Second handrail as per DIN EN ISO 14122-3 required  
and available at an additional charge

 � An intermediate platform is required for stairs with a verti-
cal height of 3,000 mm or more (at an additional charge)

 � Easy installation thanks to delivery in pre-assembled  
modules including assembly instructions

 � Maximum load: Step load 150 kg, total load 300 kg

Fig.: Order no. 600229

Number of steps 4 5 6 7 8 9

A | Total height in mm 2,070 2,310 2,550 2,790 3,040 3,280

B | Vertical height in mm 970 1,210 1,450 1,690 1,940 2,180

C | Base area in mm 811 941 1,096 1,226 1,361 1,491

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

3,520 3,760 4,000 4,250 4,500 4,740 4,980

2,420 2,660 2,900 3,150 3,400 3,640 3,880

1,626 1,756 1,891 2,026 2,161 2,291 2,476

Step width  600 mm
Order no. 600204 600205 600206 600207 600208 600209

Step width 800 mm
Order no. 600224 600225 600226 600227 600228 600229

Step width 1,000 mm
Order no. 600324 600325 600326 600327 600328 600329

Second handrail  
(at an additional charge)

Order no. 600284 600285 600286 600287 600288 600289

600210 600211 600212 600213 600214 600215 600216

600230 600231 600232 600233 600234 600235 600236

600330 600331 600332 600333 600334 600335 600336

600290 600291 600292 600293 600294 600295 600296

Optional step coverings (configurable / on request)

Step width in mm Order no.

Steel grating  
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690010

800 690011

1,000 690012

Aluminium grating – anodised 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690020

800 690021

1,000 690022

Perforated steel cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690030

800 690031

1,000 690032

Perforated aluminium cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690040

800 690041

1,000 690042

Aluminium oxide covering R 13, black or 
yellow 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690060

800 690061

1,000 690062

The indicated prices are the extra price per step compared to the standard aluminium-grooved equipment

Foot bracket for floor mounting 
Order no. 600125

Details and complete overview starting on page 246Accessories
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Grooved aluminium

Aluminium grating, 
anodised

Perforated 
aluminium cover

Perforated 
steel cover

Steel grating

Aluminium oxide
covering R 13 black or yellow

 

 

With just a few clicks to your individual 
product: Discover the complete range 
of products at any time of the day or 
night in our configurator at: 
www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator

 

 

45° stairs with platform

 � Fixed stairs with aluminium platform and inclination 45°

 � Step and platform widths: 600, 800 or 1,000 mm

 � Platform length: 460 mm

 � Last step (depth: 225 mm) mounted at the same height  
as the platform (total tread area: 685 mm)

 � Standard step and platform design in grooved aluminium 
(R 9), optionally also available with other surfaces  
(see overview on right)

 � Handrail and railing on one side, Ø 40 mm, with bolted  
connecting elements as standard (height: 1,100 mm)

 � front side railing available at an additional charge

 � Second handrail optional (necessary in case of wall  
distance > 120 mm acc. to DIN EN ISO 14122-3)

 � Lower side-rail ends with robust foot brackets for 
floor-mounted installation

 � Easy installation thanks to delivery in pre-assembled  
modules including assembly instructions

 � For stairs with a step width of 800 or 1,000 mm and  
a vertical height of 3,300 mm or more, a central support  
is required (at an additional charge or provided on site)

 � If no support surfaces or attachments are provided by the 
customer, a triangular console must be used for fastening

 � Maximum load: 1.5 kN/m2, step load 150 kg, total load 300 kg

Fig.: Order no. 600449

Number of steps 4 5 6 7 8 9

A | Total height in mm 1,930 2,150 2,350 2,560 2,770 2,970

B | Vertical height in mm 830 1,050 1,250 1,460 1,670 1,870

C | Base area in mm 1,518 1,751 1,959 2,171 2,384 2,596

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

3,180 3,390 3,600 3,800 4,010 4,220 4,430 4,640 4,850

2,080 2,290 2,500 2,700 2,910 3,120 3,330 3,540 3,750

2,801 3,013 3,221 3,430 3,639 3,851 4,061 4,273 4,523

Step width  600 mm
Order no. 600424 600425 600426 600427 600428 600429

Step width 800 mm
Order no. 600444 600445 600446 600447 600448 600449

Step width 1,000 mm
Order no. 600464 600465 600466 600467 600468 600469

Second handrail  
(at an additional charge)

Order no. 600504 600505 600506 600507 600508 600509

600430 600431 600432 600433 600434 600435 600436 600437 600438

600450 600451 600452 600453 600454 600455 600456 600457 600458

600470 600471 600472 600473 600474 600475 600476 600477 600478

600510 600511 600512 600513 600514 600515 600516 600517 600518

Optional step coverings (configurable / on request)

Step width in mm Order no.

Steel grating  
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690010

800 690011

1,000 690012

Aluminium grating – anodised 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690020

800 690021

1,000 690022

Perforated steel cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690030

800 690031

1,000 690032

Perforated aluminium cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690040

800 690041

1,000 690042

Aluminium oxide covering R 13,  
black or yellow 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690060

800 690061

1,000 690062

The indicated prices are the extra price per step compared to the standard aluminium-grooved equipment

Triangular console 
Order no. 600100–600102, 600129

Front side railing 
Order no. 650103–650105

Safety barrier  
Order no. 70746–70748

Details and complete overview starting on page 246Accessories
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Grooved aluminium

Aluminium grating, 
anodised

Perforated 
aluminium cover

Perforated 
steel cover

Steel grating

Aluminium oxide
covering R 13 black or yellow

 

 

With just a few clicks to your individual 
product: Discover the complete range 
of products at any time of the day or 
night in our configurator at: 
www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator

 

 

60° stairs with platform

 � Fixed stairs with aluminium platform with inclination 60°

 � Step and platform widths: 600, 800 and 1,000 mm

 � Platform length: 460 mm

 � Last step (depth: 225 mm) mounted at the same  
height as the platform (total tread area: 685 mm)

 � Standard step and platform design in grooved aluminium 
(R 9), optionally also available with other surfaces  
(see overview on right)

 � Handrail and railing on one side, Ø 40 mm, with bolted 
connecting elements as standard (height: 1,100 mm)  
as standard

 � Second handrail as per DIN EN ISO 14122-3 required  
and available at an additional charge 

 � Lower side-rail ends with robust foot brackets for 
floor-mounted installation

 � front side railing available at an additional charge 

 � Easy installation thanks to delivery in pre-assembled  
modules including assembly instructions

 � An intermediate platform is required for stairs with a verti-
cal height of 3,000 mm or more (at an additional charge)

 � If no support surfaces or attachments are provided by the 
customer, a triangular console must be used for fastening

 � Maximum load: 1.5 kN/m2, step load 150 kg, total load 300 kg

Fig.: Order no. 600389

Number of steps 4 5 6 7 8 9

A | Total height in mm 2,070 2,310 2,550 2,790 3,040 3,280

B | Vertical height in mm 970 1,210 1,450 1,690 1,940 2,180

C | Base area in mm 1,271 1,401 1,556 1,686 1,821 1,951

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

3,520 3,760 4,000 4,250 4,500 4,740 4,980

2,420 2,660 2,900 3,150 3,400 3,640 3,880

2,086 2,216 2,351 2,486 2,621 2,751 2,936

Step width  600 mm
Order no. 600364 600365 600366 600367 600368 600369

Step width 800 mm
Order no. 600384 600385 600386 600387 600388 600389

Step width 1,000 mm
Order no. 600404 600405 600406 600407 600408 600409

Second handrail  
(at an additional charge)

Order no. 600584 600585 600586 600587 600588 600589

600370 600371 600372 600373 600374 600375 600376

600390 600391 600392 600393 600394 600395 600396

600410 600411 600412 600413 600414 600415 600416

600590 600591 600592 600593 600594 600595 600596

Optional step coverings (configurable / on request)

Step width in mm Order no.

Steel grating  
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690010

800 690011

1,000 690012

Aluminium grating – anodised 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690020

800 690021

1,000 690022

Perforated steel cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690030

800 690031

1,000 690032

Perforated aluminium cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690040

800 690041

1,000 690042

Aluminium oxide covering R 13, black or 
yellow 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690060

800 690061

1,000 690062

The indicated prices are the extra price per step compared to the standard aluminium-grooved equipment

Triangular console 
Order no. 600100–600102, 600129

Front side railing 
Order no. 650103–650105

Safety barrier  
Order no. 70746–70748

Details and complete overview starting on page 246Accessories
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Aluminium grating, 
anodised

Perforated 
aluminium cover

Perforated 
steel cover

Steel grating

Aluminium oxide
covering R 13 black or yellow

Grooved aluminium

 

 

With just a few clicks to your individual 
product: Discover the complete range 
of products at any time of the day or 
night in our configurator at: 
www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator

 

 

Bridging step 45°

 � Fixed aluminium bridging step with inclination 45°

 � Step and platform widths: 600, 800 and 1,000 mm

 � Platform length: 460 mm

 � Last steps (depth: 225 mm) mounted at the same  
height as the platform (total tread area: 910 mm)

 � Standard step and platform design in grooved aluminium 
(R 9), optionally also available with other surfaces  
(see overview on right)

 � Handrail and railing on one side, Ø 40 mm, with bolted 
connecting elements as standard (height: 1,100 mm)  
as standard

 � Second handrail optional (necessary in case of wall  
distance > 120 mm acc. to DIN EN ISO 14122-3)

 � Lower side-rail ends with robust foot brackets for 
floor-mounted installation

 � Easy installation thanks to delivery in pre-assembled  
modules including assembly instructions

 � Maximum load: 1.5 kN/m2, step load 150 kg,  
total load 300 kg

Fig.: Order no. 600946

Number of steps 3 4 5

A | Total height in mm 1,835 2,035 2,235

B | Clear height in mm 560 760 960

C | Clear width in mm 820 820 820

D | Base area in mm 2,278 2,753 3,220

6 7 8 9 10 11

2,435 2,635 2,835 3,035 3,235 3,435

1,160 1,360 1,560 1,760 1,960 2,160

820 820 820 820 820 820

3,635 3,883 4,307 4,731 5,142 5,566

Step width  600 mm
Order no. 600933 600934 600935

Step width 800 mm
Order no. 600943 600944 600945

Step width 1,000 mm
Order no. 600953 600954 600955

Second handrail  
(at an additional charge)

Order no. 600973 600974 600975

600936 600937 600938 600939 600940 600941

600946 600947 600948 600949 600950 600951

600956 600957 600958 600959 600960 600961

600976 600977 600978 600979 600980 600981

Safety barrier  
Order no. 70746–70748

Safety rope  
Order no. 70738–70740

Mounting hook  
Order no. 70750

Carriages
Configurable / on request

Details and complete overview starting on page 246Accessories

Optional step coverings (configurable / on request)

Step width in mm Order no.

Steel grating  
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690010

800 690011

1,000 690012

Aluminium grating – anodised 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690020

800 690021

1,000 690022

Perforated steel cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690030

800 690031

1,000 690032

Perforated aluminium cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690040

800 690041

1,000 690042

Aluminium oxide covering R 13, black or 
yellow 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690060

800 690061

1,000 690062

The indicated prices are the extra price per step compared to the standard aluminium-grooved equipment
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Grooved aluminium

Aluminium grating, 
anodised

Perforated 
aluminium cover

Perforated 
steel cover

Steel grating

Aluminium oxide
covering R 13 black or yellow

 

 

With just a few clicks to your individual 
product: Discover the complete range 
of products at any time of the day or 
night in our configurator at: 
www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator

 

 

Bridging step 60°

 � Fixed aluminium bridging step with inclination 60°

 � Step and platform widths: 600, 800 and 1,000 mm

 � Platform length: 460 mm

 � Last steps (depth: 225 mm) mounted at the same  
height as the platform (total tread area: 910 mm)

 � Standard step and platform design in grooved aluminium 
(R 9), optionally also available with other surfaces  
(see overview on right)

 � Handrail and railing on one side, Ø 40 mm, with bolted 
connecting elements as standard (height: 1,100 mm)

 � Second handrail as per DIN EN ISO 14122-3 required  
and available at an additional charge

 � Lower side-rail ends with robust foot brackets for 
floor-mounted installation

 � Easy installation thanks to delivery in pre-assembled  
modules including assembly instructions

 � Maximum load: 1.5 kN/m2, step load 150 kg,  
total load 300 kg

Fig.: Order no. 600916

Number of steps 3 4 5

A | Total height in mm 1,955 2,205 2,445

B | Clear height in mm 680 930 1,170

C | Clear width in mm 741 741 741

D | Base area in mm 1,845 2,082 2,342

6 7 8 9 10 11

2,690 2,935 3,165 3,395 3,625 3,855

1,415 1,660 1,890 2,120 2,350 2,580

741 741 741 741 741 741

2,652 2,912 3,182 3,442 3,712 3,972

Step width  600 mm
Order no. 600903 600904 600905

Step width 800 mm
Order no. 600913 600914 600915

Step width 1,000 mm
Order no. 600923 600924 600925

Second handrail  
(at an additional charge)

Order no. 600963 600964 600965

600906 600907 600908 600909 600910 600911

600916 600917 600918 600919 600920 600921

600926 600927 600928 600929 600930 600931

600966 600967 600968 600969 600970 600971

Optional step coverings (configurable / on request)

Step width in mm Order no.

Steel grating  
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690010

800 690011

1,000 690012

Aluminium grating – anodised 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690020

800 690021

1,000 690022

Perforated steel cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690030

800 690031

1,000 690032

Perforated aluminium cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690040

800 690041

1,000 690042

Aluminium oxide covering R 13, black or 
yellow 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690060

800 690061

1,000 690062

The indicated prices are the extra price per step compared to the standard aluminium-grooved equipment

Safety barrier  
Order no. 70746–70748

Safety rope  
Order no. 70738–70740

Mounting hook  
Order no. 70750

Carriages
Configurable / on request

Details and complete overview starting on page 246Accessories
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Bridge 70°
 � Fixed aluminium bridging step with inclination 70°

 � Ascents consisting of straight ladders with  
80 mm deep, grooved steps

 � 4-fold edged step-to-side-rail connection

 � Platform length: 800 mm 

 � Platform width: 650 mm

 � Handrail and railing on both sides with foot and  
knee boards made of Ø 35 mm round bars

 � Stabiliser bars and foot bracket for secure attachment  
to the floor

 � Easy installation thanks to delivery in pre-assembled  
modules including assembly instructions

 � Type-tested, corresponds to DIN EN ISO 14122-3

 � Individual heights on request

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Fig.: Order no. 303408

Non-slip, so you don't  Non-slip, so you don't  
lose your grip!lose your grip!

 �  Optimum tread and secure footing for stairs and  
bridging steps thanks to optional step and platform  
designs with R 13 aluminium oxide covering

 �  Ideally suited for particularly demanding work  
environments or the highest safety requirements  
in wet and oily areas

 �  Also available for step ladders and 70° bridging  
as step padding that is easy to attach

Aluminium oxide covering R 13 
and clip-step R 13 step paddings  
now also available in yellow 
(RAL 1021), for example to mark 
the last step

Number of steps 4 5 6 7 8

A | Total height in mm 2,051 2,286 2,521 2,756 2,991

B | Clear height in mm 876 1,111 1,346 1,581 1,816

C | Clear width in mm 701 701 701 701 701

D | Base area in mm 1,208 1,380 1,550 1,721 1,892

Step width 650 mm

Stabiliser width in mm 780 780 780 780 780

Weight in kg 30.7 32.9 38.8 40.9 43.1

Order no. 303404 303405 303406 303407 303408

Storage tray 
Order no. 19273

Safety door rope 
Order no. 50125

Details and complete overview starting on page 246Accessories

clip-step and clip-step R 13  
step paddings
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Aluminium oxide
covering R 13 black or yellow

Grooved aluminium Aluminium grating, 
anodised

Perforated 
aluminium cover

Perforated 
steel cover

Steel grating

Step depth

Platform length

Total tread area

Platform stairs mobile
The mobile access solutions or working areas

Available for delivery within 10 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 10

Surfaces
 �  Non-slip designs for secure footing

 � All kinds of different materials can be selected with non-slip classes  
from R 9 to R 13 – suitable for the individual application purpose

Inclination angle
 �  Standard angles of inclination 

45° and 60° for all sizes 

 �  Special angle of inclination 
available on request

This is what distinguishes our mobile platform stairs:

 � Individual planning and production by GÜNZBURGER 
STEIGTECHNIK experts in accordance with customer 
specifications

 � Inclinations of 45° and 60° and widths of 600, 800 and 1,000 mm 
as standard, special dimensions and deviating inclinations 
available on request

 � Standard step and platform design in grooved aluminium (R 9), 
optionally also in steel grating (R 12), aluminium grating (R 13), 
perforated steel cove (R 13), perforated aluminium cover (R 13)  
or with aluminium oxide covering (R 13)

 � Handrail on both sides and 3-sided platform railing made of 
Ø 40 mm tubes with bolted connecting elements as standard 
(height: 1,100 mm). Plug-in pockets with quick-release fasteners 
for easy removal of the railing and railings with filler rods or 
coverings available at an additional charge

 � Two Ø 100 mm swivel castors on the ascending sector and 
two Ø 125 mm fixed castors as chassis bar on the support part 
guarantee easy moving, the integrated locking devices (total stop) 
ensure safe stability

 � Various central undercarriages with hand or foot control lever  
for convenient lifting and lowering of the platform stairs before  
or after movement

 � Side-rails made of strong aluminium sections. 

 � Maximum load: 1.5 kN/m², step load 150 kg, total load 300 kg

 � The delivery from the factory is made in pre-assembled modules 
for quick and simple assembly in accordance with the enclosed 
assembly instructions 

Production in compliance with the European standard series  
DIN EN ISO 14122 and DIN EN 131-7. Stairs, bridging steps and 
walkway systems are manufactured to order. They are therefore 
excluded from exchange.

The respective design and non-slip class of the step and base areas are marked with the following symbols:

Different widths
 �  Steps and platforms are available  

in standard widths of 600, 800 and 1,000 mm

 � Special sizes available on request

Safety railing
 �  Safety doors with fixed sizes or telescopic  

as protection against falling down

 � Alternatively also safety barrier or safety  
rope available

Handrail and railing
 �   Handrail on one side for screwing into plug-in pockets  

as standard (height: 1,100 mm)

 � At an additional charge, plug-in pockets with quick-release 
fasteners for easy removal of railing and handrail and railing 
with filler rods or coverings available

Simple installation
 � Delivery in pre-assembled modules including 

assembly instructions

 � Quick assembly thanks to screw connections 
for struts and support parts as well as plug-in 
pockets for railings

Top surface
 � The total tread area depends on the platform length 

selected. This is made up of the platform length plus  
the depth of the last step, as these are mounted at  
the same height

To comply with German product safety legislation, stairs should be equipped 
with handrails on both sides, and platforms should have safety railings
(e.g. railing). If this is not desired or cannot be implemented, the owner  
must guarantee equivalent safety.

On the following pages you will find a selection of preconfigured mobile 
platform stairs. Intermediate sizes, platform lengths, railing plug-in 
pockets with quick-release fasteners, non-slip surfaces, accessories and 
other options such as stainless steel connecting parts can be combined 
individually online at https://www.steigtechnik.de/en/configurator with 
just a few clicks. We would also be happy to advise you personally – just 
give us a call.
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Grooved aluminium

Aluminium grating, 
anodised

Perforated 
aluminium cover

Perforated 
steel cover

Steel grating

Aluminium oxide
covering R 13 black or yellow

 

 

With just a few clicks to your individual 
product: Discover the complete range 
of products at any time of the day or 
night in our configurator at: 
www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator

 

 

45° platform stairs, 
movable

 � Mobile platform stairs made of aluminium with inclination 45°

 � Step and platform widths: 600, 800 or 1,000 mm

 � Platform length: 460 mm

 � Last step (depth: 225 mm) mounted at the same  
height as the platform (total tread area: 685 mm)

 � Standard step and platform design in grooved aluminium 
(R 9), optionally also available with other surfaces  
(see overview on right)

 � Handrail on both sides and Ø 40 mm 3-sided platform 
railing with bolted connecting elements as standard  
(railing height: 1,100 mm)

 � Two Ø 100 mm swivel castors on the ascending sector 
and two Ø 125 mm fixed castors as a chassis bar on the 
support part guarantee ease of movement. The integrated 
locking devices (total stop) ensure a safe position

 � Easy installation thanks to delivery in pre-assembled  
modules including assembly instructions

 � Maximum load: 1.5 kN/m², step load 150 kg,  
total load 300 kg

Fig.: Order no. 600788

Number of steps 4 5 6 7 8 9

A | Working height in mm 2,830 3,040 3,250 3,460 3,670 3,870

B | Total height in mm 1,930 2,140 2,350 2,560 2,770 2,970

C | Vertical height in mm 830 1,040 1,250 1,460 1,670 1,870

D | Base area in mm 1,568 1,801 2,009 2,221 2,434 2,646

E | Carriage width in mm 1,130 1,130 1,130 1,130 1,130 1,400

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

4,080 4,290 4,500 4,700 4,910 5,120 5,330 5,540 5,750 5,950

3,180 3,390 3,600 3,800 4,010 4,220 4,430 4,640 4,850 5,050

2,080 2,290 2,500 2,700 2,910 3,120 3,330 3,540 3,750 3,950

2,851 3,063 3,271 3,480 3,689 3,901 4,111 4,323 4,573 4,573

1,400 1,400 1,400 1,400 1,400 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800 1,800

Step width  600 mm
Order no. 600764 600765 600766 600767 600768 600769

Step width 800 mm
Order no. 600784 600785 600786 600787 600788 600789

Step width 1,000 mm
Order no. 600804 600805 600806 600807 600808 600809

600770 600771 600772 600773 600774 600775 600776 600777 600778 600779

600790 600791 600792 600793 600794 600795 600796 600797 600798 600799

600810 600811 600812 600813 600814 600815 600816 600817 600818 600819

Optional step coverings (configurable / on request)

Step width in mm Order no.

Steel grating  
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690010

800 690011

1,000 690012

Aluminium grating – anodised 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690020

800 690021

1,000 690022

Perforated steel cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690030

800 690031

1,000 690032

Perforated aluminium cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690040

800 690041

1,000 690042

Aluminium oxide covering R 13,  
black or yellow 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690060

800 690061

1,000 690062

The indicated prices are the extra price per step compared to the standard aluminium-grooved equipment

Storage tray
Order no. 19274–19276

Safety barrier  
Order no. 70746–70748

Safety rope  
Order no. 70738–70740

Carriages
Configurable / on request

Details and complete overview starting on page 246Accessories
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Grooved aluminium

Aluminium grating, 
anodised

Perforated 
aluminium cover

Perforated 
steel cover

Steel grating

Aluminium oxide
covering R 13 black or yellow

 

 

With just a few clicks to your individual 
product: Discover the complete range 
of products at any time of the day or 
night in our configurator at: 
www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator

 

 

60° platform stairs, 
movable

 � Mobile platform stairs made of aluminium with inclination 60°

 � Step and platform widths: 600, 800 or 1,000 mm

 � Platform length: 460 mm

 � Last step (depth: 225 mm) mounted at the same  
height as the platform (total tread area: 685 mm)

 � Standard step and platform design in grooved aluminium 
(R 9), optionally also available with other surfaces  
(see overview on right)

 � Handrail on both sides and Ø 40 mm 3-sided platform 
railing with bolted connecting elements as standard  
(railing height: 1,100 mm)

 � Two Ø 100 mm swivel castors on the ascending sector 
and two Ø 125 mm fixed castors as a chassis bar on the 
support part guarantee ease of movement. The integrated 
locking devices (total stop) ensure a safe position

 � Easy installation thanks to delivery in pre-assembled  
modules including assembly instructions

 � Maximum load: 1.5 kN/m², step load 150 kg,  
total load 300 kg

Fig.: Order no. 600728

Number of steps 4 5 6 7 8 9

A | Working height in mm 2,970 3,210 3,450 3,690 3,940 4,180

B | Total height in mm 2070 2310 2550 2790 3040 3280

C | Vertical height in mm 970 1,210 1,450 1,690 1,940 2,180

D | Base area in mm 1,321 1,451 1,606 1,736 1,871 2,001

E | Carriage width in mm 1,130 1,130 1,130 1,130 1,400 1,400

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

4,420 4,660 4,900 5,150 5,400 5,640 5,880

3,520 3,760 4,000 4,250 4,500 4,740 4,980

2,420 2,660 2,900 3,150 3,400 3,640 3,880

2,136 2,266 2,401 2,536 2,671 2,801 2,986

1,400 1,400 1,400 1,400 1,800 1,800 1,800

Step width  600 mm
Order no. 600704 600705 600706 600707 600708 600709

Step width 800 mm
Order no. 600724 600725 600726 600727 600728 600729

Step width 1,000 mm
Order no. 600744 600745 600746 600747 600748 600749

600710 600711 600712 600713 600714 600715 600716

600730 600731 600732 600733 600734 600735 600736

600750 600751 600752 600753 600754 600755 600756

Optional step coverings (configurable / on request)

Step width in mm Order no.

Steel grating  
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690010

800 690011

1,000 690012

Aluminium grating – anodised 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690020

800 690021

1,000 690022

Perforated steel cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690030

800 690031

1,000 690032

Perforated aluminium cover 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690040

800 690041

1,000 690042

Aluminium oxide covering R 13,  
black or yellow 
(step depth: 225 mm)

600 690060

800 690061

1,000 690062

The indicated prices are the extra price per step compared to the standard aluminium-grooved equipment

Storage tray
Order no. 19274–19276

Safety barrier  
Order no. 70746–70748

Safety rope  
Order no. 70738–70740

Carriages
Configurable / on request

Details and complete overview starting on page 246Accessories
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Wood 
screen printing

Grooved aluminium Aluminium grating, 
anodised

Perforated 
steel cover

Steel grating

 

 

With just a few clicks to your individual 
product: Discover the complete range 
of products at any time of the day or 
night in our configurator at: 
www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator

 

 

Aluminium oxide
covering R 13 black or yellow

Walkway systems, de-icing systems
Access solutions for indoor and outdoor areas

Available for delivery within 10 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 10

Surface of the platform
 �  Non-slip designs for secure footing

 � All kinds of different materials can  
be selected with non-slip classes  
from R 9 to R 13 – suitable for  
the individual application purpose

Ascent
 �  Non-slip designs for secure footing

 � All kinds of different materials can be selected 
with non-slip classes from R 9 to R 13 – suitable 
for the individual application purpose

Safety railing
 �   Railings and handrails on both sides 

ensure a high level of safety at work 

 � Fixed size or telescopic safety door

Wall bracket
 � As an alternative to the classic  

support frame

 � For securing the walkway system  
directly to building walls

Modular kit system
 �   Individually and cost-efficiently combinable  

for the respective requirement

 � Platform heights from 1.25 to 3.0 m

 � Three different platform lengths can be selected

Simple installation
 �   Delivery in pre-assembled component groups 

including assembly instructions

 � Quick assembly thanks to screw connections 
for struts and support parts 

Modular design of walkway systems
 � For a wide range of applications inside production facilities, 

warehouses, as access to machines, as a walkway along 
building walls or as practical access for de-icing commercial 
vehicles in the winter months

 � Thanks to innovative modular construction, walkway systems 
can be assembled conveniently, cost-effectively and yet 
precisely to meet individual requirements

 � The platform height of the walkway systems can be individually 
configured between 1.25 and 3.0 metres. The desired total 
length is achieved by way of combining three different walkway 
lengths

 � The modules can be easily assembled using pre-assembled 
modules, securely connected to one another and fastened  
to the underlying surface using foot brackets

 � The maintenance-free modules are manufactured as a stable, 
corrosion-resistant aluminium construction with a supporting 
frame.

 � Maximum load: 1.5 kN/m², step load 150 kg, total load 300 kg

 � Access to the walkway conveniently via stairs 45° with 
handrails on both sides and automatically closing safety door. 

 � The delivery from the factory is made in pre-assembled 
modules for quick and simple assembly in accordance with  
the enclosed assembly instructions 

Walkway systems, de-icing systems: production in compliance with 
the European standard series DIN EN ISO 14122 and DIN EN 1004.

When assembling a walkway, only modules with the same  
platform height can be combined. Please contact us if you  
need different platform heights on a walkway system. This also 
applies to walkway systems for outdoor use, as they are primarily 
designed for indoor use (with the exception of de-icing systems).

Alternative dimensions, railing plug-in pockets with quick-re-
lease fasteners, non-slip surfaces, accessories and other 
options such as stainless steel connecting parts can be 
combined individually online at www.steigtechnik.de/kon-
figurator with just a few clicks. We would also be happy to 
advise you personally – just give us a call.

The respective design and non-slip class of the step and base areas are marked with the following symbols:
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Grooved aluminium

Grooved aluminium

Surface
Number  
of steps

Platform 
upper edge 
mm

Base area  
mm

Order no.

Grooved aluminium
6 1,250 1,800 632306
7 1,460 2,010 632307
8 1,670 2,220 632308
9 1,870 2,420 632309
10 2,080 2,650 632310
11 2,290 2,850 632311
12 2,500 3,060 632312
13 2,700 3,260 632313
14 2,910 3,470 632314
15 3,120 3,680 632315

Surface of the platform Platform length in mm Platform width in mm Order no.

Grooved aluminium

1,260 800 632101

1,860 800 632102

3,060 800 632103

Platform
To do this, select from the following options:

Railing rigid
 � Please note that you need two railings for each platform

Railing pluggable
 � Railing mounting by means of railing plug-in pockets and quick-release fasteners. 
Easy to remove without tools

Support part
 � 1 support part is needed for each platform

Wall bracket
 � For securing the walkway system directly to building walls

Platform height in mm Platform width in mm Order no.

1,250–2,499 800 632201
2,500–3,000 800 632202

Platform length in mm Railing height in mm Order no.
1,260 1,100 632230
1,860 1,100 632231
3,060 1,100 632232

Platform length in mm Railing height in mm Order no.
1,260 1,100 632233
1,860 1,100 632234
3,060 1,100 632235

Modular kit system walkways
Besides the walkway modules, you can also make up your walkway for your specific requirements and conditions individually 
from our modular kit system. 

1 platform 1 support part 2 railings 1 stairs module Walkway system

=+++

A complete walkway system consists of at least:

Stairs modules
 � A stair module consists of stairs with a handrail on both sides, a platform, a railing on the front and a safety door

 � Standard step and platform design in grooved aluminium (R 9), optionally also in steel grating (R 12),  
aluminium grating (R 13), perforated steel cover (R 13) or perforated aluminium cover (R 13)

 � Inclination: 45°

 � Step width: 800 mm

 � Step depth: 225 mm

 � Rigid handrails and railings with toe and knee boards on both sides (height: 1,100 mm)

 � Stationary attachment by means of foot bracket

 � Maximum load: 1.5 kN/m², step load 150 kg, total load 300 kg

Note: When ordering, please specify the exact height (platform height) required at the factory.  
The modules are delivered custom-fit according to your requirements. Other stairs inclinations on request.

Fig.: Order no. 632230

Fig.: Order no. 632201

Fig.: Order no. 632233

Fig.: Order no. 632309

Platform width in mm Order no.
1,000 600102

 

 

With just a few clicks to your individual 
product: Discover the complete range 
of products at any time of the day or 
night in our configurator at: 
www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator
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With just a few clicks to your individual 
product: Discover the complete range 
of products at any time of the day or 
night in our configurator at: 
www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator

 

 

De-icing system in modular design stationary
 � For the safe and quick removal of ice and snow loads 
from trucks and commercial vehicles. Also ideal for repairs 
to truck tarpaulins and superstructures

 � Maintenance-free construction made of corrosion-resist-
ant aluminium profiles and stainless steel connecting parts 
for stationary installation

 � Individual total lengths and configurations possible thanks 
to efficient modular design

 � Step and platform surfaces of non-slip steel grating (R 12) 
for all weather conditions. The hole pattern also prevents 
water pooling and the retention of dirt and snow 

 � Access to the walkway conveniently via 45° stairs  
with handrails on both sides and automatically closing 
safety door 

 � Railings on both sides with foot and knee boards ensure  
a high level of safety at work (height: 1,100 mm)

 � Easy installation thanks to delivery in pre-assembled  
modules including assembly instructions

 � The version takes account of DIN EN ISO 14122-2 and -3

 � Maximum load: 1.5 kN/m², step load 150 kg,  
total load 300 kg

Module 3
 � Platform length 3,070 mm

Module 4 
 � Stairs 45°, with platform, automatically closing safety door and front railing

Module 1 
 � Platform length 1,270 mm

Platform length in mm 1,270
Platform width in mm 860
Platform height in mm 3,000
Total height in mm 4,100
Overall width in mm 960
Railing height in mm 1,100
Weight in kg 70.0
Order no. 70501

Module 2 
 � Platform length 1,870 mm

Platform length in mm 1,870
Platform width in mm 860
Platform height in mm 3,000
Total height in mm 4,100
Total width in mm 960
Railing height in mm 1,100
Weight in kg 80.0
Order no. 70502

Platform length in mm 3,070
Platform width in mm 860
Platform height in mm 3,000
Total height in mm 4,100
Total width in mm 960
Railing height in mm 1,100
Weight in kg 125.0
Order no. 70503

Platform length in mm 690
Platform width in mm 860
Platform height in mm 3,000
Step width in mm 800
Step depth in mm 240
Inclination 45°
Weight in kg 180.0
Order no. 70521
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Platform height with spindle retracted in mm 2,800
Railing height in mm 1,000
Total height in mm 3,900
Step width, inclined ascent in mm 100
Width in mm 1,320
Scaffolding length in mm 3,000
Weight in kg 190
Order no. 70500

Mobile de-icing scaffold
 � For the safe and quick removal of ice and snow loads 
from trucks and commercial vehicles. Also ideal for  
repairs to truck tarpaulins and superstructures

 � Compact, stable aluminium scaffolding system

 � Easy to move on four swivel castors and can therefore 
also be used from any location

 � Maintenance-free, durable and weather-resistant

 � Inclined ascent with handrail and 100 mm deep steps 
made of perforated aluminium cover (R 13) plus lower step

 � Non-slip platform made of aluminium grating (R 13) with 
trapdoor. The hole pattern also prevents water pooling 
and the retention of dirt and snow

 � 4-sided railings with foot and knee boards for a high level 
of safety at work

 � Simple assembly without tools via plug connections and 
automatically closing locking claws

 � Design in accordance DIN EN 1004

 � Maximum load: 1.5 kN/m²

 � Fast delivery (3–5 working days)

The required number of ballast weights depends on 
the type and location of installation. The instructions for 
installation and use provide detailed information on this 
subject.

Snow pusher  
Order no. 70531

Details and complete overview starting on page 246Accessories

De-icing scaffold in modular 
design stationary
 � For the safe and quick removal of ice and snow loads 
from trucks and commercial vehicles. Also ideal for repairs 
to truck tarpaulins and superstructures

 � Maintenance-free scaffolding system made of aluminium 
with outriggers for stationary assembly

 � Cost-effective and modularly expandable

 � Durable and weather-resistant step and platform surfaces

 � Access to the walkway conveniently via 45° stairs with 
handrails on both sides and automatically closing safety 
door 

 � Railings on both sides with foot and knee boards ensure  
a high level of safety at work (height: 1,000 mm) 

 � Easy installation thanks to delivery in modules including 
assembly instructions

 � The design takes into account DIN EN 1004 and  
DIN EN ISO 14122-2 and -3

 � Maximum load: 2.0 kN/m², step load: 150 kg

Platform height in mm 3,150
Railing height in mm 1,000
Total height in mm 4,250
Step width in mm 600
Width, incl. outrigger, in mm 2,449
Base area in mm 8,662
Scaffolding length in mm 5,682
Weight in kg 550
Order no. 70504

Snow pusher  
Order no. 70531

Details and complete overview starting on page 246Accessories
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System railings
 �  Universally applicable

 �  Simple installation

 �  Stable construction

 �  Attractive design

Our connecting elements and bars with an external diameter 
of 40 mm for system railings can be installed in all design 
variants. In the standard version, the connecting parts are 
made of galvanised steel, which are suitable for indoor use. 
A stainless steel version is also available at extra cost, which 
is recommended for outdoor use. Surface treatment such as 
powder coating can be carried out in all common  
RAL colours on request.

Designation Order no.

Bar connectors
T-piece

984010

Designation Order no.

Bar connectors
Crosspiece

984011

Designation Order no.

Bar connectors
Corner piece

984012

Designation Order no.

Bar connector  
joint 0–90° (2 pcs. 
required; +1 pc.  
order no. 986031 
required)

984013

Designation Order no.

Bar connector railing 
connector 45°

984035

Designation Order no.

Bar connector  
joint 0–90° (+1 pc.  
order no. 986031 
required)

984014

Designation Order no.

Ground bracket 984019

Designation Order no.

Bar clip connector 984037

Designation Order no.

Wall bearing 984018

Designation Order no.

Plug-fitted pocket 984028

Designation Order no.

Railing pocket 984015

Designation Order no.

Railing filling piece 
(required if the railing 
is planned to be rigid)

984016

Designation Order no.

Corner connector
90° head unit

984025

Designation Order no.

Corner connector
90° open

984026

Designation Order no.

Railing joint 984023

Designation Order no.

End cap
108 x 25

983064

Designation Order no.

End plug
Ø 40 x 3

986004

Designation Order no.

T-slot bolt
M8 x 18 cpl.

986002

T-slot bolt
M8 x 55 cpl.

986003

Designation Order no.

Connecting bolt 
M8 x 25 complete

986031

Designation Order no.

Foot board
108 x 25 x 7,050

986062

Foot board
108 x 25 x 3,500

986063

All connecting elements are also 
available in stainless steel on 
request.

Designation Order no.

AL round bar
Ø 40 x 3 x 7,000

984022

AL round bar
Ø 40 x 3 x 3,500

986007

Connector overview
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With just a few clicks to your individual 
product: Discover the complete range 
of products at any time of the day or 
night in our configurator at: 
www.steigtechnik.de/konfigurator

 

 

More pictures and information 
about our accessories can be 
found at www.steigtechnik.de 

Step width  
in mm

Order no.

Wall bracket suitable  
for step width 600 600100

Wall bracket suitable  
for step width 800 600101

Wall bracket suitable  
for step width 1,000 600102

Wall bracket suitable for step 
width and with handrail on both 
sides suitable for step width

1,000 600129

Front side railing suitable  
for step width 600 650103

Front side railing suitable  
for step width 800 650104

Front side railing suitable  
for step width 1,000 650105

Foot bracket for floor mounting  
1 set = 2 pieces 600125

Storage tray for railing ≥ 800 mm 
L x W x H mm 100 x 300 x 600

300108

Platform heights 
in mm

Support frame for stairs 
45°/60°/90° under the platform

500–1,000 690070

Support frame for stairs 
45°/60°/90° under the platform

1,001–2,000  690075

Support frame for stairs 
45°/60°/90° under the platform

2,001–3,000 690080

Support frame for stairs 
45°/60°/90° under the platform

3,001–4,000 690085

Storage tray
 � Incl. holder and attachment
 � Suitable for bringing 70° with order no. 303404–303408
 � Payload: approx. 10 kg

500 x 220 mm

Order no. 19273

Tried-and-tested accessories make stairs, bridging steps 
and walkways even more practical in use. Even after many 
years, the most common accessories are still available for  
all articles offered, which are supplied for self-assembly.

Accessories and spare parts stairs,  
bridging steps, walkways

500 x 220 mm

Order no. 19274

800 x 300 mm

Order no. 19276

ZBS 1–2
 � 2 swivel castors can be raised 

and lowered by operating lever 
 � Operating lever with safety bolt 

either on right or left
 � Working stroke 50 mm
 � Swivel castors can be selected 

from Ø 125 mm to Ø 200 mm

ZBS 2-2
 � 2 swivel castors can be  

operated with the foot lever
 � Foot operating lever in  

the middle under first step
 � Swivel castors can be selected 

from Ø 100 mm to Ø 200 mm
 � The position of the foot 

operating lever can vary 
depending on the step surface

ZBS 3-2
 � 2 swivel castors can be  

operated with hydraulic brake
 � Swivel castors can be selected 

Ø 160 mm or Ø 200 mm

ZBS 5
 � 2 swivel castors can be  

operated with the foot lever 
located in-between

 � Swivel castors, Ø 125 mm

ZBS 1-4
 � 4 swivel castors can be raised 

and lowered by operating lever
 � Operating lever with safety bolt 

either on right or left
 � Working stroke 50 mm
 � Swivel castors can be selected 

from Ø 125 mm to Ø 200 mm

ZBS 2-4
 � 4 swivel castors can be oper-

ated with a foot lever located in 
the middle below the first step

 � Swivel castors can be selected 
from Ø 100 mm to Ø 200 mm

 � The position of the foot 
operating lever can vary 
depending on the step surface

ZBS 4 
 � 2 swivel castors can be  

operated with the foot lever
 � Foot operating lever on right 

next to first step
 � Swivel castors, Ø 100 mm

Storage tray
 � Incl. holder and attachment 
 � Suitable for clamping range Ø 38–51 mm universally usable
 � Payload: approx. 10 kg

Undercarriages for platform stairs:

Order no. 19274 Order no. 19276

ZBS 3-4
 � 4 swivel castors can be  

operated with hydraulic brake
 � Swivel castors can be selected 

Ø 160 mm or Ø 200 mm
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NEXT
TEST

DEPARTMENT:

INVENTORY 
NUMBER:

Snow pusher with 
holder
 � Sturdy and robust  

aluminium snow pusher
 � Insulated and non-slip  

handle bar
 � For all de-icing systems  

and scaffolds
 � Holder included

Length in mm 3,200

Width in mm 835

Weight in kg 3.0

Order no. 70531

Hook
 � Hook holder for plug-in railing, 

Ø 40 mm

Safety rope
 � Safety rope with snap hook  

and eye bolt for platform  
widths 600/800/1,000 mm

600 mm

Order no. 70738

800 mm

Order no. 70739

clip-step step padding retrofit kit
 � Suitable for bringing 70° with order no. 303404–303408
 � Optimised non-slip protection, safe footing, comfortable stance.  

Is clipped on to cover the entire surface precisely

1,000 mm

Order no. 70740

Plug-fitted railing

Order no. 70750

Telescopic safety door
 � In accordance with DIN EN ISO 14122
 � Safety door for platform widths 600/800/1,000 mm, firmly adjustable
 � On-site adaptation to intermediate sizes possible through additional 

bore holes
 � Simple installation

Safety barrier
 � Safety barrier with knee 

board for platform widths 
600/800/1,000 mm

clip-step R 13 step padding retrofit kit 
 � Suitable for bringing 70° with order no. 303404–303408
 � Certified non-slip surface
 � Improved work safety specially in wet and oily work environments
 � Is clipped on to cover the entire surface precisely

Safety doors
 � In accordance with DIN EN ISO 14122
 � Safety door for platform widths 600/800/1,000 mm 
 � Minimum length of the platform: 

600 mm width = length 1,000 mm  
800 mm width = length 1,200 mm  
1,000 mm width = length 1,400 mm

 � Simple installation

Order no. 70772

600 mm

Order no. 70746

800 mm

Order no. 70747

1,000 mm

Order no. 70748

600 mm

Order no. 70735

800 mm

Order no. 70736

1,000 mm

Order no. 70737

Fig.: Order no. 70747

Fig.: Order no. 70739

Inspection sticker 
 � The inspection sticker is standard on most products upon delivery
 � Within the scope of the recurring inspections, this can be stuck over  

with a new inspection date
 � 1 PU = 50 pcs.

Size mm 40 x 40

Order no. 19175

Size mm 40 x 150

Order no. 19176

Safety rope
 � Safety rope with snap hook  

and eye bolt for platform  
width 600 mm.

 � Suitable for bringing 70° with 
order no. 303404–303408

Order no. 50125

Inventory sticker
 � For quick and easy identification 

of ladders, scaffolds, etc.
 � Pre-printed fields for department 

and inventory number
 � Integrated inspection sticker, 

which can be overwritten or 
provided with a new inspection 
date as part of the mandatory 
recurring inspections

 � 1 PU = 20 pcs.

Order no.  
bridge

Order no.  
retrofit kit

Bridge 70°

303404 50262

303405 50264

303406 50266

303407 50268

303408 50270

Order no.  
bridge

Order no.  
retrofit kit

Bridge 70°

303404 41652

303405 41654

303406 41656

303407 41658

303408 41660
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Scaffolding
Simple and quick to set up, flexible in combination

Modular kit system
 �   More than 180 variants are possible by 

combining different individual parts

 � Flexible adaptations and extensions 
possible at any time

 � Individual parts at the original part price

 � Installation and removal without tools

Everything at a glance
 � Clip tray for clearly visible attachment 

of the necessary test documents to the 
scaffolding

 � Weather and UV-resistant

Sturdy connection
 �  Automatically closing scaffolding claw 

with sophisticated geometry for a secure 
connection

 � Innovative spring clip for plug-on frame –  
no accidental loosening or losing possible

 � Transverse and diagonal braces for high 
stability

Safe standing
 �  Adjustable outriggers with swing base  

or chassis bar ensure safe working 
depending on model

 � Easy to handle

 � Additional ballast weights required 
depending on application

Safety at heights
 � Optional protective assembly railing as 

safety railing during installation and removal

 � Installation without the need of tools, 
uncomplicated and easy to handle

 � Railing with integrated knee board and 
aluminium toe boards

Available for delivery within 1–3 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 1–3
GS-tested, according to European standard DIN EN 1004 
or type-tested according to the test principles for small scaf-
folding, Ordinance on Industrial Safety and Health (BetrSichV) 
and applicable German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) 
regulations.

Highest quality
 �   User-friendly and robust design

 � Low weight of the individual parts  
for easy handling

 � Welded round tube frames for  
maximum stability

 � All-round profiled rungs for safe  
ascent and descent

Flexible basis
 �   Swivel castors with load centring in  

braked condition

 � Height adjustment for level compensation

 � Various sizes and designs available
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New

 

 

Discover the many product 
advantages in a video:
www.steigtechnik.de/videos

 

 

Fig.: Order no. 125100

Approx. max. working height in m 6.10
Scaffolding height in m 5.30
Platform height in m 4.10
Platform size L x W in m 1.20 x 0.60
Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 1.38 x 0.83 x 1.86
Weight in kg 117.0
Order no. 125100

Safe standing
 � Folding triangular outrigger 

with swivel foot 

 � Also ideal for wall mounting 
or moving in narrow 
passages

 � Easy to handle

Sturdy connection
 � Automatically closing 

scaffolding claw with 
sophisticated geometry for  
a secure connection

 � Innovative spring clip 
for plug-on frame – no 
accidental loosening or 
losing possible

 �  Powder-coated railing 
frames with cross braces  
for high stability

Highest quality
 � User-friendly and robust 

design

 � Low weight of the individual 
parts for easy handling 

 � Welded round tube frames 
for maximum stability

 � All-round profiled rungs for 
safe ascent and descent

Quickly and safely  
at a height
 � Easy assembly and 

disassembly from level  
to level by one person

 � Practical attachment 
brackets make it easier  
to carry and assemble  
the components

 � The 3-T method (Through 
The Trapdoor) means the 
user is always in the fall-
protected area

Flexible basis
 � Swivel castors  

Ø 125 mm with 
locking device

 � Height adjustment for 
level compensation

FlexxTower
 � Mobile scaffolding made of sturdy aluminium tubing with 
welded frame parts for working heights of up to 6.1 m

 � For lower workplaces, the scaffolding can also be  
assembled at lower heights

 � Can be quickly and safely assembled and disassembled 
by just one person (used by two) using the 3-T method 
from level to level

 � Tool-free assembly thanks to plug-in connections and 
quick connectors

 � Light weight of the individual parts for easy handling

 � Space-saving transport and storage, as individual parts 
can be stacked compactly into each other and used as  
a trolley

 � Excellent flexibility and stability, thanks to fold-out triangular 
outrigger with swivel base – also ideal for wall mounting or 
moving in narrow passages

 � Four Ø 125 mm swivel castors with centric load  
application and spindles for height compensation

 � Aluminium toe boards and powder-coated railing frames 
with integrated knee rail as a safety railing

 � GS tested to EN 1004

 � Load class/scaffolding group 3: 2.0 kN/m²
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Transport to the place of use in many commonly used  
commercial vehicles

Easy installation of the outriggers for a safe position

Powder-coated railing frames as cross braces 

Easy handling thanks to compact individual parts

Intuitive plug-in connections with spring clips 

Stable platforms with quick-release fasteners

Tool-free assembly and ease of transport
The new one-person FlexxTower scaffolding impresses with its robustness and quality, but can also be simply, 
quickly and safely assembled, thanks to the 3 T method (Through The Trapdoor). Thanks to the pre-assembled 
double railings, users are always in the fall-protected area.

Quick-release fasteners and scaffolding claws provide added efficiency and safety during assembly, just like  
the practical attachment brackets for the transport of handy and lightweight aluminium components from level 
to level.

A trolley can also be constructed from a few components, again without the need for tools, in which the remaining 
scaffolding parts or even other materials can be quickly and ergonomically transported. And, thanks to its compact 
dimensions, the FlexxTower also fits through most doorways and can be transported in many commercial vehicles.

A safe scaffolding in a few simple steps:
Practical attachment bracket (extendible) for carrying parts along

Inserting further plug-on frames

Installation in fall-protected areas thanks to the 3-T method 
(Through The Trapdoor)

Safe ascent thanks to rungs profiled all round 

Ready for safe working at heights up to 6.10 m

Mount upper railings and toe boards

After use, conveniently push to the next place of use

Hook in top platform
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According to DIN EN 1004, two 
protective assembly railings (see 
page 282) are required for safe 
assembly and disassembly of this 
scaffolding

 

 

1.80 m

2.45 m

3.00 m

Mobile scaffolding  
with chassis bar and  
double-size platform
 � Mobile scaffolding made of sturdy aluminium tube  
with welded frame parts

 � Large-format work surface with 1.35 m width

 � Modular kit principle for flexible use: All scaffolding parts 
are also available individually as spare or extension parts

 � Galvanised steel chassis bar for flexible change of working 
position (location/setup)

 � Four Ø 200 mm swivel castors with centric load  
application, locking mechanisms and spindles for  
height compensation

 � Easy moving of the scaffolding on the chassis bar  
by loosening eight screws 

 � Central and lateral installation possible

 � Aluminium toe boards and railing frames with integrated 
knee board as safety railing

 � Installation and removal without tools thanks to plug-in 
connections and quick-release fasteners

 � Light weight of the individual parts for easy handling 

 � Different platform lengths available (1.80/2.45/3.0 m)

 � Working heights up to 13.45 m

 � GS-tested as per DIN EN 1004

 � Load class/scaffolding group 3: 2.0 kN/m²

Platform size in m 1.80 x 1.35 2.45 x 1.35 3.00 x 1.35

Platform height in m

Parts list Order 
no.

Order  
no.

Order  
no.

Plug-on frame 1.00 m 27902 – – – 2 – 2 – 2 – 2 27902 – – – 2 – 2 – 2 – 2 27902 – – – 2 – 2 – 2 – 2

Plug-on frame 2.00 m 27901 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10 27901 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10 27901 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10

Plug-on frame 0.50 m 27919 – 2 – – – – – – – – 27919 – 2 – – – – – – – – 27919 – 2 – – – – – – – –

Railing frame 1.00 m 27903 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27903 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27903 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Railing lengthwise 27955 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10 27956 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10 27957 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10

Platform with flap 27931 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 27910 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 27933 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5

Platform without flap 27932 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 27930 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 27934 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5

Toe board front side 27911 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27911 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27911 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Toe board long side 27943 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27914 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27944 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Diagonal brace 27937 2 2 4 6 6 6 8 8 10 10 27908 2 2 4 6 6 6 8 8 10 10 27938 2 2 4 6 6 6 8 8 10 10

Horizontal brace 27935 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27907 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27936 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Chassis bar 2.00 m 27923 – – 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27923 – – 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27923 – – 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Swivel castor, Ø 200 mm 27917 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27917 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27917 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Step-on bracket 27940 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27940 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27940 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Ballasting kg Ballasting kg Ballasting kg

Indoor  
use

Central installation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 30 30 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lateral installation n.p. n.p. 10 30 40 70 70 100 110 140 n.p. n.p. 0 20 20 50 50 80 80 110 n.p. n.p. 0 10 10 30 30 60 60 90

Outdoor  
use

Central installation 150 210 160 280 370 500 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 160 230 180 300 410 550 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 170 250 190 330 430 590 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Lateral installation n.p. n.p. 160 230 300 380 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.p. n.p. 180 260 330 420 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.p. n.p. 190 280 360 460 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

n.p. = not possible  
n.a. = not allowed
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Fig.: Order no. 173336

The required number of ballast weights depends on the type, installation location and 
scaffolding height. The instructions for installation and use provide detailed information  
on this subject.

Platform size 1.80 x 1.35 m
Weight in kg 113.0 119.0 208.0 216.0
Order no. 173235 173336 173436 173535

Platform size 2.45 x 1.35 m
Weight in kg 134.0 140.0 247.0 263.0

Order no. 174235 174336 174436 174535

Platform size 3.00 x 1.35 m
Weight in kg 143.0 149.0 262.0 279.0

Order no. 175235 175336 175436 175535

A |  Approx. max. working  
height in m 4.35 5.00 6.45 7.45

B | Scaffolding height in m 3.35 4.00 5.45 6.45
C | Platform height in m 2.35 3.00 4.45 5.45

267.0 279.0 325.0 337.0 384.0 396.0

173636 173736 173836 173936 173036 173136

323.0 335.0 400.0 412.0 476.0 488.0

174636 174736 174836 174936 174036 174136

344.0 356.0 427.0 439.0 510.0 522.0

175636 175736 175836 175936 175036 175136

8.45 9.45 10.45 11.45 12.45 13.45

7.45 8.45 9.45 10.45 11.45 12.45
6.45 7.45 8.45 9.45 10.45 11.45

The height dimensions without chassis bars are reduced by 0.10 m each

Chassis bar not included in 
standard scope of delivery
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1.80 m

2.45 m

3.00 m

 

 

According to DIN EN 1004, two 
protective assembly railings (see 
page 282) are required for safe 
assembly and disassembly of this 
scaffolding

 

 

Mobile scaffolding  
with chassis bar
 � Mobile scaffolding made of sturdy aluminium tube with 
welded frame parts

 � Modular kit principle for flexible use: All scaffolding parts 
are also available individually as spare or extension parts

 � Galvanised steel chassis bar for flexible change of working 
position (location/setup)

 � Four Ø 200 mm swivel castors with centric load applica-
tion, locking mechanisms and spindles for height com-
pensation

 � Easy moving of the scaffolding on the chassis bar  
by loosening eight screws

 � Central and lateral installation possible

 � Aluminium toe boards and railing frames with integrated 
knee board as safety railing

 � Installation and removal without tools thanks to plug-in 
connections and quick-release fasteners

 � Light weight of the individual parts for easy handling 

 � Different platform lengths available (1.80/2.45/3.0 m)

 � Working heights up to 12.45 m

 � GS-tested as per DIN EN 1004

 � Load class/scaffolding group 3: 2.0 kN/m²

Fig.: Order no. 170235

Platform size in m 1.80 x 0.75 2.45 x 0.75 3.00 x 0.75

Platform height in m

Parts list Order 
no.

Order  
no.

Order  
no.

Plug-on frame 1.00 m 27905 – – – 2 – 2 – 2 – 27905 – – – 2 – 2 – 2 – 27905 – 0 – 2 – 2 – 2 –

Plug-on frame 2.00 m 27904 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 27904 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 27904 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10

Plug-on frame 0.50 m 27918 – 2 – – – – – – – 27918 – 2 – – – – – – – 27918 – 2 – – – – – – –

Railing frame 1.00 m 27906 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27906 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27906 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Railing lengthwise 27955 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 27956 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 27957 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10

Platform with flap 27931 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 27910 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 27933 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5

Toe board front side 27913 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27913 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27913 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Toe board long side 27943 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27914 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27944 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Diagonal brace 27937 2 2 4 6 6 6 8 8 10 27908 2 2 4 6 6 6 8 8 10 27938 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10

Horizontal brace 27935 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27907 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27936 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Chassis bar 2.00 m 27923 – 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27923 – 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27923 – 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Swivel castor, Ø 200 mm 27917 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27917 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27917 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Step-on bracket 27940 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27940 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27940 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Ballasting kg Ballasting kg Ballasting kg

Indoor  
use

Central installation 90 0 0 20 30 70 80 120 140 80 0 0 0 0 40 50 90 100 70 0 0 0 0 20 30 70 70

Lateral installation n.p. 40 90 120 150 180 210 250 270 n.p. 40 80 120 140 180 200 240 260 n.p. 40 80 110 130 170 190 230 250

Outdoor  
use

Central installation 350 80 220 330 440 570 n.a. n.a. n.a. 380 90 240 260 490 630 n.a. n.a. n.a. 410 100 260 400 540 700 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Lateral installation n.p. 160 280 370 470 580 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.p. 170 300 410 520 640 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.p. 180 330 440 570 700 n.a. n.a. n.a.
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n.p. = not possible  
n.a. = not allowed

The required number of ballast weights depends on the type, installation location and 
scaffolding height. The instructions for installation and use provide detailed information  
on this subject.

Platform size 1.80 x 0.75 m
Weight in kg 91.0 131.0 168.0 179.0

Order no. 170235 154347 154445 154545

Platform size 2.45 x 0.75 m
Weight in kg 103.0 143.0 187.0 199.0

Order no. 171235 155347 155445 155545

Platform size 3.00 x 0.75 m
Weight in kg 111.0 150.0 199.0 212.0

Order no. 172235 156347 156445 156545

A |  Approx. max. working 
height in m 4.35 5.00 6.45 7.45

B | Scaffolding height in m 3.35 4.00 5.45 6.45
C | Platform height in m 2.35 3.00 4.45 5.45

208.0 216.0 248.0 257.0 288.0

154645 154745 154845 154945 154045

235.0 243.0 283.0 291.0 331.0

155645 155745 155845 155945 155045

253.0 261.0 306.0 314.0 359.0

156645 156745 156845 156945 156045

8.45 9.45 10.45 11.45 12.45

7.45 8.45 9.45 10.45 11.45
6.45 7.45 8.45 9.45 10.45

Chassis bar not included in 
standard scope of delivery
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1.80 m

2.45 m

3.00 m

 

 

According to DIN EN 1004, two 
protective assembly railings (see 
page 282) are required for safe 
assembly and disassembly of this 
scaffolding

 

 

Mobile scaffolding  
with outrigger
 � Mobile scaffolding made of sturdy aluminium tube with 
welded frame parts

 � Modular kit principle for flexible use: All scaffolding parts 
are also available individually as spare or extension parts

 � High flexibility and stability due to folding outriggers

 � Also ideal for wall mounting or moving in narrow aisles

 � Four Ø 200 mm swivel castors with centric load  
application, locking mechanisms and spindles for  
height compensation

 � Aluminium toe boards and railing frames with integrated 
knee board as safety railing

 � Installation and removal without tools thanks to plug-in 
connections and quick-release fasteners

 � Light weight of the individual parts for easy handling 

 � Different platform lengths available (1.80/2.45/3.0 m)

 � Working heights up to 12.35 m

 � GS-tested as per DIN EN 1004

 � Load class/scaffolding group 3: 2.0 kN/m²

Fig.: Order no. 154646 and order no. 27912

Platform size in m 1.80 x 0.75 2.45 x 0.75 3.00 x 0.75

Platform height in m

Parts list Order  
no.

Order  
no.

Order  
no.

Plug-on frame 1.00 m 27905 – – – 2 – 2 – 2 – 27905 – – – 2 – 2 – 2 – 27905 – – – 2 – 2 – 2 –

Plug-on frame 2.00 m 27904 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 27904 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 27904 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10

Plug-on frame 0.50 m 27918 – 2 – – – – – – – 27918 – 2 – – – – – – – 27918 – 2 – – – – – – –

Railing frame 1.00 m 27906 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27906 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27906 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Railing lengthwise 27955 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 27956 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 27957 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10

Platform with flap 27931 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 27910 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 27933 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5

Toe board front side 27913 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27913 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27913 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Toe board long side 27943 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27914 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27944 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Diagonal brace 27937 2 2 4 6 6 6 8 8 10 27908 2 2 4 6 6 6 8 8 10 27938 2 2 4 6 6 6 8 8 10

Horizontal brace 27935 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27907 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27936 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Triangular outrigger 27926 – 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27926 – 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27926 – 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Swivel castor, Ø 200 mm 27917 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27917 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27917 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Step-on bracket 27940 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27940 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27940 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Ballasting kg Ballasting kg Ballasting kg

Indoor  
use

Central installation 90 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 80 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 70 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lateral installation n.p. 0 0 100 120 150 170 200 220 n.p. 0 0 90 110 140 170 190 210 n.p. 0 0 90 100 140 150 180 200

Outdoor  
use

Central installation 350 0 0 120 180 260 n.a. n.a. n.a. 380 0 0 140 210 300 n.a. n.a. n.a. 410 0 0 150 220 320 n.a. n.a. n.a.

Lateral installation n.p. 0 0 290 370 460 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.p. 170 300 320 410 500 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.p. 0 0 340 440 n.p. n.a. n.a. n.a.

n.p. = not possible  
n.a. = not allowed
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The required number of ballast weights depends on the type, installation location and 
scaffolding height. The instructions for installation and use provide detailed information  
on this subject.

Outrigger not included in 
standard scope of delivery

Platform size 1.80 x 0.75 m
Weight in kg 91.0 114.0 150.0 162.0

Order no. 170235 154348 154446 154546

Platform size 2.45 x 0.75 m
Weight in kg 103.0 125.0 170.0 182.0

Order no. 171235 155348 155446 155546

Platform size 3.00 x 0.75 m
Weight in kg 111.0 133.0 183.0 196.0

Order no. 172235 156348 156446 156546

A |  Approx. max. working 
height in m 4.35 5.00 6.35 7.35

B | Scaffolding height in m 3.35 4.00 5.35 6.35
C | Platform height in m 2.35 3.00 4.35 5.35

191.0 199.0 235.0 239.0 272.0

154646 154746 154846 154946 154046

218.0 226.0 266.0 274.0 314.0

155646 155746 155846 155946 155046

236.0 244.0 289.0 297.0 342.0

156646 156746 156846 156946 156046

8.35 9.35 10.35 11.35 12.35

7.35 8.35 9.35 10.35 11.35
6.35 7.35 8.35 9.35 10.35
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1.80 m

2.45 m

3.00 m

 

 

According to DIN EN 1004, two 
protective assembly railings (see 
page 282) are required for safe 
assembly and disassembly of this 
scaffolding

 

 

Mobile scaffolding  
with outrigger and  
double platform
 � Mobile scaffolding made of sturdy aluminium tube  
with welded frame parts

 � Modular kit principle for flexible use: All scaffolding parts 
are also available individually as spare or extension parts

 � High flexibility and stability due to folding outriggers 

 � Ideal for wall mounting or moving in narrow aisles

 � Four Ø 200 mm swivel castors with centric load  
application, locking mechanisms and spindles for  
height compensation

 � Large-format work surface with 1.35 m width

 � Aluminium toe boards and railing frames with integrated 
knee board as safety railing

 � Installation and removal without tools thanks to plug-in 
connections and quick-release fasteners

 � Light weight of the individual parts for easy handling 

 � Different platform lengths available (1.80/2.45/3.0 m)

 � Working heights up to 13.35 m

 � GS-tested as per DIN EN 1004

 � Load class/scaffolding group 3: 2.0 kN/m²

Platform size in m 1.80 x 1.35 2.45 x 1.35 3.00 x 1.35

Platform height in m

Parts list Order  
no.

Order  
no.

Order  
no.

Plug-on frame 1.00 m 27902 – – – 2 – 2 – 2 – 2 27902 – – – 2 – 2 – 2 – 2 27902 – 2 – 2 – 2 – 2 – 2

Plug-on frame 2.00 m 27901 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10 27901 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10 27901 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10

Plug-on frame 0.50 m 27919 – 2 – – – – – – – – 27919 – 2 – – – – – – – – 27919 – 2 – – – – – – – –

Railing frame 1.00 m 27903 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27903 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27903 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Railing lengthwise 27955 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10 27956 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10 27957 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10

Platform with flap 27931 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 27910 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 27933 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5

Platform without flap 27932 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 27930 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 27934 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5

Toe board front side 27911 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27911 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27911 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Toe board long side 27943 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27914 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27944 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Diagonal brace 27937 2 2 4 6 6 6 8 8 10 10 27908 2 2 4 6 6 6 8 8 10 10 27938 2 2 4 6 6 6 8 8 10 10

Horizontal brace 27935 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27907 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27936 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Triangular outrigger 27926 – – 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27926 – – 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27926 – – 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Swivel castor, Ø 200 mm 27917 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27917 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27917 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Step-on bracket 27940 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27940 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27940 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Ballasting kg Ballasting kg Ballasting kg

Indoor  
use

Central installation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lateral installation n.p. n.p. 20 40 50 70 80 100 110 140 n.p. n.p. 10 30 30 60 60 90 90 120 n.p. n.p. 0 20 20 50 50 70 70 100

Outdoor use

Central installation 150 210 0 20 50 110 160 n.a. n.a. n.a. 160 230 0 20 50 120 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 170 250 0 20 50 120 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Lateral installation n.p. n.p. 140 200 260 330 400 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.p. n.p. 150 220 280 360 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.p. n.p. 160 240 300 390 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

n.p. = not possible  
n.a. = not allowed
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Fig.: Order no. 167535

The required number of ballast weights depends on the type, installation location and 
scaffolding height. The instructions for installation and use provide detailed information  
on this subject.

Platform size 1.80 x 1.35 m
Weight in kg 113.0 119.0 190.0 206.0

Order no. 173235 173336 167436 167535

Platform size 2.45 x 1.35 m
Weight in kg 134.0 140.0 229.0 246.0

Order no. 174235 174336 168436 168535

Platform size 3.00 x 1.35 m
Weight in kg 143.0 149.0 244.0 261.0

Order no. 175235 175336 169436 169535

A |  Approx. max. working 
height in m 4.35 5.00 6.35 7.35

B | Scaffolding height in m 3.35 4.00 5.35 6.35
C | Platform height in m 2.35 3.00 4.35 5.35

249.0 261.0 308.0 320.0 367.0 379.0

167636 167736 167836 167936 167036 167136

306.0 318.0 382.0 394.0 459.0 471.0

168636 168736 168836 168936 168036 168136

327.0 339.0 410.0 422.0 493.0 505.0

169636 169736 169836 169936 169036 169136

8.35 9.35 10.35 11.35 12.35 13.35

7.35 8.35 9.35 10.35 11.35 12.35
6.35 7.35 8.35 9.35 10.35 11.35

Outrigger not included in 
standard scope of delivery
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1.80 m

2.45 m

3.00 m

 

 

According to DIN EN 1004, two 
protective assembly railings (see 
page 282) are required for safe 
assembly and disassembly of this 
scaffolding

 

 

Mobile scaffolding  
with inclined ascents  
and outrigger
 � Mobile scaffolding made of sturdy aluminium tube  
with welded frame parts

 � Inclined ascents from platform to platform with 100 mm 
deep steps and handrail for safe ascent and descent as 
on stairs, especially with loads

 � Modular kit principle for flexible use: All scaffolding parts 
are also available individually as spare or extension parts

 � High flexibility and stability due to folding outriggers

 � Also ideal for wall mounting or moving in narrow aisles

 � Unhindered access thanks to opening in the entry frame

 � Four Ø 200 mm swivel castors with centric load  
application, locking mechanisms and spindles for  
height compensation

 � Large-format work surface with 1.35 m width

 � Aluminium toe boards and railing frames with integrated 
knee board as safety railing

 � Installation and removal without tools from platform  
to platform thanks to plug-in connections and quick- 
release fasteners

 � Light weight of the individual parts for easy handling 

 � Different platform lengths available (1.80/2.45/3.0 m)

 � Working heights up to 12.35 m

 � GS-tested as per DIN EN 1004

 � Load class/scaffolding group 3: 2.0 kN/m²

Platform size in m 1.80 x 1.35 2.45 x 1.35 3.00 x 1.35

Platform height in m

Parts list Order  
no.

Order  
no.

Order  
no.

Entry frame 27928 1 1 1 1 1 27928 1 1 1 1 1 27928 1 1 1 1 1

Plug-on frame 2.00 m 27901 1 3 5 7 9 27901 1 3 5 7 9 27901 1 3 5 7 9

Railing frame 1.00 m 27903 2 2 2 2 2 27903 2 2 2 2 2 27903 2 2 2 2 2

Railing lengthwise 27955 2 3 4 5 6 27956 2 3 4 5 6 27957 2 3 4 5 6

Platform with flap 27970 1 1 1 1 1 27985 1 1 1 1 1 27986 1 1 1 1 1

Platform without flap 27932 1 2 3 4 5 27930 1 2 3 4 5 27934 1 2 3 4 5

Toe board front side 27911 2 2 2 2 2 27911 2 2 2 2 2 27911 2 2 2 2 2

Toe board long side 27943 2 2 2 2 2 27914 2 2 2 2 2 27944 2 2 2 2 2

Push-up bottom 27961 1 1 1 1 1 27963 1 1 1 1 1 27965 1 1 1 1 1

Ascent 27962 - 1 2 3 4 27964 - 1 2 3 4 27966 - 1 2 3 4

Handrail 27929 - 1 2 3 4 27983 - 1 2 3 4 27984 - 1 2 3 4

Top handrail 27939 1 1 1 1 1 27967 1 1 1 1 1 27968 1 1 1 1 1

Diagonal brace 27937 1 2 3 4 5 27908 1 2 3 4 5 27938 1 2 3 4 5

Horizontal brace 27935 2 2 2 2 2 27907 2 2 2 2 2 27936 2 2 2 2 2

Triangular outrigger 27926 – 4 4 4 4 27926 – 4 4 4 4 27926 – 4 4 4 4

Swivel castor, Ø 200 mm 27917 4 4 4 4 4 27917 4 4 4 4 4 27917 4 4 4 4 4

Step-on bracket 27940 1 1 1 1 1 27940 1 1 1 1 1 27940 1 1 1 1 1

Ballasting kg Ballasting kg Ballasting kg

Indoor  
use

Central installation 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lateral installation n.p. 20 50 80 220 n.p. 10 40 80 210 n.p. 10 40 70 200

Outdoor  
use

Central installation 140 0 60 180 n.a. 160 0 80 n.a. n.a. 180 0 100 n.a. n.a.

Lateral installation n.p. 140 260 n.a. n.a. n.p. 160 300 n.a. n.a. n.p. 170 320 n.a. n.a.

n.p. = not possible  
n.a. = not allowed

Fig.: Order no. 167300 and order no. 27912
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The required number of ballast weights depends on the type, installation location and 
scaffolding height. The instructions for installation and use provide detailed information  
on this subject.

Platform size 1.80 x 1.35 m
Weight in kg 111.0 180.0

Order no. 167100 167200

Platform size 2.45 x 1.35 m
Weight in kg 117.0 191.0

Order no. 167110 167210

Platform size 3.00 x 1.35 m
Weight in kg 124.0 204.0

Order no. 167120 167220

A |  Approx. max. working 
height in m 4.35 6.35

B | Scaffolding height in m 3.35 5.35
C | Platform height in m 2.35 4.35

231.0 283.0 335.0

167300 167400 167500

249.0 306.0 363.0

167310 167410 167510

267.0 330.0 393.0

167320 167420 167520

8.35 10.35 12.35

7.35 9.35 11.35
6.35 8.35 10.35

Outrigger not included in 
standard scope of delivery
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Fig.: Order no. 115301 Fig.: Order no. 115601 and order no. 27912

Folding scaffolding with 
extension unit
 � Mobile scaffolding made of sturdy aluminium tube  
with welded frame parts

 � Folding frame made of rectangular tube side-rails  
with self-locking hinges 

 � Space-saving transport and storage

 � Sturdy railing for safety railing

 � Slip-resistant platform with large trapdoor for  
secure standing

 � Four Ø 125 mm swivel castors with locking mechanisms 

 � Railing frame with horizontal braces for safety railing

 � Delivery is made in component groups. Once assembled, 
the scaffolding can be quickly set up and removed  
without tools

 � Different platform widths available (0.75/1.35 m)

 � Working heights up to 3.6 m

 � Type-tested

 � Load class/scaffolding group 2: 1.5 kN/m²

Folding scaffolding
 � Mobile scaffolding made of sturdy aluminium tube  
with welded frame parts

 � Folding frame made of rectangular tube side-rails  
with self-locking hinges 

 � For narrow passages in assembled condition (art. 115301)

 � Space-saving transport and storage

 � Four Ø 125 mm swivel castors with locking mechanisms 

 � Slip-resistant platform for secure standing

 � Delivery is made in component groups. Once assembled, 
the scaffolding can be quickly set up and removed  
without tools

 � Different platform widths available (0.75/1.35 m)

 � Working heights up to 3.0 m

 � Type-tested

 � Load class/scaffolding group 2: 1.5 kN/m²

Approx. max. working height in m 3.60 3.60
Scaffolding height in m 2.65 2.65
Platform height in m 1.55 1.55
Platform size in m 1.80 x 0.75 1.80 x 1.35
Weight in kg 50.0 68.0
Order no. 115601 115701

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00 3.00
Scaffolding height in m 1.72 1.72
Platform height in m 0.99 0.99
Platform size in m 1.80 x 0.75 1.80 x 1.35
Weight in kg 36.0 54.0

Order no. 115301 115401

Platform size in m 1.80 x 0.75 1.80 x 1.35

Platform height in m 0.99 0.99

Parts list Order no. 115301 115401

Folding frame unit with 4 swivel castors  
Ø 125 mm with parking brake 27945 1 –

Folding frame unit with 4 swivel castors  
Ø 125 mm with parking brake 27946 – 1

Platform without flap 27254 1 2

Ballasting kg

Platform size in m 1.80 x 0.75 1.80 x 1.35

Platform height in m 0.99 1.27 1.55 0.99 1.27 1.55

Indoor use 0 30 60 0 0 0

Outdoor use 130 160 190 0 20 40

Platform size in m 1.80 x 0.75 1.80 x 1.35

Platform height in m 1.55 1.55

Parts list Order no. 115601 115701

Folding frame unit with 4 swivel castors  
Ø 125 mm with parking brake 27945 1 –

Folding frame unit with 4 swivel castors  
Ø 125 mm with parking brake 27946 – 1

Platform with flap 27931 1 1

Platform without flap 27254 – 1

Horizontal brace 27935 3 3

Railing frame 0.75 m 27255 2 –

Railing frame 1.35 m 27256 – 2

The required number of ballast weights depends on the type, installation location and 
scaffolding height. The instructions for installation and use provide detailed information  
on this subject.
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0.75 m

1.35 m

Folding scaffolding  
with outrigger
 � Mobile scaffolding made of sturdy aluminium tube  
with welded frame parts

 � Folding frame made of rectangular tube side-rails  
with self-locking hinges 

 � Space-saving transport and storage

 � Four Ø 125 mm swivel castors with locking mechanisms 
and spindles for height compensation 

 � Slip-resistant platform for secure standing

 � Aluminium toe boards and railing frames with integrated 
knee board as safety railing (from platform height 2.8 m)

 � Simple setup and removal without tools 

 � Different platform widths available (0.75/1.35 m)

 � Platform lengths 2.45 m and 3.0 m on request

 � Working heights up to 13.8 m 

 � GS-tested as per DIN EN 1004

 � Load class/scaffolding group 2: 1.5 kN/m²

Platform size in m  1.80 x 0.75  1.80 x 1.35

Platform height in m

Parts list Order  
no.

Order  
no.

Folding frame unit 27971 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27972 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Plug-on frame 1.00 m 27905 – 2 – 2 – 2 – 2 – 2 27902 – 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0 2 0

Plug-on frame 2.00 m 27904 – – 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 27901 – – 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10

Railing frame 1.00 m 27906 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27903 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Railing lengthwise 27955 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10 27955 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10 12

Platform with flap 27931 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 27931 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6

Platform without flap 27932 – – – – – – – – – – 27932 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 4 5 5 6

Toe board front side 27913 – 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27911 – 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Toe board long side 27943 – 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 27943 – 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

Diagonal brace 27937 – 2 2 4 4 6 6 6 8 10 27937 – 2 2 4 4 6 6 8 8 10 10

Horizontal brace 27935 – 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27935 – 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Triangular outrigger 27926 – – 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27926 – – – 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Swivel castor, Ø 125 mm 27973 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 27973 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4

Step-on bracket 27940 – 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 27940 – 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Ballasting kg Ballasting kg

Indoor  
use

Central installation 60 160 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 20 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Lateral installation n.p. n.p. 60 90 110 140 160 190 210 240 n.p. n.p. 20 30 40 60 70 100 100 130 150

Outdoor use

Central installation 300 500 40 110 160 240 310 n.a. n.a. n.a. 100 200 300 10 40 100 140 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Lateral installation n.p. n.p. 190 270 340 420 520 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.p. n.p. 300 180 240 300 370 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

n.p. = not possible  
n.a. = not allowed
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Fig.: Order no. 115139

The required number of ballast weights depends on the type, installation location and 
scaffolding height. The instructions for installation and use provide detailed information  
on this subject.

195.0 223.0 231.0 264.0 275.0 –
115169 115179 115189 115199 115109 –

255.0 299.0 314.0 358.0 373.0 417.0
115269 115279 115289 115299 115209 115212

8.80 9.80 10.80 11.80 12.80 13.80

7.80 8.80 9.80 10.80 11.80 12.80
6.80 7.80 8.80 9.80 10.80 11.80

Platform size 1.80 x 0.75 m

Weight in kg 65.0 95.0 142.0 154.0 183.0
Order no. 115100 115128 115139 115148 115159

Platform size 1.80 x 1.35 m

Weight in kg 83.0 119.0 162.0 196.0 240.0
Order no. 115200 115228 115239 115248 115259

A |  Approx. max. working 
height in m 3.80 5.00 5.80 6.80 7.80

B | Scaffolding height in m 2.80 4.00 4.80 5.80 6.80
C | Platform height in m 1.80 3.00 3.80 4.80 5.80

Outrigger not included in 
standard scope of delivery

without outrigger
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Folding scaffolding with 
triple platform telescopic
 � Mobile scaffolding made of sturdy aluminium tube  
with welded frame parts

 � Double folding frame made of rectangular tube  
side-rails with self-locking hinges 

 � Height-adjustable stand tubes for adjusting the platform 
height at 150 mm intervals from 0.53 m to 1.63 m

 � Large work area of 3.25 m²

 � Space-saving transport and storage

 � Four Ø 125 mm swivel castors with locking mechanisms 

 � Simple setup and removal without tools 

 � Optional access ladder with automatically closing 
quick-release fasteners for easy access and exit

 � Working heights up to 3.6 m

 � Type-tested

 � Load class/scaffolding group 2: 1.5 kN/m²

Folding scaffolding  
with triple platform
 � Mobile scaffolding made of sturdy aluminium tube  
with welded frame parts

 � Double folding frame made of rectangular tube  
side-rails with self-locking hinges 

 � Large work area of 4.5 m²

 � Space-saving transport and storage

 � Four Ø 200 mm swivel castors with centric load  
application, locking mechanisms and spindles for  
height compensation

 � Aluminium toe boards and railing frames with  
integrated knee board as safety railing

 � Simple setup and removal without tools 

 � Working heights up to 10.35 m

 � GS-tested as per DIN EN 1004

 � Load class/scaffolding group 2: 1.5 kN/m²

Approx. max. working height in m 3.60
Scaffolding height in m 1.95–2.70
Platform height in m 0.53–1.63
Platform size in m 1.90 x 1.90
Weight in kg 104.0
Order no. 115800

Fig. Order no. 115800 with ladder order no. 27142Fig.: Order no. 115500

Ballasting kg

Order no. 115500 115544 115564 115584

Indoor  
use

Central 
installation 0 0 0 0

Outdoor  
use

Central 
installation 0 150 340 n.a.

Approx. max. working height in m 4.35 6.35 8.35 10.35
Scaffolding height in m 3.35 5.35 7.35 9.35
Platform height in m 2.35 4.35 6.35 8.35
Platform size in m 2.45 x 1.90 2.45 x 1.90 2.45 x 1.90 2.45 x 1.90
Weight in kg 177.0 296.0 394.0 502.0
Order no. 115500 115544 115564 115584

Access ladder  
Order no. 27142

Details and complete overview starting on page 275Accessories

The required number of ballast weights depends on the type, installation location and 
scaffolding height. The instructions for installation and use provide detailed information  
on this subject.
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Discover the many product 
advantages in a video:
www.steigtechnik.de/videos

 

 

New

New

New

New

New

New

New

ML folding scaffolding
 � Folding ladder scaffolding made of stable rectangular  
tube side-rails

 � Folding frame with self-locking hinges 

 � Rectangular rungs grooved on both sides, 30 x 30 mm

 � 4-fold edged rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Space-saving transport and storage

 � For narrow passages in assembled condition thanks  
to a chassis bar width of 800 mm 

 � Four Ø 125 mm swivel castors with locking mechanisms 

 � Slip-resistant platform for secure standing

 � Delivery is made in component groups. Once assembled, 
the scaffolding can be quickly set up and removed  
without tools

 � Optional telescopic outriggers for even greater stability

 � Working heights up to 3.0 m

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Fig.: Order no. 11301

Folding scaffolding  
without telescopic outrigger

Folding scaffolding  
with telescopic outrigger

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00 3.00
Scaffolding height in m 1.88 1.88
Platform height in m 1.00 1.00
Platform size in m 1.60 x 0.60 1.60 x 0.60 
Weight in kg 30.0 34.0
Order no. 11300 11301

Telescopic outrigger 
Order no. 11302

Details and complete overview starting on page 275Accessories

Toe board front side
 � Suitable for FlexxTower  

(Order no. 125100)

 � Length: 600 mm

 � Made of aluminium

Plug-on frame 
 � Suitable for FlexxTower  

(Order no. 125100)

 � Height: 1,000 mm

Platform with flap
 � Suitable for FlexxTower  

(Order no. 125100)

 � Platform size  
L x W 1.20 x 0.60 m 

Swivel castor  
Ø 125 mm
 � Suitable for FlexxTower  

(Order no. 125100)

 � Central load application

 � With spindle for height  
adjustment

Order no. 12905

Order no. 12931

Order no. 12973

Double railing
 � Suitable for FlexxTower  

(Order no. 125100)

 � Powder-coated in RAL 1021

Triangular outrigger
 � Suitable for FlexxTower  

(Order no. 125100)

 � Telescopic

 � Including swivel foot  
with rubber pad

Toe board long side
 � Suitable for FlexxTower  

(Order no. 125100)

 � Length: 1,200 mm

 � Made of aluminium

Order no. 12955

Order no. 12926

Order no. 12943Order no. 12913

Accessories and spare parts  
FlexxTower
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More pictures and information 
about our accessories can be 
found at www.steigtechnik.de 

Plug-on frame 
 � For scaffolding width 0.75 m

Plug-on frame 
 � For scaffolding width 1.35 m

Height in m 0.50 1.00 2.00

Weight in kg 3.0 6.0 10.0

Order no. 27919 27902 27901

Height in m 0.50 1.00 2.00

Weight in kg 2.0 4.0 7.0

Order no. 27918 27905 27904

Railing frame front 
side 
 � For folding scaffolding  

extension unit

Suitable for folding 
scaffolding with  
order no.

115601 115701

Order no. 27255 27256

Entry frame
 � For scaffolding width 1.35 m

Height in m 2.00

Weight in kg 9.5

Order no. 27928

Railing frame
Front side 1.0 m

For 
scaffolding 
width in m

0.75 1.35 1.90

Weight in kg 3.0 3.5 4.5

Order no. 27906 27903 27950

Fig.: Order no. 27902

Fig.: Order no. 27905

Plug-on frame
 � For folding scaffolding  

with triple platform
 � For scaffolding width 1.9 m

Height in m 2.00

Weight in kg 12.5

Order no. 27942

Fig.: Order no. 27255

Fig.: Order no. 27906

Fig.: Order no. 27955

Railing lengthwise

For 
scaffolding 
length in m

1.80 2.45 3.00

Weight in kg 3.9 4.8 5.4

Order no. 27955 27956 27957

Railing lengthwise

Railing frame

Platform with or 
without flap

Plug-on frame 
(0.5/1.0/2.0 m)

Triangular outrigger

Swivel castor 125/200 mm

Horizontal brace

Diagonal brace

Components, accessories  
and spare parts 

Aluminium toe board
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0.75

1.35

Aluminium toe board 
long side

For 
scaffolding 
length in m

1.80 2.45 3.0

Weight in kg 4.0 5.4 6.5

Order no. 27943 27914 27944

Folding frame unit
 � Suitable for folding scaffolding 

with order no. 115301–115701
 � Suitable for folding scaffolding 

with triple platform,  
order no. 115500 – 115584

For 
scaffolding 
width in m

0.75 1.35 1.90

Weight in kg 21.5 25.5 34.0

Order no. 27945 27946 27941

Platform with 
longitudinal flap 
 � For mobile scaffolding  

with inclined ascents, top

For 
scaffolding 
length in m

1.80 2.45 3.0

Weight in kg 14.5 17.0 19.0

Order no. 27970 27985 27986

Fig.: Order no. 27945

Scaffolding 
connector set
 � For coupling mobile scaffolding 

for special requirements
 � Produced according to  

DIN EN 1004
 � Can be used with maximum 

platform heights of up to 3.8 m 
and platform widths of 1.35 m

 � For platform width 0.75 m  
consisting of: 1 tread plate,  
4 spring clips, 2 railing frames,  
2 scaffolding connectors

 � For platform width 1.35 m 
consisting of: 2 tread plates, 
2 railing frames, 2 scaffolding 
connectors

 � Length: 0.85 m
 � Delivery time: 10 working days

For scaffolding width 0.75 m

Weight in kg 21.0

Order no. 70505

For scaffolding width 1.35 m

Weight in kg 31.0

Order no. 70522

Fig.: Order no. 27970

Fig.: Order no. 27254

Aluminium toe board 
front side

Platform without flap

For 
scaffolding 
length in m

1.80 1.80 2.45 3.0

Weight in kg 12.6 12.6 22.5 23.5

Order no. 27254 27932 27930 27934

For 
scaffolding 
width in m

0.75 1.35 1.90

Weight in kg 1.1 2.0 4.0

Order no. 27913 27911 27949

Platform with flap

For 
scaffolding 
length in m

1.80 2.45 3.0

Weight in kg 15.0 20.1 23.4

Order no. 27931 27910 27933

Fig.: Order no. 27931

Fig.: Order no. 27943

Fig.: Order no. 70522

Fig.: Order no. 70505

Fig.: Order no. 27911

Fig.: Order no. 27929

Fig.: Order no. 27939

Fig.: Order no. 70508

Fig.: Order no. 70507

Fig.: Order no. 27962

Fig.: Order no. 27965

Fig.: Order no. 70520

Fig.: Order no. 27935

Fig.: Order no. 27937

Handrail 
 � For mobile scaffolding  

with inclined ascent

For 
scaffolding 
length in m

1.80 2.45 3.0

Weight in kg 2.8 3.8 4.1

Order no. 27929 27983 27984

Top handrail
 � For mobile scaffolding with 

inclined ascent

For 
scaffolding 
length in m

1.80 2.45 3.0

Weight in kg 2.8 3.8 4.1

Order no. 27939 27967 27968

Access ladder with 
self-closing quick-
release fasteners
 � 2-section
 � Attachable 

For scaffolding width 0.75 m

Weight in kg 6.6

Order no. 70507

For scaffolding width 1.35 m

Weight in kg 10.6

Order no. 70508

Order no. 27142

Safety door  
on front side
 � For conversion of standard 

mobile scaffolding towers for 
special requirements

 � These accessories are produced 
according to DIN EN 1004

 � Delivery time: 10 working days

Inclined ascent

For 
scaffolding 
length in m

1.80 2.45 3.0

Weight in kg 8.7 11.5 13.0

Order no. 27962 27964 27966

Inclined ascent 
below

For 
scaffolding 
length in m

1.80 2.45 3.0

Weight in kg 8.7 11.5 13.0

Order no. 27961 27963 27965

Scaffolding strut 
telescopic
 � Universally applicable with 

clamping clip
 � Delivery time 10 working days

Telescopic from 2.12–3.40 m

Weight in kg 4.2

Order no. 70520

Telescopic from 1.7–2.5 m

Weight in kg 3.6

Order no. 70524

Horizontal brace

For 
scaffolding 
length in m

1.80 2.45 3.0

Weight in kg 1.6 2.1 2.4

Order no. 27935 27907 27936

Diagonal brace

For 
scaffolding 
length in m

1.80 2.45 3.0

Weight in kg 1.8 2.2 2.5

Order no. 27937 27908 27938

Fig.: Order no. 27971

Folding frame unit

* Delivery time: 10 working days

For scaffolding width in m 0.75 0.75 0.75 1.35 1.35 1.35

For scaffolding length in m 1.80 2.45 3.0 1.80 2.45 3.0

Weight in kg 18.5 20.3 21.5 23.0 25.0 26.2

Order no. 27971 70514* 70517* 27972 70515* 70518*
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Order no. 19274

Order no. 19276

530

More pictures and information 
about our accessories can be 
found at www.steigtechnik.de 

Height-adjustable 
spindle 
 � 300 mm with foot plate

Triangular outrigger

Weight in kg 4.0

Order no. 27104

Weight in kg 4.7

Order no. 27926

Storage tray
 � Incl. holder and attachment 
 � Suitable for clamping range  

Ø 38–51 mm universally usable
 � Payload: approx. 10 kg

Chassis bar
 � For mobile scaffolding
 � Galvanised steel

Wall spacers
 � Adjustable up to 1.0 m

Swivel castor 
 � With parking brake and pin
 � Load capacity up to 300 kg  

at Ø 125 mm 
 � Load capacity up to 400 kg  

at Ø 200 mm 

Weight in kg 2.0

Order no. 27920

Ø in mm 125 200

Weight in kg 1.5 2.9

Order no. 27959 27958

Length in m 2.0

Weight in kg 18.0

Order no. 27923

800 x 300 mm

Order no. 19276

500 x 220 mm

Order no. 19274

Fig.: Order no. 27959

Swivel castor 
 � With parking brake and spindle for height adjustment (300 mm) 
 � Load capacity up to 300 kg at Ø 125 mm 
 � Load capacity up to 500 kg at Ø 200 mm 
 � Suitable for our chassis bars order no. 27923 and plug-on frames  

for scaffolding

Fig.: Order no. 27973 Fig.: Order no. 27917

Ø in mm 125 200

Weight in kg 4.5 6.3

Order no. 27973 27917

Ø in mm 200 200

Weight in kg 6.5 6.5

Colour
Traceless 
grey

Black

Deployment Hall floor
electrically 
conductive

Order no. 27922 27921

Spring clip for 
mobile scaffolding
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

Telescopic outrigger
 � Suitable for ML scaffolding  

Order no. 11300 and 11301
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

With long bolt

Order no. 19137

Automatic steel 
hinge 
 � Incl. fixing material

Order 
no.

Scaffolding  
folding frame 19477

Weight in kg 4.0

Order no. 11302

Spring clip for 
mobile scaffolding
 � 1 set = 4 pcs.

With short bolt

Order no. 19136

Ballast weight
 � For hanging in
 � Please refer to the ballasting 

tables for the required quantity

Weight in kg 10.0

Order no. 27912

Step-on bracket

Weight in kg 2.0

Order no. 27940

Frame extension can 
be clamped on
 � Safe standing on uneven ground 
 � Height-adjustable, can easily be 

fitted to the scaffolding tube if 
necessary 

 � Adjustment range max. 400 mm 
 � Delivery time: 10 working days

Weight in kg 2.3

Order no. 70506
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NEXT
TEST

DEPARTMENT:

INVENTORY 
NUMBER:

Clip tray
 �  For carrying along and clearly visible attachment of  

the necessary test documents to the scaffolding
 � Weather and UV-resistant
 � Easy clip-on application, suitable for Ø 40 mm and Ø 50 mm  

round bars.

Suitable for round bar, Ø 40 mm 50 mm

Order no. 19080 19081

Note: As per BetrSichV § 3 (3), mobile scaffoldings must be subjected 
to testing each time there is a new set-up, after they have not been 
used for a longer period, following unusual events, such as accidents 
or natural phenomena acting on the scaffolding, for example, a heavy 
storm.

Protective assembly railing:  
Safety railing for mobile scaffolding
 �  Folding additional frame for setup and removal of mobile  

scaffolding to minimise the risk of falling
 � Easy assembly from the ground or from the platform already  

secured by struts by hooking the claws into the scaffolding frame
 � Secured by snap-in hooks
 � Simple installation without the need of tools
 � Available in platform lengths 1.80/2.45/3.0 m

Note: According to DIN EN 1004, two protective assembly railings  
are required for safe assembly and disassembly of scaffolding.

Before climbing onto the first platform,  
the additional frame is easily inserted  
from the ground.

Secured by the "leading railing",  
the platform can now be safely stepped  
on and further scaffolding erected. The pro-
tective assembly railing is plugged in again 
in the "leading" position for the subsequent 
platforms.

Fig.: Order no. 27953

Additional frame suitable for platform size m 1.80 2.45 3.00

Width in mm 1.90 2.55 3.10

Height in m 1.61 1.61 1.61

Transport dimensions L x W x H in m 1.91 x 0.87 x 0.22 2.56 x 0.87 x 0.22 3.11 x 0.87 x 0.22

Weight in kg 8.2 9.5 10.5

Order no. 27952 27953 27954

Inspection sticker 
 � The inspection sticker is standard on most products upon delivery
 � Within the scope of the recurring inspections, this can be stuck over with a new inspection date
 � 1 PU = 50 pcs.

Size mm 40 x 40

Order no. 19175

Size mm 40 x 150

Order no. 19176

Inventory sticker
 � For quick and easy identification of ladders, scaffolds, etc.
 � Pre-printed fields for department and inventory number
 � Integrated inspection sticker, which can be overwritten or provided with a new inspection date  

as part of the mandatory recurring inspections
 � 1 PU = 20 pcs.

Contact your employers' liability insurance association and the  
German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) regarding test docu-
ments and reports. You can also use our checklist for the inspection 
in accordance with the German Ordinance on Industrial Safety  
and Health (BetrSichV): free download at www.steigtechnik.de in 
the Service section
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06 |  Vertical ladders,  
shaft ladders

 � Vertical ladders 286

 � Shaft ladders  310

 � Single-rail ladders 316

 � Fall protection and accessories 318
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DIN 14094-1
Notleiteranlagen

P L A N U N G S H I L F E S T E I G L E I T E R - A N L A G E N

 Unabhängig von der Steighöhe gilt:	 	Als Absturzsicherung ist Steigschutz nicht zulässig.	 	Bei der Planung von Notleiteranlagen, insbesondere der Zustiegssicherungen, ist die zuständige 

  Brandschutzdienststelle mit einzubinden. 	Ein Nachweis für die Tragfähigkeit des Untergrunds muss für jedes Bauvorhaben durch einen  

  verantwortlichen Sachverständigen für Standsicherheit geprüft und abgenommen werden. 

	 		An ungesicherten Ausstiegsstellen sind beidseitig zur Steigleiter angebrachte oder in die Ausstiegsstelle 

geführte Geländer erforderlich.	 	Spalt beim Austritt darf nicht größer als 75 mm sein.	 	Bei möglichen Absturzhöhen ab 1 m sind an Ein-, Aus- und Überstiegen Haltevorrichtungen erforderlich. 

	 	Für seitliche Überstiege müssen die Leiternteile höher geführt werden. 
	 		Antrittsmaß: Abstand Einstiegsebene zur ersten Sprosse 100 – 400 mm; oberste Sprosse bündig mit der 

Einstiegsebene.
  Die Spaltmaße zwischen Steigleiteranlage und Geländer dürfen maximal 120 mm betragen.

 	Auslösemechanismus Notabstiegsleiter über Fußbedienhebel oder Sicherungsschranke.
 	Ein vertikal bewegliches Leiterteil ist nur am untersten Leitersegment zulässig. Dieses ausfahrbare  

  Leiterteil muss sich vor seinem Betreten selbsttätig absenken. Im abgesenkten Zustand müssen die  

  Sprossen des ausgefahrenen Leiterteils und des untersten Leitersegments auf gleicher Höhe liegen.

 	Zustiegspodeste müssen als Zustiegsmöglichkeiten auf Notleiteranlagen die gesamte Zustiegsöffnung  

  (z.B. Fensterbreite) abdecken.

Kurze Zusammenfassung der Norm

NotleiteranlagenDIN 14094-1:2017

Art der 
Absturzsicherung Steighöhe

≤ 10 m
> 10 m

Rückenschutz
einzügig 

erforderlich 	
nicht zulässig

Rückenschutz 
mehrzügig 

erforderlich
Maximal-Höhe des Leiterzuges ≤ 10 m


erforderlich

Maximal-Höhe des ersten und der folgenden Leiterzüge ≤ 6 m

Steigschutz 
nicht zulässig 

nicht zulässig

Abstand der Podeste /Bühnen 
nicht erforderlich 

erforderlich
≤ 6 m

© GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK GMBH, Stand 03/2020, Irrtümer und technische Änderungen vorbehalten. 

Bitte beachten Sie unsere technische Dokumentation. Sonderkonstruktionen auf Anfrage.
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DIN 18799-1 / DIN 18799-2

Ortsfeste Steigleitern an 

baulichen Anlagen

P L A N U N G S H I L F E 

S T E I G L E I T E R - A N L A G E N

Kurze Zusammenfassung der Norm

Ortsfeste Steigleitern 

an baulichen Anlagen 

DIN 18799-1: 2019

DIN 18799-2: 2019

Art der 

Absturzsicherung

Steighöhe

≤ 3 m
> 3 m ≤ 10 m

> 10 m

Rückenschutz

einzügig


nicht erforderlich

 
erforderlich

 
nicht zulässig

Rückenschutz 

mehrzügig


nicht erforderlich


erforderlich

Maximal-Höhe des 

Leiterzuges ≤ 10 m


erforderlich

Maximal-Höhe des ersten und  

der folgenden Leiterzüge ≤ 10 m

Steigschutz 
nicht erforderlich


erforderlich

 
erforderlich

Abstand der 

Podeste / Bühnen
  

nicht erforderlich

  
nicht erforderlich


erforderlich

≤ 10 m bei Rückenschutz und Steigschutz

 ≤ 25 m bei Steigschutz, wenn  

Benutzung durch geübte Person1)

1) Eine geübte Person ist nachweislich für die Benutzung des Steigschutzes geeignet, erfahren und regelmäßig unterwiesen.

 Unabhängig von der Steighöhe gilt:

   Als Absturzsicherung kann entweder Rückenschutz oder Steigschutz verwendet werden (Kombination  

nicht erlaubt, da die Rettung von Personen durch den Rückenschutz behindert wird).

    Arbeitsmedizinische Untersuchung zur Höhentauglichkeit (z. B. G 41), die Notwendigkeit hängt von der 

Gefährdungsbeurteilung (u. a. Personenkreis, Gesamtsteighöhe) der jeweiligen Steigleiteranlagen ab.

   Ein Nachweis für die Tragfähigkeit des Untergrunds muss für jedes Bauvorhaben durch einen    

 verantwortlichen Sachverständigen für Standsicherheit geprüft und abgenommen werden.

    Durchgangssperre (Sicherungstüre) empfehlenswert. Liegt die Ausstiegsstelle an Verkehrswegen  

oder Arbeitsplätzen, wird eine Durchgangssperre benötigt.

    Die senkrechte Überschneidung von aufeinanderfolgenden Leiterzügen muss mindestens  

1.680 mm betragen.

   An ungesicherten Ausstiegsstellen sind beidseitig zur Steigleiter angebrachte oder in die Ausstiegsebene 

geführte Geländer erforderlich.

   Spalt beim Austritt darf nicht größer als 75 mm sein.

   Antrittsmaß: Abstand Einstiegsebene bis zur ersten Sprosse 100 – 400 mm.  

 Beim Ausstieg nach vorne muss die oberste Sprosse auf der Höhe der Ausstiegsebene liegen.

    Bei Steigleitern mit Steigschutz muss bei Durchstiegen der Freifläche vor der Leiter mindestens  

800 x 800 mm betragen. Bei Neuanlagen im Bestand sollten diese Maße ebenfalls eingehalten werden.

   Die Spaltmaße zwischen Steigleiteranlage und Geländer dürfen maximal 120 mm betragen. 

    Die Verbindung zum Steigschutz muss von einem gesicherten Standplatz aus herzustellen und zu lösen sein. 

Ein gesicherter Standplatz ist z. B. ein Podest mit Geländer und einem gesicherten Zugang.

    Für ein sicheres Umgreifen der Seitenholme muss der Freiraum zu angrenzenden Teilen um die Seitenholme 

herum mindestens 75 mm betragen (mit Ausnahme von Bauteilen die zur Steigleiteranlage gehören). 

Vertical ladders
Safe and permanent access, even at great heights

1–3
Available for delivery within 1–3 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 
Type-tested according to European standard DIN EN ISO 14122-4  
or DIN 18799-1 or DIN 14094-1, Technical Regulation for Workplaces 
ASR A1.8, German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information 
sheet 208- 032 (formerly BGI/GUV-I 5189) and applicable DGUV 
regulations.

Various material versions
 � Depending on the application, vertical ladders made  

of galvanised steel, stainless steel, aluminium and  
anodised aluminium are available

 � Wall anchors and other mounting materials are available  
in various materials

 � Robust, durable, efficient

Rational modular principle
 �  Prefabricated vertical ladders and the possibility  

of combining them yourself offer the right solution  
for every project

 �  The highly stable fastening technology of the important  
back protection increases the economic efficiency

 � Each individual component in the modular kit system  
meets the same quality and efficiency requirements

Optimum planning 
 � Practical planning aids with tips for correct planning o 

f vertical ladder systems

 � Planning in close coordination with the client  
as well as the place and purpose of use

 � Joint project planning

Mounting and fastening
 �  Thanks to the optimised assembly system, even  

complex and multiple-flight systems can be  
assembled quickly and efficiently

 �  For ready-made vertical ladders, the appropriate  
mounting sets are already included, the modular kit  
system offers numerous fastening options  
(please also order)

 � Adjustable wall anchors for complex façades or walls  
with full thermal insulation

Safely to your destination
 � Convenient platforms for rest breaks, easy changeover  

with staggered vertical ladders or entry into emergency 
ladder systems

 � Exits and access ladders for safe ascent and descent

 �  Lockable doors, wall anchors and other accessories  
for different structural conditions

Practical planning aid now available for down-
load: www.steigtechnik.de/planungshilfen

You will also find numerous tender documents 
in the Service section.
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Depending on condition and purpose, different standards 
are applicable for the construction of vertical ladders.
The vertical ladders from GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK 
meet these standards: 

 � DIN 18799-1: Stationary vertical ladders on buildings 
Range of applications: On buildings for maintenance and 
cleaning work. There are specific regulations on chimneys, 
please send us your enquiry. 

 � DIN 14094-1: Emergency ladder systems 
Range of applications: Emergency ladder systems allow 
persons to rescue themselves, but also allow other per-
sons to be rescued (e.g. by the fire service) 

 � DIN EN ISO 14122-4: Stationary vertical ladders  
on machinery 
Range of applications: As access to stationary and mobile 
machines and mechanical plants. These can also be parts 
of a building with the main function to provide access to 
the machine.

We supply vertical ladders in various materials to suit the intended use:

Material Rungs
Ladder 
width

Depth of 
side-rails Features Range of application

Colourless anodised 
aluminium

30 x 30 mm grooved 520 mm 60 mm
Robust  
and attractive
appearance

Architecture and all
demanding applications

Bright aluminium 30 x 30 mm grooved 520 mm 60 mm
Cost-effective, 
lightweight,  
universal

Indoors and outdoors

Galvanised steel
30 mm perforated 
rungs

520 mm 60 mm
Very robust  
and resilient

Industrial and building installations 
indoors and outdoors

Stainless steel
30 mm perforated 
rungs

520 mm 60 mm
Durable with  
long service life

Hygienic, chemical, food industry 
area; industry and architecture

Vertical ladders modular kit system 

Mounting and fastening

 � The mounting sets for fixing the assembled vertical ladder 
modules are included in the scope of delivery

 � The standard scope of delivery includes rigid wall anchors 
with a wall distance of 200 mm

 � As an option, we also offer adjustable wall anchors  
instead of standard wall anchors for complex façades 
(from page 297)

 � Dowels and screws for attachment to the wall are not 
included in the delivery. Please contact reputable wall  
plug suppliers for more information 

 � The ground must have sufficient load-bearing capacity. 
Proof of this as well as proper installation must be provid-
ed individually for each construction project. An expert for 
stability has to check and accept this under his/her own 
responsibility.

 � Comprehensive installation instructions are included and 
are available at www.steigtechnik.de
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* Distance to roof edge

DIN 18799-1: Stationary vertical ladders on buildings
Single and multiple-flight vertical ladders with back protection

Single-flight vertical ladder with back protection 
(up to a maximum head 10.0 m)

Multiple-flight vertical ladder with back protection 
(over 10.0 m climbing height)
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Head up 
to (m)

Ladder 
length (m) 
incl. exit 
side-rail

Anodised 
aluminium 
order no.

Bright  
aluminium
Order no.

Galva-
nised steel 
order no. 

Stainless 
steel  
order no.

4.76 5.96 500100 510100 520100 530100 1 1 - 2 6 3 5 2

5.60 6.80 500105 510105 520105 530105 - 2 - 2 8 4 7 2

6.44 7.64 500110 510110 520110 530110 - 1 1 2 8 5 10 2

7.28 8.48 500115 510115 520115 530115 - - 2 2 10 5 10 2

8.40 9.60 500120 510120 520120 530120 - 3 - 2 10 6 12 4

9.52 10.72 500125 510125 520125 530125 2 2 - 2 12 7 15 6
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Head 
up to 
(m)

Ladder 
length (m) 
incl. exit 
side-rail

Anodised 
aluminium 
order no.

Bright al-
uminium
Order no.

Galva-
nised 
steel  
Order no. 

Stainless 
steel 
order no.

10.64 11.84 500130 510130 520130 530130 - 2 2 2 18 8 19 2 1 4

11.76 12.96 500135 510135 520135 530135 2 1 2 2 18 9 21 2 1 6

12.60 13.80 500140 510140 520140 530140 1 2 2 2 20 9 23 2 1 6

13.44 14.64 500145 510145 520145 530145 - 3 2 2 20 10 24 2 1 6

14.28 15.48 500150 510150 520150 530150 - 2 3 2 20 11 24 2 1 6

15.12 16.32 500155 510155 520155 530155 - 1 4 2 22 11 28 2 1 6

15.96 17.16 500160 510160 520160 530160 - - 5 2 24 12 28 2 1 6

17.08 18.28 500165 510165 520165 530165 - 3 3 2 24 13 28 2 1 8

17.92 19.12 500170 510170 520170 530170 - 2 4 2 26 13 31 2 1 8

18.76 19.96 500175 510175 520175 530175 - 1 5 2 26 14 33 2 1 8

Range of application
On buildings for maintenance and cleaning work. There are specific regulations governing attachment to and back protection 
on chimneys – please send us your enquiry.

Irrespective of the climbing height:

 � Either back protection or safety railing can be used as safety railing (combination not permitted as the rescue of persons  
is hindered by the back protection)

 � The need for an occupational medical examination for suitability for working at height (e.g. G 41) depends on the risk 
assessment (e.g. total climbing height, type of safety railing) of the respective vertical ladder systems

 � A proof of the load-bearing capacity of the underlying surface must be checked and approved for each construction  
project by a responsible expert for stability

 � Barrier (safety door) is always required

 � The vertical overlap of successive ladder flights must be at least 1,680 mm

 � At unsecured exit points, railings attached to both sides of the vertical ladder or led into the exit level are required

 � Gap at exit step must not be larger than 75 mm

 � Step-on dimension: Distance from the entry level to the first rung: 100–400 mm. 
If the exit is to the front, the uppermost rung must be at the same height as the exit level.

 � In the case of vertical ladders with fall protection, there must be at least 800 x 800 mm space available in front of  
the ladder when climbing through the open space; these dimensions should also be observed for new installations  
in the existing system

 � The clearances between the vertical ladder system and the railing must not exceed 180 mm

 � The connection to the fall protection must be established and released from a secured standing position 
A secured standing position is e.g. a platform with railing and secured access

 � For safe gripping of the side-rails, the clearance to adjacent parts around the side-rails must be at least 75 mm  
(except for components forming part of the vertical ladder system)

Figure according to the current editions of the DIN 18799-1 and DIN 18799-3 standards
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Range of application
Emergency ladder systems are building structures that, in the event of danger, allow capable persons to rescue themselves 
or allow other persons to be rescued

Irrespective of the climbing height:

 � Safety railing is not permitted as safety railing
 � When planning emergency ladder systems, in particular the access protection, the competent fire control authority  
has to be involved

 � A proof of the load-bearing capacity of the underlying surface must be checked and approved for each construction  
project by a responsible expert for stability

 � At unsecured exit points, railings attached to both sides of the vertical ladder or guided into the exit point are required
 � Gap at exit step must not be larger than 75 mm
 � In case of potential drop heights of more than 1.0 m, holding devices have to be fitted on exits, entries and bridges
 � For lateral bridging steps, the ladder sections must run at a higher level
 � Step-on dimension: Distance between entry level and first rung: 100–400 mm; uppermost rung flush with the entry level
 � The clearances between the vertical ladder system and the railing must not exceed 120 mm
 � Release mechanism emergency descent ladder via foot control lever or safety barrier
 � A vertically movable ladder section is only permitted on the lowest ladder segment  
This extendable ladder section must lower automatically before it is stepped on. In the lowered state, the rungs of  
the extended ladder section and the lowest ladder segment must be at the same height

 � Access platforms must cover the entire access opening (e.g. window width) as access options on emergency  
ladder systems

 � The vertical overlap of successive ladder flights must be at least 1,680 mm
 � Climb-through openings inside balconies as well as access openings in balcony walls must be secured to prevent  
anyone from falling. The technical design must ensure that the function is permanently guaranteed

 � The emergency vertical ladder should end in load-bearing and secured areas intended for escape routes leading  
out of the danger areas

DIN 14094-1: Emergency ladder systems
Single and multiple-flight vertical ladders with back protection

Single-flight vertical ladder with back protection 
(up to a maximum head 10.0 m)

Multiple-flight vertical ladder with back protection 
(over 10.0 m climbing height)

The maximum height of the individual ladder sections is 6.0 m

* Distance to roof edge
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Head 
up to 
(m)

Ladder 
length (m) 
incl. exit 
side-rail

Anodised 
aluminium 
order no.

Bright al-
uminium
Order no.

Galva-
nised 
steel  
Order no. 

Stainless 
steel 
order no.

4.76 5.96 500101 510101 520101 530101 1 1 - 2 6 3 5 2

5.60 6.80 500105 510105 520105 530105 - 2 - 2 8 4 7 2

6.44 7.64 500110 510110 520110 530110 - 1 1 2 8 5 10 2

7.28 8.48 500115 510115 520115 530115 - - 2 2 10 5 10 2

8.40 9.60 500120 510120 520120 530120 - 3 - 2 10 6 12 4

9.52 10.72 500125 510125 520125 530125 2 2 - 2 12 7 15 6
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Head 
up to 
(m)

Ladder 
length (m) 
incl. exit 
side-rail

Anodised 
aluminium 
order no.

Bright 
aluminium
Order no.

Galvanised 
steel  
order no. 

Stainless 
steel  
order no.

10.92 12.12 500230 510230 520230 530230 1 4 - 2 18 8 19 2 1 6

11.76 12.96 500235 510235 520235 530235 1 3 1 2 18 9 24 2 1 6

13.16 14.36 500240 510240 520240 530240 1 3 2 2 26 10 26 4 2 6

14.00 15.20 500245 510245 520245 530245 1 2 3 2 26 11 26 4 2 6

15.12 16.32 500250 510250 520250 530250 2 3 2 2 28 11 31 4 2 8

15.96 17.16 500255 510255 520255 530255 1 4 2 2 28 12 31 4 2 8

16.80 18.00 500260 510260 520260 530260 1 3 3 2 28 13 31 4 2 8

17.64 18.84 500265 510265 520265 530265 1 6 1 2 30 14 31 4 2 10

18.76 19.96 500270 510270 520270 530270 1 2 5 2 36 15 39 6 3 8

Figure according to DIN 14094-1:2017
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Range of application 
Access to plants and machinery

Irrespective of the climbing height:

 � As safety railing, back protection is preferable to fall protection (combination is not permitted as the rescue of persons  
is hindered by the back protection)

 � The need for an occupational medical examination for suitability for working at height (e.g. G 41) depends on the risk 
assessment (e.g. total climbing height, type of fall protection) of the respective vertical ladder systems

 � A proof of the load-bearing capacity of the underlying surface must be checked and approved for each construction  
project by a responsible expert for stability

 � Barrier (safety door) is always required

 � If required by the access situation, vertical ladders with fall protection must be fitted with suitable protective devices  
(e.g. steel lockable door) to prevent unauthorised use

 � For lateral bridging steps, the ladder sections must run at a higher level

 � The overlap of the back protection must be at least 2,000 mm for multiple-flight ladders

 � At unsecured exit points, railings attached to both sides of the vertical ladder or led into the exit level are required

 � Gap at exit step must not be larger than 60–75 mm

 � Step-on dimension: Distance from entry level to first rung 100–400 mm. The top edge of the uppermost rung must  
be at the same height as the walking surface of the exit point

 � The clearances between the vertical ladder system and the railing must not exceed 120 mm

 � The connection to the fall protection must be established and released from a secured standing position.  
A secured standing position is, for example, a platform with railing and secured access

DIN EN ISO 14122-4: Stationary vertical ladders on machinery
Single and multiple-flight vertical ladders with back protection

Single-flight vertical ladder with back protection 
(up to a maximum head 10.0 m)

Multiple-flight vertical ladder with back protection 
(over 10.0 m climbing height)

A safety door, order no. 63502, is required for the exit. This is not included  
in the scope of delivery of the complete set and must be ordered separately. 
The maximum height of the individual ladder sections is 6.0 m

A safety door, order no. 63502, is required for the exit. This is not included in  
the scope of delivery of the complete set and must be ordered separately

* Distance to roof edge
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Head 
up to 
(m)

Ladder 
length (m) 
incl. exit 
side-rail

Anodised 
aluminium 
order no.

Bright al-
uminium
Order no.

Galva-
nised 
steel 
order no. 

Stainless 
steel 
order no.

4.76 5.96 500200 510200 520200 530200 1 1 - 2 6 3 5 2

5.60 6.80 500205 510205 520205 530205 - 2 - 2 8 4 7 2

6.44 7.64 500210 510210 520210 530210 - 1 1 2 8 5 10 2

7.28 8.48 500215 510215 520215 530215 - - 2 2 10 5 10 2

8.40 9.60 500220 510220 520220 530220 - 3 - 2 10 6 12 4

9.52 10.72 500225 510225 520225 530225 2 2 - 2 12 7 15 6
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Head 
up to 
(m)

Ladder 
length (m) 
incl. exit 
side-rail

Anodised 
aluminium 
order no.

Bright al-
uminium
Order no.

Galva-
nised 
steel 
order no. 

Stainless 
steel 
order no.

10.92 12.12 500231 510231 520231 530231 - 5 - 2 18 9 23 2 1 6 1

11.76 12.96 500236 510236 520236 530236 - 4 1 2 18 10 24 2 1 6 1

13.16 14.36 500241 510241 520241 530241 - 3 3 2 26 12 27 4 2 6 2

14.00 15.20 500246 510246 520246 530246 2 3 2 2 26 12 31 4 2 8 2

15.12 16.32 500251 510251 520251 530251 - 5 2 2 28 14 31 4 2 8 2

15.96 17.16 500256 510256 520256 530256 - 4 3 2 28 13 36 4 2 8 2

16.80 18.00 500261 510261 520261 530261 1 6 1 2 28 14 36 4 2 10 2

17.64 18.84 500266 510266 520266 530266 1 7 1 2 28 15 37 4 2 10 2

18.76 19.96 500271 510271 520271 530271 2 7 1 2 34 16 47 6 3 12 3

Figure according to DIN EN ISO 14122-4:2016
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150
320

Ø 14

200 320

Ø 14

200–275
320

Ø 14

275–375
320

Ø 14

375–500
320

Ø 14

165–205
320

Ø 14

Material Order no.

Anodised aluminium 61264
Bright aluminium 62264
Galvanised steel 63264
Stainless steel V2A 68264

Wall anchor U-bracket rigid 

Wall anchor U-bracket adjustable

Fig.: Order no. 61264

Vertical ladder connector 200 mm
 � Vertical ladder connector on the inside for connecting the vertical ladders

Connecting brace 1,000 mm
 � To reinforce ladder sections if, contrary to the standard, the spacing of the wall 
anchors is larger than 2.0 m for construction reasons

 � Made of stainless steel
 � Two pieces are required per ladder

Fig.: Order no. 63257

Fig.: Order no. 68236

Fig.: Order no. 63275

Fig.: Order no. 63267

Fig.: Order no. 63263

Fig.: Order no. 63259

Fig.: Order no. 63260

Material Order no.

Anodised aluminium 61265
Bright aluminium 62265
Galvanised steel 63265
Stainless steel V2A 68265

Fig.: Order no. 61265

Fig.: Order no. 61266

Material Order no.

Anodised aluminium 61266
Bright aluminium 62266
Galvanised steel 63266
Stainless steel V2A 68266

Material Order no.

Stainless steel V2A 68239

Galvanised steel material Order no.

Wall anchor 150 mm 63257
Wall anchor 200 mm 63259

Galvanised steel material Order no.

Wall anchor adjustment range 165–205 mm 63263
Wall anchor adjustment range 200–275 mm 63260
Wall anchor adjustment range 275–375 mm 63267
Wall anchor adjustment range 375–500 mm 63275

Material Order no.

Cast aluminium 61236
Stainless steel V2A 68236

Ladder section 1.96 m – 7 rungs
 � Ladder width: 520 mm
 � Rung distance: 280 mm
 � Side-rail dimensions: 60 x 25 mm
 � Dimension of rungs: 30 x 30 mm
 � Rung version: with anodised aluminium and bright aluminium grooved 
rungs, with galvanised steel and stainless steel perforated rungs

Ladder section 2.80 m – 10 rungs
 � Ladder width: 520 mm
 � Rung distance: 280 mm
 � Side-rail dimensions: 60 x 25 mm
 � Dimension of rungs: 30 x 30 mm
 � Rung version: with anodised aluminium and bright aluminium grooved 
rungs, with galvanised steel and stainless steel perforated rungs

Ladder section 3.64 m – 13 rungs
 � Ladder width: 520 mm
 � Rung distance: 280 mm
 � Side-rail dimensions: 60 x 25 mm 
 � Dimension of rungs: 30 x 30 mm
 � Rung version: with anodised aluminium and bright aluminium grooved 
rungs, with galvanised steel and stainless steel perforated rungs

Vertical ladders modular kit system
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55

Ø
 1

6 
x 

26

200 

Axial dimension 630

Axial dimension 650

65

Ø
 1

6 
x 

26

165–205

Axial dimension 420 

Ø 16

150

Axial dimension 420 

Ø 16

150

Axial dimension 420 

Ø 16

150

Axial dimension 420 

Ø 16

150

375–500

Axial dimension 345 150

Ø 16

275–375

Axial dimension 385 150

Ø 16

250

250

150

150

100 100

Ø 13.5 Ø 16

90 90

37
0

Ø 13

49

Ø 16

215–275

Wall anchor individually adjustable 
with clamping bracket

Fig.: Order no. 63262/68262

Fig.: Order no. 63261/68261

Fig.: Order no. 60948

Wall anchor single

Special wall anchor  
(Longer delivery times due to order-based production)

 � Wall distance see table
 � 1 set comprising 1x right, 1x left

Adapter plate
 � The adapter plate is required for brick masonry to enlarge  
the wall plug distance and the screwing surface 

 � Suitable for wall anchor and distance segment with 150 mm hole pattern
 � L x W x H 300 x 300 x 8 mm, 5.7 kg

Ground attachment

Fig.: Order no. 63253

Foot plate
 � 120 x 120 mm, for ground attachment of the vertical ladder
 � Ø 13 mm bore hole
 � Length 370 mm, can be shortened on site if required

Galvanised steel material Order no.

Wall anchor, rigid 200 mm 63249
Wall anchor adjustment range 165–205 mm 63250

Material stainless steel V2A Order no.

Wall anchor, rigid 200 mm 68249
Wall anchor adjustment range 165–205 mm 68250

Galvanised steel material Order no.

Wall distance adjustment range: 375–500 mm 63269

Galvanised steel material Order no.

Wall distance adjustment range: 215–275 mm 63262
Wall distance adjustment range: 275–375 mm 63261

Material stainless steel V2A Order no.

Wall distance adjustment range: 215–275 mm 68262
Wall distance adjustment range: 275–375 mm 68261

Material hot-dip galvanised steel Order no.

Bore distance attachment 150 x 150 mm 60947

Material stainless steel V2A Order no.

Bore distance for attachment: 100 x 100 m, 150 x 150 mm 60948

Galvanised steel material Order no.

63253

Material stainless steel V2A Order no.

68253

Galvanised steel material Weight in kg Order no.

Wall anchor adjustment range 500–600 mm 10.6 63270
Wall anchor adjustment range 600–700 mm 11.7 63271
Wall anchor adjustment range 700–800 mm 12.8 63272
Wall anchor adjustment range 800–900 mm 13.8 63273

Material stainless steel V2A Weight in kg Order no.

Wall anchor adjustment range 500–600 mm 9.0 64270
Wall anchor adjustment range 600–700 mm 9.7 64271
Wall anchor adjustment range 700–800 mm 10.5 64272
Wall anchor adjustment range 800–900 mm 11.2 64273

Fig.: Order no. 63271/64271

Fig.: Order no. 63249/68249

Fig.: Order no. 63272/64272

Fig.: Order no. 63270/64270

Fig.: Order no. 63273/64273

Fig.: Order no. 63250/68250
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Top entry and exit aids

Fig.: Order no. 62049 (2 pcs.)Fig.: Order no. 62243 (2 pcs.)

Fig.: Order no. 62050 (2 pcs.)

Exit side-rail straight
 � Single-sided
 � Side-rail dimensions: 
60 x 25 mm

 � Total length: 1,600 mm
 � Working length: 1,200 mm
 � 1 PU = 1 pcs.

Exit side-rail with 
railing attachment
 � One-sided, with railing 
attachment

 � Side-rail dimensions: 
60 x 25 mm

 � Total length: 1,600 mm
 � Working length: 1,200 mm
 � 1 PU = 1 pcs.

Material
Order 
no.

Anodised 
aluminium

61050

Bright 
aluminium

62050

Galvanised 
steel

63050

Stainless 
steel V2A

68050

Exit side-rail angled
 � Single-sided, angled.
 � Side-rail dimensions: 
60 x 25 mm

 � Total length: 1,600 mm
 � Working length: 1,200 mm
 � 1 PU = 1 pcs.

Material Order no.

Anodised 
aluminium 61243

Bright 
aluminium 62243

Galvanised 
steel 63243

Stainless 
steel V2A 68243

Fig.: Order no. 63969

Exit step
 � For widening the uppermost rung and reducing the gap width at the exit
 � Dimensions: 520 x 100–300 mm
 � Consisting of grooved rungs
 � Includes two clamp connections for ladder side-rail

Fig.: Order no. 63181

Roof parapet bridges 
 � With grating
 � Passage width 536 mm, special widths on request
 � Recommendation for the bottom end of the descent:  
Adjustable wall anchors or foot plates

 � Descent ladder: Length 1,220 mm, cut to length on site

Material
Order 
no.

Anodised 
aluminium

61049

Bright 
aluminium

62049

Galvanised 
steel

63049

Stainless 
steel V2A

68049

Material
Length  
in mm

Clear opening 
in mm

Weight  
in kg

Order no.

Bright aluminium 930 810 19.0 62181
Anodised  
aluminium

930 810 18.5 61181

Galvanised steel 930 810 37.5 63181
Stainless steel V2A 930 810 39.5 68181

Safety doors
 � According to  
DIN EN ISO 14122-4

 � Automatically closing
 � Material: Bright aluminium
 � Simple installation
 � Adjustable passage  
dimension approx. 
520–560 mm

 � Door can be hinged  
left or right

Safety barrier
 � Can only be used if no 
safety door can be used 
for structural reasons

 � Automatically closing 
spring mechanism

 � Stop left and right can  
be used

 � Rubber grip
 � Can be screwed onto lad-
der side-rail or exit side-rail

 � Length: 630 mm

Without fall protection rail

Order no. 63502

Aluminium

Order no. 63500

Bright 
aluminium

Clearance 
in mm

Order 
no.

100 62966

150 62967

200 62968

250 62969

300 62970

Galvanised steel

Clearance 
in mm

Order 
no.

100 63966

150 63967

200 63968

250 63969

300 63970

Stainless steel V2A *

Clearance 
in mm

Order 
no.

100 68966

150 68967

200 68968

300 68970

* Longer delivery times thanks  
to order-related production

Fig.: Order no. 63183

Roof parapet bridges in special lengths*

* Delivery time approx. 4 weeks.

Material
Length  
in mm

Clear opening 
in mm

Weight  
in kg

Order no.

Bright aluminium

1,000 880 25.0 62182*
1,200 1,080 26.0 62183*
1,400 1,280 27.0 62184*
1,600 1,480 28.0 62185*

Anodised  
aluminium

1,000 880 25.0 61182*
1,200 1,080 26.0 61183*
1,400 1,280 27.0 61184*
1,600 1,480 28.0 61185*

Galvanised steel

1,000 880 50.0 63182*
1,200 1,080 53.0 63183*
1,400 1,280 56.0 63184*
1,600 1,480 59.0 63185*

Stainless steel V2A

1,000 880 53.0 64182*
1,200 1,080 56.0 64183*
1,400 1,280 59.0 64184*
1,600 1,480 62.0 64185*

 � Descent ladder: Length 1,960 mm (cut to length on site)
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New

Fig.: Order no. 61274

Fig.: Order no. 61235

Safety strut for offset version
 � To enable safe gripping between the successive side-rails of vertical ladders  
in the case of multiple-flight ladders

 � In accordance with EN ISO 14122, the gap must be secured  
with an additional vertical ladder side-rail

Back protection hoop strut 3,000 mm longBack protection accessories

Fig.: Order no. 61963

Fig.: Order no. 61277

Fig.: Order no. 61237

Fig.: Order no. 61234

Back protection hoop lateral exit
 � Mounting kit included

Back protection hoop offset design
 � Set of two brackets including connecting piece and mounting kit

Back protection extension
 � Set consisting of 1x back protection hoop lateral exit, 2x back protection hoop strut
 � Mounting set included
 � Struts 3,000 mm long
 � To reduce the distance between the railing and the back protection. If the horizontal 
distance from a vertical ladder with back protection to the railing is less than 1,500 mm, 
additional fall protection devices are required according to DIN EN ISO 14122-4 and  
DIN 18799-3. 

Ø 700 mm back protection hoop
 � Mounting kit included

C-connector 
 � Solid screw connection incl. fixing material
 � For easy mounting of the back protection hoop strut
 � Connection point of the back protection hoop strut freely selectable
 � 1 set = 5 pcs.

Material Order no.

Anodised aluminium 61234
Bright aluminium 62234
Galvanised steel 63234
Stainless steel V2A 68234

Material Order no.

Anodised aluminium 61235
Bright aluminium 62235
Galvanised steel 63235
Stainless steel V2A 68235

Material Order no.

Anodised aluminium 61274
Bright aluminium 62274
Galvanised steel 63274
Stainless steel V2A 68274

Material Order no.

Anodised aluminium 61237
Bright aluminium 62237
Galvanised steel 63237
Stainless steel V2A 68237

Material Order no.

Anodised aluminium 61963
Bright aluminium 62963
Galvanised steel 63963
Stainless steel V2A 68963

Material Order no.

Anodised aluminium 61277
Bright aluminium 62277
Galvanised steel 63277
Stainless steel V2A 68277

Material Order no.

Stainless steel V2A 68240

Material Order no.

Bright aluminium 68238

Mounting accessories back protection hoop

Circlip
 � Two clamps for mounting the back protection hoop when using the connecting strut 
(order no. 68239)
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Fig.: Order no. 63975 Longer delivery times thanks to order-related production

Exit step suitable for safety door with fall protection rail
 � For widening the uppermost rung and reducing the gap width at the exit 
 � Dimensions approx. 620 x 100–300 mm 
 � Consisting of grooved rungs, incl. 2 clamp connectors for ladder side rails

Fig.: Order no. 63506 mounted on  
mandatory accessory angled exit side-rail 
(order no. 63049)

Safety door with fall protection rail
 � Automatic closing due to concealed spring mechanism
 � With pre-assembled fall protection rail, incl. upper and lower detachable end protection 
 � For mounting on steel/stainless steel vertical ladders only
 � Exit side-rail as mandatory accessory

Material Clearance in mm Order no.

Galvanised steel

100 63971
150 63972
200 63973
250 63974
300 63975

Stainless steel V2A

100 68971
150 68972
200 68973
300 68975

Fig.: Order no. 63507, comprising roof 
parapet bridge, 2 ladder sections, 1 safety 
door with fall protection rail

Roof parapet bridge with safety door and fall protection rail 
 � Automatic closing due to concealed spring mechanism 
 � With pre-assembled fall protection rail, incl. upper and lower detachable end protection 
 � For mounting on steel/stainless steel vertical ladders only

Access protection units for maintenance ladders

Fig.: Order no. 63498 in existing ladder

Fig.: Order no. 61445 in existing ladder

Aluminium access ladder
 � Hang-in, lockable
 � Length 3,140 mm
 � Working length approx. 2,340 mm
 � Suitable for climbing heights of 4.50 m and more
 � Can be shortened by max. 2 rungs on site
 � Distance from entry level to lower edge of back protection  
min. 2,700 – max. 3,000 mm according to DIN 18799-3

Steel lockable door
 � Safety door with sheet metal panelling
 � Lockable with supplied padlock (incl. 2 keys)
 � Barrier in the upper area
 � Stop left and right possible
 � Distance from entry level to lower edge of back protection  
min. 2,700 – max. 3,000 mm according to DIN 18799-3

Lockable access barrier 
 � Effectively protects vertical ladders against unwanted access  
by unauthorised persons

 � Easy hooking into the rungs via rear sections
 � The lock is provided by a security bolt and the supplied padlock (incl. two keys)
 � Height: 1,190 mm
 � Width: 536 mm
 � Distance from entry level to lower edge of back protection  
min. 2,700 – max. 3,000 mm according to DIN 18799-3

Exit with fall protection rail

Material Order no.

Galvanised steel 63507
Stainless steel V2A 68507

Material Order no.

Bright aluminium 61445

Material Order no.

Galvanised steel 63498

Material Order no.

Bright aluminium 63499

Enclosure with panic lock
 � Access protection unit for vertical ladders with lockable  
swing door and fixed side pieces

 � Can always be opened from the inside thanks to panic lock
 � Outside with rigid knob with preparation for on-site profile barrel
 � L x W x H 1,000 x 820 x 2,200 mm
 � Delivery time: approx. 20 working days

Material Weight in kg Order no.

Galvanised steel/ 
bright aluminium 60.0 70550

Material Order no.

Galvanised steel 63506
Stainless steel V2A 68506
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Fig.: Order no. 63504

Safety barrier
 � Release mechanism for emergency ladder via safety barrier automatically  
when the barrier is actuated

 � Required for access points to ladder below 5.82 m vertical height and  
simultaneous use of emergency ladder Order no. 62446

 � Galvanised steel barrier

Access protection units for escape 
ladders according to DIN 14094-1

Aluminium emergency descent ladder – 12 rungs
 � Automatic release of the ladder from the top via a lever
 � Recommended distance to the ground in the retracted condition: 2.5 m 
 � The emergency descent ladder can only be attached if the climbing height  
is 5,900 mm or more

Rotating access protection unit
 � The mechanical lock of the protected access is opened by means of a spring  
mechanism following manual actuation of the tilting lever and closed again  
by automatic locking by hand 

 � Can be used with emergency ladder systems
 � Can be mounted for opening direction right and left, with integrated stop

For left-hand exit, in conjunction  
with order no. 62446

Order no. 63504

For right-hand exit, in conjunction  
with order no. 62446

Order no. 63505

Extension platform
 � Grating covering with a mounting console 
 � Railing on one front side incl. railing connector 
 � Extension platforms can be screwed together as required
 � Surface loading: 4.0 kN/m²
 � Single load: 2.0 kN/m²

Fig.: Order no. 60941 (on existing base platform)

Flange plate and strut 
 � The standard version of the base platform is suitable for mounting  
to concrete masonry

 � For brick masonry, a flange plate, mounting material and a brace  
are also required. Please indicate the following order no.

Base and expansion platforms/rescue platforms

Base platform
 � Grating cover with two steel mounting consoles 
 � Railing on one long side and one front side
 � According to DIN 14094
 � Special consoles for ETICS facades/insulating  
facades on request

 � Surface loading: 4.0 kN/m²
 � Single load: 2.0 kN/m²

Fig.: Order no. 60942 (on additional extension platform)

Fig.: Order no. 60954 (flange plate and strut for brick masonry)

For underly-
ing surface

Width 
mm

Depth 
mm

Console  
dimension mm 
(screw spacing)

Weight  
kg

Order no. 

Concrete 400 800 388 31.0 60941
Concrete 800 800 388 44.0 60943
Concrete 500 1,000 503 40.0 60952
Concrete 1,000 1,000 503 58.5 60951

Additional flange plate and 
strut for

Depth 
mm

Console  
dimension in mm 
(screw spacing)

Order no. 

Brick masonry 800 922 60954
Brick masonry 1,000 1,222 60953

Distance segment
 � Wall distance adjustment range: 175–240 mm
 � For basic and extension platforms
 � Gap to the wall must be closed on site

Material Order no.

Bright aluminium 62446

Material Order no.

Galvanised steel 63962

Material Order no.

Galvanised steel 60944

For underly-
ing surface

Width 
mm

Depth 
mm

Console  
dimension mm  
(screw spacing)

Weight  
kg

Order no.

Concrete 800 800 388 61.5 60942
Concrete 1,000 1,000 503 77.5 60950
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Pull rope

200–335

275–410

780–1,200

New

New

Transfer and intermediate platform

Intermediate platform, folding
 � Can be used as a resting platform for single-flight vertical ladders. Fastening by means  
of an additional bracket on the back protection. One bracket included in the scope of  
delivery. Incl. pull rope for operation from above. Not suitable for emergency ladder  
systems according to DIN 14094-1

 � Dimensions approx. 600 x 300 mm

Transfer platform between ladder flights, Ø 700 mm
 � Platform as a bridging step between two ladder sections.

Fig.: Order no. 61960 in existing ladder

Material Order no.

Anodised aluminium 61960
Bright aluminium 62960
Galvanised steel 63960
Stainless steel V2A 68960

Connecting brace
 � Suitable for platform depths of 800 and 1,000 mm
 � For attachment between railing of the base or extension platform and the back  
protection hoop to close the gap there in the area of the handrail and the knee board

 � 1 set = 2 pcs.

Corner connector
 � For base platform 800/1,000 mm
 � We recommend the corner connector for stabilising the long and front side 

Railing element
 � Width to be adapted to the conditions
 � Adjustment range 275–410 mm

Railing with safety door
 � Width to be adapted to the conditions
 � Adjustment range 780–1,200 mm

Further special versions available on request

 � Rescue platform made of high-quality aluminium, con-
necting elements made of stainless steel

 � Extremely weather-resistant, stable standing surface
 � Base area 800 mm wide, element length from 1,500 mm
 � Three-sided safety railing with 1,000 or 1,100 mm  
securing height

 � Complete with supporting structure, supporting bases 
and sealing elements. The supporting structure can  
be adapted to the roof pitch

 � With continuous safety railing on the front or rescue  
opening with optional safety door

 � Railings with toe and knee boards
 � Vertical load: 500 kg/m2

 � Individual dimensions on request

Railing protection at the roof exit

Extension spacer mounting kit
 � The mounting set comprises two side-rail profiles 500 mm 
long (dimensions: 60 x 25 mm) which can be sawn to 
size as required and attached to the exit side-rail and exit 
railing using the screws provided

Exit railing, side, with ballast
 � Safety railing devices are required at exit points from 
vertical ladders and should preferably consist of railings on 
both sides of the vertical ladder, see DIN EN ISO 14122-4 
and DIN 18799-3

 � Including two clamp connectors for exit side-rail
 � Fixing by means of ballast weight 4x 12.5 kg
 � Dimensions: approx. 1,500 x 1,100 mm
 � For roof parapet ≥ 150 mm no skirting board required

Toe board for lateral exit railing
 � Safety railing devices are required at exit points from 
vertical ladders and should preferably consist of railings on 
both sides of the vertical ladder, see DIN EN ISO 14122-4 
and DIN 18799-3

 � Required for roof parapet ≤ 150 mm
 � Accessory package for part no. 60988 consisting of:  
1x railing upright, 1x toe board incl. mounting material

Price on request

Order no. 60988

Order no. 60989

Material Order no.

Galvanised steel 63276

Material Order no.

Galvanised steel 60946

Material Order no.

Galvanised steel 60957

Material Order no.

Galvanised steel 60958

Material Order no.

Galvanised steel 63961
Stainless steel V2A 68961

Fig.: Order no. 63961

Rescue platform for roof exit according to DIN 14094-2

Material Bright aluminium
Order no. 60986
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Shaft ladders
For demanding applications at depth or in shafts

1–3
Available for delivery within 1–3 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 
Type-tested; shaft ladders comply with Construction Products  
Ordinance (BauPVO) 305/2011 (EU) and European Standard  
DIN EN 14396 – declaration of performance at www.steigtechnik.de. 
Entry aids comply with DIN 19572, in accordance with applicable 
DGUV regulations.

Various material versions
 � Depending on the application, shaft ladders made of  

steel, stainless steel and reinforced fibre glass are available

 � Wall anchors and accessories are also available in  
several materials

Mounting and fastening
 � Quick and easy installation of the shaft ladders  

thanks to the optimised installation system

 � Adjustable wall anchors for complex projects  
additionally facilitate installation

 � Suitable accessories available for the different  
material versions

Rational modular principle
 � Shaft ladders in two widths and various lengths offer  

the right solution for every project

 � Ideal for sewage treatment plants, landfills, retention basins, 
pump shafts, etc.

 � Each individual component in the modular kit system  
meets the same quality and efficiency requirements

 � Use of fall protection with wide design possible

Highest quality
 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails

 � High-strength rung-to-side-rail connection

 � Non-slip perforated rungs

Entry aids
 � Different variants in accordance with DIN standards  

and German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV)  
regulations for safe entry and exit

 � Available in various materials to match the ladders
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200–250 59

Ø 13

165–215 59

Ø 13

150–300 27

Ø 13

150 27

Ø 13

Shaft ladder hot-galvanised steel
 � Clear width 300 mm/400 mm 
 � Rectangular tube side-rails, 50 x 20 mm 
 � Non-slip perforated rungs
 � Various wall anchors available as accessories

Shaft ladder V4A (1.4571) stainless steel
 � Pickled and passivated
 � Clear width 300 mm/400 mm
 � Rectangular tube side-rails, 50 x 20 mm 
 � Non-slip perforated rungs
 � Various wall anchors available as accessories

Shaft ladder reinforced fibre glass
 � Clear width 300 mm/400 mm
 � Rectangular side-rails 58 x 25 mm
 � Grooved rungs
 � Various wall anchors available as accessories

Shaft ladder accessories, stainless steel/steel

Fig. Order no. 60018/62018/64018

Fig.: Order no. 60007

Fig.: Order no. 62007

Fig.: Order no. 64007

Fig. Order no. 60021/62021/64021

Fig.: Order no. 65184

Fig.: Order no. 62020/64020

Fig. Order no. 60022/62022/64022

Fig. Order no. 60019/62019/64019

Number of 
rungs

Approx. 
ladder 
length in m

Outer width 
in mm

Clear width 
in mm

Order no.
Outer width 
in mm

Clear width 
in mm

Order no.

4 1.12 340 300 60004 440 400 61004

5 1.40 340 300 60005 440 400 61005

6 1.68 340 300 60006 440 400 61006

7 1.96 340 300 60007 440 400 61007

8 2.24 340 300 60008 440 400 61008

9 2.52 340 300 60009 440 400 61009

10 2.80 340 300 60010 440 400 61010

11 3.08 340 300 60011 440 400 61011

12 3.36 340 300 60012 440 400 61012

13 3.64 340 300 60013 440 400 61013

14 3.92 340 300 60014 440 400 61014

15 4.20 340 300 60015 440 400 61015

Number of 
rungs

Approx. 
ladder 
length in m

Outer width 
in mm

Clear width 
in mm

Order no.
Outer width 
in mm

Clear width 
in mm

Order no.

4 1.12 340 300 62004 440 400 63004

5 1.40 340 300 62005 440 400 63005

6 1.68 340 300 62006 440 400 63006

7 1.96 340 300 62007 440 400 63007

8 2.24 340 300 62008 440 400 63008

9 2.52 340 300 62009 440 400 63009

10 2.80 340 300 62010 440 400 63010

11 3.08 340 300 62011 440 400 63011

12 3.36 340 300 62012 440 400 63012

13 3.64 340 300 62013 440 400 63013

14 3.92 340 300 62014 440 400 63014

15 4.20 340 300 62015 440 400 63015

Number of 
rungs

Approx. 
ladder 
length in m

Outer width 
in mm

Clear width 
in mm

Order no.
Outer width 
in mm

Clear width 
in mm

Order no.

4 1.12 350 300 64004 450 400 64104

5 1.40 350 300 64005 450 400 64105

6 1.68 350 300 64006 450 400 64106

7 1.96 350 300 64007 450 400 64107

8 2.24 350 300 64008 450 400 64108

9 2.52 350 300 64009 450 400 64109

10 2.80 350 300 64010 450 400 64110

11 3.08 350 300 64011 450 400 64111

12 3.36 350 300 64012 450 400 64112

13 3.64 350 300 64013 450 400 64113

14 3.92 350 300 64014 450 400 64114

15 4.20 350 300 64015 450 400 64115

Galvanised steel material Order no.

Wall anchor, rigid 150 mm 60018
Wall anchor adjustment range 150–300 mm 60019
Wall anchor adjustment range 165–215 mm 60021
Wall anchor adjustment range 200–250 mm 60022
Wall anchor adjustment range 280–330 mm 60023
Wall anchor adjustment range 360–410 mm 60024

Material: V4A (1.4571) stainless steel Order no.

Wall anchor, rigid 150 mm 62018
Wall anchor adjustment range 150–300 mm 62019
Wall anchor adjustment range 165–215 mm 62021
Wall anchor adjustment range 200–250 mm 62022
Wall anchor adjustment range 280–330 mm 62023
Wall anchor adjustment range 360–410 mm 62024

Material: V4A (1.4571) stainless steel Order no.

Foot plate 65184
Ladder connections for extending 62020

Material: V4A (1.4571) stainless steel Order no.

Wall anchor rigid, 150 mm, for reinforced fibre glass ladder 64018
Wall anchor adjustment range 150–300 mm,  
for reinforced fibre glass ladder 64019

Wall anchor adjustment range 165–215 mm,  
for reinforced fibre glass ladder 64021

Wall anchor adjustment range 200–250 mm,  
for reinforced fibre glass ladder 64022

Wall anchor adjustment range 280–330 mm,  
for reinforced fibre glass ladder 64023

Wall anchor adjustment range 360–410 mm,  
for reinforced fibre glass ladder 64024

Ladder connections for extending,  
for reinforced fibre glass ladders 64020

Accessories reinforced fibre glass

Suitable for use in drinking water  
and waste water areas.

Note: 

Ladders with 4–9 rungs require 2 sets (= 4 pcs.) of wall anchors,  
ladders with 10–15 rungs require 3 sets (= 6 pcs.) of wall anchors,  
ladders with 16–24 rungs require 5 sets (= 10 pcs.) of wall anchors  

1 set = 2 pcs. (1x right, 1x left). Wall plugs and bolts are only allowed to be used to fasten the ladder to the shaft  
instead of nuts and screwed bolts if their suitability has been proven at the place where the ladder is used. They have  
to be selected according to the force acting on the ladder anchoring point as stated by the manufacturer.

Dowels and screws for attachment to the wall are not included in the delivery. Please contact well-known dowel  
suppliers for information.
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337 337

Entry aid for mobile use
 � Made of V4A (1.4571) stainless steel, pickled and passivated
 � Particularly economical due to mobile use, only the sleeve remains permanently  
in the shaft

 � Only in conjunction with socket art. no. 65002 or 65005

Length in m 1.60
Weight in kg 5.9
Order no. 65001

Entry aid for wall mounting
 � Made of pickled and passivated V4A (1.4571) stainless steel or galvanised steel
 � Can be lowered for fastening to the wall

Length in m 1.45 1.45
Material V4A (1.4571) stainless steel Galvanised steel
Weight in kg 3.5 3.8
Order no. 65003 65006

Entry aid for ladder side-rail
 � Made of pickled and passivated V4A (1.4571) stainless steel or galvanised steel
 � Can be lowered, for fastening to ladder side rails from 50 x 20 to 60 x 25 mm  
(not for reinforced fibre glass shaft ladders)

Length in m 1.50 1.50
Material V4A (1.4571) stainless steel Galvanised steel
Weight in kg 4.7 4.3
Order no. 65004 65007

Shape A
Material V4A (1.4571) stainless steel Galvanised steel
Order no. 65171 65170

Shape B
Material V4A (1.4571) stainless steel Galvanised steel
Order no. 65173 65172

Double side-rail entry aid
 � Made of pickled and passivated V4A (1.4571) stainless steel or galvanised steel
 � Can be lowered, complete with fixtures for 50 x 20 mm ladder side-rail 
 � For ladder widths 340 and 440 mm

Working length approx. m 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10
for ladder width in mm 340 340 440 440
Length entry aid m 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56

Material Galvanised 
steel

V4A (1.4571)  
stainless steel

Galvanised 
steel

V4A (1.4571)  
stainless steel

Weight in kg 5.4 5.4 6.4 6.4
Order no. 65008 65009 65010 65011

Stirrup irons
 � For single-flight manhole ladders
 � With seamless high-density polypropylene coating
 � According to DIN 19555, DIN V 1264 and DIN EN 13101
 � Also suitable for retrofitting

Fig.: Order no. 65008

Fig.: Order no. 65004

Fig.: Order no. 65003

Fig.: Order no. 65171

Fig.: Order no. 65173

Socket
 � Suitable for entry aid with order no. 65001 
 � Available in pickled and passivated V4A (1.4571) stainless steel (round design)  
or galvanised steel (rectangular)

 � Wall distance 40 mm

Material V4A (1.4571) stainless steel Galvanised steel
Weight in kg 0.9 1.1
Order no. 65002 65005

Fig.: Order no. 65005 and 65002
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Ø 16

219–304 mm

115–173 mm

180 mm

165 mm

Ø 16

234 mm

Single-rail ladders
The optimum solution for confined spaces

3–5
Available for delivery within 3–5 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 
Type-tested according to DIN 18799-2 and European Standard  
DIN EN 353-1, Technical Regulation for Workplaces ASR A1.8, Ger-
man Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) information sheet 208-032 
(formerly BGI/GUV-I 5189) and applicable DGUV regulations.

Highest quality
 � High-strength welded connection of fall 

protection rail and rungs

 � Lateral side-slip protection on rungs  
for additional safety

Various material versions
 � Single-rail ladders are available in steel, stainless 

steel or aluminium depending on the application

 � Wall anchors and accessories are also available 
in several materials

Rational modular principle
 � Single-rail ladders with fall protection rail  

in various lengths offer the right solution  
for every project

 � Each individual component in the modular  
kit system meets the same quality and  
efficiency requirements

Variant with folding rungs
 �  Ideal for use wherever the ladder is to be  

integrated as unobtrusively as possible

 � The mechanism for folding in and out can  
be operated from above or below using  
a plug-on lever

 � If the operating lever is removed, the ladder  
is also secured against unauthorised use

 � Outer width with rungs folded out: 468 mm

 � Outer width with rungs folded in: 160 mm

 � Price on request

Single-rail ladder
 � Fall protection rail welded to rungs
 � Complete with connection straps
 � Lateral plastic side-slip protection for steel ladders and stainless steel ladders
 � Aluminium side-slip protection screwed on at the side for aluminium ladders
 � Ladder width: 370 mm

Material Length in m Order no.

Galvanised 
steel

1.40 77533

1.96 77534

2.80 77535

V4A (1.4571) 
stainless steel

1.40 77553
1.96 77554
2.80 77555

Aluminium
1.40 77056
1.96 77080
2.80 77055

Wall anchor, rigid
 � Wall distance: 165 mm
 � Bore distance: 234 mm
 � Borehole diameter: 16 mm

Material Order no.
Galvanised steel 77537
V4A (1.4571) stainless steel 77557

Adjustable wall anchor
 � Adjustable from 115–173 mm
 � Bore distance of 219–304 mm
 � Borehole diameter: 16 mm
 � Larger adjustment ranges on request

Material Order no.
Galvanised steel 77538
V4A (1.4571) stainless steel 77558

Aluminium wall anchor
 � For attaching single-rail ladders to round poles
 � Pole spacing: 155 mm
 � Attachment bore holes: 18 x 65 mm

Material Order no.
Aluminium 77019

Please follow the assembly instructions! We  
recommend setting a wall anchor every 1.12 m.  
The max. distance between the wall anchors 
must not exceed 1.40 m.

Aluminium access protection
 � For easily hooking into a rung 
 � Secured by padlock provided by the customer to prevent unauthorised use  
of the single-rail ladder

Material Order no.
Aluminium 77569

Fig.: Order no. 77553

Fig.: Order no. 77537

Fig.: Order no. 77538
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Fall protection and accessories
For even more safety with permanent access solutions

3–5
Available for delivery within 3–5 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 
According to Regulation (EU) 2016/425, European Standard  
DIN EN 353-1, German Social Accident Insurance (DGUV) rule  
112-198 (formerly BGR/GUV-R198), DGUV information sheet  
201-014 (formerly BGI 691) and applicable DGUV regulations.  

Rail fastening
 � For ladder side-rail

 � For ladder rungs

 � For stirrup irons

Fall protection rails
 � Depending on the application,  

we offer versions in steel,  
stainless steel or aluminium

 � Wall anchors and accessories are  
also available in several materials

Guided type fall arrester
 �  Tested and certified safety  

during ascent and descent

 � Easy to handle thanks  
to ergonomic shape

Hinged rest platform
 � Can be fitted to each rung

 � Direct attachment to central fall 
protection rail and single-rail ladders

Persons instructed in fall protection Experienced persons *)

Fixed vertical ladders for construction 
works DIN 18799-1/-2:2019

Max. distance between rest platforms 10 m  
(no limitation on ladder length)

Max. distances between rest platforms 25 m
(no limitation on ladder length)

Fixed vertical ladders on machinery 
DIN EN ISO 14122-4: 2016

Trained user **)

Max. distance between rest platforms 12 m (no limitation on ladder length)

*) Proven to be suitable for the use of fall protection, experienced and regularly instructed.
**) Person with instruction and experience in how to use the fall protection.

Guided type fall arrester GÜFA Flexx

 � Flexible use: Thanks to the integrated locking 
mechanism, the new GÜFA Flexx guided type 
fall arrester can be easily inserted or removed 
at any point

 � Certified safety: CE-tested personal protection 
equipment against falls from heights (PPE) 
according to Regulation (EU) 2016/425 and 
harmonised European Standard DIN EN 353-1

 � Easy to handle: The ergonomic shape  
and arrangement of the operating  
elements guarantee optimum handling
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Fig.: Order no. 77550

Fig.: Order no. 77536

Fig.: Order no. 77566

Fig.: Order no. 77545

Fall protection rail with connection strap

Rail fastener for ladder rungs
 � For attaching fall protection rails to vertical ladders
 � Attachment of the fall protection rail to the ladder rungs at a distance of 1.68 m,  
but at least four attachment points with smaller ladder lengths

Rail fastener for stirrup irons
 � For rung distances 280 mm

Rail fastener for ladder side-rail
 � For lateral attachment, if installation in the middle of the stationary ladder is not possible 
for space reasons, e.g. for shaft ladders with a clear width of 300 mm

Length in m Order no.

Galvanised steel
1.40 77530
1.96 77531
2.80 77532

V4A (1.4571)  
stainless steel

1.40 77550
1.96 77551
2.80 77552

Aluminium
1.40 77059
1.96 77058
2.80 77057

Order no.
Galvanised steel 77536
V4A (1.4571) stainless steel 77556

Order no.
Galvanised steel 77543
V4A (1.4571) stainless steel 77566

For side-rail sizes up to 50 x 20 mm Order no.
Galvanised steel 77545
V4A (1.4571) stainless steel 77567

For side-rail sizes up to 60 x 25 mm Order no.
Galvanised steel 77546
V4A (1.4571) stainless steel 77568

Fig.: Order no. 77541

Fig.: Order no. 77583

Rail slip-on device
 � For entry aid
 � Made of V4A stainless steel
 � Can be screwed to the top rail

Rigid rail stop
 � Suitable for single-rail ladder and fall protection rail

Entry aid
 � Plug-on
 � Rotatable with handles and turn lock
 � For entry to shaft ladders with fall protection rail

Identification plate
 � For attachment at every entry and exit point for vertical ladders complying with  
DIN 18799-1 and DIN EN ISO 14122-4 and for vertical ladders with fall protection

Order no.
V4A (1.4571) stainless steel 77574

Rail material Order no.
V4A (1.4571) stainless steel/galvanised steel 77563
Aluminium 77583

Detachable rail stop
 � Suitable for single-rail ladder and fall protection rail

Length in m Order no.
Galvanised steel 1.40 77541
V4A (1.4571) stainless 
steel

1.40 77561

For fall protection device
Order no. 19007

Order no.
V4A (1.4571) stainless steel 77575
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NEXT
TEST

INVENTORY 
NUMBER:

DEPARTMENT:

Rail point
 � For side exit
 � Only for single-rail ladders

Hinged rest platform
 � Can be fitted to each rung
 � Direct attachment to central fall protection rail and single-rail ladders with additional  
welded bracket for better foot operation

Safety strap runner GÜFA
 � For all fall protection systems of GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK
 � Robust design with screw carabiner
 � Smooth running and good handling due to rounded, ergonomic shape
 � According to DIN EN 353-1 
 � Made of stainless steel V4A (1.4571), polyamide and aluminium
 � Max. rated load 150 kg, min. rated load 50 kg

Case for guided type fall arrester
 � Safe storage and convenient transport of up to two guided type fall arrester
 � Suitable for GÜFA and GÜFA Flexx
 � Milled insert shape made of PE foam
 � Case made of sturdy PT polymer
 � Dimensions: 338 x 273 x 123 mm

V4A (1.4571) stainless steel
Order no.
77560

Safety belt
 � High wearing comfort
 � Individually adjustable
 � In accordance with DIN EN 361

Order no.
77576

Order no.
77585

Order no.
Galvanised steel 77539
V4A (1.4571) stainless steel 77559

Supporting handle
 � With screw-on plates for attachment to the masonry

Fig.: Order no. 67216

Fig.: Order no. 19116

Order no.
77524

Galvanised steel
Length in mm 400 600
Order no. 67216 67218

Stainless steel
Length in mm 400 600
Order no. 68216 68218

Perforated rung
 � 30 mm step width, Ø 6 mm hole 
 � Only available in stated lengths
 � Design in bright steel or stainless steel 1.4571
Length in mm Material Order no.
300 Bright steel 19116
300 Stainless steel V4A 19119
400 Bright steel 19117
400 Stainless steel V4A 19120
470 Bright steel 19118
470 Stainless steel V4A 19126

Order no.
77581

Inspection sticker 
 � The inspection sticker is standard on most products upon delivery
 � Within the scope of the recurring inspections, this can be stuck over with  
a new inspection date

 � 1 PU = 50 pcs.

Inventory sticker
 � For quick and easy identification of ladders, scaffolds, etc.
 � Pre-printed fields for department and inventory number
 � Integrated inspection sticker, which can be overwritten or provided with  
a new inspection date as part of the mandatory recurring inspections

 � 1 PU = 20 pcs.

Size mm 40 x 150
Order no. 19176

Size mm 40 x 40
Order no. 19175

Guided type fall arrester GÜFA Flexx
 � For all fall protection systems of GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK
 � Easy to insert and remove at any point on the fall protection rail
 � No additional actuation of a rail stop required for removal 
 � Robust design with screw carabiner
 � Smooth running and good handling due to rounded, ergonomic shape
 � According to DIN EN 353-1 
 � Made of stainless steel V4A (1.4571), polyamide and aluminium
 � Max. rated load 150 kg, min. rated load 50 kg

Persons instructed in fall protection Experienced persons *)

Fixed vertical ladders for construction works  
DIN 18799-1/-2:2019

Max. distance between rest platforms  
10 m (no limitation on ladder length)

Max. distances between rest platforms 25 m
(no limitation on ladder length)

Fixed vertical ladders on machinery  
DIN EN ISO 14122-4: 2016

Trained user **)

Max. distance between rest platforms 12 m (no limitation on ladder length)

*) Proven to be suitable for the use of fall protection, experienced and regularly instructed.
**) Person with instruction and experience in how to use the fall protection.

Fig.: Order no. 77539
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 � Transport boxes 326

 � Working trestles 328

 � Mobile partitions 330

 � Mobile containers 332
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Fig.: Order no. 11186 with order no. 11139, 11138 and 11137

Fig.: Order no. 11136

Transport box stackable
 � Transport box made of aluminium

 � Universally applicable for the transport and storage of  
e.g. tools and measuring instruments, sports accessories, 
hobby utensils, photographic or camping equipment

 � Robust and stable thanks to circumferential beads and 
multiple riveted hinges

 � All-round seal in the edge profile to protect against dust 
and moisture

 � Stainless steel folding clasps with device for padlock  
or barrel lock

 � Safe stacking due to impact-resistant plastic corners

 � Convenient transport thanks to ergonomic carrying  
handles and optionally available carriage

 � These products are covered by the statutory warranty

Outer dimension L x W x H in mm 582 x 385 x 277 582 x 385 x 409 782 x 385 x 379
Inside dimension L x W x H in mm 550 x 350 x 245 560 x 350 x 380 750 x 350 x 350
Contents litres 47 76 91
Load capacity in kg 40 45 45
Weight in kg 4.5 5.3 6.1
Order no. 11136 11137 11138

902 x 495 x 379 782 x 585 x 412 782 x 585 x 622 1,192 x 790 x 515
870 x 460 x 350 750 x 550 x 380 750 x 550 x 590 1,160 x 755 x 485
140 157 240 415
50 50 50 100
8.0 8.2 10.0 16.0
11139 11180 11181 11182*

Carriage
 � Made of sturdy aluminium sections
 � For easy and convenient moving of the transport boxes
 � Manoeuvrable and smooth-running thanks to two  
Ø 125 mm fixed castors and two Ø 125 mm swivel  
castors with parking brakes

 � Maximum load: 150 kg
 � Shipment disassembled, assembly instructions included

Lock set
 � These products are covered by the statutory warranty

Loading bridge
 � Made of non-slip, grooved aluminium
 � For easy and safe loading and unloading of vehicles
 � Curved approach angles
 � With side toe boards
 � Length: 1.92 m
 � Maximum load: 700 kg

Fig.: Order no. 71314 with order no. 11186 and order no. 11139, 11138, 11137

With two keys, keyed differently
Order no. 11195

With two keys, keyed the same
Order no. 11196

Suitable for transport boxes 11136/11137 11138 11139 11180/11181 11182
Order no. 11184 11185 11186 11187 11188

Working width in m 0.80
Total width in m 0.85
Length in m 1.92
Side profile in mm 98
Weight in kg 30.0
Order no. 71314

* Some deviating equipment features

Fig.: Order no. 11186 

Fig.: Order no. 11195
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ML working trestle, folding
 � Aluminium folding working trestle

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails 

 � Cover made of non-slip screen printing plate

 � Folded together only 110 mm wide

 � Cross bracing thanks to welded rectangular rungs

 � High stability thanks to spreader lock with two  
high-strength nylon straps underneath the rung

 � Side-rail ends with inside shoes and cover caps

 � Maximum load: 150 kg

Fig.: Order no. 30413 (2 pcs.)

Working trestle,  
height adjustable
 � Height-adjustable working trestle made of aluminium

 � Exchangeable wear cover made of spruce  
(1,000 x 60 x 25 mm)

 � Height infinitely adjustable from 700–1,000 mm

 � Secure locking due to clamping lever  
on each adjustment tube

 � Cross bracing on both parts

 � Bases with adjustment screws for level compensation

 � Side-rail ends with cover caps

 � Maximum load: 250 kg

Working trestle, folding
 � Aluminium folding working trestle

 � Stable rectangular tube side-rails 

 � Aluminium cover (two sections 73 mm each)

 � Strong steel hinges

 � Folded together only 150 mm wide

 � Cross bracing with edged rectangular rungs

 � High stability thanks to spreader lock with  
two high-strength nylon straps 

 � nivello® ladder shoes with patented 2-axis  
inclination technology

 � Maximum load: 150kg

Fig.: Order no. 30400 (2 pcs.)

Fig.: Order no. 30401 (2 pcs.)

Approx. height of the working trestle in m 0.81
Dimensions unfolded L x W x H in m 0.90 x 0.59 x 0.81
Dimensions folded L x W x H in m 0.90 x 0.11 x 0.87
Weight in kg 3.9
Order no. 30413

Approx. adjustment range in m 0.70–1.00
Base area L x W in m 0.78 x 0.50
Weight in kg 7.0
Order no. 30400

Approx. height of the working 
trestle in m 0.81

Base area L x W in m 0.90 x 0.71
Weight in kg 5.5
Order no. 30401
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New

(Crystal clear pane – milky appearance only for illustration)

Mobile partitions
 � Mobile counter top or free-standing solution made  
of aluminium profiles and clear acrylic glass

 � Minimises the risk of infection for employees and  
customers at sales and consulting counters

 � Generously sized opening for passing through goods, 
documents or other items

 � Simple panel change for later alternative use as  
advertising board, pin board etc.

 � Easy to transport and space-saving in storage due  
to simple disassembly

 � Four adjustable feet to compensate for unevenness

 � Available in standard dimensions or made-to-measure

 � Alternatively available with table fastening

Version Type 1 Type 2 Exchangeable plate

Total height in mm 1,145 1,950 –
Total width in mm 1,000 1,000 –
Total depth in mm 500 500 –
Visible area of panel W x H mm 920 x 720 920 x 720 920 x 720
Panel Acrylic glass 4 mm Acrylic glass 4 mm Galvanised steel sheet 3 mm
Height of opening in mm 340 1,150 –
Number of adjustable feet 4 4 –
Order no. 70606 70607 70608

Sample applications
Whether standard solution or individual production – with our profiles, we create fast and custom-made solutions  
that fit perfectly and are also economical.
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New

Transport logistics mobile container
Professional and premium transport logistics for demanding use in industry

Our mobile containers meet the high demands of industry. Through excellent workmanship, first-class material quality, 
high-quality equipment and a sophisticated design, we set new standards in transport logistics.

See for yourself our extensive standard range and many innovative product details. Mobile container versions are also avail-
able in custom-made special designs. We can draw on years of extensive experience and continuous further development 
in the area of rescue equipment. Our professional mobile containers have proven themselves thousands of times in tough 
rescue operations under the most difficult conditions. Ideal employment of the systems in industry, logistics, in workshops,  
in Kanban systems and manufacturing facilities. 

We develop and manufacture the most suitable mobile container for your requirements.  
Get in touch with us: rollcontainer@steigtechnik.de

Fig.: Order no. 12061

Mobile container  
hygienic type 1
 � Mobile container with "standard" undercarriage

 � Quality equipment as standard:

 �  Washbasin 750 x 490 mm made of stainless steel  
with swivelling tap and large draining surface

 �  Water inlet/outlet via quick coupling (transition piece  
to Storz-C, pressure reducer and waste water hose 
5.0 m included)

 �  Extendable hose (½-inch, 20.0 m) on drum for  
water supply immediately ready for use loaded in 
mobile container

 �  2x universal dispenser for hand disinfection and soap

 �  Paper towel dispenser made of stainless steel

 �  Folding refuse bag holder with plastic lid

 �  2x Eurobox 600 x 400 x 235 mm with lid

 �  1x Eurobox 600 x 400 x 285 mm with lid

 �  Optionally also available with permanently installed 
continuous-flow heater and food-safe hoses

 � Further sizes and versions available on request 

Quality equipment as standard 
"Standard" undercarriage

 � Stable and durable construction made of high-strength 
aluminium sections

 � Platforms made of weatherproof wooden platform boards

 � Ergonomic operation via continuous handle bar with  
non-slip and cold-insulating SoftGrip coating

 � Robust and smooth-running actuating mechanism  
via flexible Bowden cable

 � Two ball bearing castors Ø 200 mm with central wheel 
slewing arrestor for optimum handling

 � Two ball bearing fixed castors Ø 200 mm with drum  
brake and dead man's function, resistant to dust,  
moisture and oil

 � Foot-operated parking brake

Dimensions L x W x H in mm 1,200 x 800 x 1,265
Weight in kg 115.0
Order no. 12061
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platforms

 � FlexxLift 338

 � Desk-Server 339
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Mobile and compact
 � Easy manoeuvring due to two  

swivel castors

 � Recess for transport with forklift truck

 � For narrow passages

Secure footing
 � Automatic brake device or castor  

with locking device

 � All-round secure work area

 � Generously sized platform made  
of aluminium chequered plate

Continous and non-electric
 � Smooth-running lifting mechanism 

with gas pressure spring for seamless 
height adjustment

 � Operation without energy source, 
completely autonomous

Robust and low maintenance
 � Sturdy steel construction for long durability

 � Low operating costs, practically  
maintenance-free

Without significant effort
 � Converts 10% human energy into  

100% of the force needed to reach  
full working height

 � Working height up to 4.20 m indoors

Small working platforms
With mobile platforms at working height in next to no time

Simple operation
 � Intuitive one-hand operation

 � Easy entry and exit via swing door

FlexxLift is CE compliant with the European Machinery Directive 
2006/42/EC and meets the requirements of the harmonised  
European standard EN 280:2013+A1:2015

Available for delivery within 10 working 
days, see page 351 for details.

Express delivery programme 10
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New New

Fig.: Order no. 127110 Fig.: Order no. 70921

FlexxLift
 � Manually operated vertical mast lift with intuitive  
one-hand operation

 � All-round secured working area up to working  
heights of 4.2 m indoors

 � Automatic braking device when climbing or castors  
with locking device for a secure footing

 � Continuous and non-electric lifting mechanism  
with gas pressure spring

 � Easy entry and exit via swing door

 � Robust design for long durability

 � Low operating costs, practically maintenance-free

 � Anti-theft device with padlock

 � Recesses for transport with forklift truck

 � Practical storage tray for tools and material

 � Maximum load: 150 kg (1 person)

 � These products are covered by the statutory warranty

Desk-Surfer
 � Mobile aluminium platform for working heights up  
to approx. 3.0 m

 � Enables efficient and safe working

 � Perfect for driving under and working over desks or  
work surfaces

 � Tool-free assembly and disassembly by one person 
thanks to plug-in connections and quick connectors

 � 3-sided railing, knee rail and safety rope for safe  
walking and standing

 � Lightweight to transport, space-saving for storage 

 � Can be extended with an optional plug-in part

 � Four Ø 125 mm castors with locking devices 

 � Maximum load: 150 kg (1 person)

Desk-Surfer Push-in section

Approx. max. working height in m 3.00 3.60

Number of steps incl. platform 4
Number of steps on extension Plus 2
Total height in mm 2,100 2,700
Platform height in mm 1,000 1,600
Basic dimension without stabiliser L x W in mm 1,440 x 725
Basic dimension with stabiliser L x W in mm 1,655 x 1,200
Weight in kg 110.0 12.0
Order no. 70921 70922

FlexxLift 1.5 FlexxLift 2.2
Approx. max. working height in m 3.50 4.20
Platform height in mm 1,500 2,200
Platform size L x W in m 0.72 x 0.60 0.85 x 0.64
Transport dimension L x W x H mm 1.170 x 680 x 1.600 1.400 x 740 x 1.960
Weight in kg 180.00 305.00
Order no. 127100 127110
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GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK ladders 
satisfy all of the requirements of the latest 
versions of the DIN EN 131-1, -2 and -3 
series of standards

The European standards DIN EN 131-1, DIN EN 131-2 and 
DIN EN 131-3, DIN EN 131-4 as well as DIN EN 131-6, 
which govern the construction, types, tests, identification 
and instructions of use, have undergone a comprehensive 
revision.

One fundamental new aspect is the classification of ladders 
into two classes:

	 Ladders bearing the label "Professional" are designed 
for use at workplaces

	 "Non-Professional" applies to ladders that are only 
allowed to be used in private applications

The strength and durability requirements of the classification 
"Professional use" and "Professional" are higher.

All DIN EN 131 certified ladders in our guide are tested  
and marked according to the ladder classes "Professional" 
or "Professional use". 

Legally conform

GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK ladders are state-of-the-art 
and satisfy the requirements of the German Health & Safety 
Act and Industrial Safety ladder classes. They comply with 
the "Professional use" or "Professional" class of ladders.

Work safety

The following is verified in new stricter tests: The declared 
stability and non-slip properties of the GÜNZBURGER 
STEIGTECHNIK ladders allow even better reduction and 
avoidance of work accidents.

Safe in Europe

The new editions of the DIN EN 131 series of standards 
apply throughout Europe. This means no matter in which 
country you work in Europe: you can always use ladders 
from GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK.

Safe and long-term investment

By purchasing our products, you are always on the safe 
side, as all current standards are met.

Alterations to standards
Inform. Understand. Be safe.

In our Standards Service section, we publish relevant and important changes  
to standards which affect GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK products.

Would you like to use our Standards Service? You will find it on our website  
at www.steigtechnik.de/normenservice or just scan the QR code. Keep up-to-date  
at all times – new, simple and practical!

Company information,  
search list

 � Standards 341

 � Seminars 346

 � Service 348

 � Company information 350

 � Alphabetical search list 352

 � Numeric search list 354
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DIN EN 1004-1 Mobile access and working 
towers made of prefabricated elements – 
Part 1: Materials, dimensions, design loads, 
safety and performance requirements

 � Technically and editorially revised standard

 � Probable publication date end of 2020 / start of 2021

 � Transitional period (DOW = date of withdrawal) set at 12 months

 � The standard applies to mobile working platforms as temporary 
work equipment indoors (standing height up to 12.0 m) and 
outdoors (standing height up to 8.0 m)

 � The standard does not apply to scaffolding according to  
EN 12810-1 (façade scaffolding) and EN 12811-1  
(work scaffolds)

 � Mobile working platforms are only allowed to consist of a single 
scaffolding bay structure and only one deck surface is allowed  
to be used as a working level 

 � It must be possible to assemble, disassemble or convert the  
mobile working platform without the use of personal fall protec-
tion equipment. Therefore, technical (e.g. protective assembly 
railings) or organisational solutions (e.g. 3-T method) are required

 � Maximum vertical distance between deck surfaces 2.25 m  
and between the ground and the first deck surface 3.25 m

 � Liquid or granular materials are also allowed to be used as ballast 
if they are supplied by the manufacturer in shock-resistant and 
sealable containers

 � Clarification that mobile working platforms are not anchorage 
points for personal protective equipment against falls from height 
(exception: they are specifically designed by the manufacturer for 
this purpose and according to the applicable standards)

The changes due to the new DIN EN 1004-1 have already been 
taken into account for the respective products in this guidebook.

DIN EN 131-4 Ladders – Part 4:  
Single or multiple hinge-joint ladders

 � Technically and editorially revised standard

 � Published in June 2020 

 � The standard applies in conjunction with EN 131-1, EN 131-2 
and EN 131-3 and specifies requirements, inspection and mark-
ing of multi-purpose ladders with one or more articulated joints

 � The standard does not apply to articulated joints of multi-purpose 
ladders and double-sided ladders according to DIN EN 131-1

 � Introduction of modified or new manufacturer's tests to introduce 
the ladder classes "non-professional" and "professional" use

 � The standard does not apply to articulated joints of multi-purpose 
ladders and double-sided ladders according to DIN EN 131-1

 � Adaptation to the current EN 131-1, i.e. for ladder lengths  
> 3.0 m, straight ladders must have a larger lower ladder width

 � New requirement: if multiple hinge-joint ladders can be used in  
a platform position, the platform element must be supplied with 
the product to conform to the standard

The changes due to the new DIN EN 131-4 have been taken into 
account for the respective products in this guidebook.

DIN 18799-3 Fixed vertical ladder systems 
for construction works – Safety requirements 
and tests – Part 3: Accessories

 � New standard part for vertical ladders on construction works

 � Probable publication date end of 2020 / start of 2021 with 
"standard" transition period of 6 months

 � The standard contains specifications for platforms, walkways, 
floor coverings, railings, barriers and access protection devices

 � The standard does not apply to:

 �  Fixed vertical ladders on machinery (DIN EN ISO 14122-4)

 �  Fixed vertical ladders for shafts (DIN EN 14396)

 �  Fixed emergency vertical ladders (DIN 14094-1)

 �  Fixed accesses to process engineering apparatus (DIN 28017)

 � Walkways: Surface load min. 2.0 kN/m2, total load min. 1.5 kN, 
width min. 500 mm

 � Platforms: Surface load min. 2.0 kN/m2, total load min. 2.0 kN, 
width and length min. 800 mm each

 � Floor coverings of walkways and platforms min. non-slip rating  
R 10 (according to DIN 51130)

 � For distances > 180 mm between the building and the platform 
or walkway, a railing (handrail, knee board and toe board) with 
railing height min. 1,100 mm is required

 � Access barrier (automatically closing safety door) required at 
railing openings. For roof parapet height ≥ 1,100 mm no barrier 
is required

 � At the front exit points, railings are required on both sides of 
the vertical ladder (each at least 1,500 mm in length from the 
ladder centre line) or railings extending into the exit area (at least 
2,000 mm in length from the exit edge); this also applies to roof 
parapet heights < 1,100 mm

 � The railings at exit points do not require a toe board for roof 
parapet heights over 100 mm, and no toe board and knee board 
for roof parapet heights over 600 mm

 � Vertical ladders that end on platforms or walkways must be 
provided with additional fall protection devices at distances ≤ 
1,500 mm from the railing (e.g. braces between the back protec-
tion and the railing)

 � Depending on the risk assessment, measures (access protection) 
must be provided to prevent unauthorised persons from climbing 
the vertical ladder

 � If access protection devices are required, the back protection 
is only allowed to start at a height of 2,700 mm (otherwise 
2,200 mm)

The changes due to the new DIN 18799-3 have already been taken 
into account for the respective products in this guidebook.

Complete overview
Standards, laws and regulations

Applicable standards The standard describes and applies to …
The standard does  
not apply to …

Portable ladders
DIN EN 131-1 to 4

Portable ladders for a wide variety of ap-
plications, e.g. straight, push-up, vertical, 
multi-purpose and hinged ladders for use 
by 1 person with max. 150 kg

Ladders for special professional 
use, such as fire brigade ladders, 
roof ladders and step stools

Step stools DIN EN 14183

Portable ascent means with one or  
more steps in which the top surface 
is max. 1.0 m high and intended to be 
walked on for use by 1 person with  
max. 150 kg

Ladders such as double-sided 
step ladders that can be stepped 
on from one or both sides

Telescopic ladders DIN EN 131-6
Portable telescopic straight ladder and 
double-sided ladders for use by 1 person 
with max. 150 kg

Ladders with sliding elements

Platform ladders DIN EN 131-7

Mobile platform ladders with a work 
platform of max. 1 m2 in area, a platform 
height of max. 5.0 m and for use by  
1 person with a weight of max. 150 kg

Portable ladders according  
to EN 131-1 or -4, ladders ac-
cording to EN 1147, step stools 
according to EN 14183, fixed 
entrances according to  
EN ISO 14122

Stairs, working  
platforms and walkways

DIN EN ISO 14122-1 
to 4

Fixed access points to machinery, e.g. 
ramps, stairs, bridging steps, railings, 
working platforms, walkways and vertical 
ladders

For lifts, mobile working plat-
forms or other equipment intend-
ed for carrying people between 
two levels

Vertical ladders DIN 18799-1 to 3

Fixed vertical ladders on buildings with 
side-rails or centre rail. Safety railing de-
pends on the overall vertical height; back 
protection or fall protection required

Fixed vertical ladders as emer-
gency ladders or as access to 
machinery

Vertical ladders DIN 14094-1
Fixed vertical ladders with side-rails,  
with back protection as emergency  
ladder system

Fixed vertical ladders as traffic 
routes on buildings or as access 
to machinery

Mobile scaffolding DIN EN 1004-1

Mobile working platforms made of 
pre-fabricated components with  
a platform height up to 12.0 m (indoors) 
and up to 8.0 m (outdoors)

Small scaffoldings, façade  
or protective scaffoldings

Alterations to standards
Inform. Understand. Be safe.

Standards are recognised engineering rules that define the production, testing and use of products. The application 
of these standards becomes mandatory, if specified in private contracts or in laws, such as the German Product 
Safety Act (ProdSG). It is obvious from the German Work Safety Act (ArbSchG) and the DGUV regulations that  
the respective standards need to be satisfied when using climbing equipment.

If you have any questions about standards or regulations in the field of access technology, please do not  
hesitate to contact the experts at GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK.
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Gebrauchs- und Bedienungsanleitung
Anlegeleitern

Artikel Nummern:

• 10006 - 10124
• 10406 - 10824
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Serienprodukte

Werkstoff: Aluminium, Holz, Kunststoff

Ausführung:
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Which ladder size/length is required?
The EU Directive 2009/104/EC (formerly 2001/45/EC) includes the require-
ment that users should be able to stand securely and hold on safely at all 
times. In Germany, this is implemented by BetrSichV §3(1), which stipulates 
that work equipment must be suitable for the work to be carried out.

Representation of standing height and working height

Calculation of the ladder length of straight ladders with known vertical height

The choice of the right ladder/scaffolding always depends 
on the circumstances and the working height

Formula *
Standing height + 2.0 m = approx. working height

* Depending on body size

Required minimum ladder length (in m) at the following work angle

75° rung 
ladders
(only just with-
in the allowed 
tolerance)

70° rung 
ladders
(Our recom-
mendation)

70° step 
ladders

60° stairs 45° stairs

vert. Height 
(in m)

vert. H × F * 
1.035

vert. H × F * 
1.064

vert. H × F * 
1.064

vert. H × F * 
1.155

vert. H × F * 
1.414

2.0 2.05 2.15 2.15 2.30 2.85

2.5 2.60 2.65 2.65 2.90 3.55

3.0 3.10 3.20 3.20 3.45 4.25

3.5 3.60 3.70 3.70 4.05 4.95

4.0 4.15 4.25 4.25 4.60 5.65

4.5 4.65 4.80 – 5.20 6.35

5.0 5.20 5.30 – 5.80 7.05

5.5 5.70 5.85 – 6.35 7.80

6.0 6.20 6.40 – 6.95 8.50

6.5 6.75 6.90 – 7.50 9.20

7.0 7.25 7.45 – 8.10 9.90

* Height x Factor X 

The required minimum lengths can be read from the table.  
We always recommend selecting the next largest overall ladder length from our delivery range

Elbow method 

A straight ladder that is 
positioned too steeply can 
fall over. If it is too flat, it 
might slip away. Use the 
elbow method to select the 
correct inclination angle

Example of how to calculate the minimum ladder length:

 � Vertical height (upper contact point) = 6.0 m
 � If a rung ladder is used: (70° inclination angle) 6.0 m x 1.064 = 6.4 m 
 � If the straight ladder is used for climbing onto roof surfaces, the 
required minimum additional length of 1.0 m must also be taken into 
account 
 
The values are rounded to 5 cm

4 Stop

 �  Straight ladders are only allowed to be climbed up  
to the fourth-highest step/rung

 � When climbing onto a roof, objects etc., the ladder 
must protrude 1.0 m beyond the exit step

3 Stop

 � Double-sided step ladders with double-sided access 
must only be climbed up to the third highest step/rung

 � The so-called elbow method is used to easily  
determine the correct contact angle

5 Stop
 �  Multi-purpose ladders in the "Double-sided ladder with 
push-up extension ladder" position of use may only  
be ascended up to the fifth step/rung from the top

 � Double-sided ladders with platform and platform 
ladders must be chosen so that the user can reach the 
maximum required working height from the platform 
without having to stretch

Choosing the right ladder length and 
scaffolding height

In our category "What 
you really need to 
know", you will find 
useful information 
for safe handling of 
ladders, step stools 
and scaffolding in 
practice.

This information is 
also available online 
on our website.

Instructions for use
The revised DIN EN 131-3 Ladders – Part 3: Labelling and instructions for use require 
the manufacturer to provide instructions for use with each ladder. These instructions for 
use must contain important safety instructions and comprehensive information on the 
inspection, maintenance and storage of the ladder in question. The previous rule that 
it is sufficient if the instructions for use are only made available on the manufacturer's 
homepage has been dropped. Our service for you: In addition to a printed version on 
the ladder, we also provide you with the instructions for use and operating instructions 
of our series ladders on our homepage at www.steigtechnik.de with the respective 
article number under Downloads.

 

 

 

 

With our nivello® ladder shoe,  
you can see the correct work  
angle at a glance!
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Fit for access technology
Learn everything important in theory and practice in our seminars, 
in order to be allowed to examine access technology of most 
different kinds

Do you know if you can still use or repair a slightly damaged ladder? Up to what 
step can I climb a ladder and what is the difference between a traffic route and a 
workplace? Answers to all these questions are provided by our various seminars 
on all aspects of access technology.

This is what we offer you:
 � Non-proprietary one-day seminars on various topics

 � Numerous seminar dates at different locations in Germany

 � Training contents in accordance with the latest standards and regulations

 � Expert knowledge through experienced seminar leaders and speakers

 � Practically oriented advanced training with exhibits and fault patterns 

 � Tips and tricks for the repair and maintenance of access technology

 � Documents and digital options for optimum ladder testing

 � Comprehensive training material to take away

 � Up to two VDSI training points per seminar

Our seminar leaders:
 � Communicate knowledge with competence and likeability

 � Show how access technology can be tested and organised  
in a time-optimised manner

 � Information about wear limits and reasons for rejecting

 � Presentation of feasible repair possibilities

 � Talk openly about hazardous situations and mistakes by users

Interested? Then we look forward to welcoming you to one of our 
upcoming seminars – more information about dates and venues  
can be found online at www.steigtechnik.de/campus, by e-mail at  
campus@steigtechnik.de or by telephone on +49 (8221) 361 6593

Order no. 19040

Our campus seminars  
at a glance:

 � Ladders, step stools & mobile scaffolding

  One-day seminar for all those who want to 
carry out an independent inspection and 
assessment of ladders, step stools and  
mobile scaffolding

 � Fixed access technology

  One-day seminar in order to be able to test 
and assess permanently mounted vertical 
and shaft ladders on one's own responsibility 
afterwards

 � Vertical ladder working day

  Practical working day for installation  
companies, specialist dealers and architects 
who plan and install fixed access technology

 � Portable fire brigade ladders

  Expert seminar for members of fire brigades 
and aid organisations who are responsible  
for recurrent inspections and maintenance  
of fire service ladders and rescue platforms.

 � Testing and maintenance  
of mobile containers 

  Expert seminar for members of fire brigades 
and aid organisations who are responsible 
for the inspection and maintenance of mobile 
containers. Current changes in the regulations 
for the testing of fire service ladders are also 
dealt with in this seminar.

 � In-house seminars

  The cost-effective and flexible alternative at 
your site with individually adapted seminar 
contents tailored to your requirements for  
all access technology topics

Detailed information and registration options  
for the respective seminars as well as  
all current dates can be found online at  
www.steigtechnik.de/campus

RFID

Testing ladders made easy
With the right organisation, documentation and inventory, the recurring testing of work equipment 
becomes child's play.

According to the German Industrial Safety Regulation (BetrSichV), work equipment must be inspected periodically – this also 
includes ladders, step stools and mobile scaffolding. Your advantage: Thanks to prefabricated control sheets or online test 
programs, inspection is now simple and quick. And when it comes to inventories, RFID tags already offer digital alternatives 
to traditional identification.

Control sheets  
and test software
Regardless of whether you choose the analogue or digital 
route – the procedure and criteria for the recurring tests are 
always identical. 

You can download prefabricated control sheets to fill out in PDF 
format from our homepage at www.steigtechnik.de/downloads 
free of charge. We offer templates for the following product 
groups:

 � Ladders/step stools

 � Mobile scaffolding

 � Access and shaft ladders

 � Working platforms

Completely filled out and signed by a qualified inspection 
person, the control sheets must be filed correctly in  
case validation is required at a later date (according to  
BetrSichV §14 (7) at least until the next inspection).

If a company needs to manage and test a large number of 
work equipment items, it is advisable to use Syfit's AYE-D.
NET software for equipment management. These programs 
offer the uncomplicated maintenance and analysis of all 
work equipment as well as the administration of product 
data, test reports and documents. The ladder test, for 
example, guides you step by step, while digital signatures 
eliminate the need to print and file documents.

Inventory of work equipment
In order to be able to clearly assign ladders, step stools and 
mobile scaffolding to the recurring tests, it is necessary to 
carry out a structured identification of the equipment used. 
This must then also be noted on the corresponding control 
sheet.  

The most common method to date has been the alpha-
numeric marking of equipment, which is attached to the 
product by means of stickers. Barcodes or QR codes are 
also popular, provided that appropriate reading devices are 
available.

If you use software to manage your work equipment, you 
can also use an RFID tag to identify the products. This ena-
bles digital recognition and, unlike optical stickers, can also 
be applied to concealed areas. Another advantage: When 
scanning the RFID tag, the software recognises the product 
directly and opens the stored information such as the control 
sheet. This allows the ladder test to be started directly.

In order to prevent the detachment or blurring of  
markings, it is advisable to affix the sticker under a step,  
rung or platform. 

RFID tag
 � Passive labels for unambiguous  
marking of products

 � Readable with common readers  
and NFC-enabled devices

 � 1 set = 10 pcs.

Many software tools for equipment testing have 
already stored ladder data in the program, which 
saves a lot of time and effort in data maintenance. 
Ask your provider in individual cases.
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Follow us!
facebook.com/steigtechnik
instagram.com/steigtechnik

Watch the new  
product videos now. 
steigtechnik.de/video

www.steigtechnik.de

Free information material

In addition to innovative access technology for the highest demands,  
we also support our customers in the best possible way with extensive  
printed documents and sales aids. To place an order, please contact  
your sales representative or simply send us a fax or e-mail:  
fax +49 (8221) 361 680, e-mail vertrieb@steigtechnik.de

 � Catalogues such as special constructions, rescue equipment guides,  
access technology solutions for aviation, access technology solutions  
for rail vehicles

 � Brochures such as the sustainability report, Ergo-News

 � Product flyer of the current innovations 

 � Posters such as "15 Tipps mit Grips" (15 clever tips), "Was ist falsch –  
was ist richtig" (What is wrong – what is right), "Aufgepasst beim  
Leiternkauf" (Things to watch out for when buying a ladder)

 � Repair instructions such as "This is how it's done"

 � Ladder control sheets, info flyers, pictogram explanation, assembly  
instructions, declarations of performance, standards, regulations  
and much more besides

Just get in touch we will be happy to help!

Facebook and Instagram
Do you always want to keep up to date with what's new at GÜNZBURGER 
STEIGTECHNIK? Then "like" our Facebook page and follow us on Instagram. 
Take a look behind the scenes and get compact information and pictures 
about projects in the field of special constructions as well as all product  
highlights, trade fairs etc. directly on your mobile phone and the rest.

Video service – YouTube

Discover current product videos on our YouTube channel, which give you 
information about the high processing quality, as well as the many practical 
functions and equipment details of our products. Design and product variants 
are presented clearly and interestingly as well. What are you waiting for –  
click in and let yourself be inspired. After all, a video says more than  
a thousand words!

Homepage 
The whole range of products, the latest information on standards, RFQ texts, 
planning aids and much else besides – all this can be found on our website at 
www.steigtechnik.de around the clock. In the "Dates & News" section you can 
also find out the next seminar dates with just a few clicks and register directly 
online. The download section provides access to many catalogues, flyers and 
other useful documents for your day-to-day business.

POS material

"Mix" ladder stand
 � Mobile and robust, the mobile sales aid for indoor and outdoor use 
presents four sales-boosting ladders for the most diverse needs of 
end customers

 � The key point: A fixed multi-function ladder is part of the corrosion- 
resistant aluminium display and serves as a holder for the attractive, 
coloured advertising board. A brochure holder is also included and 
offers further information possibilities for the customers

 � Dimensions L x W x H: 1.05 x 1.20 x 0.90 m 
 
The "Mix" ladder stand includes the following ladders:

 � 1x double-sided step ladder with single-sided access,  
order no. 40103

 � 1x double-sided step ladder with double-sided access,  
order no. 40210

 � 1x double-sided rung ladder, order no. 33012

 � 1x telescopic ladder, 4-section, order no. 32015

Free of charge: 
Laminated aluminium advertising board and acrylic brochure holder

"Steps" ladder stand
 � The compact presentation module attractively displays up to six 
ladders in the smallest of spaces and can be moved quickly and easily 
thanks to lockable castors. Made of corrosion-resistant aluminium,  
it can also be used indoors and outdoors; the brochure holder pro-
vides ideal information for the end customer

 � Another bonus: The pre-assembled display panel can even be embla-
zoned with a customer logo for orders of five or more ladder stands

 � Dimensions L x W x H: 0.61 x 1.05 x 1.54 m 
 
The "Steps" ladder stand includes the following ladders:

 � 1x ML double-sided step ladder with single-sided access,  
order no. 11225

 � 2x ML double-sided step ladder with double-sided access,  
order no. 11233

 � 1x ML double-sided step ladder with double-sided access,  
order no. 11234

 � 1x double-sided step ladder with single-sided access,  
order no. 40105

 �  1x double-sided step ladder with double-sided access,  
order no. 40208 
 
Free of charge:  
Laminated aluminium advertising board and acrylic brochure holder

Order no. 49997

Order no. 49995
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GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK
Safety. Made in Germany.

Product tests
Almost all our products are type and GS-tested. The following institutions carry 
out the tests: TÜV Rheinland, TÜV Product Service, TÜV Süd Product Service,  
DEKRA TESTING & CERTIFICATION, Intertek Germany.

Welding verification
Certification by DVS Zert / GSI SLV in compliance with EN 1090-2 and EN 1090-3 to EXC 2 and  
DIN EN ISO 3834-2 respectively.

Made in Germany
TÜV seal "Made in Germany": All products manufactured in Günzburg are marked with this symbol.

Express delivery programme
GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK attaches great importance to ensuring that the items listed in  
the Access Solutions Guidebook are available very quickly and that most products are on stock at  
the Günzburg works. Speed is often the decisive factor – not only for you, but for us as well.  
We are your reliable delivery partner!

Express shipping: Available at favourable conditions for a small surcharge. Just get in touch with us!

The deadlines stated for the express delivery program apply for the Federal Republic of Germany. All orders and deliveries  
are subject to the General Terms and Conditions of GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK that are known to the buyer (see also  
www.steigtechnik.de) and can be provided on request. GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK reserves the right to select the ship-
ping method. The above-mentioned delivery deadlines are not binding and do not represent a legally binding delivery date. 

1–3
Available for delivery within 1–3 working 
days ex Günzburg works.

Express delivery programme 

3–5
Available for delivery within 3–5 working 
days ex Günzburg works.

Express delivery programme 

10
Available for delivery within 10 working 
days ex Günzburg works.

Express delivery programme 

Our three categories in the express delivery programme:

Seal of quality – Systematic Safety
The "Seal of quality – Systematic Safety" is an occupational health and safety management system based on  
the German National Guidelines for Occupational Health and Safety Management Systems.

Warranty terms and conditions
We select the best materials and suitable manufacturing processes for our products. Our company is certified to European Standard  
DIN EN ISO 9001:2015 and has operational quality assurance management in place. We can therefore grant you a 15-year guarantee for 
our series products. The guarantee does not cover motor drives or additional electrical, hydraulic or pneumatic equipment or its supply  
lines – the legal regulations apply here. The guarantee starts on the day of purchase; invoices or sales receipts serve as proof. The guaran-
tee extends to material, processing or construction faults for which we are responsible. Damage caused by natural wear and tear, improper 
handling or modification is not covered by the warranty. In the event of a warranty claim, we shall either remedy the defect or replace the 
defective item at our discretion. Any further claims are excluded.

Certificates

Awards

Collaborations

* TÜV seal "Made in Germany": All products  
manufactured in Günzburg are marked with

GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK is considered the top name for ladders, 
mobile scaffolding, special constructions and rescue equipment well  
beyond Europe. Not least because you get a quality guarantee of  
15 years on our products. 

Access equipment made in Günzburg has a tradition going back more than 
120 years. Today, the company is being managed by the fourth generation 
of the founding family. With over 350 dedicated employees, GÜNZBURGER 
STEIGTECHNIK develops and produces all-round intelligent solutions. Intelli-
gent products and product details with practical added value for our custom-
ers – that is our philosophy.

Right from the beginning, it has been especially important to us that  
production takes place exclusively at our home in the district of Günzburg.  
The outcome of this down-to-earth company policy is a unique promise:  
15 years quality guarantee will always provide the good and safe feeling  
of having chosen the right product with GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK. 

So for us, production at the home location is both a quality feature and  
a philosophy – and we also rank among the pioneers in this regard: We are 
the first company whose products have been certified by the Technical In-
spection Association TÜV Nord with the quality seal "Made in Germany".

The solutions provided by GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK are employed  
in numerous fields: in industry and trade, by public-sector clients and of 
course by private customers. Our series product range includes more  
than 1,600 products.
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clip-step R 13 step padding  
retrofit kit ..............................122, 163, 249
clip-step R 13 step padding  
yellow retrofit kit ............................123, 161
clip-step relax step padding  
retrofit kit ........................................19, 123
clip-step step padding  
retrofit kit ..........................9, 121, 162, 249 
Compact step stool ..............................173
Connecting brace .........................297, 308
Corner connectors ................................308
Corner strut ..........................................127

D   
De-icing scaffold ........................... 242–243
De-icing system ............ 236–237, 240–241
Desk-Surfer ..........................................339
Diagonal braces ............................276, 279
Distance segment .................................307
Double-sided ladder ......................... 22–45

E
Emergency descent ladder ...................306
Emergency ladder systems ........... 292–293
Enclosure .............................................305
Entry aids ............................. 314–315, 321
Entry frame ...........................................277
ergo-pad® grip area ..................19, 23, 46,  
.............................................135, 113, 160
Exit railing  ............................................309
Exit side-rails ................................114, 300
Exit step .......................................301, 304
Extension ladder ...................................116
Extension spacer mounting kit ..............309

F  

Fall protection rail .................................320
Fixed castors ........................................204
Flange plate ..........................................307
FlexxLift .................................... 7, 336–338
FlexxTower ............................... 6, 254–257
FlexxTower accessories ........................275
Floor mounting bracket .........................204
Folding frame unit .................................278
Folding ladder .........................................68
Folding scaffoldings ...................... 268–274
Folding stabilisers .............................9, 120
Folding step stools ................... 8, 170–171
Folding steps ................................ 174–175
Foot plates .....16, 124, 164, 205, 299, 313
Frame extension ...................................280
Fruit tree poles ......................................117

G  
Ground spikes ......................................117
Guide fixture .........................................119
Guided type fall arrester ........ 318–319, 322
Gutter bracket ......................................114

H  
Handrails .............. 113, 159, 205–206, 279 
Hinged platforms .......................... 176–177
Hinges ..........................................119, 281
Hook fixing mounting kit .......................115
Hook-in platform .......................8, 170, 207
Hook-in platform R 13 ....................11, 112
Hook-in step R 13 ..........................11, 112
Hooks .................. 114–115, 118, 127, 248
Horizontal braces .........................276, 279
Hygienic mobile containers .............14, 333

I   
Identification plate .................................321
Inclined ascent .....................................279
Insertion hook .......................................127
Inside shoes ......... 124–125, 159, 164, 208
Intermediate platform ............................308
Inventory sticker ...131, 209, 249, 283, 323

L  
Ladder head protection ............ 9, 114–115
Ladder holder .......................................118
Ladder stand ........................................349
Ladder suspension hook ......................118
Lashing strap ........................118, 161, 204
Lifting castors ....... 116, 160–161, 205–206
Loading bridge .....................................327
Lock set ...............................................327
Locking hook ........................................127

M  
Machine platform ..................................201
MaxxStep step module ...................11, 112
ML bridging platform ............................203
ML folding scaffolding ...........................274
ML working trestle ................................328
Mobile containers ......................... 332–333
Mobile scaffolding ......................... 252–267
Multi-function ladders .............................69
Multi-purpose ladders ................... 8, 62–67

N  
nivello® ladder shoes ...... 16–17, 124–125,  
  ....................................................164, 208

O  
Outside shoes .............. 125–126, 128, 208

P  
Pallet support .......................................194
(Mobile) partitions ................... 14, 330–331
Perforated rung ....................................323
Platform ladder accessories .......... 160–165
Platform ladders ....................... 7, 132–151
Platform stairs .............. 152–157, 230–235
Platform stairs accessories ........... 158–159
Platforms ..............200, 207, 238, 278, 308
Plug-on frame ............................... 275–277
Posts ....................................................159
Product stickers ...................130, 165, 209
Protective assembly railing ....................282
Pull-out stop .........................................127
Push-up extension ladders ... 70–77, 82–85

R  
Rail fastening ................................318, 320
Rail point ..............................................322
Rail slip-on device .................................321
Rail stop ...............................................321
Rail systems .....................95, 97, 101, 129
Railings .................129, 159, 186, 205-207,  
239, 244, 247, 275, 277, 282, 300, 308–309
Replacement shoes ..... 124–126, 128, 159,  
.....................................................164, 208
Rest platforms ..............................308, 323
Rescue platform ...................................309
Retrofit stabilisers .................................120
Ridge bracket .......................................114

Rigid connection ...........................116, 160
'roll-bar' retrofit kit .................... 18–19, 113
Roll-top ..........................................95, 129
Roof ladders .........................................110
Roof ladders accessories .....................111
Roof parapet bridges ....................301, 304
Rope pulley ..........................................126
Rope-extension ladders .................... 78–85
Rung sliding piece ................................126

S   
Safety barriers ..............158, 248, 300, 306
Safety doors .................248, 279, 300, 304
Safety rope ...................................158, 248 
Safety strut ...........................................303
Scaffolding connector set  ....................278
Scaffolding strut ...................................279
Scaffoldings ................................ 250 – 274
Shaft ladder accessories .............. 313–315
Shaft ladders ................................ 310–312
Shelf ladders .................................. 94–101
Side-rail cover caps ......................126, 161
Side-rail extensions.............. 117, 128–129,  
.....................................................160, 204
Single-rail ladders ......................... 316–317
Snow pusher ........................................249
Socket ..................................................314
(Height-adjustable) spindle ....................280
Spreader lock ...............................116, 160
Spring clip ............................253, 255, 281
Spring-loaded castors ........... 23, 116–117, 
  ....................................................129, 158
Spring-loaded castors  
with arrestor ................................. 205–206
Stabilisers .....................................118, 120
Stairs ........................... 152–157, 174–175,  
............................. 212–223, 230–235, 241
Stairs accessories ........................ 246–249
Stairs modules ......................................239
Stationary vertical ladders
...on buildings ............................... 290–291

...on machines .............................. 294–295
Steel lockable door ...............................305
Step spare part set  ..............................126
Step stools ....168–173, 184–185, 192–193
Step-on bracket ...................................281
Stickers ............... 130–131, 165, 209, 249,  
.............................................283, 323, 347
Stirrup irons ..........................................314
Storage trays ...............113, 127, 158, 207,  
.....................................................247, 281
Straight ladders ................................ 46–61
Struts ...........................................276, 279
Support part .........................................238
Supporting handles ..............160, 248, 323
Swivel castors ......................................158
Swivel castors ......................................280
Swivel foot  ...................................125, 161
System railings ............................. 244–245

T   
Tanker ladder accessories ....................109
Tanker ladders ......................................108
Telescopic ladders ............................ 86–93
Telescopic outrigger .............................281
Test badge ..................131, 165, 209, 249,  
.....................................................283, 323
Toe board ............. 245, 275–276, 278, 309
Tool bag .......................................113, 161
Tool tray .......................................114, 128
Transfer platform ..................................308
Transport boxes ........................... 326–327
(Folding) transport handle .....................206
Transport lifting castor ..........................116
Transport lock ......................................119
Triangular outrigger ....... 255, 275–276, 280

U  
Undercarriages ...............95, 129, 158, 246 

V  
Vertical ladder connector ......................297
Vertical ladders modular kit system ......289,  
..................................................... 296–309

W  
Walkway system ........................... 236–239
Walkway systems modular  
kit system ..................................... 238–239
Wall anchors ................ 118, 204, 297–299,  
.....................................................313, 317
Wall bracket .................................238, 247
Wall pad ...............................................126
Wall spacers .................................114, 281
Wall-mounted ladder holder ..........118, 204
Wheeled step stool ...............................172
Window cleaner’s ladders ............. 102–107
Withdrawal block ..................................127
Wooden covering ...........................69, 129
Work platforms ............ 168–169, 179–183,  
..................................... 186–191, 195–197
Working platform ............ 93, 198–199, 200
Working trestles ............................ 328–329
Work stands ................................. 184–185
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Numeric search list

10006 10024 53

10112 10124 53

10306 10324 53

10406 10824 54

11013 11023 107

11111 69

11112 11199 110

11118 11120 111

11136 11139 326/327

11159 11178 111

11179 114

11180 11182 327

11184 11188 327

11195 11196 327

11204 111

11208 11220 111

11223 11227 29

11233 11237 37

11253 11255 29

11300 11301 274

11302 281

12005 12009 107

12011 12027 105

12031 12035 122

12061 333

12905 275

12913 275

12926 275

12931 275

12943 275

12955 275

12973 275

19007 321

19040 347

19051 113/160

19052 19053 113

19080 19081 283

19100 114

19114 114

19115 114/160

19116 19120 323

19126 323

19135 129

19136 19137 281

19175 19176
131/165/ 
209/249/ 
283/323

19177 19187 115

19188 19189 116

19190 19191 125/208

19192 19204 125

19201 19202
125/164/ 

208

19203 19204 125/164

19205 19206
124/164/ 

208

19207 19213 124/164

19215 19218
124/164/ 

208

19219 19220 124/164

19224 124/164

19226 19227 125/161

19232 126/161

19234 126

19240 208

19241 19242 125

19243 19244 125

19245 208

19246 19247 159/208

19248 19249 208

19250 19251 208

19252 19253 125

19254 19262 119

19267 19268 208

19269 125

19270 113
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Order 
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Page

19271 114

19273 158/247

19274 19276 247/281

19280 116

19283 19286 126

19287 113/161

19310 19318 115

19319 114

19320 19323 115

19411 19412 127

19424 19426 127

19429 116/160

19470 19471 127

19474 19476 119

19477 281

19483 127

19484 126

19619 126

19620 119

19630 126

19631 127

19632 19633 118

19634 19635 113

19681 126

19682 129

19686 126

19687 158

19688 127

19689 127

19697 158

19708 19718 112

19725 121/162

19729 19741 112

19747 122/163

19771 19773 126

19782 129

19783 19784 117

19808 19809 117

19810 116/160

19831 116/160

19832 19838 118

19839 118/204

19840 118

19841 118/204

19842 114

19844 115

19845 127

19846 19847 116

19853 19866 123/161

19900 19910 112

19914 117/160

19915
117/160/ 

204

19916 19917 117/160

19925 19946 117

19960
118/161/ 

204

19984 123

20206 20220 75

20308 20314 77

20318 20324 77

20406 20420 75

20608 20614 77

20808 20820 75

21214 21224 79

21314 21324 79

21614 21618 81

21714 21724 79

22314 22318 81

22414 22418 81

27104 280

27142 279

27254 268/278

27901 27906 277

27907 27908 279

Order no. 
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27910 27911 278

27912 281

27913 27914 278

27917 280

27918 27919 277

27920 281

27921 27923 280

27926 280

27928 277

27929 279

27930 27934 278

27935 27939 279

27940 281

27941 278

27942 277

27943 27944 278

27945 27946 268/278

27949 278

27950 277

27952 27954 282

27955 27957 277

27958 27959 280

27961 27968 279

27970 27972 278

27973 280

27983 27984 279

27985 27986 278

30290 30293 113

30299 128

30300 30301 69/129

30303 30305 129

30307 128

30308 30318
97/99/ 

101/129

30360 30385 120

30400 30401 329

30404 203

30408 202

30409 203

30413 328

30414 201

30415 194

30416 200

30417 207

31012 31032 41

31216 31228 66

31310 31314 69

31320 31324 69

32013 32019 90

32021 129

32029 207

32121 32124 89

32208 32216 68

33012 33029 41

33032 33048 42

33106 33116 57

33120 33124 110

33208 33220 44

33306 33314 67

33318 33325 65

33510 33516 43

33706 33722 51

33800 128

33806 33816 38

34108 34124 39

35006 35314 59

35108 35214 83

35508 35514 83

36006 36814 61

36108 36214 85

36305 36310 151

36325 36330 151

36404 36414 45

36608 36614 85

39002 39004 193

Order no. 
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Order 
no. to

Page

39012 39014 193

39022 39024 193

40103 40114 25

40206 40228 33

40306 40318 49

40612 40618 49

40630 40647 73

40650 40653 122

41103 41114 28

41206 41228 36

41306 41318 97

41406 41418 99

41503 41514 27

41515 41539 121

41540 41570 122

41571 41583 122

41588 41594 163

41595 41598 163

41603 41614 35

41623 41634 25

41636 41647 33

41650 41651 163

41652 163/249

41653 163

41654 249

41655 163

41656 249

41657 163

41658 249

41659 163

41660 249

41661 41693 123

41803 41805 121

41821 41833 121

41841 41858 123

41863 41865 122

42103 42114 27

42206 42228 35

42703 42708 30

43803 43808 31

44506 44512 101

44606 44612 101

49995 49997 349

50001 172

50006 50007 176

50008 50010 179

50011 50022 187

50023 50029 186/206

50030 206

50031 179

50032 195

50035 179

50036 50042 205

50043 50045 179

50046 205

50050 50052 189

50053 50055 189

50056 50058 189

50059 50061 191

50062 50064 191

50065 50067 191

50068 50069 206

50076 206

50077 205

50084 50090 138

50094 50096 177

50102 50108 153

50109 50110 159

50111 50113 158

50114 159

50120 50121 158

50122 159

50123 50124 158

50125 248

50172 50175 185
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62234 302

62235 303

62237 302

62243 300

62264 62266 296

62274 303

62277 302

62446 306

62960 308

62963 302

62966 62970 301

63004 63015 312

63049 63050 300

63181 63185 301

63234 302

63235 303

63237 302

63243 300

63249 63250 298

63253 299

63257 63260 297

63261 63262 299

63263 297

63264 63266 296

63267 297

63269 299

63270 63273 298

63274 303

63275 297

63276 308

63277 302

63498 63499 305

63500 63502 300

63504 63505 306

63506 63507 304

63960 63961 308

63962 306

63963 302

63966 63970 301

63971 63975 304

64004 64015 312

64018 64024 313

64104 64115 312

64182 64185 301

64270 64273 298

65001 65002 314

65003 65004 315

65005 314

65006 65011 315

65170 65173 314

65184 313

67216 67218 323

68049 68050 300

68181 301

68216 68218 323

68234 302

68235 303

68236 297

68237 302

68238 303

68239 297

68240 303

50178 50181 185

50183 50186 171

50187 207

50188 50189 171/207

50203 50208 157

50209 50214 159

50224 50226 159

50234 50236 159

50237 158

50240 50241 159

50260 50261 162

50262 162/249

50263 162

50264 249

50265 162

50266 249

50267 162

50268 249

50269 162

50270 249

50291 50297 162

50410 50412 197

50413 50415 197

50418 50419 204

50430 50441 187

51018 51021 183

51023 51025 183

51030 51034 181

51036 51038 181

51084 51090 139

51094 51098 141

51102 51108 153

51203 51208 157

52080 82084 137

52085 161

52305 52314 147

52508 52511 146

52520 52526 143

52534 52538 143

52615 52618 162

52705 52714 148

53103 53105 175

54102 54108 153

54202 54203 173

55002 55003 174

55103 55108 155

56103 56108 155

58103 58108 155

59203 59208 157

60004 60015 312

60018 60024 313

60941 60944 307

60946 308

60947 60948 299

60950 60954 307

60957 60958 308

60986 60989 309

61004 61015 312

61049 61050 300

61181 61185 301

61234 302

61235 303

61236 297

61237 302

61243 300

61264 61266 296

61274 303

61277 302

61445 305

61960 308

61963 302

62004 62015 312

62018 62024 313

62049 62050 300

62181 62185 301
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68243 300

68249 68250 298

68253 299

68261 68262 299

68264 68266 296

68274 303

68277 302

68506 68507 304

68960 68961 308

68963 302

68966 68970 301

68971 68975 304

70500 243

70501 70503 241

70504 242

70505 278

70506 280

70507 70508 279

70514 70518 278

70520 279

70521 241

70522 278

70524 279

70531 249

70550 305

70606 70608 330

70735 70740 248

70746 70748 248

70750 248

70772 248

70921 70922 339

71314 327

77019 317

77055 77056 317

77057 77059 320

77080 317

77524 322

77530 77532 320

77533 77535 317

77536 320

77537 77538 317

77539 323

77541 321

77543 77546 320

77550 77552 320

77553 77555 317

77556 320

77557 77558 317

77559 323

77560 322

77561 77563 321

77566 77568 320

77569 317

77574 77575 321

77576 322

77581 322

77583 321

77585 322

115100 115199 270/271

115200 115299 270/271

115301 115401 268

115463 115464 91

Order no. 
from

Order 
no. to

Page

115465 128

115476 92

115480 93

115482 115485 128

115500 115584 272

115601 115701 269

115800 273

125100 254

127100 127110 338

154045 261

154046 263

154347 260

154348 262

154445 260

154446 262

154545 260

154546 262

154645 261

154646 263

154745 261

154746 263

154845 261

154846 263

154945 261

154946 263

155045 261

155046 263

155347 260

155348 262

155445 260

155446 262

155545 260

155546 262

155645 261

155646 263

155745 261

155746 263

155845 261

155846 263

155945 261

155946 263

156045 261

156046 263

156347 260

156348 262

156445 260

156446 262

156545 260

156546 262

156645 261

156646 263

156745 261

156746 263

156845 261

156846 263

156945 261

156946 263

167036 167936 264/265

167100 167500 266/267

167110 167510 266/267

167120 167520 266/267

168036 168936 264/265

Order no. 
from

Order 
no. to

Page
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GÜNZBURGER STEIGTECHNIK GMBH 
Rudolf-Diesel-Strasse 23, D-89312 Günzburg 
Phone + 49 (8221) 361 601, Fax +49 (8221) 361 680 
E-mail info@steigtechnik.de, www.steigtechnik.de

169036 169936 264/265

170235 172235 260/263

173036 173936 258/259

173235
258/259/ 
264/265

173535 258/259

174036 174936 258/259

174235
258/259/ 
264/265

174535 258/259

175036 175936 258/259

175235
258/259/ 
264/265

175535 258/259

300108 247

300109 206

301303 301305 108

301306 301319 109

303104 303108 145

303304 303308 144

303404 303408 228

500100 291

500101 500125 291/293

500130 500175 291

500200 500225 295

500230 500270 293

500231 500271 295

510100 291

510101 510125 291/293

510130 510175 291

510200 510225 295

510230 510270 293

510231 510271 295

520100 291

520101 520125 291/293

520130 520175 291

520200 520225 295

520230 520270 293

520231 520271 295

530100 291

530101 530125 291/293

530130 530175 291

530200 530225 295

530230 530270 293

530231 530271 295

600100 600129 247

600204 600236 218/219

600244 600278 216/217

600284 600296 218/219

600304 600318 216/217

600324 600336 218/219

600344 600358 216/217

600364 600376 222/223

600384 600396 222/223

600404 600416 222/223

600424 600438 220/221

600444 600458 220/221

600464 600478 220/221

600504 600518 220/221

600584 600596 222/223

600704 500716 234/235

600724 600736 234/235

600744 600756 234/235

600764 600779 232/233

600784 600799 232/233

600804 600819 232/233

600903 600911 226/227

600913 600921 226/227

600923 600931 226/227

600933 600941 224/225

600943 600951 224/225

600953 600961 224/225

600963 600971 226/227

600973 600981 224/225

632101 632103 238

632201 632202 238

632230 632235 239

632306 632315 239

690010 690062

217/219/ 
221/223/ 
225/227/ 
233/235

690070 690085 247

983064 245

984010 984014 244

984015 984022 245

984023 984026 244

984028 245

984035 244

984037 986063 245
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Order 
no. to

Page Order no. 
from

Order 
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Page
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MUNK GmbH | Rudolf-Diesel-Str. 23 | 89312 Günzburg  
Tel +49 (0) 82 21 / 36 16-01 | Fax +49 (0) 82 21 / 36 16-80 | info@munk-group.com

Safety. Made in Germany.
MUNK Günzburger Steigtechnik is a brand of the MUNK Group and stands 
for ladders, rolling scaffolds and special constructions in premium quality. 

MUNK Günzburger Steigtechnik

MUNK Rettungstechnik MUNK Service
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